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Abstract

Good quality data are essential in data mining for accurate data analysis and knowledge

discovery. Data preprocessing and cleansing play a vital role in data mining by ensuring

good quality of data. The main tasks of data cleansing include missing value imputation

and noisy value detection.

There are many existing techniques for data cleansing. However, the existing techniques

have various limitations. For example, the existing techniques such as Expectation-

Maximization based Imputation (EMI) and Iterative Bicluster-based Local Least Square

Imputation (IBLLS) are unable to impute categorical missing values. Moreover, EMI

is unable to impute the missing values of the records for which all numerical values

are missing. The imputation accuracy of the existing techniques also can be further

improved. On the other hand, an existing noise detection technique called Error Detec-

tion and Impact-Sensitive Instance Ranking (EDIR) can typically detect at most 10%

of the total noisy values. Moreover, a noise detection technique called Reachability,

Dissimilarity, Coverage and Liability (RDCL) can detect only the noisy records and is

not capable to identify the noisy values. The existing techniques therefore have room

for further improvement.

Hence, in this thesis we propose ten (10) novel techniques for the imputation of missing

values, identification of noisy values and data discretization. Our proposed imputation

techniques impute both numerical and categorical missing value/s of a record. One ap-

proach of imputing missing values is to discover the subsets of records of a data set

where the records within a subset have high correlations among the attributes and are

highly similar to each other. Missing values of the records within a subset are then im-

puted using some statistical properties of the records belonging to the subset. In order

to find such subsets (horizontal segments) we make use of various data mining algo-

rithms such as a decision tree algorithm, decision forest algorithm and fuzzy clustering

algorithm. We also propose an imputation technique specifically catered for categorical

missing values where the technique makes use of some statistical properties, namely

co-appearance of values, correlation of the attributes and similarities of the records, of

a data set. The technique is also capable of imputing numerical missing values.

Similarly, for identifying noisy values we also use a co-appearance analysis based on

the concept that a noisy value is likely to have a low co-appearance with other values.
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Abstract vii

Our proposed imputation and noise detection techniques use discretization of numerical

values. Therefore, we also propose a discretization technique that considers the values

(of an attribute) having low frequency as the possible cut-points aiming to minimize the

loss of information due to discretization. It also takes the influence of other attributes

into consideration during the discretization.

In order to validate our arguments we carry out extensive experiments on nine publicly

available and real life data sets. We evaluate our proposed imputation techniques by

comparing their accuracy with the accuracy of three high quality existing techniques

based on four well know evaluation criteria. We also carry out various statistical signif-

icance analyses. Our experimental results indicate that the proposed techniques achieve

higher imputation accuracy over the existing techniques. We also evaluate the improve-

ment of data quality in the data sets that are cleaned by our proposed techniques as

opposed to some existing techniques. The experimental results indicate that the quality

of data improves through the application of data cleansing techniques.

Therefore, we believe that our proposed data cleansing techniques advance the state

of the art in data cleansing and preprocessing. They are generally capable of imput-

ing missing values and identifying noisy values better than the existing techniques and

thereby producing high quality clean data sets that are expected to help achieving better

results while performing various data analyses.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Organizations are nowadays extremely dependent on various data mining techniques to

discover interesting patterns from large data sets, that would otherwise be practically

impossible for us to extract (Abbas & Aggarwal, 2010; Pyle, 1999; Van Hulse et al.,

2007). The extracted patterns (such as logic rules of decision trees, clusters, and asso-

ciation rules) play a crucial role in various decision making processes. It is extremely

important for a data analyst to have access to high quality data so that data mining

techniques can obtain useful patterns. However, data can often be lost or get corrupted

during the data collection and storage process for various reasons including human error

and misunderstanding, equipment malfunctioning, and faulty data transmission (Abbas

& Aggarwal, 2010; Hulse & Khoshgoftaar, 2009). It has been reported in the literature

that approximately 5% or more data values are found to be noisy or lost if an organiza-

tion does not take extreme care to avoid data errors (De Veaux & Hand, 2005; Maletic

& Marcus, 2000; Orr, 1998; Redman, 1998; X. Zhu et al., 2004).

The existence of errors in data can have a negative impact on various sectors including

business organizations and government departments (Buhrmester et al., 2011; Chengalur-

Smith et al., 1999; Liebchen, 2010; Loshin, 2001; Redman & Blanton, 1997; Wand &

Wang, 1996). In 2003 the Data Warehouse Institute (TDWI) stated that the existence

of errors in data costs approximately 600 billion dollars per year for American business

organizations (Abbas & Aggarwal, 2010; Eckerson, 2002a).

1
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Data anomalies and impurities can also cause inefficient data analyses, inaccurate de-

cisions and user inconveniences. Careless use of erroneous data can be misleading and

damaging making it useless for the users (Abbas & Aggarwal, 2010; Han et al., 2006;

Müller & Freytag, 2005). For instance, poor quality data in genomic databases can have

a serious impact on end users. Errors in genome data can result in inaccurate outcomes

from biological and pharmaceutical experiments costing billions of dollars for the phar-

maceutical companies (Hensley, 2002; Müller et al., 2003). Furthermore, the existence

of errors in the patient’s prescriptions and the inconsistencies in the patient’s medical

reports could even cause loss of lives. In 1999, the Institute of Medicine in USA re-

ported that data anomalies and impurities lead to 44,000 to 98,000 preventable deaths

per year (JUDICE, 2007; Kohn et al., 2000).

The existence of erroneous values can also significantly disturb the performance of data

mining techniques (Catal et al., 2011; Folleco et al., 2008; Khoshgoftaar & Van Hulse,

2009). Typically the prediction accuracy of a classifier built from a data set having

errors is low on a testing data set, due to the presence of errors in the training data

set (X. Zhu & Wu, 2004). The existence of errors in a training data set can also delay

convergences of a machine learning algorithm (Van Hulse et al., 2007). Hence, it is of

great importance to have high quality data for various data analyses.

Data cleansing plays a vital role in increasing the data quality. For instance, due to data

cleansing the quality of the NASA data sets (that are publicly available in the PROMISE

repository (Menzies et al., 2012)) increased significantly as shown in Figure 1.1 that we

prepare from the data presented in the literature (Catal et al., 2011). In the figure the

classification accuracies of the Naive-Bayes classifier on the data sets having errors (i.e.

before cleansing) and without errors (i.e. after cleansing) are presented. As an example,

for the KC1 data set the classification accuracy before cleansing is 69.66%, whereas the

accuracy after data cleasing is 89.95%.

Organizations consider various strategies for data cleansing. The repetition of the data

collection process is one of the strategies (Maimon & Rokach, 2005). However, this

strategy is generally found to be unrealistic, expensive and time consuming. Moreover,

it does not the guarantee completely cleaned data (Maimon & Rokach, 2005). Another
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FIGURE 1.1: Impact of data cleansing on the NASA data sets (Catal et al., 2011).

strategy is to remove the errors manually from a data set. However, like the first strategy

it is also found to be expensive and time consuming. It was reported that many orga-

nizations spend 20-25% of their annual budget on data cleansing (De Veaux & Hand,

2005; Liebchen, 2010). In another report it was indicated that data cleansing process

requires 60-90% of the total effort of data analysis. Moreover, new errors can be intro-

duced through this manual process (De Veaux & Hand, 2005; Liebchen, 2010; Maimon

& Rokach, 2005).

Therefore, a semi-automatic data cleansing technique may be a practical and cost effec-

tive approach to improve the quality of the existing data. By a semi-automatic system

we mean that data will be cleaned automatically and then will be forwarded to a domain

expert for a decision on whether or not the automatically cleaned data should be used.

Although a semi-automatic cleansing may be an obvious solution to clean data, suffi-

cient attention has not yet been given to develop such cleansing techniques (Ballou &

Tayi, 1999; Maimon & Rokach, 2005; Y.-Y. R. Wang et al., 2001). Since the usefulness

of a data mining algorithm is decreased without the availability of clean data, the use of

a data cleansing technique is crucial to clean a data set prior to the application of data

mining techniques on it.

One important task of data cleansing is the imputation of missing values as accurately

as possible. A number of imputation techniques have been proposed recently (Aydilek
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& Arslan, 2013; Cai et al., 2006; K. Cheng et al., 2012; Dorri et al., 2012; Farhangfar

et al., 2007; França et al., 2013; Houari et al., 2013; Junninen et al., 2004; D. Li et al.,

2004; Liew et al., 2011; Schneider, 2001; X. Wang et al., 2006; S. Zhang et al., 2011;

B. Zhu et al., 2012; X. Zhu et al., 2011). A summary of the key practical problems and

scientific issues related to missing value imputation are as follows.

• Imputation accuracy: The most important issue in selecting a technique for

missing value imputation is the imputation accuracy. Generally imputation per-

formance heavily depends on the selection of a suitable technique (C. Zhang et

al., 2006). Different imputation techniques perform well on different types of

data sets and missing values.

• Computational cost: It also plays a vital role during the selection of a technique

for imputation. Existing techniques such as IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012) and

SVR (X. Wang et al., 2006) are computationally expensive with the complexity

O(n3).

• Types of data sets: In real world applications, many data sets contain both nu-

merical and categorical data, and can have missing values in both types. However,

there are many existing techniques that can impute either numerical or categori-

cal missing values. For example, the existing techniques such as EMI (Dempster

et al., 1977; Schneider, 2001) and IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012) are unable to

impute categorical missing values.

• Missing patterns: Most of the existing techniques perform better on a data set

where each missing-valued-record has only a few missing values. However, if

most of the values are missing then many techniques (such as IBLLS (K. Cheng

et al., 2012)) fail to perform well.

Therefore, the existing imputation techniques have room for further improvement in

terms of imputation accuracy, computational cost, types of data sets and missing pat-

terns.
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Another important task of data cleansing is the detection and correction of noisy values.

There are many existing techniques for noise detection in the literature (Delany, 2009;

Delany et al., 2012; Fellegi & Holt, 1976; Guan et al., 2014; Khoshgoftaar & Van Hulse,

2009; Sáez et al., 2013; Sluban et al., 2014; X. Zhu et al., 2004). A summary of the key

practical problems and scientific issues related to noisy value detection are as follows.

• Noise detection accuracy: It is evident from the literature that the existing tech-

niques do not have very high recall and precision. For example, an existing noise

detection technique called EDI (X. Zhu et al., 2004) can typically detect at most

10% of the total noisy values. Moreover, many techniques introduce new errors

while correcting existing noise (X. Zhu et al., 2004).

• Computational cost: This issue has an important role during the selection of a

technique for noise detection. Existing techniques including RDCL (Delany et

al., 2012) is computationally expensive with the complexity O(n2).

• Types of detection: It is important to detect both the noisy records and the noisy

values of a data set. However, many existing techniques including RDCL (Delany

et al., 2012) can detect only the noisy records and are not capable to identify the

noisy values.

Hence, existing noise detection techniques have also scope for enhancement in terms of

noise detection accuracy, computational cost, types of detection.

Therefore, this thesis aims to improve the quality of data through developing various

data cleansing and pre-processing techniques including missing value imputation, noisy

value detection and data discretization. In this thesis we propose a number of high qual-

ity missing value imputation techniques for improving data quality. We use various data

quality measures including classification accuracy in order to evaluate our proposed

techniques. We also analyze the results of our proposed techniques using statistical sig-

nificance tests. Our experimental results indicate that the quality of data is improved

significantly by our proposed techniques. All of our proposed techniques can impute

both numerical and categorical missing values. One of our proposed techniques called
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FEMI is computationally less expensive with a complexity O(n). We also propose a

noise detection technique. Experimental results indicate that our proposed technique

achieves higher precision and recall over the existing techniques. Our proposed noise

detection technique can detect both noisy records and noisy values. Moreover, the tech-

nique is computationally less expensive with a complexity O(n). In addition, we pro-

pose a data discretization technique. The effectiveness of our proposed discretization

technique is also reflected in our experimental results.

This thesis consists of five parts. Part I contains Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, from Chapter 4

to Chapter 8 are presented in Part II, from Chapter 9 to Chapter 11 are included in

Part III, Part IV contains Chapter 12 and Chapter 13, and Part V includes Chapter 14

and Chapter 15. The organization of the thesis is as follows.

Part I: Background Study

In Chapter 2 we present a brief introduction to data cleansing and its main tasks. More-

over, we discuss the significance and applications of data cleansing in this chapter.

In Chapter 3 we provide a comprehensive literature review of existing techniques for

missing value imputation, noisy value detection and data discretization. We discuss the

essence of the existing techniques and present classification schemes on the existing

techniques.

Part II: Missing Value Imputation Using A Decision Tree Algorithm

In Chapter 4 we present a technique called DMI that makes use of a single decision

tree algorithm such as C4.5 (J. R. Quinlan, 1993, 1996) and the existing EMI tech-

nique (Junninen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001) for the imputation of missing values.

The basic idea behind the proposed technique is based on our observation that the EMI

technique generally performs better on a data set having records that are similar to each

other and attributes are highly correlated. However, the correlations of the attributes of

a data set are a natural property of the data set and they can not be modified for the sake

of achieving better imputation accuracy. Nevertheless, we argue that there may be hor-

izontal segments within a data set where the records belonging to a horizontal segment

may be similar to each other and the correlations of attributes may also be high.
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We realize that the identification of such horizontal segments from a data set and the

application of EMI on the horizontal segments (instead of the whole data set) may

result in a high imputation accuracy. Moreover, we realize that a horizontal segment

identified by a decision tree typically contains similar records where the correlations

of the attributes are also high. Therefore, in DMI we use the C4.5 algorithm in order

to get such horizontal segments. We then apply the EMI approach on each horizontal

segment in order to impute the numerical missing values. Since EMI is unable to impute

categorical missing values we use the decision tree to predict the missing categorical

value.

In Chapter 5 we present an imputation technique called EDI that is an extension of

DMI. The motivation of the technique is based on our observation that like other existing

techniques the performance of DMI declines for a data set that contains higher missing

values. This is possibly due to the approach of considering only the records without

missing values during the creation of a decision tree in order to find horizontal segments

for the application of EMI. That is, the records (having any missing values) are not

considered for building the tree and therefore for the application of EMI. If there are

many records having missing values in a data set then DMI prepares a training data set

without any missing values, where the number of records can very small. Therefore,

the decision tree obtained from the small data set may not be as useful as it could

be if the decision tree was built on the whole data set. Hence, DMI can achieve a

low imputation accuracy for a data set having high missing values. We argue that the

imputation accuracy of DMI can be improved if it considers the records having missing

values during the creation of decision trees. Therefore, in EDI we impute the missing

values of a data set by the improved use of the records having missing values in order

to get better imputation accuracy.

Chapter 6 presents a technique called kDMI that is also an extension of DMI. In DMI

we use a decision tree algorithm in order to find horizontal segments where the records

belonging to each segment are expected to be similar to each other. However, we ar-

gue that there may be some cases where all records belonging to a leaf (or a horizontal

segment) may not always be similar to each other. For instance, a heterogeneous leaf

contains records having different class values and they may not always be similar to
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each other. Thus, we argue that it is possible to get a sub horizontal segment, within a

leaf/horizontal segment, in which the similarities among records are even higher than

the similarities among records belonging to a horizontal segment. Therefore, in kDMI

we impute the missing values based on the records belonging to a sub horizontal seg-

ment (instead of the records belonging to a horizontal segment) to achieve higher impu-

tation accuracy.

In Chapter 7 we present a technique called iDMI that is another extension of DMI. In

iDMI we use an improved imputation approach in order to handle the records where all

numerical attribute values are missing. We impute the missing values of such records

based on the attribute mean value that is calculated based on the records that are similar

to each other, instead of considering all the records of a data set.

Chapter 8 presents a framework called TULIP in which we incorporate the basic con-

cepts of DMI, EDI and kDMI in order to achieve higher imputation accuracy. The mo-

tivation behind the approach is based on our observation that our proposed technique

EDI achieves higher imputation accuracy due to considering the records having missing

values while identifying horizontal segments of a data set. Moreover, kDMI achieves a

high imputation accuracy due to the application of EMI on the records belonging to a

sub horizontal segment instead of the records belong to a horizontal segment. Thus, we

argue that it is possible to a better imputation accuracy if we combine the approaches of

DMI, EDI and kDMI, instead of considering the approaches separately. Therefore, in

TULIP we combine them for better imputation of missing values.

Part III: Missing Value Imputation Beyond Using A Decision Tree Algorithm

In Chapter 9 we present a technique called SiMI that uses a decision forest algorithm

instead of a single decision tree algorithm to find intersections of a data set where each

intersection contains a set of similar records. An intersection is obtained by the intersec-

tion of two horizontal segments belonging to two different trees. The main motivation

of finding the intersections is based on our observation that the average similarity of

the records belonging to an intersection (obtained from a set of decision trees) is higher

than the average similarity of the records belonging to a horizontal segment (obtained

from a single decision tree). Thus, it is expected to achieve a better imputation accuracy
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if EMI is applied on an intersection instead of a horizontal segment. Therefore, SiMI

applies the EMI on the intersections to impute numerical missing values. For imputing

categorical missing value/s of a record Ri SiMI considers the most frequent value of

an attribute based on the records belonging to the intersection where Ri falls in. The

effectiveness of SiMI is also reflected in our experimental results.

In Chapter 10 we present a technique called FEMI for the imputation of missing values

of a fuzzy data set. The basic idea behind the approach is that in a fuzzy data set the

records do not have a clear separation and it can be difficult to obtain mutually exclusive

horizontal segments (or clusters). We argue that if the records of a data set do not have

a clear separation then the identification of suitable clusters from such data sets may not

be a good idea. Since a record of such a data set has associations with multiple clus-

ters (instead of belonging to a single cluster), the consideration of taking the influence

of all clusters associated with a record having missing value/s should result in a high

imputation accuracy. Therefore, for imputing the missing value/s of a record FEMI con-

siders the influences of all clusters that have association with the record having missing

value/s.

Chapter 11 presents a technique called FIMUS that imputes missing values based on

the co-appearances of the values belonging to two different attributes, similarities of the

values of an attribute and correlations of attributes. One basic advantage of FIMUS over

the techniques we propose from Chapter 4 to Chapter 10 is that the imputation quality

of FIMUS does not depend on any other imputation techniques such as EMI. FIMUS

imputes the missing values based on the relationships of the attributes without relying

on EMI. Our experimental results also indicate superiority of FIMUS over the existing

techniques and the techniques we propose so far.

Part IV: Other Data Cleansing Tasks

In Chapter 12 we present a technique called CAIRAD that detects noisy values based

on the co-appearances of attribute values. The basic concept of the technique is that

most of the values of a data set are generally clean. In other words, the amount of

noise in a data set is generally low and therefore, a noisy value should have a low co-

appearance with the other values. The effectiveness of using co-appearances of attribute
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values for noise detection is reflected in our experimentation. CAIRAD achieves higher

detection accuracy (in terms of recall and precision) over the existing techniques.

In Chapter 13 we present a discretization technique called LFD since a discretiza-

tion technique generally increases the effectiveness of various data mining algorithms

and is used in many imputation and noise detection techniques including those that are

presented in this study. The main motivation behind the approach is based on our obser-

vation that using a numerical value having low frequency as a potential cut point may

disturb a low number of records and thereby may reduce the loss of information due

to discretization. Therefore, in LFD we consider only the values having low frequency

as possible cut points aiming to minimize the loss of information due to discretization.

Moreover, we take the influence of other attributes into consideration during the dis-

cretization.

Part V: Discussion And Conclusion

In Chapter 14 we provide a detailed analysis on the data quality improvement through

our proposed imputation techniques. We analyze the imputation quality based on some

factors including the number of records of a data set, number of attributes of a data set

and number of numerical/categorical attributes in a data set. We evaluate the results

in terms of various evaluation criteria such as R2, d2, RMSE and MAE (Junninen et

al., 2004; Willmott, 1982). Since prediction accuracy is considered as an indicator of

data quality (Islam, 2007; Islam & Brankovic, 2011; Kooiman et al., 1997; Lim et al.,

2000), we also evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed techniques through applying

the C4.5 (J. R. Quinlan, 1993, 1996) on the original data set, on the imputed data set, and

on the data set having missing values. Our experimental result indicates a significant

improvement of data quality by our proposed imputation techniques. We also present a

decision tree that may help to users to choose an appropriate imputation technique for

their data sets.

In Chapter 15 of this study we present concluding remarks.
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Background Study



Chapter 2

Data Preprocessing

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we first introduce a data set with its notations and definitions that are

used in this study. We then present a brief introduction to data mining and its main

steps in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 provides a short introduction to data preprocessing and

its different forms. We also give a brief introduction to data cleansing, its main tasks

and applications in Section 2.4 and Section 2.5.

2.1.1 Data Set with Its Notations and Definitions

The following notations and definitions are used throughout this study. We consider

a data set DF as a two dimensional table where rows represent records and columns

represent attributes. Let, n andm be the number of records, and the number of attributes

of DF . R = {R1, R2, ...Rn} is the set of records and A = {A1, A2, ...Am} is the set of

attributes in DF . That is, DF contains |R| records and |A| attributes.

The attributes can be either numerical or categorical. A numerical attribute has its

domain Aj = [low, up], where low is the lowest limit and up is the highest limit of

the attribute. A categorical attribute Aj = {a1, a2, . . . ad} has a domain with d (i.e.

|Aj| = d) different values. Categorical values do not have any natural ordering in them.

12
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Let, Rij be the value of the ith record and the jth attribute in DF . Rij=‘?’ indicates that

the value of the ith record and the jth attribute is missing. The data set DC contains

the records, from DF , without missing values and the data set DI contains the records,

from DF , having missing values.

In Table 2.1 we present a toy data set having 15 records and 4 attributes. Two attributes

“Age” and “Salary” are numerical and other two attributes “Education” and “Position”

are categorical. The domains of “Age” and “Salary” are [25, 50] and [84, 147], respec-

tively, and the domains of “Education” and “Position” are {MS, PhD} and {RA, L, P},

respectively. Let, Ri be the ith record of DF and Rij be the jth attribute value of the ith

record. For example, in the toy data setR1,1 represents “27” which is the value of the 1st

attribute (“Age”) of the 1st record (“R1”). Note that we do not use a comma to separate

indexes of a variable when the indexes are represented by variables (e.g. Rij), however,

we use comma to separate indexes of a variable when the indexes are represented by

values (e.g. R1,1).

TABLE 2.1: A toy data set.

Record Age Education Salary (in kilo) Position

R1 27 MS 85 L

R2 45 PhD 145 P

R3 42 PhD 145 P

R4 25 MS 85 L

R5 32 PhD 107 L

R6 28 PhD 85 RA

R7 50 PhD 110 P

R8 43 PhD 147 P

R9 44 PhD 146 P

R10 35 MS 86 L

R11 42 PhD 105 L

R12 38 PhD 84 L

R13 42 PhD 143 P

R14 25 PhD 86 RA

R15 43 PhD 143 P

A natural data set typically contains a class attribute and the values of the class attribute

are known as the class values or class labels (Han et al., 2006). In the toy data set, we

consider the attribute “Position” as the class attribute. Therefore, the values “RA”, “L”

and “P” are the class values of the toy data set.
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2.2 Data Mining

Data mining is a process of extracting hidden knowledge from a large collection of

data (Han et al., 2006; Maimon & Rokach, 2005). The extracted knowledge can be use-

ful for an organization in order to take better decisions. Organizations are extremely de-

pendent nowadays on data collection, storage and analysis for various decision-making

processes. Data are collected in various ways such as paper based and online surveys,

interviews, and sensors (Apiletti et al., 2006; Chapman, 2005; R. Cheng et al., 2008). By

using the developed information processing technologies, the organizations can create

large (in terms of gigabytes) data sets of business data, including transaction histories,

sales data and consumer data (Sumathi & Sivanandam, 2006). It is reported that the

amount of data in the world is doubled up in every twenty months (Witten et al., 2011).

Organizations use data mining techniques for making better decisions. A data mining

algorithm extracts interesting patterns (such as the discovery of trend and predictive

patterns in data) that could otherwise be extremely difficult for us to extract especially

from large sized data sets (Pyle, 1999; Sumathi & Sivanandam, 2006; Van Hulse et

al., 2007). For example, a large departmental store in the United State called Walmart

that collects a huge amount of data on consumer’s shopping habit (Walmart [online

available: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walmart], 2014). The company then applies its

data mining software called Polaris (Wal-Marts Silicon Valley unit develops new search

engine to battle eBay, Amazon - San Jose Mercury News, 2014) on the large data sets

in order to predict consumer shopping habits. It is pointed out that this analysis helps

the company to optimize the operations by predicting the consumer’s habits (Walmart

[online available: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walmart], 2014).

In real world, there are different perceptions on data mining. For example, similar to

data mining there are other terms, including knowledge mining from data, knowledge

extraction, data/pattern analysis, data archaeology, data fishing, data snooping and data

dredging (Han et al., 2006). Since data mining extracts useful information from a large

data set some people think it as a synonym for another popular term Knowledge Dis-

covery from Data (KDD) (Han et al., 2006; Maimon & Rokach, 2005), whereas some

other consider it as an essential step in the KDD process. The important steps of KDD
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include data preprocessing, data mining, and pattern evaluation and knowledge repre-

sentation as shown in Figure 2.1 (Han et al., 2006; Maimon & Rokach, 2005). We now

briefly discuss each of the steps as follows.

FIGURE 2.1: The process of knowledge discovery from data (Han et al., 2006; Maimon
& Rokach, 2005).

Data Preprocessing

Data Preprocessing is an important step of the KDD process. Data sets often contain er-

rors in them during the process of data collection, storage and preparation due to various

reasons including human error and misunderstanding, equipment malfunctioning, and

faulty data transmission. According to various studies, approximately 5% or more data

values are found to be noisy or missing if an organization does not take extreme care to

avoid data errors (Maletic & Marcus, 2000; Orr, 1998; X. Zhu et al., 2004). The main

goal of the data preprocessing step is to ensure the quality of data by the imputation

of missing values, detection and correction of noisy values, and transformation of data

into an appropriate form for mining. Since this study focuses on data Preprocessing, we

discuss it into further details in Section 2.3.

Data Mining

Data Mining, is an essential step of the KDD process, discovers interesting patterns and

knowledge from large data sets (Han et al., 2006; Maimon & Rokach, 2005; Witten et

al., 2011). The main benefit of data mining is that it can extract patterns that were pre-

viously unknown (Cavoukian, 1997; Islam, 2007). Even it could not be hypothesized

about the patterns in advance. The patterns are obtained by applying various data min-

ing tools on large data sets. Some of the tools that are commonly used in data mining

include decision trees, clustering, artificial neural networks, genetic algorithms, near-

est neighbors and association rule mining (Larose, 2006; P. Cabena, 1999; Sumathi &

Sivanandam, 2006; W.Miller, 2005; Zhao et al., 2008).
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Pattern Evaluation and Knowledge Representation

Once the patterns are obtained from a data set, the patterns are then evaluated based on

interestingness measures. A pattern is considered as interesting if it has the following

properties (Geng & Hamilton, 2006; Han et al., 2006).

• Easily understandable to the users

• Valid on new or test data

• Useful

• Novel

• Validate a user’s hypothesis

An end user can use various visualization and knowledge representation techniques for

a meaningful representation of the patterns (U. M. Fayyad et al., 2002; Hadzic et al.,

2008; Han et al., 2006).

2.3 Data Preprocessing

Data preprocessing plays a vital role for ensuring data quality in data mining. Figure 2.2

summarizes the forms of data preprocessing. The major forms of data preprocessing

include:

• Data Cleansing

• Data Transformation

• Data Integration

• Data Reduction
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FIGURE 2.2: The tasks of data preprocessing in the KDD process.

We now briefly discuss them as follows.

Data Cleansing

Data cleansing is an important task of data preprocessing. The aim of data cleansing is

to clean the data by imputing missing values, and detecting and correcting inconsistent

values. If a data set contains dirty data (incorrect values) then the patterns obtained

by applying a data mining technique on the data set may not be useful. Moreover,

sometimes it could be misleading as evident in the literature (Abbas & Aggarwal, 2010;

Orr, 1998). In section 2.4 we present a further details on data cleansing.

Data Transformation

Data transformation supports a data mining technique to improve its efficiency and ef-

fectiveness (S. Garcia et al., 2013; Yang & Webb, 2009). For example, a discretization

algorithm is considered to be crucial in various fields of data mining. Many data mining

algorithms can only deal with categorical attributes and are unable to handle numerical

attributes (Dougherty et al., 1995; H. Liu et al., 2002). However, natural datasets often

contain both numerical and categorical attributes. The data mining algorithms typically

discretize numerical attributes in order to treat them as categorical attributes. For exam-

ple, the Naive-Bayes (Flores et al., 2011; Yang & Webb, 2009) and Apriori (Agrawal &
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Srikant, 1994) algorithms can only handle categorical attributes and therefore discretize

numerical attributes.

Another form of data transformation is called normalization by which the values of a

numerical attribute can be scaled into a smaller range such as [0.0, 1.0]. Data mining

techniques such as neural networks, nearest-neighbor classifiers and clustering normal-

ize data to provide equal emphasis on each numerical attribute (Ahmad & Dey, 2007;

M. Lee & Pedrycz, 2009). For example, while calculating distance for numerical at-

tributes, an existing clustering technique called GFCM (M. Lee & Pedrycz, 2009) first

normalizes the domain values of each numerical attribute into a range (say, 0.0 to 1.0)

for providing the same emphasis on each numerical attribute.

Data Integration

Data integration is another important task of data preprocessing. Typically organiza-

tions collect data from multiple heterogeneous sources where different data sources may

use different data models such as relational and object-oriented data model (Han et al.,

2006; Islam, 2007; Khoshgoftaar & Van Hulse, 2009). The data integration task allows

a user to merge two or more data sources into a uniform data set often called a target

data set. Data integration also helps to minimize the redundancies and inconsistencies

in the target data set.

An attribute of a data set may be considered as redundant if the values of the attribute are

obtained from another one or more attributes. For example, the attribute “Net salary”

of a data set “Employee Salary” could be redundant if the values of “Net salary” are

obtained from the values of the “Gross salary” and “Total deductions” attributes of the

data set. On the other hand, it is often possible to have inconsistent names of a particular

attribute in different data sources. For example, an attribute name for the employee

identification number can be “Employee id” in one data source, whereas in another

source it could be “Employee num”. Moreover, the values of a particular attribute can

be inconsistent in different data sources. For example, the values of the attribute “Sex”

can be represented by “Male” and “Female” in one source, while in another source they

can be “M” and “F”. These redundancies and inconsistencies are resolved in the data

integration step.
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Data Reduction

Due to the processing cost sometimes it is not feasible to apply a data mining algorithm

on a data set having huge data volume. Data reduction allows a user to reduce the size

of the data set into a smaller one. However, the integrity of the original data set is

still maintained in the new one. That is, we can get the similar results if we apply a

data mining algorithm on the original data set and in the reduced data set (Bevington &

Robinson, 1969, 2003; Han et al., 2006; Mwangi et al., 2014). The strategies of data

reduction include dimensionality reduction and numerosity reduction.

By dimensionality reduction, a data set having large number of attributes can be com-

pressed into a small data set in which the new data set contains only the significance

attributes of the original data set. Examples of this approach include Principle Com-

ponent Analysis (PCA) and attribute subset selection (Han et al., 2006; Moscato et al.,

2005). Instead of creating a new small data set, numerosity reduction builds models

from the original data set. Example of such models include regression models, clusters,

and sampling.

2.4 Data Cleansing

Data cleansing plays a vital role in data mining for ensuring good quality of data. The

performance of a data mining algorithm relies on a number of factors including the

quality of the data (Van Hulse et al., 2007; R. Y. Wang et al., 1995; R. Y. Wang & Strong,

1996). The existence of errors in the data set can significantly disturb the performance

of data mining techniques. For example, typically the prediction accuracy of a classifier

built from a noisy data set is very low on a testing data set, due to the presence of

errors in the training data set (X. Zhu & Wu, 2004). The termination of a machine

learning algorithm can also be delayed due to the existence of errors in a training data

set (Van Hulse et al., 2007).
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Typically data are collected from multiple heterogeneous sources and then integrated

into a single dataset for data mining purposes (Khoshgoftaar & Van Hulse, 2009). Dur-

ing the process of data collection, storage and preparation often data get lost or cor-

rupted due to various reasons including human error and misunderstanding, equipment

malfunctioning, and faulty data transmission. According to various studies, approxi-

mately 5% or more data values are found to be noisy or unavailable if an organization

does not take extreme care to avoid data errors (Cardell-Oliver, 2013a,b; Cardell-Oliver

& Peach, 2013; Maletic & Marcus, 2000; Orr, 1998; Usama M. Fayyad, 2003; X. Zhu

et al., 2004).

A number of actions can be taken to clean the data sets (Maimon & Rokach, 2005).

One option could be the repetition of the data collection process. However, this option

is unrealistic and it doses not guarantee to get a clean data set. Moreover, this option

could be expensive and time consuming (Maimon & Rokach, 2005). Another option is

the detection and correction of errors manually. However, similar to the first option, this

one is found to be expensive and time consuming. This process itself may introduce new

errors. It was reported that millions of dollars are spent per year by some organizations

in order to clean the data (Redman, 1998).

Hence, an automatic data cleansing technique may be the practical and cost effective

approach to improve the quality of the existing data. Although this option may be an

obvious solution to clean data, a little attention has been given to develop such cleansing

techniques (Ballou & Tayi, 1999; Maimon & Rokach, 2005; Y.-Y. R. Wang et al., 2001).

Furthermore, the usefulness of a data mining algorithm is decreased due to poor quality

of data. Therefore, the use of a data cleansing technique is crucial to reduce the amount

of errors in a data set prior to the application of data mining techniques on it.

Two major tasks of data cleansing are:

• Missing Value Imputation

• Noisy Data Detection and Correction

We now briefly discuss each of them as follows.
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2.4.1 Missing Value Imputation

One important data cleansing task is the imputation of missing values. The existence

of missing values in data sets is a common problem. Due to various reasons including

human errors and misunderstanding, equipment malfunctioning, faulty data transmis-

sion, propagation and measurements, collected data often have missing or incorrect

values (Farhangfar et al., 2008). If the data are collected through a survey then often

we can have missing values just because of the existence of some survey questions that

a user may not feel comfortable to answer. For example, even if the identity of a par-

ticipant is protected still s/he may not feel comfortable to answer the questions that are

related to the sensitive disease (such as HIV positive) or financial condition (Young et

al., 2011).

Table 2.2 shows a toy data set with missing attribute values. In the table, the missing

values are denoted by “?”.

TABLE 2.2: A sample data set DF with missing attribute values.

Record Age Education Salary (in kilo) Position

R1 27 MS ? L

R2 45 ? 145 P

R3 ? PhD 145 P

R4 25 MS 85 L

R5 32 PhD 107 L

R6 28 PhD 85 RA

R7 50 PhD 110 P

R8 43 PhD 147 P

R9 44 PhD 146 P

R10 35 MS 86 L

R11 42 PhD 105 L

R12 38 PhD 84 L

R13 42 PhD 143 P

R14 25 PhD 86 RA

R15 43 PhD 143 P

The imputation of missing values is crucial in various disciplines including data mining

and statistics. Statistical results obtained from a data set having missing values may

be biased, inaccurate and misleading (Abbas & Aggarwal, 2010; Maimon & Rokach,

2005; Orr, 1998). Therefore, a number of techniques have been proposed for the impu-

tation of missing values. A background study on missing value imputation techniques

is presented in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3.
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2.4.2 Noisy Data Detection and Correction

Another important data cleansing task is the detection and correction of noisy val-

ues. The first step is to detect the noisy values. An attribute value can be defined as

noisy based on the distribution of the domain values, and the domain range of the at-

tribute (Maimon & Rokach, 2005). For example, the bold values of the Table 2.3 can

be considered as noisy. The value “277” of the attribute “Age” for the record R1 can

be considered to be a noisy value since it does not follow the distribution and domain

range of the “Age” attribute.

TABLE 2.3: A sample data set DF with noisy values.

Record Age Education Salary (in kilo) Position

R1 277 MS 85 L

R2 45 Dip 145 P

R3 42 PhD 145 P

R4 25 MS 85 L

R5 32 PhD 107 L

R6 28 PhD 85 RA

R7 50 PhD 110 P

R8 43 PhD 147 P

R9 44 PhD 146 P

R10 35 MS 86 L

R11 42 PhD 1050 L

R12 38 PhD 84 L

R13 42 PhD 143 P

R14 25 PhD 86 RA

R15 43 PhD 143 P

The existence of noisy values in a data set may lead to inaccurate models, biased pa-

rameters and incorrect results (Maimon & Rokach, 2005). Therefore, an effective noise

detection technique is important to detect the noisy values in a data set prior to the appli-

cation of data mining techniques on it. A number of techniques have been proposed for

the detection of noisy values. A background study on noisy values detection techniques

is presented in Section 3.3 of Chapter 3.

Once the noisy values of a data set are identified, the values can then be corrected as

follows. The detected values first considered as missing values, and a suitable missing

value imputation technique can then be applied to impute the missing values.
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2.5 Applications and Significance of Data Cleansing

Data anomalies and impurities can cause inefficient data analyses, inaccurate decisions

and user inconveniences. Careless use of erroneous data can be misleading and dam-

aging making the data analysis useless for the users (Abbas & Aggarwal, 2010; Müller

& Freytag, 2005; Müller et al., 2003). Therefore, data cleansing has a wide range of

applications. Generally, data cleansing is important for an application that requires ac-

curate analysis of a large amount of real world data. Some of applications are discussed

as follows.

Medical Data Analysis

Data cleansing has significant impacts on medical data analysis. Generally, medical

data sets (such as omic data) are constructed based on a wide variety of bio-medical

data that are distributed among various parties. A data integration technique is used to

integrate the distributed data, and to build a medical data warehouse for the purpose

of bio-medical data analysis (Benson et al., 2006; Bork & Bairoch, 1996; Han, 2002;

Islam, 2007; Lachiondo et al., 2013).

Poor quality data in genomic databases can have serious impact on end users. Errors

in genome data can result in inaccurate outcomes from biological and pharmaceutical

experiments costing billions of dollars for the pharmaceutical companies for developing

only a few useful drugs (Hensley, 2002).

Data anomalies and impurities such as inconsistencies in the patient’s medical reports,

and existence of errors in the patient’s prescription can even cause tragic loss of lives.

It was estimated by the Institute of Medicine in USA that erroneous and poor quality

data lead to 44,000 to 98,000 preventable deaths per year (JUDICE, 2007; Kohn et al.,

2000). Hence, it is of great importance to have high quality data for safety critical data

analyses.

Business Data Analysis

Data mining algorithms are applied on business data for various analyses including busi-

ness trend and consumer shopping habits. The analytical results are then used to take
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various business decisions. The good quality of data lead to increase accuracy and cor-

rectness of the results and therefore supports taking better decisions (Ananthakrishna et

al., 2002; Kimball, 1996; M. L. Lee et al., 1999; Poe et al., 1997; Pyle, 1999). However,

the existence of anomalies and impurities in business data can produce misleading in-

formation causing a loss of a huge amount of money (Almeida et al., 1999; Chaudhuri

et al., 2003; JUDICE, 2007). It was reported that $611 billion a year is lost in banking

of the United States due to the existence of data anomalies in customer records (Eck-

erson, 2002b; JUDICE, 2007). For example, due to data inconsistencies in customer

records, a bank may send multiple mails to to the same customer. This incurs various

costs including mail preparation, printing and postage.

Traffic Data Analysis

Data cleansing has a significant influence in traffic data analysis. A traffic management

system uses traffic data such as traffic volumes, occupancy rates, and flow speeds in or-

der to obtain a suitable traffic management strategy (K. Y. Chan et al., 2013; K. Y. Chan,

Dillon, et al., 2012; K. Y. Chan, Khadem, et al., 2012; Chiou et al., 2014). However, traf-

fic data can often be lost due to various reasons including the malfunction of sensors and

problems during transmission (Ni et al., 2005; Qu et al., 2009). The existence of miss-

ing values in traffic data severely decreases the traffic forecasting performance (C. Chen

et al., 2012; H. Chen et al., 2001; Chiou et al., 2014; Smith & Conklin, 2002; Tan et al.,

2013).

The rates of missing data in traffic data sets are alarming. For example, a study on 7 year

traffic data (obtained from Alberta in Canada) found that a significant amount (around

50%) of data are missing (Xu et al., 2010). Another study reported that on an average

67% traffic data are missing as identified by the Texas Transportation Institute (Smith

et al., 2003; Tan et al., 2013).

Since a traffic management system requires complete and reliable data, there are options

that can be considered to get a complete data set. One of the options is to consider a

careful data collection approach to avoid such a huge amount of traffic data to be miss-

ing. However, even the data are collected carefully the data set may still contain some

missing data. A suitable missing value imputation technique can then be considered to
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impute such small amount of missing data for generating better decisions (Chiou et al.,

2014; Tan et al., 2013).

Weather Data Analysis

Data cleansing is also important in weather data analysis. For example, temperature,

humidity, and wind speed data in a habitat monitoring system (HMS) are often acquired

through different sensors. Due to various reasons including equipment malfunctioning,

and introduction of noise during transformation and propagation data can often be lost

or perturbed. For example, data in the HMS can be lost due to limited bandwidth prob-

lem in a wireless network, insufficient battery power of sensing devices, and other elec-

tromechanical problems of sensors (R. Cheng et al., 2008; Park et al., 2009). Therefore,

a suitable missing value imputation technique is crucial to impute such missing data for

generating better decisions (R. Cheng et al., 2008).

2.6 Summary

In this chapter we present a brief introduction to data mining and its main steps. We also

provide a brief introduction to data cleansing and its main tasks. Moreover, we discuss

the significance and applications of data cleansing. Since data cleansing is important to

get better results by a data mining algorithm, it is crucial to have effective data cleans-

ing techniques. In the next chapter we present a background study on data cleansing

techniques.



Chapter 3

Literature Review

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we present a literature review on data cleansing techniques. A back-

ground study on Missing Value Imputation (MVI) techniques is presented in Section 3.2.

Section 3.3 presents a background study on Noisy Value Detection (NVD) techniques.

Since some existing MVI and NVD techniques use data discretization, we also present

a brief background study on data discretization techniques in Section 3.4. Finally, Sec-

tion 3.5 gives a summary on this chapter.

3.2 Missing Value Imputation (MVI)

For imputing missing values a number of techniques have been proposed (Aydilek &

Arslan, 2013; Cai et al., 2006; Dorri et al., 2012; Farhangfar et al., 2007; França et al.,

2013; Houari et al., 2013; D. Li et al., 2004; Liew et al., 2011; C. Liu et al., 2010; Twala

& Phorah, 2010; S. Zhang et al., 2011; B. Zhu et al., 2012; X. Zhu et al., 2011). In

Section 3.2.1 we present a classification scheme on the imputation techniques based

on the basic concepts of the techniques. In Section 3.2.2 we present the methods that

we generally use to simulate missing values in a data set. For the experimentation on

the effectiveness of different imputation techniques we need to simulate data sets with

26
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missing values the actual values of which are known to us, since in real life data can

be missing (lost) in various ways (Acock, 2005; Buhi et al., 2008; R. J. Little, 1988).

Finally, in Section 3.2.3 we present a number of criteria that are commonly used for

evaluating MVI techniques.

3.2.1 Imputation Techniques

Based on the basic concepts the MVI techniques can generally be classified as follows.

• Single Attribute Based Imputation

• Multiple Attributes Based Imputation

– Regression Based Imputation

– Classifier Based Imputation

– Clustering Based Imputation

– Correlation Based Imputation

∗ Global Correlation Based Imputation

∗ Local Correlation Based Imputation

∗ Hybrid Correlation Based Imputation

• Data types based Imputation

– Numerical Missing Value Imputation

– Categorical Missing Value Imputation

– Both Numerical and Categorical Missing Value Imputation

• Single/Multiple Imputation

– Single Imputation

– Multiple Imputation

We present a classification scheme of missing value imputation techniques in Figure 3.1.

We now discuss them one by one in the following sub-sections.
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FIGURE 3.1: A classification of missing value imputation techniques.

3.2.1.1 Single Attribute Based Imputation

A single attribute based imputation technique considers the available values of an at-

tribute of a data set in order to impute the missing values (if any) belonging to the

attribute (L. S. Chan & Dunn, 1972; Moeur & Stage, 1995; Roth, 1994). The technique

does not consider the influence of other attributes during the imputation. That is, if an

attribute Aj of a data set DF contains some missing values then the technique imputes

the missing values by considering the available values of Aj .

Traditional single attribute based imputation approaches include simple deletion ap-

proach, mean or mode based imputation and nearest neighbor based imputation (Der-

jani Bayeh & Smith, 1999; Marsh, 1998). We now discuss some of the existing tech-

niques as follows.

Simple Deletion Approach

A simple approach of handling missing values is to delete the missing value/s from

a data set. The deletion can be done either Record-wise or Pair-wise (Acock, 2005;

Derjani Bayeh & Smith, 1999; Roth, 1994) as explained below.

In the Record-wise deletion approach the missing values of a data set are dealt by delet-

ing the records, having missing value/s, from the data set (Derjani Bayeh & Smith,

1999; J.-O. Kim & Curry, 1977; Roth & Switzer, 1995). That is, the technique deletes
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a record from the data set if the record even contains only a single missing value. The

main advantage of this technique is the simplicity. Due to its simplicity most statisti-

cal packages (for example, SPSS) integrate this technique in order to handle missing

values (Acock, 2005; Croy & Novins, 2005; Karahalios et al., 2012; R. Little & Ru-

bin, 1987; Roth & Switzer, 1995; Schlomer et al., 2010). However, the usability of the

data sets for various statistical analyses can generally be reduced if the records, having

missing values, are deleted from a data set, particularly if the size of the data set is al-

ready small (Gilley & Leone, 1991; J.-O. Kim & Curry, 1977; Malhotra, 1987; Roth,

1994). The results of the analysis can be misleading due to the use of a data set having

insufficient number of records (Allison, 2003; Fichman & Cummings, 2003; Osborne

& Overbay, 2008).

Instead of completely deleting a whole record, Pair-wise deletion approach (Acock,

2005; Marsh, 1998; Peugh & Enders, 2004) deals with missing values by ignoring only

the attribute values, of the record, that are missing. That is, the technique uses all

available information of a data set for the purpose of various statistical analysis (Acock,

2005; Buhi et al., 2008; Enders & Bandalos, 2001; Tsikriktsis, 2005). For example, the

covariance Covjk between attributes Aj and Ak can be calculated by using all records

for which the values for Aj and Ak are available. In our toy data set (see Table 2.2

of Chapter 2), the covariance between “Age” and “Salary” can be calculated by using

all records except the records “R1” and “R3”. Similarly, the correlation ratio (Fisher,

1925) of “Salary” and “Position” can be calculated by using all records of Table 2.2

(Chapter 2) except the record “R1” since all other records have values for both “Salary”

and “Position”. Out of 15 records 13 records can be used for calculating the covariance

between ‘Age” and “Salary” and 14 records can be used for calculating the correlation

ratio between “Salary” and “Position”. Since different pairs of attributes use different

sample sizes in each analysis, it is hard to calculate the degrees of freedom of a model if

the model uses the Pair-wise deletion approach (Acock, 2005; Baraldi & Enders, 2010;

Roth & Switzer, 1995; Roth et al., 1999; Young et al., 2011).

Mean/Mode Imputation
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Another simple approach of handling missing values of an attributeAj ∈ A is to use the

mean value (or the most frequent value) of all available values of Aj for imputing the

missing values (L. S. Chan & Dunn, 1972; Farhangfar et al., 2008; Schafer & Graham,

2002). This approach is commonly referred to as Mean/Mode Imputation (J. Chen et

al., 2000; Huisman, 2000; R. J. Little & Rubin, 2002). If Aj is a numerical attribute

then the method first calculates the mean value by considering all available values of

Aj and then imputes the missing values of Aj by using the mean value where the mean

value is the imputed value. On the other hand, if Aj is a categorical attribute then the

method first finds the most frequent value (i.e. the mode) from all available values of

Aj and then replaces the missing values of Aj with the most frequent value.

The mean/mode imputation approach is easy to implement, however, it can often pro-

duce misleading results (from data mining and statistical analysis) (Graham, 2009; Hron

et al., 2010; Kalton & Kasprzyk, 1986). For example, due to the imputation of all miss-

ing values of an attribute with the attribute mean value, the variance of the imputed

attribute may sometimes be underestimated. Similarly the covariance of the attribute

with other attributes can also be affected (Croy & Novins, 2005; Lakshminarayan et al.,

1999; Landerman et al., 1997).

Nearest Neighbor based Imputation

A nearest neighbor based imputation approach imputes a missing values of a record Ri

based on the k-most similar records of Ri (Fay, 1999; Hastie et al., 1999; Magnussen &

Tomppo, 2014; Moeur & Stage, 1995; Moorthy et al., 2014; Wasito & Mirkin, 2005).

While the Mean/Mode imputation uses all records of a data set the nearest neighbor

based imputation uses only the k most similar records of Ri. For imputing a missing

value Rij an existing technique called kNNI (G. Batista & Monard, 2003; Bezdek &

Kuncheva, 2001) first finds the k-most similar records of Ri from DF . If Aj ∈ A is

a categorical attribute the technique imputes Rij with the most frequent value of Aj

within the k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) records of Ri. If Aj is numerical the technique

then imputes Rij with the mean value of Aj for the k-NN records of Ri.

On the other hand, some existing techniques use a weighted average (instead of the

simple average) of the k-NN records for imputing a numerical missing value (Cost &
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Salzberg, 1993; Korhonen & Kangas, 1997; Luengo et al., 2011; Maltamo & Kangas,

1998; Troyanskaya et al., 2001). Let, Si = {Si1, Si2, · · · , Siz, · · · , Sik} be a set con-

taining similarities between the record Ri with its k-NN records. The weighted average

for Rij is then calculated as follows (Korhonen & Kangas, 1997).

Rij =

k∑
z=1

Siz.Rzj

k∑
z=1

Siz

(3.1)

While simplicity is an advantage of kNNI, the technique can be found expensive for a

large data set since it searches the whole data set for each record having missing val-

ue/s (Acuna & Rodriguez, 2004; G. Batista & Monard, 2003; G. E. Batista & Monard,

2002). Moreover, the technique has several key challenges (Wu et al., 2008) as follows.

• Identification of a suitable value for k

• Identification of similar records

We now discuss some approaches for the identification of a suitable k value and for the

identification of similar records as follows.

Identification of a suitable value for k

A number of kNN approaches have been proposed in which a user requires to provide a

value for k (J. Chen & Shao, 2000; Eskelson et al., 2009; Holmstrom & Fransson, 2003;

Hudak et al., 2008; LeMay & Temesgen, 2005). The performance of a kNN based ap-

proach may vary for different values of k (Eskelson et al., 2009; McRoberts et al., 2002).

It was shown that for a small value of k (for example k = 1), the performance of the

kNNI algorithm can be lower than the performance of some naive approach such as

mean/mode imputation that uses the whole data set (McRoberts et al., 2002). However,

the performance of the kNNI algorithm generally improves gradually with the increase

of k up to an optimal value. Interestingly the performance of the kNNI algorithm typ-

ically decreases if the value of k is higher than the optimal value (McRoberts et al.,
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2002). Since the performance of a kNN based approach may vary for different values

of k, it is important to identify an optimal value for k. Since kNNI does not find the best

k value automatically, it can often be difficult for a user to estimate a suitable k value.

Therefore, a suitable k value is often estimated automatically in some existing tech-

niques including Local Weighted Linear Approximation Imputation (LWLA) (C. Liu

et al., 2010) and Iterative Bi-Cluster based Local Least Square Imputation (IBLLS)

(K. Cheng et al., 2012). In order to estimate k automatically, LWLA first artificially

creates a missing value Ril for a record Ri that has a real missing value Rij . Note that

the original value of Ril is known. The technique uses all possible k values, and for

each k value it finds the set of k-NN records of Ri. For each set of k-NN records, it

then imputes the missing value Ril using the mean of the lth attribute of all records

belonging to the set of k-NN records. Based on the imputed value and the actual value

of Ril, LWLA calculates the normalized Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) (Junninen

et al., 2004). RMSE is calculated for all sets of k-NN records. The best k value is

estimated from the set of k-NN records that produces the minimum RMSE value. The

best k is then used to impute the real missing value Ril. However, the automatic process

of estimating a suitable value for k can be found expensive for a large data set since for

each value of k the process requires to scan the whole data set .

Identification of similar records

In addition to the challenge related to finding a suitable value for k, another challenge in

the kNN based approaches is to find the similarity among the records. The kNN based

approaches use various similarity measures to identify the records that are similar to

Ri (Eskelson et al., 2009; Han et al., 2006; Short & Fukunaga, 1981). Let, Sik be the

similarity between the records Ri and Rk. Typically the value of Sik varies between 0

and 1, where the value 1 indicates a complete similarity between Ri and Rk (i.e. Ri and

Rk are identical) and the value 0 indicates a complete dissimilarity between Ri and Rk.

The value of Sik can be determined by using the distance dik between the records Ri

and Rk as follows.
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Sik = 1− dik (3.2)

For calculating the distance dik between the records Ri and Rk, a number of distance

measures have been proposed (Fehrmann et al., 2008; Giggins & Brankovic, 2012;

Holmström et al., 2001; Maltamo et al., 2003; Maselli, 2001; Short & Fukunaga, 1981;

Stage & Crookston, 2002). A data set may contain both numerical and categorical at-

tributes. The distance calculation process for numerical attributes and for categorical

attributes are generally different. We divide the distance calculation measures into two

categories: distance measures for numerical attributes and distance measures for cate-

gorical attributes.

Distance measures for numerical attributes

Let, mn be the number of numerical attributes in a data set DF . In order to calculate

distance for numerical attributes, the domain values of each numerical attribute first

normalized into a range (say, 0 to 1) for providing the same emphasis on each numerical

attribute (Ahmad & Dey, 2007; M. Lee & Pedrycz, 2009; Rahman & Islam, 2012).

There are many approaches for calculating the distance between two domain values of

a numerical attribute. We discuss a few of them as follows.

• Euclidean distance

• Absolute distance

• Minkowski distance

Euclidean distance is one of the most commonly used distance measure (Eskelson et

al., 2009; Han et al., 2006; Stage & Crookston, 2007). It is also referred to as L2

norm distance. The distance dik between the records Ri and Rk can be calculated as

follows (Han et al., 2006).
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dik =

√√√√ mn∑
j=1

(Rij −Rkj)2 (3.3)

Another commonly used distance measure is called Absolute distance (Eskelson et al.,

2009; Maltamo et al., 2003) which is also referred to as Manhattan distance or city block

distance or L1 norm distance (Han et al., 2006). Using this measure, the distance dik

can be calculated as follows.

dik =
mn∑
j=1

|Rij −Rkj| (3.4)

The Minkowski distance measure is the generalized form of the Absolute and Euclidean

distance measures. The Minkowski distance dik between the records Ri and Rk can be

obtained as follows (Fehrmann et al., 2008; Han et al., 2006).

dik =
p

√√√√ mn∑
j=1

|Rij −Rkj|p (3.5)

The Minkowski distance is also referred to asLp norm distance (Han et al., 2006). There

are some other distance measures including the Chebyshev distance (Han et al., 2006),

regression transform distance (Holmström et al., 2001) and fuzzy distance (Chirici et

al., 2008; Maselli, 2001).

Distance measures for categorical attributes

While a number of approaches have been proposed for calculating the distance between

two values of a numerical attribute, a less attention has been given for calculating the

distance between two domain values of a categorical attribute (C. Wang et al., 2011). An

existing approach called Simple Matching (Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 1990) which uses
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the total number of mismatching of categorical attribute values to calculate distance dik

between two records Ri and Rk. Let, mc be the number of categorical attributes in DF .

The distance dik is calculated as follows (Boriah et al., 2008; Z. Huang, 1998; Ji et al.,

2012).

dik =
mc∑
j=1

δ(Rij, Rkj) (3.6)

where

δ(Rij, Rkj) =


0 if Rij = Rkj

1 if Rij 6= Rkj

(3.7)

The lower the value of dik in Equation (3.6), the higher the similarity between Ri and

Rk.

An existing technique called VICUS (Giggins, 2008; Giggins & Brankovic, 2012) cal-

culates the similarity between two values of a categorical attribute based on their co-

appearances with the values of other categorical attributes. Let, p and q be the domain

values of Ai (i.e. Aj = {p, q}). Also let, Sjpq be the similarity of p and q. Also let,

dl(= {dl1, dl2, · · · , dlr}) be a vector that contains domain values of Al where dlr rep-

resents the rth domain value of the lth attribute. Now let, Cpr be the number of co-

appearances between the domain value p of the jth attribute and the rth domain value

of the lth attribute, and Cqr be the number of co-appearances between the domain value

q of the jth attribute and the rth domain value of the lth attribute. Again let, fp be the

number of appearances of the pth domain value at the jth attribute and fq be the number

of appearances of the qth domain value at the jth attribute. The similarity Sjpq can be

calculated as follows (Giggins, 2008; Giggins & Brankovic, 2012).
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Sjpq =

∑
∀Al∈A\Aj

∑
∀dr∈dl

√
Cpr × Cqr√

fp × fq
(3.8)

3.2.1.2 Multiple Attributes Based Imputation

While imputation of missing values using a single attribute (e.g. mean/mode approach)

is treated as a simple approach, the imputed values can be inaccurate (G. Batista &

Monard, 2003; G. E. Batista & Monard, 2002; Frane, 1976). The techniques do not con-

sider the influences of other attributes during the imputation. However, there are some

existing techniques that consider the relationship among the attributes during imputa-

tion (Frane, 1976; Junninen et al., 2004; Vateekul & Sarinnapakorn, 2009). The tech-

niques generally build a model (such as a regression model (R. J. Little, 1988)) based

on the available values and then use the model to impute missing values (Bollinger &

Hirsch, 2013; Brick & Kalton, 1996; Hedderley, 1995; Ibrahim et al., 2005; Tsikriktsis,

2005). These imputation techniques can further be categorized as follows.

• Regression based Imputation

• Classifier based Imputation

• Clustering based Imputation

• Correlation Based Imputation

We now discuss them one by one as follows.

Regression based Imputation

For imputing missing value/s of a record Ri, the regression based imputation tech-

niques use the relationships of the attributes (K. Cheng et al., 2012; Dempster et al.,

1977; DRAPER & Harry, 1998; Ford, 1983; R. J. Little, 1988; Schneider, 2001). The

techniques take the influence of other attributes into consideration while imputing the

missing values. Based on the available data the techniques first build a model such as
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a regression model and then impute the missing values by using the model. We con-

sider a data set DF having n records and m attributes. R = {R1, R2, ...Rn} is the

set of records and A = {A1, A2, ...Am} is the set of attributes in DF . Let, Rij be

the missing value of Ri. Also let, βjl be the relationship between Aj and Al. Let,

βj = {βj1, βj2, · · · , βjl, · · · , βja} be a vector that contains the relationships of Aj with

other attributes having available values. Again let, ε be an error which is added to the re-

lationship between the attributes with missing values and the attributes having available

values. Thus the missing value Rij can be imputed based on the following regression

model (DRAPER & Harry, 1998; Ford, 1983; R. J. Little, 1988).

Rij =
∑

∀Al∈A\Aj

βjl.Ril + ε (3.9)

The relationship parameter βj is also known as regression coefficients that can be esti-

mated by using the least square method (Bø et al., 2004; K. Cheng et al., 2012). Let us

consider that y number of attribute values of Ri are missing and x number of attribute

values of Ri are non-missing. Let, ry ⊂ Ri be a vector that will contain the imputed

values of Ri and rx ⊂ Ri be a vector that contains the non-missing values of Ri. For

the record Ri, let X be a matrix that contains values of all records except Ri for the

attributes having available values in Ri. That is, X has (n− 1) records and x columns.

Let, Y be a matrix that contains values of all records except Ri for the attributes of Ri

which are missing. That is, Y has (n− 1) records and y columns. The regression coef-

ficients are then obtained by minimizing the following Least Square equation (H. Kim

et al., 2005).

argmin
βj

‖Xβj − Y ‖2 (3.10)

The solution of Equation (3.10) can be obtained as follows.
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β̂j = (X†)
T
Y (3.11)

where X† is a pseudo inverse of X . Thus, the missing value ry can be imputed as

ry = rx(X
†)
T
Y (3.12)

In addition to the relationship between the attributes with missing values and the at-

tributes having available values, an existing technique called Expectation-Maximization

based Imputation (EMI) (Dellaert, 2002; Dempster et al., 1977; Junninen et al., 2004;

H. Li et al., 2005; Schneider, 2001) also uses the means and covariances of the attributes.

Let, µy and µx be the mean vectors of missing values and available values, respectively.

Also let, Q = θ−1
xx θxy be a matrix in which θxx is the covariance matrix of available

attribute values and θxy is the covariance matrix of available and missing values. Based

on the mean vectors and the correlations, the technique then imputes the missing value

(ry) by using the following linear regression model (Schneider, 2001).

ry = µy + (rx − µx)Q+ e (3.13)

where e = [µ0 + H.ZT ]T is a residual error in which µ0 is a mean vector having zero

value/s meaning that the elements of the vector µ0 represent the mean values which are

all equal to zero in this case, H is a cholesky decomposition of the covariance matrix

Q and Z is a vector having Gaussian random values that have mean zero and variance

equal to one. Since H is multiplied by Z for the calculation of e, the e value is obtained

through a randomization of the cholesky decomposition of the covariances.

Another regression based imputation method uses the Gaussian kernel function in order

to impute the numerical missing values (C. Zhang et al., 2006). Kernel imputation

method was originally proposed by Wang and Rao (Q. Wang & Rao, 2002) and later on

discussed by Zhang et al. (C. Zhang et al., 2006). In the technique the mean, covariance

matrix and Gaussian kernel function of a data set are used to impute missing values.
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Initially all missing values belonging to an attribute are imputed by the mean value of

the attribute. Let, m be the number of attributes, n be the number of records of a data

set D and m′ be the total number of missing values in the whole data set. An attribute

Aj(1 ≤ j ≤ m) may have missing values for more than one record. All missing values

belonging to an attribute Aj, ∀j are first imputed using its average value.

At this stage the originally missing values are again imputed one by one considering

only one imputed value as missing at a time. All other values including the remaining

(m′ − 1) imputed values are considered as non-missing. A missing value Rij of an

attribute Aj and record Ri is calculated as follows (C. Zhang et al., 2006).

Rij = Y (Ri1, Ri2, · · · , Rim;∀Rik 6= Rij) + εi (3.14)

where the function Y (Ri1, Ri2, · · · , Rim;∀Rik 6= Rij) is computed as follows.

Y (Ri1, Ri2, · · · , Rim;∀Rik 6= Rij) =

∑n
a=1 δaRaj

∏m
s=1K(Ris−Ras

h
)∑n

a=1 δa
∏m

s=1 K(Ris−Ras
h

) + n−2
(3.15)

where δa is either 0 or 1. If Raj is missing then δa = 0, and otherwise δa = 1. K(x) =

1√
2π
exp(x

−2

2
) is the Gaussian kernel function, and h is typically considered as a constant

value say 5 (C. Zhang et al., 2006).

Regression based imputation techniques generally perform better than the simple mean

imputation technique (H. Kim et al., 2005; Roth et al., 1999). Moreover, the techniques

are simple (Frane, 1976). However, they do not impute categorical missing values. For

example, the exiting techniques such as EMI (Junninen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001)

and IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012) are suitable only for imputing numerical missing

values.

Classifier based Imputation
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A group of techniques (Abdella & Marwala, 2005; Aydilek & Arslan, 2012, 2013; X. Su

et al., 2011) uses classifiers, including neural networks, self organizing maps, support

vector machines for imputation. Classifier based imputation techniques first build a

model by using the records having available values and then use the model to impute

the missing values (Acuna & Rodriguez, 2004; Junninen et al., 2004; X. Wang et al.,

2012, 2006). For example, a technique called Support Vector Regression (SVR) (Basak

et al., 2007; Song et al., 2012; X. Wang et al., 2006) uses a Support Vector Machine

(SVM) classifier (Cortes & Vapnik, 1995; Smola & Schölkopf, 2004; Vapnik, 1963;

Vapnik et al., 1997) for the imputation of missing values. The technique first divides a

data set DF into DC and DI , where DC contains records without missing values and

DI contains records with missing values. Using DI it then finds the attributes Ay ∈ A

contain missing values. For each attributeAj ∈ Ay having missing value/s the technique

next builds a classification model based on the records ofDC . The classification models

are then used to predict the missing values of DI . For example, if Rij is missing then

SVR uses the jth classification model to impute the missing missing value Rij .

Another technique (Silva-Ramı́rez et al., 2011) uses a three layered perceptron network

in which the number of neurons in both input and output layers are equal to the number

of attributes of the data setDF . The method first generates a perturbed data set,Dp from

DF by considering some available values as missing. Using the values of Dp into the

input layer and the values ofDF into the output layer, it then trains the network. It finally

imputes the missing values of DF using the trained neural network. The performance

of a neural network can be improved by using a Genetic Algorithm (GA) in the training

process of the network (Abdella & Marwala, 2005).

Genetic Algorithm (GA) can also be used to estimate a suitable set of parameters of a

Fuzzy C-means algorithm (FCM) which can then be used to impute missing values (Ay-

dilek & Arslan, 2013). In an existing technique (Aydilek & Arslan, 2013), a missing

value is first imputed separately using a Support Vector Regression (SVR) and an FCM

algorithm with user defined parameters. The imputed values are then compared to test

their mutual agreement. If the imputed values are not similar then a GA technique is

applied to re-estimate the parameters of FCM. The new parameters are used in FCM to

impute the missing value again. The process continues until the FCM and SVR imputed
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values are similar to each other. GA can also be used to estimate suitable parameters

for FCM by first artificially creating missing values, and then imputing the artificial

missing values by FCM. Once the artificially created missing values are imputed then

the difference between the original and imputed values can be used in GA as a fitness

measure for further improvement of imputation (Aydilek & Arslan, 2013).

It is shown that the classifier based imputation techniques achieve higher imputation

accuracy over the simple nearest neighbor based techniques (Aydilek & Arslan, 2013;

X. Su et al., 2011). However, the classifier based imputation techniques require a data

set to have a class attribute. The requirement of the class attribute in a data set can be

avoided by using the clustering based imputation techniques as discussed below.

Clustering based Imputation

Like classifiers, clustering algorithms can be used to impute missing values (Ayuyev et

al., 2009; Hruschka et al., 2005; Tseng et al., 2003; Yan & Wang, 2013; S. Zhang et al.,

2008). Clustering is a process of grouping the records of a data set DF into a number of

groups called clusters in a way so that the records belonging a cluster are similar to each

other and the records belonging to different clusters are dissimilar to each other (Han

et al., 2006; Jain, 2010; Jain & Dubes, 1988; Tseng et al., 2003; Witten et al., 2011).

Typically, a clustering algorithm requires the user to enter the number of clusters k,

which is generally greater than or equal to 2 (Alsabti et al., 1998; Hartigan & Wong,

1979; Kanungo et al., 2002). Each cluster is represented by a center and therefore, there

are k number of centers for k clusters.

The basic idea of the clustering based imputation techniques is to impute the missing

value/s of a record Ri by using the similar records of Ri (K. Cheng et al., 2012; Yan

& Wang, 2013; S. Zhang et al., 2008). For example, an imputation technique called

CMI (S. Zhang et al., 2008) first divides a data set into two sub data sets, namely DC

and DI , where the data set DC contains records without any missing values and the

data set DI contains records having missing values. The technique then groups the

records of DC into a user-defined k number of clusters (a cluster can also be seen as

a horizontal segment of a data set) through applying a clustering algorithm such as k-

means on DC (Hartigan, 1975; Hartigan & Wong, 1979). For each record Ri of DI ,
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CMI calculates the distance between Ri and the center of each cluster. The record is

then assigned to a cluster to which the distance is the minimum. Finally, CMI imputes

the missing value of Ri by applying a kernel based regression model (S. Zhang et al.,

2008) on the records belonging to the cluster where Ri falls in.

In addition to horizontal partitioning (i.e. clustering), some recent techniques (K. Cheng

et al., 2012; Yan & Wang, 2013) also divide a data set in to vertical segments for im-

puting a numerical missing value Rij of a record Ri. For example, a technique called

IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012) first automatically identifies the k most similar records

for Ri. Based on the k most similar records it then calculates the correlation matrix

Q between the attributes the values of which are available in Ri and the attributes the

values of which are missing inRi. It next re-calculates a new set of k number of records

(for the same k that was automatically identified) using Q and a weighted Euclidean

distance (K. Cheng et al., 2012). For weighted distance calculation the attributes having

high correlation with the jth attribute are taken more seriously than the attributes having

low correlations.

IBLLS further divides the kNN records vertically by considering only the attributes

having high correlations with the jth attribute. Within this partition it then applies an

imputation technique called Local Least Square framework (H. Kim et al., 2005) in

order to impute Rij . This procedure is repeated for imputing each missing value of Ri.

Similarly, all other records of the data set having missing value/s are imputed.

Correlation based Imputation

A correlation between two attributes of a data set is the level of association of the at-

tributes. A number of techniques use correlation information of a data set for imputing

missing values (Bø et al., 2004; K. Cheng et al., 2012; Oba et al., 2003; Schneider,

2001; Sehgal et al., 2004; Troyanskaya et al., 2001). Based on the attribute correlations,

the imputation techniques can be classified into three categories as follows (Liew et al.,

2011; C. Liu et al., 2010; Yan & Wang, 2012).

• Global correlation based imputation

• Local correlation based imputation
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• Hybrid correlation based imputation

We now describe each of them as follows.

Global correlation based imputation

By global correlation it is meant that the correlation is calculated based on all records

of a data set, whereas by local correlation it is meant that the correlation is calculated

based on the records belonging to a horizontal segment (Yan & Wang, 2012).

Some existing imputation techniques use global correlation information for imputing

missing values of a data set (Oba et al., 2003; Schneider, 2001; Troyanskaya et al.,

2001). They only work on numerical attributes. Data sets having high global correla-

tion among the attributes are suitable for the techniques belonging to this group. The

techniques that fall in this group include Expectation Maximization based Imputation

(EMI) (Dempster et al., 1977; Junninen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001), Singular Value

Decomposition based Imputation (SVDI) (Troyanskaya et al., 2001) and Bayesian prin-

cipal component analysis (BPCA) (Oba et al., 2003).

An existing technique called EMI (Dempster et al., 1977; Junninen et al., 2004; Schnei-

der, 2001) relies on the correlations between the attributes having missing values and

the attributes without missing values. EMI uses the whole data set to compute the cor-

relations. For imputation EMI also use attribute means which is calculated based on

the available values of the whole data set. Using the means and correlations, EMI then

imputes the missing values of the data set by using the Equation (3.13).

For imputing missing values of a data set, another existing technique called SVDI (Troy-

anskaya et al., 2001) that extracts a set of mutually exclusive records called the signifi-

cant records from a data set, where the records can sufficiently describe the whole data

set (Alter et al., 2000; Anderson, 1984; Golub & Van Loan, 1996; Troyanskaya et al.,

2001). The technique then imputes the missing values by applying a regression model

on the significant records.

Local correlation based imputation
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Instead of using a global correlation information, some existing imputation techniques

use a local correlation information for imputation (Liew et al., 2011; Yan & Wang,

2012). A group of these techniques first find k most similar records of a record Ri hav-

ing missing value/s from the data set, and then use correlations of attributes for the k

most similar records to impute the missing value/s of Ri (G. Batista & Monard, 2003;

Cai et al., 2006; K. Cheng et al., 2012; H. Kim et al., 2005). Examples of the techniques

that fall in this group include k Nearest Neighbor based Imputation (kNNI) (G. Batista

& Monard, 2003), Local Least Squares Imputation (LLSI) (H. Kim et al., 2005), Itera-

tive LLSI (ILLSI) (Cai et al., 2006), Bi-cluster based Iterative LLSI (IBLLS) (K. Cheng

et al., 2012), Collateral Missing Value Estimation (CMVE) (Sehgal et al., 2005) and

Conjugate Gradient based Imputation (CGImpute) (Dorri et al., 2012).

A recent technique called IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012) that uses the local correlation

information for imputing a numerical missing value Rij of Ri. In IBLLS the k most

similar records for Ri are identified automatically. Using the k most similar records,

the correlation information Q between the attributes the values of which are available

in Ri and the attributes the values of which are missing in Ri is then calculated. The

correlation information Q, and a weighted Euclidean distance (K. Cheng et al., 2012)

are used to re-calculate a new set of k number of records based on the same k that was

automatically identified. The newly obtained k number of records are finally used to

impute the missing value Rij .

Like IBLLS, another imputation technique called LLSI (H. Kim et al., 2005) technique

first automatically finds the k most similar records of Ri from DF . The technique then

calculates the correlation information Q from the k most similar records. Using the

Q in a least square framework (H. Kim et al., 2005) the technique finally imputes the

missing values of Ri. Note that, in LLSI the influences of all attributes are taken into

consideration while imputing the missing values. However, in IBLLS the influences of

the attributes that are highly correlated with the attributesAj are only considered during

the imputation.

The performances of the techniques belonging to this category depend on the correlation

information of the data sets (Liew et al., 2011; Yan & Wang, 2012). The techniques
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perform better on the data sets having high local correlations among the attributes than

on the data sets having low local correlations among the attributes (Liew et al., 2011;

Yan & Wang, 2012).

Hybrid correlation based imputation

Hybrid correlation based imputation techniques use both local and global correlation

information for imputing missing values of a data set (Jornsten et al., 2005; Liew et

al., 2011; C. Liu et al., 2010). The techniques first impute a missing value by a set of

imputation algorithms, where some of the algorithms use local correlation information

and the others use global correlation information. All the imputed values (obtained by

the algorithms) are then combined by using a convex combination approach (describe in

the next paragraph) to get the final imputed value. For example, an existing imputation

technique called LinCmb (Jornsten et al., 2005) uses five imputation algorithms, namely

Mean imputation (L. S. Chan & Dunn, 1972), kNNI (G. Batista & Monard, 2003),

SVDI (Troyanskaya et al., 2001), BPCAI (Oba et al., 2003) and GMCI (Ouyang et

al., 2004) to impute a missing value Rij of Ri. Among them Mean imputation, SVDI

and BPCAI use global correlation information, whereas kNNI and GMCI use local

correlation information. Using the five algorithms, LinCmb gets five values for Rij .

The technique then uses a convex combination approach to obtain the final imputed

value from the five values. We now briefly discuss the convex combination as follows.

Let, t be the number of algorithms used in LinCmb and Rl
ij be the value imputed by

the lth algorithm for the missing value Rij . Also let, W be a vector having size (1× t)

that will contain the weights for the t number of algorithms and wl ∈ W be the weight

(or coefficient) of the lth algorithm. Using the weights and imputed values, the final

imputed value is then calculated as follows (Jornsten et al., 2005).

Rij =
t∑
l=1

wl.R
l
ij (3.16)
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The weights W for the t number of algorithms are calculated as follows. LinCmb arti-

ficially creates y number of missing values in DF , where the values are actually avail-

able/known. Let us consider that a vector O (having size 1 × y) contains the available

(original) values. The missing values are then imputed by the t number of algorithms.

Let, P be the matrix (having t rows and y columns) that contains the imputed values.

Using the original values O and imputed values P , the weights W is obtained from the

following least square relation (H. Kim et al., 2005).

O = W.P (3.17)

LinCmb repeats this procedure 30 runs and finds 30 vectors W1,W2, · · · ,W30, where

each vector contains t values for t number of algorithms. The technique then calcu-

lates the final W by simply averaging the 30 vectors. It was reported that if a data set

contains a high number of missing values then the techniques that use global corre-

lation information receive more weights than the techniques that use local correlation

information (Jornsten et al., 2005; Liew et al., 2011).

3.2.1.3 Data Type based Imputation

Typically, a data set contains numerical and categorical attributes. Some techniques can

impute only numerical missing values (G. Batista & Monard, 2003; G. E. Batista &

Monard, 2002; K. Cheng et al., 2012; Schneider, 2001) whereas some others can im-

pute only categorical missing values. Besides, some techniques can impute both numer-

ical and categorical missing values (Grzymala-Busse et al., 2005; Luengo et al., 2011).

Since the imputation process for numerical and categorical attributes are different, we

divide the imputation techniques into three categories as follows.

• Numerical Missing Value Imputation

• Categorical Missing Value Imputation

• Both Numerical and Categorical Missing Value Imputation
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Numerical Missing Value Imputation

For imputing numerical missing values a number of imputation techniques have been

proposed (Bø et al., 2004; Cai et al., 2006; K. Cheng et al., 2012; Dempster et al.,

1977; C. Liu et al., 2010; Schneider, 2001; S. Zhang, 2011). The techniques that fall

in this category generally use different types models including the regression model

and least square model for imputing numerical missing values. In order to impute nu-

merical missing values, a group of techniques such as EMI (Dempster et al., 1977;

Schneider, 2001), SVDI (Troyanskaya et al., 2001) and BPCAI (Oba et al., 2003) use a

regression model, where as another group of techniques such as LSI (Bø et al., 2004),

LLSI (H. Kim et al., 2005), ILLSI (Cai et al., 2006), IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012) and

LinCmb (Jornsten et al., 2005) use a least square model.

Categorical Missing Value Imputation

The categorical missing value imputation techniques have received a low attention,

compared to the numerical missing value imputation techniques. Typically, the tech-

niques belonging to this category use the most common value of an attribute in order

to impute the missing values of the attribute (Grzymala-Busse et al., 2005; Luengo et

al., 2011). For example, an existing technique called Global Most Common Attribute

Value (GMC) (Grzymala-Busse et al., 2005) imputes the missing values of a categor-

ical attribute Aj by the most common value of Aj based on all records of a data set.

On the other hand, the technique called Concept Based Most Common Attribute Value

(CBMC) (Grzymala-Busse et al., 2005) imputes a missing value of a categorical at-

tribute Aj for a record Ri by the most common value of Aj based on the records that

have the same class value with the class value of Ri.

Both Numerical and Categorical Missing Value Imputation

A group of techniques have been proposed for imputing both numerical and categorical

missing values (Bezdek & Kuncheva, 2001; Luengo et al., 2011; X. Wang et al., 2006;

S. Zhang et al., 2008; X. Zhu et al., 2011). The techniques that fall in this category

typically use various classification and clustering algorithms in order to impute both

numerical and categorical missing values. For example, the existing techniques such as
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CMI (S. Zhang et al., 2008) and KMI (D. Li et al., 2004) use a clustering algorithm for

imputation. The techniques first group the records of a data set into a user-defined k

number of clusters. In order to impute a numerical missing value, CMI uses a kernel

based regression model (S. Zhang et al., 2008) on the records that belong to a cluster

Ck, and KMI uses the attribute mean value for the records that belong to Ck (D. Li et al.,

2004). However, in order to impute the categorical missing values both CMI and KMI

use the most frequent value of an attribute (D. Li et al., 2004; S. Zhang et al., 2008).

3.2.1.4 Single/Multiple Imputation

For imputing a single missing value, a group of techniques generates a single imputed

value (Farhangfar et al., 2007; Kang, 2013; Schneider, 2001) whereas some other tech-

niques generate multiple imputed values (D. B. Rubin, 1996). Based on the number of

imputed values generated for a single missing value, the techniques can be divided into

the following two categories.

• Single Imputation

• Multiple Imputation

Single Imputation

Single imputation techniques impute a missing value with a single imputed value (Farhang-

far et al., 2007; Kang, 2013). Some commonly used single imputation techniques

are EMI (Dempster et al., 1977; Schneider, 2001), IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012),

SVDI (Troyanskaya et al., 2001), ILLSI (Cai et al., 2006), BPCAI (Oba et al., 2003),

Mean/Mode Imputation (J. Chen et al., 2000; Huisman, 2000; R. J. Little & Rubin,

2002) and SVR (Basak et al., 2007; Song et al., 2012; X. Wang et al., 2006).

Some of the methods can further be categorized as the replacement imputation and

the non-replaced imputation. Examples of replacement imputation methods include

IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012), EMI (Dempster et al., 1977; Schneider, 2001), SVR (Basak

et al., 2007; Song et al., 2012; X. Wang et al., 2006), KMI (D. Li et al., 2004) and
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CMI (S. Zhang et al., 2008). Besides, only a few methods fall in the category of non-

replaced imputation. Our proposed technique FEMI can be an example of this category,

since instead of directly imputing a categorical missing value, FEMI is capable to find

the probability of a domain value to be imputed.

Multiple Imputation

In contrast to single imputation, multiple imputation techniques impute a missing value

with multiple imputed values (Farhangfar et al., 2007; Kang, 2013; Kleinke & Rei-

necke, 2013; D. B. Rubin, 1996). Multiple values can be generated by repeating a non-

deterministic imputation technique t times or by using a group of techniques. For exam-

ple, a technique proposed by Rubin (D. B. Rubin, 1996) repeats the imputation proce-

dure t times, where the recommended value of t can vary between 3 and 10 (D. B. Ru-

bin, 1996). On the other hand, a group of techniques such as logistic regression, polyto-

mous regression and linear regression have been incorporated into an existing technique

called Multiple Imputation by Chained Equations (MICE) (Van Buuren & Oudshoorn,

1999) for generating multiple imputed values. However, the ultimate imputed value in a

multiple imputation technique is generally obtained by averaging the multiple imputed

values (D. B. Rubin, 1996).

3.2.2 Simulation of Missing Values

Data sets often have missing values due to various reasons including human error and

misunderstanding, data transformation and propagation error and equipment malfunc-

tioning (Acock, 2005; Buhi et al., 2008; R. J. Little, 1988). Typically the probability

of a value being missing does not depend on the missing value itself (D. Rubin, 1976;

Schneider, 2001) and hence missing values often can have a random nature which can

be difficult to formulate. For example, the number of missing values in a data set and the

number of missing values in a record can vary. For example, in one scenario (pattern)

we may have a data set where a record has at most one missing value, and in another

scenario we may have records with multiple missing values. Note that both data sets

may have the same number of total missing values. However, the imputation accuracy
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of a technique may depend on the nature of the missing values. The performance of

an imputation technique does not only depend on the amount of missing data, but also

depends on the characteristics of missing data patterns (Junninen et al., 2004).

In order to evaluate the imputation performance of an existing technique, artificial miss-

ing values are generated in a data set (Bø et al., 2004; Cai et al., 2006; K. Cheng et al.,

2012; Junninen et al., 2004; H. Kim et al., 2005). The missing values are then imputed

by the imputation technique. Since the original values are known, the performance of

the techniques can then be evaluated based on the original and imputed values.

Therefore, for the evaluation of the of the imputation techniques, missing values are

often created randomly using the following factors (Bø et al., 2004; Cai et al., 2006;

K. Cheng et al., 2012; Junninen et al., 2004; H. Kim et al., 2005).

• Number of missing values in a record (i.e. Missing Patterns)

• Number of missing values in a data set (i.e. Missing Ratios)

We now discuss them as follows.

Missing Patterns

A record can have none, one or more than one missing values. Based on the number

of missing values in a record, missing values can be categorized into four patterns as

follows (Junninen et al., 2004).

• Simple missing pattern

• Medium missing pattern

• Complex missing pattern

• Blended missing pattern

In a simple pattern a record can have at most one missing value, whereas in a medium

pattern a record can have missing values for number of attributes ranging from 2 to
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50% of the total number of attributes. Similarly a record having missing values in

a complex pattern has minimum 50% and maximum 80% attributes having missing

values (Junninen et al., 2004).

In a blended pattern we have a mixture of records from all three other patterns (Junninen

et al., 2004). A blended pattern contains 25% records having missing values in simple

pattern, 50% in medium pattern and 25% in complex pattern. Blended pattern simulates

a natural scenario where we may expect a combination of all three missing patterns.

Missing Ratios

In addition to missing patterns, the missing ratio in a data set has a significant influence

on the performance of an imputation technique. By x% missing ratios we mean that x%

of the total attribute values (i.e. n records ×m attributes) of a data set are missing. For

example, if a data set has 5 records and 20 attributes then a missing ratio of 10% means

that 10 values, out of the total 100 (= 5 × 20) attribute values, are missing. Generally,

an imputation technique performs better on a data set having a low missing ratio than a

data set having a hign missing ratio (Cai et al., 2006; K. Cheng et al., 2012; Junninen et

al., 2004; H. Kim et al., 2005; R. J. Little, 1988).

3.2.3 Evaluation of Imputation Techniques

A number of evaluation criteria have been proposed in the literature (Junninen et al.,

2004; Willmott, 1982). Some well known evaluation criteria are as follows.

• Co-efficient of Determination (R2)

• Index of Agreement (d2)

• Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)

• Mean Absolute Error (MAE)

Let, y be the number of artificially created missing values, Oi (1 ≤ i ≤ y) be the actual

value of the ith artificially created missing value, Pi be the imputed value of the ith
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missing value, O be the average of the y actual values. Let, P be the average of the y

imputed values, σO be the standard deviation of the actual values and σP be the standard

deviation of the imputed values.

The most commonly used imputation performance indicator is the coefficient of deter-

mination (R2) (Junninen et al., 2004), which determines the degree of correlation be-

tween actual and imputed values. It varies between the range 0 and 1, where 1 indicates

a perfect fit.

R2 =

[
1

y

∑y
i=1

[
(Pi − P )(Oi −O)

]
σPσO

]2

(3.18)

The index of agreement (d2) (Willmott, 1982) determines the degree of agreement be-

tween actual and imputed values. Its value also ranges between 0 and 1. Similar to R2,

higher value of d2 indicates a better fit.

d = 1−
[ ∑y

i=1(Pi −Oi)
g∑y

i=1(|Pi −O|+ |Oi −O|)g

]
(3.19)

where g is either 1 or 2. However, the index (d2) with g equal to 2 has been used in the

literature (Junninen et al., 2004).

The root mean squared error (RMSE) (Junninen et al., 2004) aims to explore the aver-

age difference of actual values with the imputed values as shown in Equation (3.20). Its

value ranges from 0 to∞, where a lower value indicates a better matching.

RMSE = (
1

y

y∑
i=1

[Pi −Oi]
2)

1
2 (3.20)

The fourth evaluation criteria is mean absolute error (MAE) (Junninen et al., 2004)

which determine the closeness between actual and imputed values. Similar to RMSE,

its value ranges from 0 to∞, where a lower value indicates a better matching.

MAE =
1

y

y∑
i=1

|Pi −Oi| (3.21)
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3.3 Noisy Value Detection (NVD)

In this section we present a classification scheme on the Noisy Value Detection (NVD)

techniques. We also present a procedure of simulating noise in a data set, and some

criteria that are commonly used for evaluating NVD techniques.

A number of noisy value detection techniques have been proposed (Babaie et al., 2014;

Chawla & Sun, 2006; Delany et al., 2012; Fellegi & Holt, 1976; Khoshgoftaar & Van Hulse,

2009; Sáez et al., 2013; Sluban et al., 2014; P. Sun et al., 2006; Surian & Chawla, 2013;

X. Zhu et al., 2004). Based on the basic concepts, we present a classification scheme on

NVD techniques in Section 3.3.1. For evaluating the techniques, some values of a data

set are artificially simulated as noisy (or corrupt) in which the actual values are know

to us (Junninen et al., 2004; Kubica & Moore, 2003). A procedure of simulating noise

is presented in Section 3.3.2. Finally, in Section 3.3.3 we present some criteria that are

commonly used for evaluating NVD techniques.

3.3.1 Noisy Value Detection Techniques

Based on the basic concepts noise detection techniques can generally be classified ac-

cording to the following criteria.

• Level of Automation

– Manual Approach

– Automated Approach

∗ Nearest Neighbor Based Noise Detection

∗ Model Based Noise Detection

• Guidance to the Techniques

– Supervised Noise Detection

– Unsupervised Noise Detection
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• Noise Detection Level

– Noisy Records Detection

– Noisy Attribute Detection

We present a classification scheme of noisy value detection techniques in Figure 3.2.

We now briefly discuss them as follows.

FIGURE 3.2: A classification of noisy value detection techniques.

3.3.1.1 Level of Automation

While a group of techniques can detect noisy values automatically, another group of

techniques relies on user’s guidance for the identification of noisy values. Based on

the level of automation the techniques can be divided into two groups: the Manual

Approach and the Automated Approach as discussed below.

Manual Approach
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A number of techniques detect noisy values of a data set by using a set of user de-

fined rules (Fellegi & Holt, 1976; Fillion & Schiopu-Kratina, 1993; Greenberg & Petku-

nas, 1990; Sande, 1979; Schiopu-Kratina & Kovar, 1989; W. E. Winkler, 1999, 2004;

W. E. Winkler & Chen, 2001). An early noise detection technique applied user defined

integrity rules called “Edits” that identify the unrealistic co-occurrence of attribute val-

ues in a record (Fellegi & Holt, 1976). For example, an integrity rule can restrict the

co-occurrence of “Age” less than 20 and “Qualification” equals to PhD in a record. The

technique only considers the attribute values (in this example an age less than 20 and

PhD) that are restricted to co-appear by an integrity rule as suspicious. A limitation of

the technique is the requirement of the user defined integrity rules as it often can be

difficult to define a set of good rules (X. Zhu et al., 2004). Examples of some other

integrity rule based noise detection techniques include GKL (Garfinkel et al., 1986),

DISCRETE (W. Winkler et al., 1996) and EGE (W. E. Winkler, 1997).

Automated Approach

Nearest-neighbor based noise detection

For detecting noisy records/values a group of techniques use an automated approach to

generate rules automatically. Instead of using manually provided user defined rules, the

techniques rely on nearest-neighbors of a record Ri to detect the noisy values (if any)

of Ri (Dai & Hsu, 2011; Delany, 2009; Delany & Cunningham, 2004; Delany et al.,

2012; Smyth & Keane, 1995). The decision is made based on the votes of the nearest

neighbors. If the majority of the nearest neighbors can not successfully classify the

record Ri then Ri is considered as noisy, otherwise Ri is considered as pure (Delany,

2009; Delany et al., 2012). For example, an existing technique called Edited Nearest

Neighbor (ENN) (D. L. Wilson, 1972) first identifies the k-most nearest neighbors of

a record Ri ∈ R, where the value of k is user defined. The record Ri is considered as

noisy if it is misclassified by the k-most nearest neighbors. The technique applies the

same process to identify the other noisy records in the data set DF .

An extension of the ENN is called Repeated ENN (RENN) (Tomek, 1976) which re-

peatedly applies ENN on DF until no more noisy records are found. That is, in the

first iteration RENN performs the ENN on the DF and thereby removes a set of records
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Rn that are considered to be noisy. It thus obtains a clean data set DC . In the second

iteration RENN again applies the ENN on the DC and thereby obtains another clean

data set DC2. If the set of noisy records Rn of the current iteration is not empty (i.e.

Rn 6= φ) then RENN continues the same process in the next iteration; otherwise it

terminates. Due to its effectiveness, some instance-based learning algorithms such as

IB1 (Aha et al., 1991) and IB2 (Aha et al., 1991) integrate RENN as a pre-processing

task for removing the noisy records of data set before using the data set for training the

learning algorithm (Brighton & Mellish, 2002; McKenna & Smyth, 2000; D. R. Wilson

& Martinez, 2000).

Another extension of the ENN is called All-kNN (Tomek, 1976) that identifies a noisy

record Ri based on the sets of k-most nearest neighbors of Ri. The technique uses

different values of k starting with k = 1. For each k, the technique finds the most

nearest neighbors of Ri. If any set of k most nearest neighbors can mis-classify the

record Ri then Ri is considered as noisy.

Unlike ENN, an existing technique called Blame Based Noise Reduction (BBNR) (De-

lany & Cunningham, 2004) identifies a set of records Rn that fail to classify other

records and then considers the records Rn as noisy. The basic idea of BBNR is dif-

ferent to the basic idea of ENN, RENN and All-kNN. In ENN if Ri is misclassified

by its nearest neighbors then it is considered as noisy, whereas in BBNR if Ri fails to

classify its k most nearest neighbors with k = 1 then it is considered as noisy.

An interesting technique called RDCL (Delany et al., 2012) detects noisy records by

combining the basic concepts of ENN and BBNR. RDCL first uses a 10-Fold cross val-

idation approach to create testing and training data sets. It then categorizes the records

of a testing data set into various groups such as DL, RC and RL. The groups are the

combination of Reachability set (R), Liability set (L), Dissimilarity set (D), and Cover-

age set (C). The Reachability set and Coverage set were originally proposed by Smyth

and Keane (Smyth & Keane, 1995), Liability set was proposed by Delany and Cunning-

ham (Delany & Cunningham, 2004) and Dissimilarity set was proposed by Delany (De-

lany, 2009). Their properties were also discussed by Dai and Hsu (Dai & Hsu, 2011)

and Lavesson and Axelsson (Lavesson & Axelsson, 2012).
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A recordRi of a testing data set falls into the Reachability set ifRi is correctly classified

by its k most nearest neighbors from the training data set. However, ifRi is misclassified

by its k most nearest neighbors then it falls into the Dissimilarity set. On the other

hand, a record Ri of a testing data set falls into the Coverage set if Ri can classify its

k most nearest neighbors in the training data set. However, if Ri fails to classify its

k most nearest neighbors then it falls into the Liability set (Delany, 2009; Delany &

Cunningham, 2004; Delany et al., 2012; Smyth & Keane, 1995).

DL group of a testing data set contains those records which misclassify records in the

training data set, and are misclassified by the records of the training data set (Delany,

2009). RC group contains those records that correctly classify the records of the training

data set and are correctly classified by the records of the training data set. Similarly, RL

group contains the records that misclassify the records of the training data set and are

correctly classified by the records in the training data set.

RDCL technique uses k-NN approach to classify a record. For example, it first divides

the data set into training and testing data sets. From the training data set, it then finds

the k-NN records of a record belonging to the testing data set. RDCL then classifies the

record in testing data set by using the majority class of its k-NN records in the training

data set (Delany, 2009).

Finally, RDCL removes the records of DL category from the testing data sets. De-

lany (Delany, 2009) also tested the removal of records belonging to other categories

such as RL and RC. It was found that the removal of records belonging to DL category

performs the best data cleansing as expected.

Model based noise detection

Another group of techniques using the automated approach detects noisy records/values

based on the models developed from a data set (Guan et al., 2014; Teng, 1999; X. Zhu

et al., 2004). For example, Teng proposed a technique called “Polishing Mechanism”

for noise detection and correction (Teng, 1999). The technique assumes that there is a

natural class attribute of a data set. A class attribute is also known as a label that repre-

sents a record. For example, a patient data set having a number of attributes on a patient
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information can have a class attribute called “Diagnosis”. Polishing technique works in

two stages, called Prediction stage and Adjustment stage. In the Prediction stage, there

are four major steps. First, it builds a decision tree using C4.5 algorithm (J. R. Quinlan,

1993, 1996). Second, it identifies the set of records R that are misclassified based on

the tree. Third, it builds a set of decision trees where each tree considers an attribute

Aj ∈ A (where A is the set of attributes) as the class attribute and thereby it builds as

many trees as the number of attributes of a data set. Note that the tree built in the First

step considers the natural class attribute of the data set as the class attribute. Fourth, a

suggested value of an attribute Aj ∈ A for a misclassified record Ri ∈ R is determined

using the decision tree that considers the attribute Aj as the class attribute. The attribute

values are considered to be categorical such as “Bathurst”, “Sydney” and “Brisbane”.

In the adjustment stage, for each misclassified record Ri ∈ R the technique changes

the value of an attribute to its suggested value. If the change does not make the record

correctly classifiable for the natural class attribute, then it reverts the change and instead

changes a value belonging to another attribute hoping that it might make the record cor-

rectly classifiable. The technique continues the process until either the record becomes

correctly classifiable or all attributes have been used up (Teng, 1999).

However, the correctness of the Polishing technique relies on the accuracy of the de-

cision trees. This can be a limitation of the technique especially when there are many

natural data sets such as “Contraceptive Method Choice” data set (available from UCI

Machine Learning Repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010)) having very low (52.19%)

classification accuracy. Moreover, the technique also may introduce new errors while

correcting the suspicious values (X. Zhu et al., 2004).

Another interesting noise detection technique is “Error Detection and Impact-sensitive

Instance Ranking” (EDIR) (X. Zhu et al., 2004). Initial steps of EDIR are exactly the

same as Polishing technique. It also considers the attribute value, the change of which

makes the record correctly classifiable, as noisy. However, unlike Polishing technique

EDIR can also change a combination of two or three attribute values at a time if a

suspicious record remains misclassified (suspicious) even after using all attributes while

changing their values one at a time. Moreover, if a record remains suspicious even after
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trying all combination of two or three values then the record is separated from the clean

data set and stored in a data set containing all such unprocessable suspicious records.

It is evident from the experimental result (X. Zhu et al., 2004) that EDIR typically

identifies at most 10% of total incorrect values.

While Polishing Mechanism and EDIR consider a single classifier such as a deci-

sion tree, a recent approach called the Class Noise Detection and Elimination (CNDE)

(L. P. F. Garcia et al., 2012) considers a set of classifiers for the identification of noisy

records of a data set. For each classifier, the technique first builds a classification model

from the data set. Using the model, it then classifies the records of the data set. If a

record is misclassified by the majority of the classifiers then the record is considered

as noisy. The technique also uses the consensus strategy while identifying the noisy

records. In the consensus strategy, a record is considered as noisy if all the classifiers

misclassify the record. However, it is shown that the majority strategy is more success-

ful in the identification of noisy records than the consensus strategy (L. P. F. Garcia et

al., 2012).

In addition to considering the majority votes, another recent technique called NoiseR-

ank (Sluban et al., 2014) takes opinions from domain experts for the identification of

noisy records of a data set. Similar to CNDE, NoiseRank considers a set of classifiers

for the identification of noisy records of a data set. For each classifier, the technique first

builds a classification model from the data set. Using the model, it then classifies the

records of the data set. If a record is misclassified by the model then a noise score (say

1) is assigned to the record, otherwise 0 is assigned. After that, a vote is calculated by

accumulating the noise of each classifier. Based on the votes, the technique then ranks

the records in such a way so that a record having the highest vote is placed at the top.

Finally, the technique considers opinions from a domain expert in order to identify the

cut-off point which could be useful to find the noisy records.

Like NoiseRank and CNDE, another recent technique called Multi-Voting Scheme (MVS)

(Guan et al., 2014) uses a set of classifiers to identify the noisy records. However, the

technique considers two levels of voting schemes for taking a decision whether a record

is noisy or not. In the first level of voting it considers one of the two strategies namely
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the Majority voting and Consensus voting and in the second level voting it considers

one of the three strategies namely the Zero vote veto, Majority voting and Consensus

voting. In the Zero vote veto strategy, a record is considered as noisy even if a single

classifier fails to classify the record. In the Majority voting strategy, a record is con-

sidered as noisy if majority of the classifiers fail to classify the record, whereas in the

Consensus voting strategy, a record is considered as noisy if all of the classifiers fail to

classify the record. Since the technique uses two voting strategies in the first level and

three voting strategies in the second level, it has altogether six possible combinations of

voting in the two levels.

MVS first divides a data set into training and testing data sets. It then further divides

the training data set into P mutually exclusive sub data sets. For each sub data set, the

technique uses a set of classifiers to builds a set of classification models. The classifica-

tion models are then used to classify each record of the testing data set. After that MVS

applies the first level voting strategy to take a decision for each record of the testing data

set. That is, for each record of the testing data set, MVS obtains P decisions from the

P sub data sets. For a record, the P decisions are then used in the second level voting

(using one of the three possible voting strategies) to finally determine the record is noisy

or not. It is shown that MVS performs better than the techniques that use a single voting

scheme (Guan et al., 2014).

3.3.1.2 Guidance to the Techniques

In order to detect noisy records of a data set, a number of techniques require a class

attribute of a data set (Delany et al., 2012; X. Zhu et al., 2004). On the other hand

another group of techniques can detect noisy records from a data set without having a

class attribute (Khoshgoftaar et al., 2005; Yin et al., 2009). The techniques that require

a data set to have a class attribute generally apply a supervised learning approach. How-

ever, the techniques that do not require a class attribute apply an unsupervised approach.

Therefore, based on the level of guidance provided to a noise detection technique, the

techniques can be divided into two groups; the supervised noise detection techniques

and unsupervised noise detection techniques as discussed below.
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Supervised noise detection techniques

For identifying noisy values from a data set, supervised noise detection techniques re-

quire a data set to have a class attribute (Dai & Hsu, 2011; Delany et al., 2012; Teng,

1999; X. Zhu et al., 2004). Using the class attribute, the techniques first build a model

(such as a decision tree) from the data set. The techniques then use the model to iden-

tify the noisy records (and values) (Teng, 1999; X. Zhu et al., 2004). For example, an

existing technique called “Polishing Mechanism” (Teng, 1999), first builds a decision

tree from a data set. A decision tree is built by applying a decision tree algorithm such

as C4.5 (J. R. Quinlan, 1996) that uses the class attribute of a data set. The technique

then finds the records that are misclassified by the decision tree. The records are then

considered as the noisy records. A similar approach is also taken in EDIR (X. Zhu et

al., 2004), which is discussed in Section 3.3.1.1, for the identification of noisy records

from a data set. Examples of some other supervised noise detection techniques include

RDCL (Delany, 2009; Delany et al., 2012), ENN (D. L. Wilson, 1972), RENN (Tomek,

1976) and BBNR (Delany & Cunningham, 2004).

Unsupervised noise detection techniques

Another group of techniques do not require a data set to have a class attribute (Khosh-

goftaar et al., 2003; Khoshgoftaar & Seliya, 2004; Khoshgoftaar et al., 2005; Yin et al.,

2009). For example, an existing technique called PANDA (Khoshgoftaar & Van Hulse,

2009; Van Hulse et al., 2007) detects noisy values of a data set DF without considering

the knowledge of the class attribute into account. If the data set has a class attribute, the

technique considers the class attribute as a regular non-class attribute. The technique

uses slightly different approaches to identify the noisy records and noisy values of a

data set. We first explain below the approach taken for the noisy records identification

before we explain the noisy attribute identification.

PANDA first computes the noise score of each record, where the noise score Si of a

record Ri is the total deviation from the conditional mean for a group of record that

are similar to Ri. A higher value of Si provides a stronger indication that the record

Ri is noisy. In order to calculate Si of a record Ri, the technique first finds the similar
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records of Ri from DF by applying a discretization algorithm such as Equal Frequency

Discretizer (EFD) (Wong & Chiu, 1987) for all numerical attributes (one by one) inDF .

Let, a numerical attributeAj is discretized into d categories and the remaining attributes

(Ak ∈ A;∀k\j) are not discretized. Let, Rij and R′ij be the values of the jth attribute of

Ri before and after discretization, respectively. Now let, µ′k(= mean(R∗k|R′∗j = R′ij)

and σ′k(= std(R∗k|R′∗j = R′ij) be the conditional mean and standard deviation of the

kth attribute based on the records having R′ij for the jth attribute. Thus for the jth

and kth attributes of Ri, the noise score Sijk is calculated as follows (Khoshgoftaar &

Van Hulse, 2009; Van Hulse et al., 2007).

Sijk =
|Rik − µ′k|

σ′k
(3.22)

If DF has m attributes then for the jth attribute there are (m− 1) possible noise scores

(form−1 pairs). Therefore, the noise score Si forRi based on all attributes is calculated

as follows.

Si =
m∑
j=1

m∑
k=1;k 6=j

Sijk (3.23)

Similarly, the noise score for the remaining records are calculated. PANDA then ranks

the records ofDF in the descending order of the noise score where the record having the

highest noise score is placed at the top and the record having the lowest noise is placed

at the bottom. PANDA considers the top 10% of the records as noisy (Khoshgoftaar &

Van Hulse, 2009).

For the identification of the noisy attributes, PANDA ranks the attributes from most

noisy to least noisy based on the Kendall’s correlations (Keeping, 1962; Obremski,

1981) as follows. Let, SCORE be the score of the records of a data set DF , which

is calculated based on all attributes of DF . Let, SCOREj be the score of the records
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of DF which is calculated based on all attributes except the jth attribute of DF . Each

record of DF has a score value according to SCORE, and another score value accord-

ing to SCOREj . Using the score values of the records a correlation τj is computed,

where τj indicates the correlation between SCORE and SCOREj . The lower value

of τj indicates a higher noise in the jth attribute. Similarly, the technique calculates

the correlations for the remaining attributes. Using the correlations it then ranks the at-

tributes from the most noisy to least noisy. The top 5% of the attributes are considered

as noisy in PANDA (Khoshgoftaar & Van Hulse, 2009).

Although PANDA does not require to have a class attribute in data sets to identify the

noisy values, however, the technique cannot identify the noise for the data sets having

both numerical and categorical attributes (Yin et al., 2009). Moreover, the use of a

discretization algorithm for grouping the records may result in a low performance of

PANDA.

Instead of using a discretization algorithm, another existing technique called CNDA (Yin

et al., 2009) uses a clustering algorithm such as K-prototype (Z. Huang, 1997) in order

to grouping the records. Similar to PANDA, the technique then ranks the records based

on the noise scores of the records. The technique calculates the conditional mean and

standard deviation of Equation (3.22) for Ri based on the records of the cluster that Ri

belongs to. However, unlike PANDA, CNDA can handle data sets having both numeri-

cal categorical attributes. The technique uses the chi-square distance (Dodge, 2008) in

order to calculate the noise score of a categorical attribute (Yin et al., 2009).

3.3.1.3 Noise Detection Level

While a group of techniques can identify the noisy records of a data set, another group

of techniques can identify the noisy attribute (Catal et al., 2011; Delany & Cunning-

ham, 2004; X. Zhu & Wu, 2004; X. Zhu et al., 2004). For example, the techniques

including ENN (D. L. Wilson, 1972), RENN (Tomek, 1976), BBNR (Delany & Cun-

ningham, 2004), CNDE (L. P. F. Garcia et al., 2012), NoiseRank (Sluban et al., 2014)

and RDCL (Delany, 2009; Delany et al., 2012) can detect the noisy records of a data

set. The techniques have been briefly discussed in Section 3.3.1. On the other hand,
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the techniques including Polishing Mechanism (Teng, 1999), PANDA (Khoshgoftaar &

Van Hulse, 2009; Van Hulse et al., 2007) and EDIR (X. Zhu et al., 2004) can deter-

mine the attributes that contain the noisy values. The techniques have also been briefly

explained in Section 3.3.1.

3.3.2 Simulation of Noisy Values

In Section 3.2.2 we discuss the importance of the simulation of missing values and vari-

ous simulation approaches. Similarly we now discuss the approaches for the simulation

of the noisy values.

For the evaluation of the noise detection techniques we generally create artificial noisy

values in a data set (Guan et al., 2014; Khoshgoftaar & Van Hulse, 2009; X. Zhu et al.,

2004). Let us consider that Rij (i.e. the jth attribute value of the ith record of a data set

DF ) is selected randomly by the noise simulation process in order to introduce a noisy

value for Rij . The introduction of a noisy value is also often termed as noise injection.

Noise injection in Rij results in a change for the value of Rij in such a way so that

the changed value contributes in disturbing the original distribution of the jth attribute

Aj (Khoshgoftaar & Van Hulse, 2009). For example, if Rij is less than the median of

Aj then the changed value of Rij is Maxj + β where Maxj is the upper limit of the

domain of Aj and β is a constant.

Let, Minj , Medianj and Maxj be the minimum value, median value and maximum

value of a numerical attribute Aj . Let, α and β be two constants. The default value of

α is 20 (Khoshgoftaar & Van Hulse, 2009) and the value for β is β = 0.01× α.Maxj .

The noisy value R̂ij for the actual value Rij is calculated as follows (Khoshgoftaar &

Van Hulse, 2009).
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R̂ij =


Maxj + β if Rij < Medianj

Maxj − β if Rij > Medianj

Random(Maxj + β,Maxj − β) if Rij =Medianj

(3.24)

For a categorical attribute Aj , a noisy value for Rij is chosen in such a way so that

the new value does not exist in the domain values of Aj (Delany & Cunningham, 2004;

X. Zhu & Wu, 2004; X. Zhu et al., 2004). This can be done either by randomly changing

one or more characters of Rij or by choosing a new word for Rij . Note that while the

approach ensures that a noisy value falls outside the domain of the attribute, it may

not be a suitable simulation approach since in real life noisy values may always not

fall outside the domain of the attribute. Therefore, perhaps taking noisy values most

of the time within the domain and sometimes outside the domain is a better simulation

approach.

Once the noises are injected, noise detection techniques are then applied to identify

the noisy values in the data set. Since the original values of the artificially created

noisy values are known, the performances of the noise detection techniques can then be

evaluated based the original noisy values and the identified noisy values.

Since the performance of a noise detection technique depends on the amount of noisy

values and noise patterns, noisy values in a data set are created randomly using the

following factors (Guan et al., 2014; Junninen et al., 2004; Khoshgoftaar & Van Hulse,

2009; X. Zhu et al., 2004).

• Number of noisy values in a record (i.e. Noise Patterns)

• Number of noisy values in a data set (i.e. Noise Ratios)

Noise Patterns

If a record has noisy value/s then it can have one or more than one noisy values. Based

on the number of noisy values in a record, noisy values can be categorized into four

patterns as follows (Junninen et al., 2004).
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• Simple noise pattern

• Medium noise pattern

• Complex noise pattern

• Blended noise pattern

In a simple pattern a record can have at most one noisy value, whereas in a medium

pattern if a record has any noisy values then it has minimum two attributes with noisy

values and maximum 50% of the attributes with noisy values. Similarly a record having

noisy values in a complex pattern has minimum 50% and maximum 80% attributes

with noisy values. For each record, the exact number of attributes with noisy values

is randomly selected. A blended pattern contains 25% records having noisy values

in simple pattern, 50% in medium pattern and 25% in complex pattern. The blended

pattern simulates a natural scenario which is the mixture of all three noisy patterns.

Noise Ratios

The noise ratio in a data set has also a significant influence on the performance of a

noise detection technique. By x% noise ratios we mean that x% of the total attribute

values (i.e. n records × m attributes) of a data set have noisy values. For example, if a

data set has 5 records and 20 attributes then a noise ratio of 10% means that there are

10 noisy values in the data set. Generally, a noise detection technique performs better

on a data set having a low noise ratio than a data set having a hign noise ratio (Delany

et al., 2012; Guan et al., 2014; Khoshgoftaar & Van Hulse, 2009; X. Zhu et al., 2004).

3.3.3 Evaluation of Noise Detection Techniques

For the evaluation of a noise detection technique, a number of evaluation criteria have

been proposed (Delany et al., 2012; Guan et al., 2014; Hanley & McNeil, 1983; Kashef

& Kamel, 2009; Sluban et al., 2014; X. Zhu et al., 2004). The evaluation criteria are

also known as measures or performance indicators. Some commonly used evaluation

criteria are as follows.
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• Error Recall (ER)

• Error Precision (EP)

• F-measure

• Area under a receiver operating characteristics curve (AUC)

We first introduce a few terms as follows before we briefly discuss them. Let, v be the

number of artificially created noisy values, p be the number of correctly detected noisy

values, and q be the total number of detected (correctly and incorrectly) noisy values.

The evaluation criteria are defined as follows.

Error Recall (ER) is the ratio of the number of correctly identified noisy values and the

total noisy values (Kashef & Kamel, 2009; X. Zhu et al., 2004).

ER =
p

v
(3.25)

Error Precision (EP) is the ratio of the number of correctly identified noisy values and

the number of identified noisy values (Kashef & Kamel, 2009; X. Zhu et al., 2004).

EP =
p

q
(3.26)

F-measure is the weighted harmonic mean of EP and EP as follows (Kashef & Kamel,

2009).

Fβ = (1 + β2)
EP × ER

β2 × EP + ER
(3.27)

where β is a real number. Generally, the value of β is 1, 0.5 or 2 (Kashef & Kamel,

2009).
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The area under a receiver operating characteristics curve (AUC) is calculated by us-

ing composite trapezoidal method and is equivalent to the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitmey

statistic (Catal et al., 2011; Cortes & Mohri, 2004; Davis & Goadrich, 2006; Hanley &

McNeil, 1983). The precision-recall (PR) points (Davis & Goadrich, 2006), instead of

receiver operating characteristics (ROC) points (Cortes & Mohri, 2004), can be used to

calculate the AUC (Hanley & McNeil, 1983). Since both precision and recall varying

from 0 to 1, the (1, 1) point indicates the best possible result.

3.4 Data Discretization

Since some existing MVI and NVD techniques including RRP (Iacus & Porro, 2007),

GLR (J. Huang et al., 2008) and PANDA (Khoshgoftaar & Van Hulse, 2009; Van Hulse

et al., 2007) rely on a data discretization technique, we also present a brief background

study on data discretization techniques in this Section.

For discretizing the numerical attributes of a data set, a number of techniques have been

proposed (Catlett, 1991; Ching et al., 1995; U. Fayyad & Irani, 1993; Hsu et al., 2000;

H. Liu & Setiono, 1997; L. Liu et al., 2004; Mehta et al., 2005; Subramonian et al.,

1997; Wong & Chiu, 1987; Wu, 1996). Different discretization algorithms use different

characteristics such as the domain ranges and the distribution of domain values of the

data sets in order to discretize the numerical attributes of the data sets (S. Garcia et al.,

2013).

A group of discretization techniques require a data set to have a class attribute (Boullé,

2006; Gonzalez-Abril et al., 2009; Ruiz et al., 2008; Tsai et al., 2008). On the other hand

another group of techniques does not require a data set to have a class attribute (Bay,

2001; Yang & Webb, 2009). Based on the level of guidance requires to a discretization

technique, the techniques can be categorized into the following two groups, namely the

Unsupervised discretization techniques and Supervised discretization techniques.

Unsupervised discretization techniques do not take the influence of the class attribute

information into consideration while finding the cut-points, where a cut-point represents
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a boundary of an interval (S. Garcia et al., 2013). The techniques discretize a numerical

attributes based on the attribute’s domain range and the frequency of the domain val-

ues (Wong & Chiu, 1987; Yang & Webb, 2009). For example, a discretization technique

called EWD (Wong & Chiu, 1987) that uses the domain range of a numerical attribute

Aj of a data set DF in order to find the cut-points of Aj . The technique divides the

domain range of Aj into a t number of intervals in which the width of each interval is

expected to be equal. The width w of each interval is calculated as w = up−low
t

, where

low is the lower limit and up is the upper limit. The intervals for Aj in EWD are calcu-

lated as I = {[low, low+w], (low+w, low+2w], . . . , (low+(t−1)w, up]}. However,

EWD requires the user to specify the number of intervals t. For real data sets, it it is

difficult for a user to identify the accurate number of intervals (S. Garcia et al., 2013).

Another technique called EFD (Wong & Chiu, 1987) first sorts the values of a numerical

attribute Aj to be discretized. It then divides the sorted values into t intervals in such a

way so that each interval contains equal number of values. The number of records (or

frequency), f of each interval is calculated as f = n
t
, where n is the number of records in

DF . The intervals forAj in EFD are calculated as I = {[1, f ], (f, 2f ], . . . , ((t−1)f, n]}.

However, similar to EWD the user needs to specify the number of intervals t in EFD.

Instead of taking the number of intervals t from a user, a recent technique called FFD (Yang

& Webb, 2009) takes the number of records (or frequency) f for each interval from a

user while fining the cut-points a numerical attribute Aj . FFD suggests that the num-

ber of intervals t and the number of records (in each interval) f may not be equal (i.e.

t 6= f ). The number of interval t is calculated as t = n
f

in which each interval contains

a fixed number of records. Similar to EFD, FFD first sorts the values of Aj , and it then

divides the values into t intervals.

For discretizing a numerical attribute Aj , another recent technique called PD (Yang &

Webb, 2009) identifies the number of intervals t automatically. The technique suggests

that the number of intervals t and the number of records (in each interval) f should be

equal (i.e. t = f ). The desired t is then obtained, in PD, from the relations t × f = n

and t = f , where n is the total number of records of DF . Once f is obtained, similar

to EFD, PD first sorts the values of Aj , and it then divides the values into t intervals.
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However, like other unsupervised discretization algorithms PD does not take the class

attribute information into consideration while finding the cut-points.

The influence of the class attribute has been taken into account by the supervised dis-

cretization algorithms (Boullé, 2006; Gonzalez-Abril et al., 2009; Kurgan & Cios, 2004;

Ruiz et al., 2008; Tsai et al., 2008). In order to find the best cut-points, the techniques

use various measures such as interdependency and entropy between the class attribute

and the numerical attribute to be discretized (S. Garcia et al., 2013; R.-P. Li & Wang,

2002; Zighed et al., 1998). For example, a recent technique called CAIM (Kurgan &

Cios, 2004) that identifies the cut-points of a numerical attribute Aj based on the in-

terdependency between Aj and the class attribute. The technique initially considers all

distinct values of the numerical values as the candidate cut-points. For each cut-point, it

then calculates the class-interdependency value, V , by using the CAIM criteria (Kurgan

& Cios, 2004). Among them, the cut-point which has the maximum CAIM value Vmax,

is considered as a final cut-point. For each remaining cut-points, the technique again

calculates the CAIM values, and selects the one having maximum CAIM value as a

final cut-point. The technique repeats this process of selecting the final cut-points until

the maximum CAIM value of the current iteration is higher than the maximum CAIM

value of the previous iteration.

It is shown that CAIM outperforms six discretization algorithms (that have been stud-

ied in the paper (Kurgan & Cios, 2004)), however, it still has two drawbacks as follows.

First, since CAIM initially considers all distinct values as the candidate cut-points, a

distinct value having a high number of appearances in the data set can be considered

as a final cut-point if the distinct value achieves the maximum CAIM value. The con-

sideration of distinct values may increase the loss of information by dividing a natural

group having a large number records into two groups. Second, while discretizing a nu-

merical attribute CAIM considers the influence of only the class attribute, and ignores

the influences of the other categorical attributes. Since the attributes of a real data set

have natural correlations among themselves, ignoring the influences of other categorical

attributes in discretization may decreases the quality of the discretization scheme.
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3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we briefly discuss the techniques on missing value imputation, noisy

value detection and data discretization. A comparative study on data cleansing tech-

niques and limitations is presented in Table 3.1. We also present various missing val-

ues and noisy values simulation approaches. Moreover, a number of criteria that are

commonly used for evaluating the missing value imputation and noisy value detection

techniques are briefly presented in this chapter. In this study, we address the limitations

of the existing techniques presented in Table 3.1. In the next eight chapters (Part II

and Part III) we present eight novel techniques for the imputation of missing values. In

Chapter 12 we present a novel technique for the identification of noisy values and in

Chapter 13 we present a novel technique on data discretization.

TABLE 3.1: A comparative study on data cleansing techniques and their limitations.

Data cleansing tasks Existing techniques Limitations

M
V

I

kNNI (Bezdek & Kuncheva, 2001) User-defined k

EMI (Schneider, 2001) Unable to impute categorical missing values

IBLLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012) High computational cost

Unable to impute categorical missing values

Does not consider the influence of all attributes

SVR (X. Wang et al., 2006) High computational cost

N
V

D

RDCL (Delany et al., 2012) Detect only the noisy records

and is not capable to identify the noisy values

Require a data set to have a class attribute

High computational cost

EDIR (X. Zhu et al., 2004) Typically detect at most 10% of the total noisy values

High computational cost

PANDA (Khoshgoftaar & Van Hulse, 2009) Unable to handle categorical attributes

Require a good discretization technique

D
is

cr
et

iz
at

io
n EWD (Wong & Chiu, 1987) User-defined number of intervals t

FFD (Yang & Webb, 2009) User-defined equal number of records f in each interval

EFD (Wong & Chiu, 1987) User-defined number of intervals t

CAIM (Kurgan & Cios, 2004) Only consider the influence of the class attribute
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DMI: A Decision Tree-based Missing

Value Imputation Technique

4.1 Introduction

An introduction to various data preprocessing tasks and the significance of the tasks

are presented in Chapter 2. Various missing value imputation and noisy value detection

techniques have been discussed in Chapter 3. It is clear from the literature that the miss-

ing value imputation and noisy value detection are extremely important and therefore

very active research areas. However, the existing techniques have various limitations

and therefore there is room for further improvement. The main goal of this study is to

propose improved imputation and noise detection techniques.

Therefore, in this chapter we propose a novel imputation technique called DMI that

makes use of an existing decision tree algorithm such as C4.5 (Kotsiantis et al., 2007;

We have published the following paper during the PhD candidature based on this chapter.

Rahman, M. G. and Islam, M. Z. (2011). A Decision Tree-based Missing Value Imputation Technique
for Data Pre-processing. In Proceedings of the 9th Australasian Data Mining Conference (AusDM’11),
Ballarat, Australia. 1-2 December, 2011, CRPIT, 121. Vamplew, P., Stranieri, A., Ong, K.-L., Christen,
P. and Kennedy, P. J. Eds., ACS, pp. 41-50. (ERA 2010 Rank B)
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J. R. Quinlan, 1993, 1996) and an Expectation Maximization (EM) based imputation

technique called EMI (Dempster et al., 1977; Junninen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001)

for data sets having both numerical and categorical attributes. In order to impute nu-

merical missing values our technique uses a decision tree algorithm. The decision tree

algorithm is used to identify horizontal segments (i.e. a set of records) of a data set hav-

ing high correlations among the attributes and high similarity (i.e. low distance) among

the records. Finally the EMI algorithm is applied within various horizontal segments.

The main motivation behind the approach is based on our observation that the EMI

algorithm is supposed to achieve better imputation when it is applied on a data set (or a

segment of a data set) where the records are similar to each other and the attributes are

correlated. A horizontal segment identified by a decision tree typically contains similar

records where the correlations among the attributes are also high.

However, for the imputation of a missing categorical value we build a decision tree

considering the categorical attribute (that has the missing value) as the class attribute.

The tree is then used to predict the missing categorical value.

We implement our technique (DMI) and two high quality existing techniques, namely

EMI (Junninen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001), and IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012). We

also use the Java implementation (LibSVM (Chang & Lin, 2011; LIBSVM: http://

www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜cjlin/libsvm, 2014)) of an existing technique called

SVR (Smola & Schölkopf, 2004; X. Wang et al., 2006).

We apply the techniques on nine natural data sets that are publicly available from the

UCI Machine Learning Repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010) in order to evaluate our

technique (DMI) by comparing its performance with the performances of EMI, SVR

and IBLLS through four well known evaluation criteria, namely coefficient of determi-

nation (R2) (Junninen et al., 2004), Index of agreement (d2) (Willmott, 1982), root mean

squared error (RMSE) (Junninen et al., 2004) and mean absolute error (MAE) (Jun-

ninen et al., 2004). We also analyze the results of the techniques by using a statistical

non-parametric sign test (Mason et al., 1994; Triola, 2001). Our experimental results

indicate that DMI performs significantly better than EMI, SVR and IBLLS.

http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm
http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm
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The organization of the chapter is as follows. In Section 4.2 we introduce a toy data set

which is used later on to explain our proposed technique DMI. Since we use a decision

tree (DT) algorithm and an EMI algorithm in DMI, we present the basic concepts of

them in Section 4.3. Our technique (DMI) is presented in Section 4.4. Section 4.5

presents experimental results and Section 4.6 provides a summary of the chapter.

4.2 A Toy Data Set

We consider a data setDF as a two dimensional table where rows represents records and

columns represent attributes. Let, n be the number of recordsR = {R1, R2, . . . Rn} and

m be the number of attributesA = {A1, A2, . . . Am} ofDF . The attributes can be either

numerical or categorical. Categorical values do not have any natural ordering in them.

A numerical attribute has its domain Aj = [low, up], where low is the lowest limit and

up is the highest limit of the domain. A categorical attribute Aj = {a1, a2, . . . ad} has a

domain with d (i.e. |Aj| = d) different values.

In Table 4.1 we present a toy data set having 15 records and 4 attributes. Two attributes

“Age” and “Salary” are numerical and other two attributes “Education” and “Position”

are categorical. The domains of “Age” and “Salary” are [25, 50] and [84, 147], respec-

tively, and the domains of “Education” and “Position” are {MS, PhD} and {RA, L, P},

respectively. Let, Ri be the ith record of DF and Rij be the jth attribute value of the ith

record. For example, in the toy data set R1,1 represents “27” which is the value of the

1st attribute (“Age”) of the 1st record (“R1”).

A natural data set typically contains a class attribute which is also known as decision

attribute or target attribute (J. Quinlan, 1986; J. R. Quinlan, 1996). The values of the

class attributes are known as the class values or decision labels. In the toy data set, we

consider the attribute “Position” as the class attribute. Therefore, the values “RA”, “L”

and “P” are the class values of the toy data set.
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TABLE 4.1: A toy data set.
Record Age Education Salary (in kilo) Position

R1 27 MS 85 L
R2 45 PhD 145 P
R3 42 PhD 145 P
R4 25 MS 85 L
R5 32 PhD 107 L
R6 28 PhD 85 RA
R7 50 PhD 110 P
R8 43 PhD 147 P
R9 44 PhD 146 P
R10 35 MS 86 L
R11 42 PhD 105 L
R12 38 PhD 84 L
R13 42 PhD 143 P
R14 25 PhD 86 RA
R15 43 PhD 143 P

4.3 Basic concepts of a Decision Tree and an EMI Algo-

rithm

In this section we present the basic concepts of a decision tree (DT) and an EMI algo-

rithm since we use them in our proposed technique DMI.

4.3.1 Decision Tree

A Decision Tree (DT) is a classifier which classifies records of a data set. Moreover, it

predicts the class value of a record if the record does not have any class value (Han et

al., 2006; Islam, 2012; Islam & Brankovic, 2011; J. R. Quinlan, 1996).

Figure 4.1 gives an example of a decision tree obtained from the toy data set (shown in

Table 4.1) by considering Position as the class attribute and using the C4.5 decision tree

algorithm. A decision tree consists of two components, namely nodes and leaves (Han

et al., 2006; J. R. Quinlan, 1996). In Figure 4.1 the nodes of the tree are shown as

the ovals and the leaves are shown as the rectangles. The topmost node of a DT is the

root node of the DT and the remaining nodes are the internal nodes of the DT. In our

example, the attribute Salary is tested at the root node and the attributes Education and

Age are tested at the internal nodes.

In each node of a DT tests an attribute which we call the “test attribute” of the node. A

decision tree divides the records of a data set into a number of leaves, where ideally all
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FIGURE 4.1: A decision tree is built on the toy data set shown in Table 4.1.

records belonging to a leaf have the same class value. In our example, the 15 records of

the toy data set (shown in Table 4.1) are divided into 4 leaves as shown in the DT (see

Figure 4.1). Leaf 1 contains 7 records having the same class value “P”. The leaf having

the same class value is generally known as a homogeneous leaf. In the example, all four

leaves of the DT (see Figure 4.1) are homogeneous leaves.

However, in reality a leaf may contain records where majority of them have the same

class value, but a few of them can have different class value/s. Such a leaf is generally

known as a heterogeneous leaf. For example Figure 4.5(a) shows a DT where Leaf 6

is a heterogeneous leaf. Note that the DT of Figure 4.5(a) is obtained by considering

Education as the class attribute. We can see that Leaf 6 contains 5 records in which 2

records have the class value “MS” and 3 records have the class value “PhD”.

In DT, the records of a data set are divided into leaves by using a set of logic rules. A

logic rule represents a path from the root node to a leaf of the DT (Han et al., 2006;

J. R. Quinlan, 1996). The number of leaves and the number of logic rules of a DT

are equal. In our example, the DT (see Figure 4.1) produces 4 logic rules resulting in

4 leaves of the DT. The logic rule for Leaf 3 is represented as “if Salary ≤ 107 ∧

Education = PhD ∧ Age > 28 then Position = L” that is, the records having
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Salary less than or equal to 107 and Education equal to PhD and Age greater than 28

will be classified as “L”. The records fulfilling the preconditions (i.e. “if Salary ≤

107 ∧ Education = PhD ∧ Age > 28 then Position = L”) of the logic rule will be

assigned to Leaf 3. The records R5, R11 and R12 belong to Leaf 3 since the records

satisfy the preconditions of the logic rule of Leaf 3. Similarly, the sets of records {R2,

R3, R7, R8, R9, R13, R15}, {R1, R4, R10} and {R6, R14} belong to Leaf 1, Leaf 2

and Leaf 4, respectively.

4.3.2 Expectation Maximization based Imputation (EMI)

For imputing numerical missing value/s of a data set, an existing imputation algorithm

called EMI (Junninen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001) relies on the basic concept of the

well known Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm (Bilmes, 1998; Dempster et al.,

1977). The EM algorithm uses two main steps known as the Expectation Step (E-Step)

and the Maximization Step (M-Step) (Bilmes, 1998; Dempster et al., 1977). The EM

algorithm can be used to compute some result (such as the imputation of missing values)

based on some available information such as the covariance and mean values of a data

set with some values being missing. In the E-Step it first computes the result based on

the available information following the maximum likelihood approach meaning that the

computed result is the best possible estimation given the available information. In the

M-Step it then updates the information based on the computed result. It is expected

that the information quality improves due to the consideration of the result. The EM

algorithm then again executes the E-Step using the updated information which is then

expected to produce better result. The new (better) result is then used in the M-Step

again to further update the information. The use of the E-Step and M-Step continues

iteratively as long as the result keeps improving.

For the imputation of missing values the EM algorithm in the E-Step first computes the

mean and covariance values of a data set based on the available (that is, non-missing)

values. It then imputes the missing values based on the estimated mean and covariance

values. The imputed values is the best possible result according to the maximum like-

lihood approach based on the available information which in this case is the mean and
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covariance values. The EM algorithm then goes to the M-Step in order to update the

mean and covariance values by taking the imputed values into consideration. It then

again uses the E-Step to make a better imputation of the values using the updated mean

and covariance values. The steps continue iteratively as long as the imputation quality

keeps improving.

Expectation Maximization Imputation (EMI) uses the mean and covariance matrix of a

whole data set (not a segment) in order to impute a numerical missing value. Let, rx be

the vector containing the available values of Ri. If Ri has four available values then the

vector rx has four elements, where the first element contains the first available value of

Ri. Let, ry be the vector that will contain the imputed values of the missing values ofRi.

If Ri has three missing values then ry has three elements, where in the first element the

imputed value of the first missing value of Ri will be stored. Let, µy be the mean vector

of the attributes having missing values for a record Ri. For example, if Ri has three

missing values then µy is a vector having three elements. The first element contains the

average value (over all records of DF ) of the first attribute for which Ri has a missing

value. Similarly, the second and third elements contain the average of the second and

third attributes for which Ri has missing values. Let, µx be the mean vector of the

attributes without missing values for a record Ri. Let, µ(= µx ∪µy) be the mean vector

of attributes having available values and of attributes with missing values. Let, B be a

regression co-efficient matrix. B = θ−1
xx θxy, where θxx is the covariance matrix for the

attributes having available values for Ri. For example, if Ri has four available values

then θxx is a 4× 4 matrix, where the element σpq represents the covariance between the

pth attribute and qth attribute for which Ri has available values.

In the E-Step EMI imputes the missing values ry of Ri based on the available values rx

of Ri, mean vectors µx and µy, and co-efficient matrix B as shown in Equation (4.1).

During the imputation, EMI considers the correlations among the attributes.

In Equation (4.1) EMI considers that the deviation of a missing value Rij ∈ ry from the

mean value of the jth attribute µj ∈ µy is proportional to the deviation of an available

value Ril ∈ rx from the mean value of the lth attribute µl ∈ µx, when the correlation
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between the jth and the lth attribute is high. The missing values ry of Ri are imputed

using Equation (4.1) as follows (Schneider, 2001).

ry = µy + (rx − µx)B + e (4.1)

where e = [µ0 + H.ZT ]T is a residual error in which µ0 is a mean vector having zero

value/s meaning that the elements of the vector µ0 represent the mean values which are

all equal to zero in this case, H is a cholesky decomposition of the covariance matrix

B and Z is a vector having Gaussian random values that have mean zero and variance

equal to one. Since H is multiplied by Z for the calculation of e, the e value is obtained

through a randomization of the cholesky decomposition of the covariances. The e value

is used only in the first iteration (i.e. in the first execution of the E-step) of the EMI

algorithms (Schneider, 2001).

In the M-Step, EMI again estimates the mean vector µ and the co-efficient matrix B

considering the imputed data set. The objective of this step is to maximize the imputa-

tion quality of the E-Step.

EMI repeats the E-Step and M-Step until the difference between the mean (and co-

variance matrix) of the current iteration and the mean (and covariance matrix) of the

previous iteration is less than user defined thresholds.

4.4 Our Proposed Technique–DMI

In this section, we present a novel imputation algorithm called “A Decision tree based

Missing value Imputation Technique (DMI)” which makes use of a decision tree (DT)

algorithm and an EMI algorithm for imputing numerical and categorical missing values

of a data set. We first introduce the main ideas of the proposed technique as follows

before we introduce it in detail.
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(a) Correlations between age and height attributes
over the whole sample data set are low.

(b) Correlations between age and height attributes
within a partition (Partition-1) are high.

FIGURE 4.2: A sample data set contains age and height information of different per-
sons of a city in Australia.

4.4.1 Basic Concepts

EMI based imputation techniques rely on the correlations among the attributes in a data

set. We realize that the imputation accuracy is supposed to be high for a data set having

high correlations among the attributes. Besides correlations among the attributes are

natural properties of a data set and they cannot be improved or modified for the sake of

achieving better imputation accuracy. However, we argue that correlations among the

attributes can be higher within a horizontal partition of a data set than within a whole

data set. For example, consider a sample data set containing two attributes: age and

height (Figure 4.2). For the whole data set (Figure 4.2(a)) the correlation among the at-

tributes is very low since height of a person always does not increase with age. However,

age and height are highly correlated for people younger than say 17 years. Therefore, if

we partition the whole example data set into two segments where one segment contains

records for all people who are younger than 17 years and the other segment contains

the remaining records then we have a higher correlation among age and height in Parti-

tion 1 of Figure 4.2(b). Therefore, the identification of the horizontal segments having

high correlations and application of EMI algorithm within the segments is expected to

produce a better imputation result.

A decision tree divides the records of a data set into a number of leaves, where the

records belonging to a leaf are considered to be similar to each other (Estivill-Castro
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& Brankovic, 1999; Islam & Brankovic, 2003). Moreover, the records belonging to

a leaf are considered to be a cluster as they are shown to be similar to each other as

well (Islam, 2012; Islam & Brankovic, 2011).

The main justifications for considering the records similar to each other are that they

share the same or similar class value/s, same values for all categorical test attributes for

the leaf and similar values for all numerical test attributes for the leaf. For example,

the records in the Leaf 5 of Figure 4.5(a) have the same class value (“PhD”) and the

same test attribute value (“P”). Another justification for considering the records to be

similar was the fact that the entropy of the class values for the records within a leaf is

the minimum (Islam, 2007, 2012; Islam & Brankovic, 2011).

Therefore, we argue that attribute correlations within the records belonging to a leaf are

likely to be higher than attribute correlations within a whole data set. We test attribute

correlations for the records within a leaf and for all records of Credit Approval data set

that is publicly available in the UCI machine learning repository (Frank & Asuncion,

2010). Applying C4.5 algorithm (J. R. Quinlan, 1993, 1996) on the Credit Approval

data set we build a decision tree that has seven leaves. We then prepare seven correlation

matrices, each for the records within a leaf. We also prepare a correlation matrix for

all records. We observe that correlations among attributes within a leaf are generally

higher than within the whole data set. Considering all seven leaves, on an average 66%

of the correlations among the attributes have higher values within the records of a leaf

than the correlation values that are calculated for all records. Figure 4.3 shows two

correlation matrices for the six numerical attributes of the Credit Approval data set. For

six numerical attributes there are 15 correlations among the attributes. Only 3 out of

15 correlations have lower values in Figure 4.3(b) than the corresponding correlation

values in Figure 4.3(a).

4.4.2 Main Steps of DMI

We first mention the main steps of DMI as follows and then explain each of them in

detail.
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(a) Correlations of attributes over the whole data set. (b) Correlations of attributes within a leaf.

FIGURE 4.3: Correlation matrix for the six numerical attributes of Credit Approval
data set.

Step-1: DMI divides a full data set (DF ) into two sub data sets DC (having only records

without missing values) and DI (having only records with missing values).

Step-2: Build a set of decision trees on DC considering the attributes, having missing values

in DI , as the class attributes.

Step-3: Assign each record of DI to the leaf where it falls in for the tree that considers the

attribute, which has a missing value for the record, as the class attribute. If the record

has more than one attributes with missing values it will be assigned to more than one

leaves.

Step-4: Impute numerical missing values using EM algorithm and categorical missing values

using majority class values within the leaves.

Step-5: Combine records to form a completed data set (D′
F ) without any missing values.

The overall block diagram of DMI is shown in Figure 4.4 and the algorithm of DMI is

presented in Algorithm 1.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: The overall block diagram of our DMI. 
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FIGURE 4.4: The overall block diagram of DMI.

Step-1: DMI divides a full data set (DF ) into two sub data sets DC (having only

records without missing values) and DI (having only records with missing values).

To impute missing values in a data set, we first divide the data set DF into two sub data

sets DC and DI , where DC contains records having no missing values and DI contains
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Algorithm 1: DMI
Input : A data set DF having missing values
Output : A data set D′F with all missing values imputed

Require:
DC ← φ; /*Sub data set having records without missing values */
DI ← φ; /*Sub data set having records with missing values */
L← 0; /*Total no. of leaves of all trees */

end
Step 1:

DI ← AllMissingV aluedRecords(DF ); /*DI contains records, from DF , having missing values*/
DC ← DF −DI ;

end
Step 2:

h← φ; X ← φ; T ← φ;
Find Aj , j = 1, · · · ,m′, where m′ is the total number of attributes, in DI , having missing values;
foreach attribute Aj ∈ A = {A1, A2, · · · , Am′} do

Set D′C ← DC ;
if Aj is numerical then

Find the number of categories nC ←
√
|Aj | where |Aj | is the domain size of Aj ;

Generalize values of Aj for all records in D′C into nC categories;
end
Call a decision tree algorithm (such as C4.5) to build a tree Tj from D′C considering Aj as class attribute;
Set Sj ← Number of leaves of Tj ;
for l = L to L+ Sj do

Define logic rule Xl from Tj ;
Generate data set hl having all records belonging to Xl;
Set Il ← FALSE;
h← h ∪ hl; X ← X ∪Xl; T ← T ∪ Tj ; /*h = {h1, h2, · · · , hl} will be a set of hj*/

end
L← L+ Sj ;

end
end
Step 3:

foreach record Ri ∈ DI do
foreach attribute Aj ∈ A do

if Aj is missing then
l← FindIndexOfDataSet(Ri, h,X, T, j); /*Find the index l of the sub data set hl corresponding
to logic rule Xl belonging to the tree Tj where the record Ri falls in*/
if Aj is numerical then

hl ← hl ∪Ri;
else

Impute Aj of Ri by the majority value of Aj in hl and update DI ;
end

end
end

end
end
Step 4:

foreach record Ri ∈ DI do
foreach attribute Aj ∈ A do

if Aj is missing AND numerical then
l← FindIndexOfDataSet(Ri, h,X, T, j);
if Il is FALSE then

Impute Ai using EMI algorithm on hl;
Il ← TRUE;

end
Impute Aj of Ri in DI by Aj of Ri in hl;

end
end

end
end
Step 5:

Completed data set D′F ← DC ∪DI ; Return D′F ;
end
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records having missing values as shown in the DMI algorithm (Step-1 of Algorithm 1).

For example, Table 4.2 shows an example data set DF , sub data set DC , and sub data

set DI . The data set DF has 15 records and 4 attributes out of which two are numerical

and two are categorical. Two records (R1 and R2) have missing values for attributes

Education and Salary, respectively. Therefore, we first move records R1 and R2 from

DF to sub data set DI (Table 4.2c) and the remaining records into sub data set DC

(Table 4.2b).

TABLE 4.2: A sample data set DF with sub data sets DC and DI .
Record Age Education Salary (in kilo) Position

R1 27 MS ? L
R2 45 ? 145 P
R3 42 PhD 145 P
R4 25 MS 85 L
R5 32 PhD 107 L
R6 28 PhD 85 RA
R7 50 PhD 110 P
R8 43 PhD 147 P
R9 44 PhD 146 P
R10 35 MS 86 L
R11 42 PhD 105 L
R12 38 PhD 84 L
R13 42 PhD 143 P
R14 25 PhD 86 RA
R15 43 PhD 143 P

(a) A sample data set DF

Record Age Education Salary (in kilo) Position

R3 42 PhD 145 P
R4 25 MS 85 L
R5 32 PhD 107 L
R6 28 PhD 85 RA
R7 50 PhD 110 P
R8 43 PhD 147 P
R9 44 PhD 146 P
R10 35 MS 86 L
R11 42 PhD 105 L
R12 38 PhD 84 L
R13 42 PhD 143 P
R14 25 PhD 86 RA
R15 43 PhD 143 P

(b) Sub data set DC

Record Age Education Salary (in kilo) Position

R1 27 MS ? L
R2 45 ? 145 P

(c) Sub data set DI

Step-2: Build a set of decision trees on DC considering the attributes, having miss-

ing values in DI , as the class attributes.

In this step we first identify attributes Aj(1 ≤ j ≤ m′) where m′ is the total number of

attributes, in DI , having missing values. We make a temporary copy of DC as D′C . For
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each attribute Aj we build a tree using the C4.5 decision tree algorithm (J. R. Quinlan,

1996) for the sub data set D′C considering Aj as class attribute. If Aj is a numerical

attribute, we first generalize Aj of D′C into nC categories, where nC is the squared root

of the domain size of Aj (Step-2 of Algorithm 1).

We also use a boolean variable Il with initial value “FALSE” for a data set hl (Step 2,

Algorithm 1) belonging to a leaf; for each leaf of all trees. The boolean variable is used

in Step 4 to avoid multiple imputation on a data set and thereby reduce complexity.

In our example we build two DTs for attributes Education and Salary. Figure 4.5(a)

shows a DT for data set of Table 4.2b considering Education as class attribute. It has

three leaves. In Figure 4.5(a), “PhD: 6” for Leaf 5 indicates the class value (PhD) and

number of records having the class value in the leaf. Moreover, (R3, R7, R8, R9, R13,

R15) indicates that records R3, R7, R8, R9, R13 and R15 fall in this leaf. Table 4.3

shows the same sub data set as shown in Table 4.2b. However, the Salary attribute

in the data set shown in Table 4.3 has been generalized into 4 categories. We then

build a DT considering Salary as class attribute using the generalized sub data set (see

Figure 4.5(b)).

TABLE 4.3: Generalized data set D′C .
Record Age Education Salary (in kilo) Position

R3 42 PhD 140-147 P
R4 25 MS 84-91 L
R5 32 PhD 100-107 L
R6 28 PhD 84-91 RA
R7 50 PhD 108-115 P
R8 43 PhD 140-147 P
R9 44 PhD 140-147 P
R10 35 MS 84-91 L
R11 42 PhD 100-107 L
R12 38 PhD 84-91 L
R13 42 PhD 140-147 P
R14 25 PhD 84-91 RA
R15 43 PhD 140-147 P

Step-3: Assign each record of DI to the leaf where it falls in for the tree that con-

siders the attribute, which has a missing value for the record, as the class attribute.

If the record has more than one attributes with missing values it will be assigned

to more than one leaves.

Each record Ri from the sub data set DI has missing values. If Ri has a missing value

for the attribute Aj then we use the tree Tj (that considers Aj as the class attribute)
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(a) DT for sub data set DC (shown in Table 4.2b) by considering Education as
class attribute.

(b) DT for sub data set D′C (shown in Table 4.3) by considering Salary as class
attribute.

FIGURE 4.5: DTs built on the complete data set DC .

in order to identify the leaf Xl, where Ri falls in. Note that Ri falls in Xl if the test

attribute values of Xl match the attribute values of Ri. We add Ri in the data set hl

representing Xl of Tj (Step 3 of Algorithm 1). If Ri has more than one attributes with

missing values then it is added in more than one data sets. If the exact leaf of a recordRi

cannot be determined due to the existence of the missing values then we use the union

of all possible leaves.

In this step, hl represents a sub data set containing all records of the lth leaf/logic rule.

In our example, attribute Salary of record R1 is missing (see Table 4.2c). In order to

assign the record R1 into a leaf, the tree shown in Figure 4.5(b) is the target tree since

it considers Salary as the class attribute. Matching the test attribute values with the

attribute values of R1 we assign R1 in Leaf 10 of Figure 4.5(b). The resultant leaf

records are shown in Table 4.4. Similarly, we assign R2 into Leaf 5 of Figure 4.5(a)

which is shown in Table 4.5.
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TABLE 4.4: Record R1 of DI falls
in Leaf 10 of the DT shown in Fig-

ure 4.5(b).
Record Age Education Salary Position

R1 27 MS ? L
R4 25 MS 85 L
R10 35 MS 86 L

TABLE 4.5: Record R2 of DI falls
in Leaf 5 of the DT shown in Fig-

ure 4.5(a).
Record Age Education Salary Position

R2 45 ? 145 P
R3 42 PhD 145 P
R7 50 PhD 110 P
R8 43 PhD 147 P
R9 44 PhD 146 P
R13 42 PhD 143 P
R15 43 PhD 143 P

Step-4: Impute numerical missing values using EM algorithm and categorical

missing values using majority class values within the leaves.

We impute the missing values for all records in DI one by one. For a record Ri we

identify an attribute Aj having a missing value. We also identify the data set hl where

Ri has been added (in Step 3) for imputation of missing value in the attribute Aj . If hl

has not been imputed before (i.e. if Il is FALSE) then we apply either EM algorithm or

DT based imputation depending on the type (numerical or categorical) of the attribute

Aj and thereby impute the values of Aj in hl. Finally we update the attribute value for

Aj of Ri in DI from the imputed attribute value for Aj of Ri in hl. We continue the

process for all Ri in DI and thereby impute all missing values for all Ri in DI (Step-4

of Algorithm 1).

In our example, we impute the attribute Education of record R2 (Table 4.5) using the

class value “PhD” of Leaf 5 (Figure 4.5(a)). We apply EM algorithm on the data set

belonging to Leaf 10 (Figure 4.5(b) and Table 4.4 to impute the value of attribute Salary

of record R1. Table 4.6 shows the data set DI after imputation.

There are two problematic cases where EM algorithm needs to be used carefully in order

to get a proper imputation result. First, EM algorithm does not work if all records have

the same value for a numerical attribute. Second, EM algorithm is also not useful when

we have all numerical values missing in a record. DMI initially ignores the attribute

having same value for all records. It also ignores the records having all numerical values

missing. DMI then imputes all others values as usual. Finally, it uses the mean value

of an attribute to impute a numerical missing value for a record having all numerical
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TABLE 4.6: Imputed data set DT.
Record Age Education Salary Position

R1 27 MS 85.2 L
R2 45 PhD 145 P

TABLE 4.7: Completed data set
D′F .

Record Age Education Salary Position

R1 27 MS 85.2 L
R2 45 PhD 145 P
R3 42 PhD 145 P
R4 25 MS 85 L
R5 32 PhD 107 L
R6 28 PhD 85 RA
R7 50 PhD 110 P
R8 43 PhD 147 P
R9 44 PhD 146 P
R10 35 MS 86 L
R11 42 PhD 105 L
R12 38 PhD 84 L
R13 42 PhD 143 P
R14 25 PhD 86 RA
R15 43 PhD 143 P

values missing. It also uses the mean value of an attribute to impute a missing value

belonging to an attribute having the same value for all records.

Step-5: Combine records to form a completed data set (D′F ).

We finally combine DC and DI in order to form D′F which is the imputed data set. In

our example, we integrate sub data sets of Table 4.2b and Table 4.6 to represent the

complete data set D′F shown in Table 4.7.

4.4.3 Complexity Analysis

We present a detailed complexity analysis of the DMI algorithm in Section 14.6.2 of

Chapter 14. Moreover, a summary of the complexities of the imputation techniques is

presented in Table 14.50.

The overall complexity of DMI (see Algorithm 1) is O(n2mm′ + nm3m′), where n is

the number of records of a data set, m is the number of attributes and m′ is the number

of attributes with missing values over the whole data set. For typical data sets (such as

those used in the experiments of this study) having n � m the complexity of DMI is

O(n2). However, for the data sets having m ≥ n the complexity is O(m3) if m′ � m

or O(m4) if m′ ≈ m.
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4.5 Experimental Results

We implement both our novel technique DMI and two high quality existing techniques,

namely EMI (Junninen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001), and IBLLS (K. Cheng et al.,

2012). Moreover, we use the Java implementation (LibSVM (Chang & Lin, 2011)) of an

existing technique SVR (Smola & Schölkopf, 2004; X. Wang et al., 2006). The existing

techniques were shown in the literature to be better than many other techniques includ-

ing Bayesian principal component analysis (BPCA) (Oba et al., 2003), LLSI (H. Kim

et al., 2005), and ILLSI (Cai et al., 2006).

Data Set Information

We apply the techniques on nine real life data sets as shown in Table 4.8. The data sets

are publicly available in UCI Machine Learning Repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010).

There are some data sets that already contain missing values as indicated by the column

called “Missing” in Table 4.8. For the purpose of our experiments, we first need a data

set without any missing values to start with. Therefore, we remove the records having

any missing values in order to prepare a pure data set without any missing values. In our

experiments we use the pure data sets. For instance, the Adult data set contains census

information of United States and has 32561 records with 15 attributes including the

natural class attribute. There are all together 6 numerical attributes, and 9 categorical

attributes. The data set naturally contains some records with missing values. We remove

all records having missing values, and thereby get a pure data set having 30162 records

with no missing values.

TABLE 4.8: Data sets at a glance.

Data set Records Numerical attributes Categorical attributes Missing Pure Records

Adult 32561 6 9 Yes 30162
Chess 28056 3 4 No 28056
Yeast 1484 8 1 No 1484
CMC 1473 2 8 No 1473
GermanCA 1000 7 14 No 1000
Pima 768 8 1 No 768
Credit Approval 690 6 10 Yes 653
Housing 506 11 3 No 506
Autompg 398 5 3 Yes 392

Simulation of Missing Values
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For experimentation, we artificially create missing values in the pure data set. We then

impute the missing values by different techniques. Since we know the actual values

of the artificially created missing value, we can evaluate the performances of the tech-

niques by comparing the actual and the imputed values.

An imputation performance does not only depend on the amount of missing data, but

also depends on the characteristics of missing data patterns (Junninen et al., 2004). For

example, in one scenario (pattern) we may have a data set where a record has at most

one missing value, and in another scenario we may have records with multiple missing

values. Note that both data sets may have the same number of total missing values.

Typically the probability of a value being missing does not depend on the missing value

itself (D. Rubin, 1976; Schneider, 2001) and hence missing values often can have a

random nature which can be difficult to formulate. Therefore, we use various patterns

of missing values such as simple, medium, complex and blended.

In a simple pattern a record can have at most one missing value, whereas in a medium

pattern a record can have missing values for number of attributes ranging from 2 to 50%

of the total number of attributes. Similarly a record having missing values in a complex

pattern has minimum 50% and maximum 80% attributes having missing values. In a

blended pattern we have a mixture of records from all three other patterns. A blended

pattern contains 25% records having missing values in simple pattern, 50% in medium

pattern and 25% in complex pattern. Blended pattern simulates a natural scenario where

we may expect a combination of all three missing patterns.

For each missing pattern, we use four missing ratios: 1%, 3%, 5% and 10% where x%

missing ratios means x% of the total attribute values (i.e. n records × m attributes)

of a data set are missing. For example, if a data set has 5 records and 20 attributes

then a missing ratio of 10% means that 10 values, out of the total 100 (= 5 × 20)

attribute values, are missing. Note that for 10% missing ratios and simple pattern, the

expected total number of records to have missing values may exceed the total records in

some data sets. Therefore, in the simple missing pattern we consider 6% missing ratios

(rather than 10% missing ratios) for all data sets.
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We also use two types of missing models namely Overall and Uniformly Distributed

(UD). In the overall distribution missing values are not equally spread out among the

attributes, and in the worst case scenario all missing values can belong to a single at-

tribute. However, in the UD model each attribute has equal number of missing values.

Based on the missing ratios, missing models, and missing patterns, we have a total of 32

missing combinations (id 1, 2, · · · , 32). For each combination, we generate 10 data sets

with missing values. For example, for the combination having “1%” missing values ,

“overall” missing model , and “simple” missing pattern (id 1, see Table 4.9) we generate

10 data sets with missing values. Therefore, we generate all together 320 data sets for

each natural data set.

Evaluation Criteria

The imputation accuracies of DMI, EMI, SVR, and IBLLS are evaluated using a few

well known evaluation criteria namely co-efficient of determination (R2), Index of

agreement (d2), root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE).

We now define the evaluation criteria briefly. Let,X be the number of artificially created

missing values, Oi (1 ≤ i ≤ X) be the actual value of the ith artificially created missing

value, Pi be the imputed value of the ith missing value,O be the average of actual values

Oi. Let, P be the average of the imputed values Pi, σO be the standard deviation of the

actual values and σP be the standard deviation of the imputed values.

The most commonly used imputation performance indicator is the coefficient of deter-

mination (R2)(Junninen et al., 2004), which determines the degree of correlation be-

tween actual and imputed values. It varies between the range 0 and 1, where 1 indicates

a perfect fit.

R2 =

[
1

X

∑X
i=1

[
(Pi − P )(Oi −O)

]
σPσO

]2

(4.2)

The index of agreement (d2) (Willmott, 1982) determines the degree of agreement be-

tween actual and imputed values. Its value also ranges between 0 and 1. Similar to R2,
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higher value of d2 indicates a better fit.

d = 1−

[ ∑X
i=1(Pi −Oi)

g∑X
i=1(|Pi −O|+ |Oi −O|)g

]
(4.3)

where g is either 1 or 2. The index (d2) has been used throughout this experiment with

g equal to 2.

The root mean squared error (RMSE) (Junninen et al., 2004) aims to explore the aver-

age difference of actual values with the imputed values as shown in Equation (4.4). Its

value ranges from 0 to∞, where a lower value indicates a better matching.

RMSE = (
1

X

X∑
i=1

[Pi −Oi]
2)

1
2 (4.4)

The fourth evaluation criteria is mean absolute error (MAE) (Junninen et al., 2004)

which determine the closeness between actual and imputed values. Similar to RMSE,

its value ranges from 0 to∞, where a lower value indicates a better matching.

MAE =
1

X

X∑
i=1

|Pi −Oi| (4.5)

Parameters Used in the Experiments

A decision tree algorithm such as C4.5 uses a parameter called l that ensures the mini-

mum number of records belonging to each leaf of a decision tree. In the experimenta-

tion, we use l = 100 for the relatively large size data sets such as Adult and Chess and

l = 20 for the remaining seven data sets.

EMI algorithm uses a residual error e (see Equation (4.1)) in the first iteration. In this

experiment the value of e is calculated as follows (Muralidhar et al., 1999).

e = [µ0 +H.ZT ]T (4.6)

where µ0 is a mean vector having zero values, H is a cholesky decomposition of covari-

ance matrix C (Equation (4.7)), and Z is a vector having Gaussian random values. C is
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calculated as follows (Schneider, 2001).

C = θyy − θyxθ−1
xx θxy (4.7)

where θyy is the covariance matrix of missing variables, θxy is a covariance of missing

and available variables, and θ−1
xx is the inverse of a covariance of available variables.

Moreover, in order to evaluate the changes in covariance matrices of the consecutive

iterations (in EMI and DMI) we calculate the covariance matrices from the data sets

generated by the iterations. The termination threshold used in EM algorithm is con-

sidered to be 10−10 in the experiments. If the difference between the determinants of

two consecutive covariance matrices is below the threshold, and the difference between

the average-values of two consecutive mean vectors are below the threshold then the

termination condition used in the experiments is considered to be satisfied.

In our experiments we choose radial basis function (RBF) at ε = 0.01, γ = 0.01, and

C = 0.5 for SVR by following the suggestions of the original paper (Song et al., 2012;

X. Wang et al., 2006).

Analysis of Experimental Results

We present the performance of DMI, SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on R2, d2, RMSE

and MAE for Adult data set in Table 4.9. The table shows the average values of per-

formance indicators on 10 data sets with missing values for each missing combination.

For example, we have 10 data sets with missing values for the combination (id = 1)

of “1%” missing ratio, “Overall” missing model and “Simple” missing pattern. The

average of R2 for the data sets having id = 1 is 0.763 for DMI as reported in Table 4.9.

Bold values in the table indicate the best results among the four techniques. Note that

the results are presented in 3 decimal value in the table, however the best results are

identified with a higher precision (say 10 decimal) value. Our proposed technique DMI

performs better than the existing techniques namely SVR, EMI and IBLLS in terms of

all evaluation criteria.

In the last row of Table 4.9, we present a score of each technique for each evaluation

criteria, where a score “S” indicates that a technique performs the best among all the
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TABLE 4.9: Performance of DMI, SVR, EMI, and IBLLS on Adult data set in terms
of R2, d2, RMSE and MAE.

Missing combination Id
R2 d2 RMSE MAE

(Higher value is better) (Higher value is better) (Lower value is better) (Lower value is better)
DMI SVR EMI IBLLS DMI SVR EMI IBLLS DMI SVR EMI IBLLS DMI SVR EMI IBLLS

1%

Overall

Simple 1 0.763 0.750 0.759 0.674 0.927 0.926 0.893 0.895 0.122 0.120 0.123 0.149 0.080 0.095 0.082 0.113
Medium 2 0.758 0.742 0.754 0.563 0.923 0.915 0.888 0.862 0.125 0.128 0.126 0.175 0.084 0.100 0.084 0.123
Complex 3 0.748 0.698 0.747 0.406 0.922 0.896 0.886 0.801 0.126 0.137 0.126 0.211 0.080 0.105 0.081 0.136
Blended 4 0.739 0.726 0.735 0.534 0.919 0.910 0.880 0.854 0.128 0.130 0.129 0.179 0.083 0.101 0.084 0.125

UD

Simple 5 0.759 0.766 0.751 0.616 0.925 0.925 0.888 0.858 0.124 0.122 0.126 0.169 0.081 0.096 0.084 0.133
Medium 6 0.751 0.736 0.747 0.549 0.922 0.913 0.886 0.857 0.126 0.129 0.127 0.176 0.082 0.100 0.082 0.125
Complex 7 0.750 0.707 0.748 0.288 0.923 0.899 0.884 0.742 0.125 0.135 0.126 0.231 0.081 0.104 0.081 0.164
Blended 8 0.759 0.732 0.757 0.533 0.924 0.911 0.893 0.854 0.123 0.129 0.123 0.179 0.083 0.100 0.082 0.128

3%

Overall

Simple 9 0.758 0.751 0.752 0.646 0.923 0.926 0.886 0.820 0.125 0.121 0.126 0.181 0.086 0.096 0.087 0.151
Medium 10 0.754 0.739 0.751 0.355 0.922 0.914 0.888 0.751 0.124 0.127 0.125 0.209 0.084 0.100 0.085 0.159
Complex 11 0.751 0.704 0.749 0.245 0.922 0.897 0.886 0.704 0.126 0.137 0.126 0.232 0.084 0.105 0.084 0.170
Blended 12 0.755 0.740 0.754 0.373 0.922 0.914 0.888 0.777 0.125 0.128 0.125 0.216 0.085 0.100 0.084 0.159

UD

Simple 13 0.758 0.769 0.756 0.537 0.923 0.925 0.889 0.812 0.124 0.121 0.125 0.193 0.085 0.096 0.086 0.151
Medium 14 0.751 0.737 0.751 0.395 0.919 0.913 0.886 0.749 0.127 0.129 0.126 0.271 0.088 0.101 0.086 0.199
Complex 15 0.752 0.706 0.750 0.215 0.922 0.898 0.888 0.751 0.126 0.136 0.126 0.216 0.083 0.105 0.083 0.159
Blended 16 0.749 0.727 0.745 0.363 0.920 0.910 0.885 0.689 0.126 0.130 0.127 0.206 0.086 0.101 0.087 0.160

5%

Overall

Simple 17 0.757 0.768 0.754 0.508 0.921 0.925 0.886 0.833 0.125 0.121 0.126 0.184 0.088 0.096 0.088 0.133
Medium 18 0.750 0.737 0.749 0.358 0.919 0.913 0.886 0.751 0.127 0.128 0.126 0.208 0.088 0.100 0.086 0.160
Complex 19 0.748 0.702 0.746 0.194 0.921 0.897 0.885 0.680 0.126 0.137 0.127 0.248 0.084 0.105 0.085 0.183
Blended 20 0.750 0.730 0.746 0.298 0.919 0.910 0.884 0.731 0.127 0.130 0.128 0.241 0.087 0.101 0.087 0.195

UD

Simple 21 0.743 0.762 0.747 0.477 0.915 0.923 0.885 0.798 0.129 0.122 0.127 0.193 0.092 0.096 0.089 0.152
Medium 22 0.749 0.736 0.747 0.454 0.919 0.913 0.884 0.740 0.127 0.129 0.127 0.190 0.088 0.101 0.086 0.144
Complex 23 0.745 0.691 0.745 0.162 0.918 0.892 0.885 0.663 0.128 0.139 0.127 0.257 0.086 0.106 0.084 0.193
Blended 24 0.753 0.740 0.754 0.277 0.918 0.913 0.888 0.732 0.127 0.128 0.125 0.230 0.090 0.100 0.085 0.173

10%

Overall

Simple 25 0.749 0.760 0.750 0.430 0.915 0.922 0.886 0.751 0.129 0.123 0.127 0.239 0.094 0.097 0.088 0.199
Medium 26 0.755 0.739 0.751 0.225 0.920 0.913 0.885 0.691 0.126 0.128 0.127 0.234 0.087 0.100 0.088 0.179
Complex 27 0.747 0.690 0.746 0.154 0.919 0.892 0.884 0.655 0.127 0.140 0.127 0.259 0.086 0.107 0.086 0.190
Blended 28 0.753 0.735 0.749 0.273 0.920 0.912 0.884 0.729 0.126 0.129 0.127 0.235 0.087 0.100 0.088 0.173

UD

Simple 29 0.754 0.765 0.753 0.331 0.917 0.924 0.888 0.720 0.127 0.121 0.125 0.209 0.091 0.096 0.087 0.163
Medium 30 0.752 0.740 0.750 0.236 0.918 0.914 0.885 0.694 0.126 0.128 0.127 0.232 0.090 0.100 0.089 0.172
Complex 31 0.750 0.684 0.747 0.130 0.921 0.889 0.886 0.626 0.126 0.142 0.127 0.256 0.084 0.109 0.085 0.194
Blended 32 0.750 0.738 0.750 0.223 0.917 0.913 0.885 0.557 0.127 0.128 0.127 0.224 0.091 0.100 0.088 0.175

Score (Out of 32) 24 6 2 0 26 6 0 0 20 8 4 0 20 0 12 0

techniques in “S” (out of 32) number of missing combinations. The table shows that

DMI outperforms all other techniques. For R2 DMI performs the best among the four

techniques in 24 out of 32 missing pattern combinations. Out of 32 missing pattern

combinations, the number of cases DMI performs the best in terms of d2, RMSE and

MAE are 26, 20 and 20, respectively.

DMI also performs better than the three techniques on the remaining eight data sets as

indicated in Table 4.10. There are all together 288 combinations i.e. 32 combinations/-

data set × 9 data sets. According to the results based on R2, DMI performs the best in

209 out of 288 combinations, whereas out of 288 combinations the number of combi-

nations SVR, EMI and IBLLS perform the best are 51, 23 and 5, respectively. Besides,

DMI performs better than the three techniques in terms of d2, RMSE and MAE (see

the last of Table 4.10). Figure 4.6 shows the percentage of combinations (out of 288

combinations), where DMI, SVR, EMI and IBLLS achieve the best result. For example,

DMI achieves the best average in 77.43% cases in terms of MAE (see Figure 4.6(d)).
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TABLE 4.10: Number of times a technique performs the best, out of 32 missing com-
binations per data set.

Data set R2 d2 RMSE MAE
DMI SVR EMI IBLLS DMI SVR EMI IBLLS DMI SVR EMI IBLLS DMI SVR EMI IBLLS

Adult 24 6 2 0 26 6 0 0 20 8 4 0 20 0 12 0
Chess 24 8 0 0 0 32 0 0 25 7 0 0 23 9 0 0
Yeast 24 8 0 0 32 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 32 0 0 0
CMC 29 3 0 0 31 1 0 0 25 7 0 0 22 10 0 0
GermanCA 30 2 0 0 13 19 0 0 31 1 0 0 29 3 0 0
Pima 20 12 0 0 17 15 0 0 17 15 0 0 29 3 0 0
Credit Approval 17 3 12 0 22 0 9 1 17 0 15 0 22 0 10 0
Housing 16 3 8 5 16 4 4 8 16 6 4 6 17 3 1 11
Autompg 25 6 1 0 28 4 0 0 27 5 0 0 29 3 0 0

Total (Out of 288 cases) 209 51 23 5 185 81 13 9 210 49 23 6 223 31 23 11

(a) R2 (b) d2

(c) RMSE (d) MAE

FIGURE 4.6: Percentage of combinations for all data sets, where a method achieves
the best result.
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We now present aggregated performances based on R2 for all techniques on nine data

sets in terms of missing ratios, missing models, and missing patterns in Figure 4.7,

Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9. The figures demonstrate that DMI performs better (i.e. higher

average R2 values) than other techniques for most of the cases. Similarly, Figure 4.10,

Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 demonstrate that DMI performs better than other techniques

for all missing ratios, for all missing models, and for all missing patterns on 9 data sets

except the Chess data set. In Figure 4.10(b) we can see that DMI does not perform

better than SVR on the Chess data set, however, DMI performs better than EMI and

IBLLS. Moreover, DMI achieves higher imputation accuracy than other techniques in

terms of RMSE and MAE (see Figure 4.13, Figure 4.14, Figure 4.15, Figure 4.16,

Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18).

Figure 4.19 presents the overall result (average of all 32 combinations) for each data set.

For all data sets DMI performs clearly better than all other techniques in terms of R2

(see Figure 4.19(a)), d2 (see Figure 4.19(b)), RMSE (see Figure 4.19(c)) and MAE

(see Figure 4.19(d)) except those marked by the down arrows on top. Therefore, we can

see that DMI clearly achieves better imputation than other techniques in general.

Statistical Analysis of the Experimental Results

We now analyze the results by using a statistical non-parametric sign test (Mason et al.,

1994; Triola, 2001) for all 32 combinations in order to evaluate the statistical signifi-

cance of the superiority of DMI over the existing techniques, namely SVR, EMI and

IBLLS.

For each evaluation criteria, we carry out sign test on the results of DMI with other

techniques (one by one) at the right-tailed by considering significance level α = 0.025

(i.e. 97.5% significance level). While we compare DMI with SVR (i.e. DMI vs SVR)

we obtain a z-value (test static value) which is used to determine the significant im-

provement of DMI over SVR. Similarly we obtain z-values for other comparisons such

as DMI vs EMI and DMI vs IBLLS. We present the z-values of the three comparisons

(i.e. DMI vs SVR, DMI vs EMI and DMI vs IBLLS) based on R2 for nine data sets

in Figure 4.20(a). In the figure, we can see there are four bars for each data set. The

first three bars represent the z-values of the three comparisons between DMI and three
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(a) Adult data set

(b) Chess data set

(c) Yeast data set

FIGURE 4.7: Aggregated performance of R2 based on Missing Ratios, Missing Mod-
els, and Missing Patterns for the Adult, Chess and Yeast data sets.
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(a) CMC data set

(b) GermanCA data set

(c) Pima data set

FIGURE 4.8: Aggregated performance of R2 based on Missing Ratios, Missing Mod-
els, and Missing Patterns for the CMC, GermanCA and Pima data sets.
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(a) Credit Approval data set

(b) Housing data set

(c) Autompg data set

FIGURE 4.9: Aggregated performance of R2 based on Missing Ratios, Missing Mod-
els, and Missing Patterns for the Credit Approval, Housing and Autompg data sets.
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(a) Adult data set

(b) Chess data set

(c) Yeast data set

FIGURE 4.10: Aggregated performance of d2 based on Missing Ratios, Missing Mod-
els, and Missing Patterns for the Adult, Chess and Yeast data sets.
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(a) CMC data set

(b) GermanCA data set

(c) Pima data set

FIGURE 4.11: Aggregated performance of d2 based on Missing Ratios, Missing Mod-
els, and Missing Patterns for the CMC, GermanCA and Pima data sets.
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(a) Credit Approval data set

(b) Housing data set

(c) Autompg data set

FIGURE 4.12: Aggregated performance of d2 based on Missing Ratios, Missing Mod-
els, and Missing Patterns for the Credit Approval, Housing and Autompg data sets.
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(a) Adult data set

(b) Chess data set

(c) Yeast data set

FIGURE 4.13: Aggregated performance of RMSE based on Missing Ratios, Missing
Models, and Missing Patterns for the Adult, Chess and Yeast data sets.
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(a) CMC data set

(b) GermanCA data set

(c) Pima data set

FIGURE 4.14: Aggregated performance of RMSE based on Missing Ratios, Missing
Models, and Missing Patterns for the CMC, GermanCA and Pima data sets.
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(a) Credit Approval data set

(b) Housing data set

(c) Autompg data set

FIGURE 4.15: Aggregated performance of RMSE based on Missing Ratios, Missing
Models, and Missing Patterns for the Credit Approval, Housing and Autompg data sets.
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(a) Adult data set

(b) Chess data set

(c) Yeast data set

FIGURE 4.16: Aggregated performance of MAE based on Missing Ratios, Missing
Models, and Missing Patterns for the Adult, Chess and Yeast data sets.
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(a) CMC data set

(b) GermanCA data set

(c) Pima data set

FIGURE 4.17: Aggregated performance of MAE based on Missing Ratios, Missing
Models, and Missing Patterns for the CMC, GermanCA and Pima data sets.
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(a) Credit Approval data set

(b) Housing data set

(c) Autompg data set

FIGURE 4.18: Aggregated performance of MAE based on Missing Ratios, Missing
Models, and Missing Patterns for the Credit Approval, Housing and Autompg data sets.
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(a) R2

(b) d2

(c) RMSE

(d) MAE

FIGURE 4.19: Performance comparison on nine data sets.
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existing techniques, whereas the fourth bar represents the z-ref value. The z-ref value

for α = 0.025 and degrees of freedom (df)=31 (since we have 32 results for 32 missing

combinations) is 1.96. The performance of DMI is significantly better than a technique

(say SVR) if the z-value of DMI vs the technique (say SVR) is greater than the z-ref

which is 1.96 in this case for α = 0.025 and df=31, as the z-ref value can be obtained

from a table (Mason et al., 1994).

The sign test results in terms of R2 (see Figure 4.20(a)) indicate that DMI performs

significantly better than the other techniques (at z > 1.96, p < 0.025, and right-tailed)

on all data sets except Credit Approval. In Credit Approval data set, DMI performs

significantly better than SVR and IBLLS. However, the performance of DMI is not

significantly better than EMI in Credit Approval data set for R2. The cases where the

performance of DMI is not significantly superior are marked with down arrow signs on

top (see Figure 4.20(a)).

Similarly, the sign test results for d2 (see Figure 4.20(b)), RMSE (see Figure 4.20(c))

and MAE (see Figure 4.20(d)) indicate that DMI performs significantly better than the

other techniques at z > 1.96, p < 0.025, and right-tailed for all data sets.

Experimentation on Categorical Missing Value Imputation

In addition to imputing numerical missing values, DMI can also impute categorical

missing values. Since EMI and IBLLS are unable to impute categorical missing val-

ues, we compare the imputation accuracy of DMI with SVR only based on RMSE

and MAE on two data sets namely Chess and Housing as shown in Figure 4.21 and

Figure 4.22. It is clear from the figures that DMI outperforms SVR for all 32 missing

combinations in terms of both RMSE and MAE on the two data sets.

Execution Time Complexity Analysis

We now present the average execution time (in milliseconds) for 320 data sets with

missing values (32 combinations × 10 data sets per combination), for each real data set

in Table 4.11. We carry out the experiments using two different machines. However, for

one data set we use the same machine for all techniques. The configuration of Machine

1 is 4 × 8 core Intel E7-8837 Xeon processors, 256 GB RAM. The configuration of
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(a) R2

(b) d2

(c) RMSE

(d) MAE

FIGURE 4.20: Statistical significance analysis using the sign test for all data sets.
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(a) RMSE

(b) MAE

FIGURE 4.21: Categorical imputation performance comparison on the Chess data set.

Machine 2 is Intel Core i5 processor with 2.67 GHz speed and 4 GB RAM. DMI takes

less time than SVR and IBLLS, whereas it takes slightly more time than EMI to pay the

cost of a significantly better quality imputation.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter we propose a missing value imputation technique called DMI that makes

use of an entropy based decision tree algorithm and expectation maximization based

imputation technique. The main contributions of the chapter are as follows.
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(a) RMSE

(b) MAE

FIGURE 4.22: Categorical imputation performance comparison on the Housing data
set.

TABLE 4.11: Average execution time (in milliseconds) of DMI, SVR, EMI and IBLLS
on the nine data sets.

Data set DMI SVR EMI IBLLS Machine used

Adult 1,302,609 1,475,522 82,189 53,947,274 Machine 1
Chess 153,915 410,324 8,667 15,537,849 Machine 1
Yeast 3,024 1,260 92 173,209 Machine 1
CMC 40,195 150,341 469 233,994 Machine 2
GermanCA 11,225 4,006 62 58,044 Machine 1
Pima 13,406 562 47 39,443 Machine 1
Credit Approval 30,252 66,490 1,175 390,463 Machine 2
Housing 88,322 54,987 3,087 1,268,431 Machine 2
Autompg 2,215 167 18 8,861 Machine 1

Average 182,796 240,407 10,645 7,961,952
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• We realize that the EMI algorithm is expected to produce good imputation result

on data sets having higher correlations among the attributes. However, correla-

tions among the attributes are natural properties of a data set. A data set should

not be modified in order to improve the correlations for the sake of achieving bet-

ter imputation accuracy. However, correlations among the attributes can be higher

within a horizontal partition of a data set than within the whole data set. We pro-

pose the use of an entropy based decision tree algorithm in order to identify the

horizontal segments having higher correlations.

• On each horizontal segment DMI algorithm applies an existing imputation tech-

nique, which heavily relies on the correlations among the attributes, in order to

take advantage of higher correlations within the segments. Thus, DMI is expected

to impute numerical missing values with high accuracy. Moreover, for categori-

cal missing values DMI applies a decision tree based imputation approach within

each horizontal segment separately. It applies the decision tree algorithm to build

a tree for each attribute having missing value/s. Therefore, it uses an attribute-

specific horizontal segments that results in better imputation accuracy.

• DMI is capable of imputing both numerical and categorical missing values.

• DMI also handles the two problematic cases where EMI algorithm may not pro-

vide reasonable results. The cases are, all records having the same value for a

numerical attribute and all numerical values are missing in a record.

We evaluate DMI on nine publicly available natural data sets by comparing its per-

formance with the performances of SVR, EMI and IBLLS. We use various missing

patterns such as simple, medium, complex and blended, each having different missing

ratios ranging from 1% to 10%. We also use two missing models/categories namely

Uniformly Distributed (all attributes have equal number of missing values) and Overall.

Several evaluation criteria such as coefficient of determination (R2), Index of agreement

(d2), root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) are also used.

Our experimental results (based on the statistical sign test) indicate that DMI performs

significantly better than SVR, EMI and IBLLS.
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DMI performs the best in 72.57% of the total experiments in terms ofR2 (Figure 4.6(a)),

in 64.24% of the total experiments in terms of d2 (Figure 4.6(b)), in 72.92% of the total

experiments in terms of RMSE (Figure 4.6(c)), in 77.43% of the total experiments

in terms of MAE (Figure 4.6(d)). Moreover, it achieves the overall best result for all

data sets in terms of all evaluation criteria (Figure 4.19). The sign test results indicate

a clear superiority of DMI over the existing techniques that are used in the chapter

(Figure 4.20). In terms of the execution time required DMI performs better than SVR

and IBLLS while it performs slightly worse than EMI, perhaps to pay the cost of a high

quality imputation (Table 4.11).

From the experimental results, it is evident that DMI generally outperforms the existing

techniques. However, there are some rare cases/scenarios where DMI does not achieve

better imputation than some existing techniques. We investigate the DMI mechanisms

to explore the reasons why it sometimes fails to achieve the better imputation than the

existing techniques. We realize that DMI has some limitations or room for further

improvement as follows.

• DMI builds decision trees based on the records having no missing values. That

is, it does not take the records having missing values into consideration while

building the decision trees. If a data set contains a high number of missing values

then we may obtain a small sized data set having records without missing values.

Therefore, the trees that are obtained from such a small sized data set may not be

as useful as they could be if they were built from the whole data set.

• DMI imputes the missing values by applying the EMI algorithm on the records

that are similar to each other. However, we may have some heterogeneous leaves

(of the decision trees) where all records belonging to each leaf may not always be

similar to each other resulting in a low imputation accuracy by DMI.

• In a data set we may have some records for which all numerical values are miss-

ing. DMI imputes such records based on the attribute mean value that is calculated

by considering all records of the data set. The use of all records for calculating

the mean value may cause a drop of accuracy for DMI.
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In the next four chapters we present four variants of DMI in order to address the limi-

tations of DMI one by one. In Chapter 5 we propose a technique called EDI that uses

two layers of missing value imputation. Another technique called kDMI is presented

in Chapter 6 in which we apply two levels of horizontal partitioning for the imputation

of missing values. In Chapter 7 we also propose a technique called iDMI which uses

the attribute mean for the records belonging to a leaf instead of the records of a whole

data sets in order to impute the records, of the leaf, for which all numerical values are

missing. Finally, in Chapter 8 we propose a framework called TULIP which combines

the concepts of DMI , EDI and kDMI for imputing missing values.



Chapter 5

EDI: An Imputation Technique Using

Two Layers of Missing Value

Imputation

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we propose a further improvement of DMI in order to overcome one of

its limitations that we discuss at the end of Chapter 4. We observe that the imputation

accuracy of DMI declines for a data set having higher missing ratios (see Figure 5.2).

This is perhaps due to the approach of considering only the complete records (i.e. the

records having no missing values at all) while building a decision tree in order to find

horizontal segments for the application of EMI. It does not take the records having any

missing values into consideration for building the tree and therefore for the application

We have published the following paper during the PhD candidature based on this chapter. We have
received the best paper award for this publication.

Rahman, M. G. and Islam, M. Z. (2013). A Novel Framework Using Two Layers of Missing Value
Imputation. In Proceedings of the 11th Australasian Data Mining Conference (AusDM’13), Canberra,
Australia, 13-15 November 2013. (ERA 2010 Rank B)
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of EMI. If a data set has a huge number of missing values then DMI ignores many

records resulting in having only a small number of records for building the tree and

applying the EMI. Therefore, the obtained decision tree may not be of high quality for

supporting the EMI technique in achieving high quality imputation.

We argue that the imputation accuracy of DMI, on a data set having a huge number of

records with missing values, can be improved if it considers the records having missing

values during the creation of decision trees. Therefore, we propose a technique which

imputes missing values of a data set by the improved use of the records having missing

values. The technique consists of two imputation layers namely “Early-Imputation” and

“Advanced-Imputation”. In the Early-Imputation layer we use an existing algorithm in

order to initially impute the missing values. The main goal of this layer is to carry out

an initial imputation and thereby refine the records having missing values so that they

can be used in the second layer of imputation. In the Advanced-Imputation layer we

use DMI for final imputation in order to get better imputation accuracy.

In this chapter we use four different versions of the proposed technique, namely “EDI”,

“ESI”, “LDI” and “LSI” for imputing both numerical and categorical missing values.

They use two layers of imputation: an early-imputation and an advanced-imputation.

We evaluate the performances of our proposed techniques by comparing them with

two high quality existing techniques namely EMI and IBLLS in terms of four evalu-

ation criteria namely co-efficient of determination (R2), Index of agreement (d2), root

mean squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) on two real data sets

namely Autompg and CMC that are publicly available in the UCI machine learning

repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010). We also compare the performance of the pro-

posed techniques with the performance of DMI. For simulating missing values we use

four missing patterns namely Simple, Medium, Complex and Blended, four missing

ratios (1%, 3%, 5% and 10%), and two missing models namely Overall and Uniformly

Distributed (UD). The initial experimental results indicate that our proposed technique

called EDI performs significantly better (based on statistical sign test analysis) than

the existing techniques and DMI. This indicates that EDI can sucessfully overcome a

limitation of DMI and therefore can achieve better imputation quality.
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The organization of the chapter is as follows. Our proposed technique is presented

in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 presents experimental results and Section 5.4 provides a

summary of this chapter.

5.2 A Proposed Imputation Technique: With Modifica-

tion of DMI

We first introduce the basic concepts of the proposed technique as follows before we

introduce it in detail.

Basic Concepts

DMI divides a given data set DF , having missing values, into two sub data sets namely

DC (having only records without missing values) and DI (having only records with

missing values). It uses the C4.5 algorithm on DC in order to build the decision trees

(DTs). DMI then applies the EMI technique on the records of each leaf of a tree. If a

data set has high number of missing values then DMI creates a data set DC with a small

number of records by deleting the records that have missing values. When DMI builds

a decision tree from such small sized DC then the tree may not be reflective of DF due

to the deletion of many records. It was also reported in Chapter 4 that DMI performs

better in a data set having low number of missing values than a data set having high

number of missing values.

In many cases, the size of DC can be very small compared to DF . For example, Ta-

ble 5.1 shows the number of records in DF , DI , and DC for the Autompg and CMC

data sets (Frank & Asuncion, 2010) in terms of the 10% missing ratio, “UD” missing

model and “Blended” missing pattern. Note that the data sets are publicly available in

the UCI machine learning repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010). The details about the

simulation of missing values (i.e. the 10% missing ratio and “Blended” missing pattern)

are discussed in Section 4.5 of Chapter 4. We can see from Table 5.1 that for the CMC

data set, 46% records were not used for building the decision trees (DTs).
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TABLE 5.1: The number of records in DF , DI , and DC on two data sets in terms of
10% missing ratio, “UD” missing model and “Blended” missing pattern.

Data set Total Records Number of records in DC Number of records in DI % of records were not
in DF (without missing values) (having missing values) used to build

used to build Decision Trees Decision Trees

CMC 1473 795 678 46%
Autompg 392 236 156 40%

Since the DTs are built on the small sized DC , the knowledge extracted by the DTs

may not be as useful as it could be if the DTs were built on the whole data set DF .

Therefore, DMI often fails to perform well for a data set having a large number of

missing values. In order to explain this better, we consider here an example/toy data set

having 15 records and 4 attributes as shown in Table 5.2a. We then build a DT from the

toy data setDF by considering the attribute “Pos.” as a class attribute (see Figure 5.1(a))

where a leaf of the DT displays the information on the number of records belonging to

a value of the class attribute. In the figure a leaf is represented by a rectangle and a node

is represented by a circle. We then artificially create some missing values in DF (see

Table 5.2b). The data set DF is then divided into DC (Table 5.2c) and DI (Table 5.2d).

Note that DI only contains the records having missing values. Even if the records (such

as “R4”, “R6”, “R10”, “R12” and “R14”) have only a single missing value, they are

taken out of DC and placed in DI . Thus, we often end up having a small number of

records in DC . Therefore in this example, the leaves of the DT (see Figure 5.1(b)) built

on DC do not provide any information on the the value “L” of the class attribute “Pos.”.

However, the DT (see Figure 5.1(a)) built on the full data set DF provides information

on the value “L”. Now if we classify the records “R4”, “R6”, “R10”, “R12” and “R14”

of Table 5.2a by the DT (see Figure 5.1(a)) obtained from DF then we get the correct

class value “L”, whereas the records are misclassified as “Ap” if we use the DT (see

Figure 5.1(b)) that is obtained from DC . We get a higher classification accuracy by the

first DT than the second DT and therefore we expect a better imputation accuracy when

we use the first DT than the second DT. That is, the removal of many useful records

from DC just because they have one/two missing values may not be a good idea.

We also analyze the impact of the number of missing values in a data set, in terms of

imputation accuracy (RMSE). Four missing ratios namely 1%, 3%, 5%, and 10% are
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TABLE 5.2: A toy data set DF .

Rec. Age Edu. Salary Pos. Rec. Age Edu. Salary Pos.
R1 27 MS 85 L R1 27 ? ? ?

R2 45 PhD 115 AP R2 45 PhD 115 AP

R3 42 PhD 145 P R3 42 PhD 145 P

R4 25 MS 85 L R4 ? MS 85 L

R5 50 PhD 146 P R5 50 PhD 146 P

R6 28 MS 85 L R6 28 MS 85 ?

R7 38 PhD 120 AP R7 38 PhD 120 AP

R8 43 PhD 147 P R8 43 PhD 147 P

R9 44 PhD 146 P R9 44 PhD 146 P

R10 25 MS 86 L R10 25 MS ? L

R11 42 PhD 142 P R11 42 PhD 142 P

R12 26 MS 84 L R12 26 ? 84 L

R13 42 PhD 143 P R13 42 PhD 143 P

R14 25 MS 86 L R14 ? MS 86 L

R15 43 PhD 143 P R15 43 PhD 143 P

(a) A toy data setDF (Original) (b)DF with missing values

Rec. Age Edu. Salary Pos. Rec. Age Edu. Salary Pos.
R2 45 PhD 115 AP R1 27 ? ? ?

R3 42 PhD 145 P R4 ? MS 85 L

R5 50 PhD 146 P R6 28 MS 85 ?

R7 38 PhD 120 AP R10 25 MS ? L

R8 43 PhD 147 P R12 26 ? 84 L

R9 44 PhD 146 P R14 ? MS 86 L

R11 42 PhD 142 P (d) Data setDI

R13 42 PhD 143 P

R15 43 PhD 143 P

(c) Data setDC

(a) Decision tree from DF (Original) (b) Decision tree from DC

FIGURE 5.1: Decision trees built by using DF and DC .

used. Two publicly available data sets are used as shown in Figure 5.2. The missing

values are imputed by DMI and EMI (Schneider, 2001). Here, x% missing ratios means

x% of the total attribute values (i.e. n records ×m attributes) of a data set are missing.

Figure 5.2 shows that DMI outperforms EMI in terms of RMSE (the lower the better)

on both data sets namely Autompg (see Figure 5.2(a)) and Housing (see Figure 5.2(b)).

However, the imputation accuracies of both DMI and EMI drop (on both data sets) with

the increase of the missing ratios. DMI performs significantly better than EMI for a

data set having small missing ratio (see Figure 5.2(a) and Figure 5.2(b)).
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(a) Autompg data set

(b) Housing

FIGURE 5.2: Performance comparison on the Autompg and Housing data sets in terms
of RMSE for different missing ratios.

We argue that if a data set has a large number of records with missing values, the impu-

tation accuracy of DMI can be improved by taking the records of DI (in a refined form)

into consideration instead of totally ignoring them. Therefore, we propose a technique

that imputes missing values of DF by first refining the records of DI and then using

them in DC . The proposed technique therefore is a combination of two imputation lay-

ers namely “Early-Imputation” and “Advanced-Imputation”. We now discuss the layers

in details as follows.

Early-Imputation Layer

The main goal of this layer is to refine the records (that go to DI) that have one or
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more missing values, so that the records can be considered in DC in order to increase

the imputation accuracy. The records are refined by performing an early imputation for

them.

In this layer, we first initialize a missing matrix Y which is then used in the Advanced-

Imputation layer for indicating whether a value is originally missing or available. Each

element yij ∈ Y ((1 ≤ i ≤ n) and (1 ≤ j ≤ m)) contains either 0 or 1, which is

calculated using Equation (5.1).

yij =


1 if Rij ∈ DF is missing

0 if Rij ∈ DF is available
(5.1)

The proposed technique uses existing algorithms for imputing the missing values ofDF

in this layer. It first imputes the numerical missing values in DF by using high quality

techniques such as EMI (Junninen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001) and IBLLS (K. Cheng

et al., 2012). It then imputes the categorical missing values of an attribute Aj of a

record Ri. The technique first find k nearest neighbour (k-NN) records of Ri where

the numerical missing values are already imputed. The mode value of the attribute Aj

within the k-NN records is then considered as the imputed value. Based on the literature,

the default value of k (for the k-NN) is set to 10 (G. Batista & Monard, 2003; Bø et al.,

2004; Troyanskaya et al., 2001).

Advanced-Imputation Layer

The technique then applies DMI on the early-imputed data set for the further improve-

ment of the imputation quality for both the numerical and categorical missing values. It

uses the matrix Y for identifying the missing values.

DMI builds a set of DTs T = {T1, T2, . . . Tm′} where each tree Tj considers an attribute

Aj as the class attribute. Note that m′ is the number of attributes, in DF , having miss-

ing values. In this chapter we consider the following two options namely SDMI and

NDMI. In SDMI, we build a single DT (instead of a set of trees T ) by considering the
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natural class attribute of DF as the class attribute. Typically, every data set has a nat-

ural class attribute. For example, the natural class attribute of a patient data set can be

“Diagnosis”.

In NDMI we build a DT for each attribute of DF as it is done in DMI. For numerical

attribute we first generalizes the values of the attribute into nC categories where nC is

the squared root of the domain size of the attribute. Therefore, for m′ attributes of DF

we have m′ decision trees in NDMI.

Following DMI, for both SDMI and NDMI we generate a sub data set for each logic

rule of the DTs by assigning the records, of DF , which satisfy the conditions of the

logic rule. The numerical missing values of each sub data set are then imputed by using

the EMI algorithm. Let, a numerical attribute Aj has a missing value for the record Ri,

i.e. Rij is missing. For SDMI, we identify the leaf where the record Ri falls in. EMI

is then applied on all records representing the leaf and thus Rij is imputed. For NDMI,

we first find the leaf (of the tree Tj) where the record Ri falls in. EMI is then applied on

all records belonging to the leaf for imputing Rij . If the exact leaf of a record Ri cannot

be determined due to the existence of the missing values then we use the union of all

possible leaves.

For the categorical imputation by SDMI, a missing value Rij is imputed by the mode

value of the attribute Aj within the records of the leaf where the record Ri falls in. On

the other hand, in NDMI the missing value Rij is imputed by the majority class value

of the leaf (of the tree Tj) where the record Ri falls in. Note that if a record Ri has

multiple categorical missing values then in NDMI multiple trees are used, one tree for

one attribute. Our proposed framework EDI is shown in Algorithm 2.

Versions of the Proposed Technique

The proposed technique uses two layers of imputation, the Early-Imputation layer and

the Advanced-Imputation layer. In this chapter we use one of the two existing high

quality imputation techniques namely EMI (Junninen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001)

and IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012) in the Early-imputation layer. For the Advanced-

Imputation layer we use either SDMI or NDMI.
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Algorithm 2: EDI()
Input : Data set DF having missing values;
Output : Imputed data set D′F ;

Layer 1: (Early Imputation)
Initialize a missing matrix Y by using Equation (5.1);
Impute the numerical missing values of DF using an EMI algorithm and impute the categorical missing values of DF
using a kNNI algorithm;
Copy the early imputed data set DF into D′F ;

end
Layer 2: (Advanced Imputation)

Build decision trees T = {T1, . . . , Tj , . . . , T ′m} by applying a decision tree algorithm on D′F ;
Assign the records of D′F into leaves L = {L1, L2, . . . , L′m} where the records belong to /*Lj = {Lj1, Lj2,...,Ljl

}
where Ljl is the lth leaf of the jth decision tree*/;
foreach record Ri (having missing values based on the missing matrix Y ) do

foreach attribute Aj ∈ A and yij ∈ Y = 1 do
Find a leaf Ljl ∈ Lj of Tj where the record Ri belongs to;
/*Imputation*/
if Aj is numerical then

Impute Rij by using an EMI algorithm on Ljl ;
else

Impute Rij by taking the most frequent value from Ljl;
end

end
end
Return the imputed data set D′F ;

end

Therefore, in this chapter we compare four versions of the technique namely EDI, ESI,

LDI and LSI.

• EDI is the combination of EMI and NDMI,

• ESI is the combination of EMI and SDMI,

• LDI is the combination of IBLLS and NDMI, and

• LSI is the combination of IBLLS and SDMI.

We now compare the performances of the versions in the following section (Section 5.3).

Complexity Analysis

Like DMI, the overall complexity of EDI isO(n2mm′+nm3m′), where n is the number

of records of a data set, m is the number of attributes and m′ is the number of attributes

with missing values over the whole data set. Section 14.6.2 of Chapter 14 presents a

detailed complexity analysis of EDI. Moreover, a summary of the complexities of the

imputation techniques is presented in Table 14.50. For typical data sets (such as those

used in the experiments of this study) having n � m the complexity of EDI is O(n2).
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However, for the data sets havingm ≥ n the complexity isO(m3) ifm′ � m orO(m4)

if m′ ≈ m.

5.3 Experimental Results and Discussion

We implement our proposed technique having four different versions namely EDI, ESI,

LDI, and LSI, and two other high quality existing techniques namely EMI (Junninen

et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001) and IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012). We also compare

the performances of EDI with the performances of DMI. It was shown in the literature

that the imputation accuracies of the existing techniques are better than many other

techniques including Bayesian principal component analysis (BPCA) (Oba et al., 2003),

LLSI (H. Kim et al., 2005), and ILLSI (Cai et al., 2006).

We apply the techniques on two real data sets, namely the CMC data set and the Au-

tompg data set that are available from UCI Machine Learning Repository (Frank &

Asuncion, 2010). A brief description of the data sets is presented in Table 5.3.

TABLE 5.3: Data sets at a glance.

Data set Records Numerical attributes Categorical attributes Missing Pure Records

CMC 1473 2 8 No 1473
Autompg 398 5 3 Yes 392

For experimentation, we artificially create missing values in the pure data set. We use

various patterns of missing values such as simple, medium, complex and blended that

are discussed in Section 4.5 of Chapter 4. For each missing pattern, we use four missing

ratios: 1%, 3%, 5% and 10%, and two types of missing models namely Overall and

Uniformly Distributed (UD).

Based on the missing ratios, missing models, and missing patterns, we have a total of 32

missing combinations (id 1, 2, · · · , 32). For each combination, we generate 10 data sets

with missing values. For example, for the combination having “1%” missing values ,

“overall” missing model , and “simple” missing pattern (id 1, see Table 5.4) we generate

10 data sets with missing values. Therefore, we generate all together 320 data sets for

each natural data set namely CMC and Autompg.
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We evaluate the imputation accuracies of the proposed and existing techniques in terms

of four evaluation criteria namely co-efficient of determination (R2), Index of agree-

ment (d2), root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) that are

discussed in Section 4.5 of Chapter 4.

Experimental Result Analysis on the Autompg and CMC Data Sets

We present the performance of EDI, ESI, LDI, LSI, DMI, EMI, and IBLLS based on

R2, d2, RMSE, and MAE for 32 missing combinations on the Autompg data set in

Table 5.4 and Table 5.5. The tables show the average values of performance indicators

on 10 data sets with missing values for each missing combination. For example, we

have 10 data sets with missing values for the combination (id = 1) of “1%” missing

ratio, “Overall” missing model and “Simple” missing pattern. The average of R2 for

the data sets having id = 1 is 0.902 for EDI as reported in Table 5.4. Bold values in

the table indicate the best results among the seven techniques. From the table it appears

that our proposed techniques (EDI, ESI, LDI and LSI) perform better than the existing

techniques namely EMI and IBLLS in terms of all evaluation criteria. Moreover, the last

row of the table, we present a score of each technique for each evaluation criteria, where

a score “S” indicates that a technique performs the best among all the techniques in “S”

(out of 32) number of missing combinations. Table 5.4 shows that EDI outperforms

all other techniques, the technique scores 24 (out of 32) for R2, 23 for d2. EDI also

outperforms all other techniques in terms of RMSE and MAE (see Table 5.5). It

scores 24 (out of 32) for both RMSE and MAE (see Table 5.5).

Similarly, Table 5.6 and Table 5.7 demonstrate the performance of the techniques in

terms of all evaluation criteria for 32 missing combinations on the CMC data set. The

last row of each of the tables indicates that for all evaluation criteria EDI outperforms

other techniques. The tables show that out of 32, EDI scores 26, 29, 25 and 30 in terms

of R2, d2, RMSE and MAE, respectively.

Aggregated Performance Analysis for All Data Sets

We now present aggregated performances of all techniques in terms of missing ratios,

missing models, and missing patterns in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 for the Autompg
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TABLE 5.4: Performance of EDI, ESI, LDI, LSI, DMI, EMI, and IBLLS based on R2

and d2 for 32 missing combinations on Autompg data set.

Missing combination Id
R2 d2

(Higher value is better) (Higher value is better)
EDI ESI LDI LSI DMI EMI IBLLS EDI ESI LDI LSI DMI EMI IBLLS

1%

Overall

Simple 1 0.902 0.895 0.893 0.896 0.889 0.847 0.850 0.970 0.968 0.966 0.965 0.963 0.950 0.942
Medium 2 0.883 0.878 0.873 0.873 0.891 0.841 0.828 0.964 0.963 0.960 0.961 0.966 0.953 0.935
Complex 3 0.818 0.796 0.752 0.802 0.803 0.787 0.681 0.929 0.916 0.902 0.920 0.919 0.914 0.876
Blended 4 0.799 0.808 0.793 0.813 0.814 0.796 0.676 0.933 0.936 0.934 0.939 0.940 0.932 0.875

UD

Simple 5 0.910 0.900 0.912 0.911 0.908 0.872 0.855 0.974 0.970 0.974 0.974 0.973 0.960 0.921
Medium 6 0.897 0.878 0.890 0.863 0.873 0.824 0.809 0.968 0.960 0.966 0.957 0.962 0.922 0.895
Complex 7 0.789 0.769 0.807 0.771 0.774 0.756 0.651 0.932 0.925 0.938 0.925 0.926 0.918 0.847
Blended 8 0.872 0.805 0.870 0.837 0.853 0.819 0.767 0.956 0.932 0.955 0.942 0.947 0.935 0.891

3%

Overall

Simple 9 0.899 0.863 0.897 0.885 0.861 0.850 0.839 0.971 0.961 0.971 0.967 0.961 0.956 0.939
Medium 10 0.863 0.866 0.845 0.848 0.847 0.834 0.790 0.960 0.961 0.955 0.956 0.954 0.950 0.938
Complex 11 0.782 0.775 0.717 0.737 0.750 0.731 0.598 0.932 0.931 0.912 0.918 0.919 0.906 0.866
Blended 12 0.845 0.833 0.825 0.838 0.841 0.834 0.800 0.959 0.951 0.945 0.950 0.950 0.947 0.938

UD

Simple 13 0.883 0.857 0.877 0.876 0.862 0.833 0.830 0.965 0.959 0.964 0.964 0.959 0.949 0.950
Medium 14 0.843 0.824 0.842 0.832 0.832 0.800 0.796 0.955 0.950 0.954 0.951 0.949 0.922 0.930
Complex 15 0.762 0.707 0.716 0.735 0.724 0.717 0.548 0.924 0.903 0.902 0.912 0.901 0.894 0.818
Blended 16 0.848 0.833 0.837 0.821 0.827 0.804 0.789 0.955 0.952 0.953 0.948 0.950 0.941 0.918

5%

Overall

Simple 17 0.891 0.880 0.886 0.873 0.874 0.842 0.856 0.969 0.966 0.968 0.963 0.963 0.951 0.958
Medium 18 0.837 0.813 0.799 0.814 0.805 0.789 0.743 0.950 0.946 0.943 0.946 0.942 0.936 0.924
Complex 19 0.774 0.721 0.731 0.722 0.688 0.688 0.643 0.927 0.916 0.919 0.915 0.893 0.892 0.884
Blended 20 0.842 0.835 0.821 0.844 0.841 0.819 0.763 0.955 0.952 0.948 0.955 0.953 0.945 0.931

UD

Simple 21 0.882 0.872 0.876 0.877 0.860 0.852 0.842 0.967 0.964 0.966 0.966 0.960 0.955 0.955
Medium 22 0.847 0.844 0.848 0.842 0.829 0.804 0.798 0.957 0.956 0.957 0.954 0.949 0.939 0.921
Complex 23 0.763 0.746 0.737 0.744 0.721 0.713 0.608 0.929 0.924 0.921 0.922 0.903 0.899 0.870
Blended 24 0.818 0.815 0.808 0.817 0.803 0.791 0.726 0.947 0.945 0.944 0.945 0.940 0.935 0.912

10%

Overall

Simple 25 0.871 0.853 0.870 0.861 0.860 0.827 0.815 0.964 0.959 0.964 0.961 0.961 0.948 0.947
Medium 26 0.834 0.830 0.824 0.834 0.824 0.806 0.770 0.952 0.952 0.951 0.953 0.948 0.942 0.933
Complex 27 0.734 0.763 0.743 0.740 0.730 0.712 0.620 0.919 0.931 0.924 0.915 0.906 0.899 0.861
Blended 28 0.829 0.819 0.808 0.800 0.790 0.776 0.708 0.951 0.948 0.945 0.940 0.929 0.922 0.913

UD

Simple 29 0.883 0.864 0.878 0.861 0.865 0.843 0.831 0.968 0.962 0.966 0.960 0.961 0.954 0.952
Medium 30 0.830 0.829 0.809 0.827 0.818 0.803 0.726 0.952 0.952 0.946 0.951 0.946 0.939 0.917
Complex 31 0.764 0.755 0.689 0.730 0.720 0.713 0.538 0.930 0.926 0.903 0.915 0.903 0.899 0.843
Blended 32 0.829 0.813 0.827 0.803 0.806 0.790 0.705 0.951 0.946 0.950 0.942 0.940 0.933 0.898

Score (Out of 32) 24 2 3 1 2 0 0 23 3 3 1 2 0 0

data set. The figures demonstrate that EDI performs better (i.e. higher average im-

putation accuracy) than other techniques for all missing ratios, for all missing models,

and for all missing patterns in terms of R2 (Figure 5.3(a)), d2 (Figure 5.3(b)), RMSE

(Figure 5.4(a)), and MAE (Figure 5.4(b)).

Similarly for the CMC data set we present the aggregated imputation accuracies in Fig-

ure 5.5 and Figure 5.6. The figures demonstrate that EDI performs better (i.e. higher

average imputation accuracy) than other techniques for most of the missing ratios, for

all missing models, and for all missing patterns in terms of all evaluation criteria ex-

cept RMSE (Figure 5.6(a)) where DMI also achieves the same accuracy for the 10%

missing ratio, and the complex missing pattern.

We also present overall performances (i.e. the average value of the accuracies for the

320 data sets) based on R2, d2, RMSE, and MAE for the Autompg and the CMC

data set in Table 5.8. For the data sets the overall imputation accuracy of EDI is higher
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TABLE 5.5: Performance of EDI, ESI, LDI, LSI, DMI, EMI, and IBLLS based on
RMSE and MAE for 32 missing combinations on Autompg data set.

Missing combination Id
RMSE MAE

(Lower value is better) (Lower value is better)
EDI ESI LDI LSI DMI EMI IBLLS EDI ESI LDI LSI DMI EMI IBLLS

1%

Overall

Simple 1 0.074 0.073 0.075 0.075 0.078 0.090 0.087 0.054 0.055 0.056 0.058 0.059 0.069 0.068
Medium 2 0.078 0.079 0.081 0.081 0.076 0.088 0.092 0.058 0.059 0.061 0.061 0.067 0.069 0.074
Complex 3 0.093 0.099 0.115 0.102 0.101 0.104 0.137 0.070 0.073 0.081 0.075 0.075 0.079 0.101
Blended 4 0.104 0.102 0.104 0.099 0.099 0.103 0.138 0.071 0.068 0.069 0.069 0.069 0.074 0.096

UD

Simple 5 0.070 0.073 0.069 0.070 0.071 0.084 0.096 0.053 0.055 0.052 0.054 0.054 0.063 0.076
Medium 6 0.080 0.091 0.085 0.095 0.090 0.119 0.133 0.061 0.068 0.061 0.067 0.067 0.093 0.100
Complex 7 0.097 0.106 0.094 0.104 0.104 0.109 0.146 0.073 0.078 0.071 0.079 0.080 0.087 0.112
Blended 8 0.076 0.095 0.076 0.087 0.084 0.091 0.113 0.057 0.066 0.054 0.062 0.062 0.068 0.091

3%

Overall

Simple 9 0.073 0.084 0.073 0.077 0.084 0.087 0.095 0.053 0.060 0.053 0.056 0.061 0.067 0.070
Medium 10 0.083 0.085 0.091 0.090 0.091 0.094 0.106 0.061 0.060 0.064 0.065 0.066 0.071 0.072
Complex 11 0.107 0.108 0.122 0.117 0.115 0.127 0.150 0.078 0.080 0.083 0.086 0.087 0.099 0.103
Blended 12 0.088 0.095 0.098 0.095 0.095 0.097 0.107 0.064 0.066 0.066 0.068 0.070 0.073 0.072

UD

Simple 13 0.082 0.089 0.083 0.083 0.088 0.097 0.098 0.058 0.063 0.060 0.060 0.063 0.072 0.070
Medium 14 0.087 0.092 0.087 0.091 0.092 0.107 0.105 0.063 0.066 0.064 0.066 0.068 0.084 0.078
Complex 15 0.117 0.128 0.128 0.124 0.128 0.130 0.166 0.082 0.092 0.089 0.091 0.099 0.101 0.113
Blended 16 0.091 0.093 0.092 0.096 0.094 0.101 0.107 0.064 0.066 0.065 0.069 0.069 0.075 0.077

5%

Overall

Simple 17 0.078 0.082 0.079 0.084 0.084 0.096 0.090 0.056 0.058 0.056 0.061 0.061 0.072 0.065
Medium 18 0.089 0.095 0.099 0.095 0.097 0.101 0.111 0.065 0.065 0.067 0.067 0.070 0.075 0.075
Complex 19 0.108 0.120 0.118 0.119 0.129 0.130 0.141 0.080 0.085 0.082 0.087 0.099 0.100 0.103
Blended 20 0.086 0.090 0.096 0.089 0.089 0.096 0.109 0.060 0.064 0.065 0.064 0.065 0.072 0.074

UD

Simple 21 0.078 0.081 0.080 0.079 0.085 0.089 0.091 0.056 0.058 0.057 0.058 0.061 0.067 0.065
Medium 22 0.088 0.089 0.089 0.091 0.095 0.101 0.107 0.063 0.064 0.063 0.065 0.071 0.077 0.080
Complex 23 0.107 0.110 0.113 0.111 0.120 0.122 0.143 0.078 0.079 0.080 0.081 0.094 0.097 0.101
Blended 24 0.096 0.098 0.100 0.097 0.102 0.105 0.123 0.067 0.069 0.068 0.070 0.075 0.079 0.085

10%

Overall

Simple 25 0.081 0.087 0.081 0.084 0.085 0.096 0.098 0.057 0.061 0.057 0.061 0.060 0.072 0.069
Medium 26 0.094 0.095 0.096 0.094 0.097 0.102 0.111 0.067 0.068 0.067 0.068 0.072 0.077 0.076
Complex 27 0.117 0.112 0.116 0.120 0.123 0.128 0.154 0.083 0.079 0.080 0.089 0.093 0.098 0.116
Blended 28 0.094 0.097 0.099 0.102 0.108 0.113 0.123 0.066 0.067 0.069 0.072 0.081 0.087 0.084

UD

Simple 29 0.078 0.086 0.081 0.087 0.086 0.093 0.095 0.055 0.061 0.059 0.064 0.063 0.070 0.068
Medium 30 0.094 0.095 0.101 0.095 0.099 0.104 0.121 0.068 0.068 0.070 0.069 0.074 0.079 0.084
Complex 31 0.110 0.112 0.126 0.118 0.123 0.125 0.161 0.081 0.082 0.086 0.087 0.096 0.099 0.112
Blended 32 0.094 0.098 0.094 0.100 0.101 0.106 0.133 0.066 0.069 0.067 0.072 0.075 0.080 0.098

Score (Out of 32) 24 2 4 0 2 0 0 24 4 4 0 0 0 0

than the overall imputation accuracy of other techniques. For the Autompg data set the

overall imputation accuracies of EDI, ESI, LDI and LSI, in terms of R2, d2, RMSE,

and MAE, are higher than of DMI,EMI and IBLLS. Similarly we get better imputation

accuracy for EDI on CMC data in terms of R2, d2, RMSE, and MAE.

Figure 5.7 presents the percentage of the combinations (out of the total 64 combinations

for the two data sets) where the techniques perform the best. For example, EDI performs

the best in 78.13% combinations in terms of R2 (Figure 5.7(a)), in 81.25% combina-

tions in terms of d2 (Figure 5.7(b)), in 76.56% combinations in terms of RMSE (Fig-

ure 5.7(c)), and in 84.38% combinations in terms of MAE (Figure 5.7(d)).

Based on the experimental results of this chapter it appears that the imputation accuracy

improves significantly by the use of the Early-imputation layer in DMI. Out of the four

versions of the technique, EDI outperforms the others in terms of all evaluation criteria

for all data sets. The initial experimental results indicate that the use of EMI in the
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TABLE 5.6: Performance of EDI, ESI, LDI, LSI, DMI, EMI, and IBLLS based on R2

and d2 for 32 missing combinations on CMC data set.

Missing combination Id
R2 d2

(Higher value is better) (Higher value is better)
EDI ESI LDI LSI DMI EMI IBLLS EDI ESI LDI LSI DMI EMI IBLLS

1%

Overall

Simple 1 0.673 0.561 0.634 0.577 0.637 0.606 0.557 0.877 0.808 0.858 0.828 0.859 0.839 0.832
Medium 2 0.589 0.493 0.552 0.496 0.575 0.572 0.282 0.848 0.795 0.828 0.810 0.836 0.835 0.718
Complex 3 0.483 0.390 0.439 0.343 0.470 0.459 0.124 0.791 0.703 0.743 0.693 0.769 0.766 0.583
Blended 4 0.543 0.476 0.452 0.435 0.516 0.514 0.193 0.823 0.763 0.778 0.771 0.810 0.805 0.654

UD

Simple 5 0.646 0.580 0.617 0.616 0.622 0.574 0.586 0.874 0.838 0.861 0.859 0.860 0.838 0.851
Medium 6 0.603 0.531 0.564 0.464 0.577 0.546 0.269 0.826 0.791 0.819 0.783 0.824 0.806 0.711
Complex 7 0.559 0.474 0.521 0.393 0.529 0.513 0.196 0.816 0.753 0.792 0.750 0.806 0.799 0.620
Blended 8 0.607 0.510 0.532 0.509 0.570 0.550 0.293 0.844 0.766 0.807 0.797 0.823 0.809 0.720

3%

Overall

Simple 9 0.611 0.507 0.595 0.505 0.591 0.556 0.514 0.868 0.816 0.861 0.822 0.858 0.840 0.830
Medium 10 0.521 0.449 0.485 0.435 0.516 0.497 0.261 0.815 0.769 0.802 0.779 0.813 0.804 0.716
Complex 11 0.426 0.334 0.349 0.305 0.405 0.397 0.105 0.756 0.677 0.709 0.689 0.737 0.732 0.582
Blended 12 0.512 0.431 0.461 0.425 0.494 0.471 0.194 0.815 0.747 0.788 0.761 0.801 0.780 0.674

UD

Simple 13 0.580 0.496 0.567 0.506 0.572 0.554 0.507 0.851 0.807 0.849 0.820 0.848 0.836 0.828
Medium 14 0.485 0.398 0.479 0.395 0.477 0.450 0.204 0.800 0.734 0.798 0.754 0.797 0.778 0.685
Complex 15 0.485 0.403 0.404 0.353 0.461 0.451 0.099 0.799 0.724 0.747 0.725 0.785 0.778 0.570
Blended 16 0.525 0.455 0.486 0.467 0.509 0.502 0.236 0.823 0.784 0.804 0.801 0.819 0.813 0.702

5%

Overall

Simple 17 0.581 0.517 0.565 0.514 0.578 0.554 0.513 0.858 0.821 0.839 0.827 0.853 0.833 0.828
Medium 18 0.505 0.437 0.455 0.424 0.491 0.472 0.188 0.812 0.762 0.789 0.779 0.804 0.790 0.674
Complex 19 0.393 0.338 0.363 0.307 0.389 0.385 0.076 0.761 0.693 0.728 0.686 0.749 0.744 0.558
Blended 20 0.517 0.433 0.475 0.435 0.510 0.488 0.211 0.819 0.765 0.799 0.784 0.814 0.794 0.685

UD

Simple 21 0.558 0.494 0.551 0.508 0.536 0.524 0.454 0.844 0.807 0.840 0.813 0.831 0.822 0.810
Medium 22 0.521 0.439 0.498 0.445 0.514 0.487 0.256 0.825 0.772 0.805 0.790 0.818 0.804 0.715
Complex 23 0.449 0.382 0.385 0.348 0.445 0.442 0.102 0.790 0.714 0.746 0.722 0.778 0.774 0.583
Blended 24 0.512 0.437 0.465 0.417 0.508 0.490 0.225 0.817 0.764 0.784 0.768 0.808 0.796 0.699

10%

Overall

Simple 25 0.562 0.468 0.551 0.490 0.534 0.521 0.470 0.846 0.800 0.840 0.815 0.831 0.812 0.804
Medium 26 0.505 0.436 0.489 0.452 0.516 0.498 0.227 0.815 0.767 0.808 0.790 0.816 0.801 0.699
Complex 27 0.433 0.392 0.399 0.354 0.446 0.440 0.086 0.777 0.728 0.759 0.730 0.775 0.771 0.576
Blended 28 0.491 0.420 0.489 0.429 0.496 0.485 0.199 0.810 0.754 0.807 0.773 0.806 0.800 0.686

UD

Simple 29 0.571 0.484 0.553 0.500 0.546 0.531 0.466 0.849 0.802 0.837 0.815 0.833 0.822 0.813
Medium 30 0.501 0.439 0.493 0.427 0.505 0.496 0.238 0.817 0.772 0.811 0.784 0.812 0.794 0.701
Complex 31 0.421 0.383 0.386 0.340 0.439 0.431 0.106 0.764 0.712 0.752 0.715 0.773 0.767 0.592
Blended 32 0.470 0.426 0.455 0.402 0.481 0.472 0.182 0.798 0.763 0.795 0.763 0.802 0.790 0.672

Score (Out of 32) 26 0 0 0 6 0 0 29 0 0 0 3 0 0

Early-imputation layer and NDMI (i.e. DMI with the m′ number of decision trees) in

the Advanced-imputation layer improves the imputation accuracy significantly. EDI

achieves higher imputation accuracies than the accuracies of DMI and the two other

existing techniques.

Statistical Significance Analysis for All Data Sets

We now analyze the results by using a statistical non-parametric sign test (Mason et al.,

1994; Triola, 2001) for all 32 combinations in order to evaluate the statistical signifi-

cance of the superiority of the proposed technique over the existing techniques, namely

EMI and IBLLS, and over our another technique DMI. Since EDI outperforms other

three versions (i.e. ESI, LDI and LSI), we present the statistical significance analysis of

EDI, DMI, EMI and IBLLS as follows.

Following the procedure discussed in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.5), we carry out sign test
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TABLE 5.7: Performance of EDI, ESI, LDI, LSI, DMI, EMI, and IBLLS based on
RMSE and MAE for 32 missing combinations on CMC data set.

Missing combination Id
RMSE MAE

(Lower value is better) (Lower value is better)
EDI ESI LDI LSI DMI EMI IBLLS EDI ESI LDI LSI DMI EMI IBLLS

1%

Overall

Simple 1 0.150 0.179 0.159 0.174 0.160 0.168 0.187 0.112 0.128 0.119 0.126 0.119 0.128 0.136
Medium 2 0.167 0.187 0.174 0.186 0.169 0.170 0.275 0.123 0.141 0.132 0.139 0.131 0.133 0.201
Complex 3 0.184 0.205 0.193 0.219 0.187 0.188 0.349 0.138 0.153 0.145 0.161 0.142 0.145 0.271
Blended 4 0.172 0.189 0.191 0.196 0.180 0.180 0.294 0.130 0.138 0.143 0.144 0.137 0.141 0.218

UD

Simple 5 0.152 0.165 0.158 0.158 0.157 0.165 0.173 0.115 0.120 0.119 0.115 0.119 0.128 0.135
Medium 6 0.177 0.188 0.180 0.200 0.177 0.184 0.285 0.130 0.136 0.138 0.144 0.140 0.143 0.214
Complex 7 0.163 0.182 0.171 0.197 0.169 0.172 0.328 0.128 0.142 0.137 0.153 0.136 0.138 0.257
Blended 8 0.181 0.197 0.184 0.195 0.178 0.183 0.284 0.143 0.150 0.141 0.145 0.142 0.147 0.214

3%

Overall

Simple 9 0.157 0.176 0.160 0.178 0.160 0.166 0.195 0.119 0.126 0.120 0.127 0.120 0.126 0.150
Medium 10 0.168 0.186 0.179 0.191 0.174 0.177 0.268 0.128 0.139 0.133 0.141 0.133 0.137 0.198
Complex 11 0.197 0.219 0.215 0.225 0.203 0.205 0.355 0.152 0.165 0.161 0.168 0.158 0.160 0.271
Blended 12 0.178 0.194 0.187 0.195 0.180 0.186 0.290 0.135 0.141 0.140 0.142 0.138 0.142 0.214

UD

Simple 13 0.166 0.181 0.168 0.180 0.166 0.170 0.203 0.123 0.130 0.126 0.129 0.126 0.131 0.159
Medium 14 0.182 0.200 0.184 0.202 0.184 0.189 0.290 0.137 0.146 0.138 0.146 0.140 0.146 0.218
Complex 15 0.183 0.196 0.196 0.206 0.184 0.185 0.352 0.145 0.152 0.152 0.155 0.147 0.148 0.270
Blended 16 0.171 0.185 0.190 0.184 0.174 0.175 0.280 0.131 0.136 0.142 0.135 0.133 0.135 0.208

5%

Overall

Simple 17 0.157 0.172 0.179 0.174 0.161 0.166 0.190 0.121 0.127 0.136 0.127 0.123 0.128 0.145
Medium 18 0.175 0.189 0.185 0.192 0.178 0.181 0.286 0.132 0.138 0.139 0.141 0.136 0.139 0.210
Complex 19 0.196 0.209 0.205 0.215 0.198 0.199 0.357 0.152 0.161 0.153 0.162 0.155 0.155 0.270
Blended 20 0.180 0.197 0.188 0.197 0.181 0.186 0.290 0.137 0.146 0.140 0.145 0.137 0.142 0.214

UD

Simple 21 0.167 0.180 0.169 0.177 0.171 0.173 0.207 0.123 0.130 0.124 0.128 0.129 0.132 0.157
Medium 22 0.172 0.187 0.191 0.187 0.173 0.178 0.271 0.129 0.137 0.143 0.136 0.133 0.138 0.200
Complex 23 0.185 0.200 0.200 0.207 0.186 0.187 0.351 0.144 0.153 0.149 0.155 0.145 0.146 0.268
Blended 24 0.178 0.192 0.204 0.198 0.180 0.183 0.280 0.134 0.142 0.152 0.146 0.137 0.140 0.206

10%

Overall

Simple 25 0.164 0.181 0.166 0.178 0.169 0.172 0.199 0.122 0.132 0.122 0.129 0.127 0.129 0.151
Medium 26 0.181 0.194 0.184 0.192 0.179 0.182 0.279 0.138 0.144 0.138 0.142 0.138 0.140 0.206
Complex 27 0.192 0.203 0.201 0.210 0.190 0.191 0.356 0.146 0.152 0.151 0.156 0.147 0.148 0.269
Blended 28 0.181 0.195 0.184 0.194 0.180 0.182 0.282 0.136 0.143 0.139 0.141 0.137 0.139 0.206

UD

Simple 29 0.166 0.183 0.170 0.181 0.170 0.174 0.198 0.124 0.134 0.125 0.132 0.129 0.132 0.151
Medium 30 0.182 0.195 0.184 0.198 0.181 0.185 0.275 0.137 0.144 0.138 0.145 0.138 0.140 0.201
Complex 31 0.193 0.200 0.199 0.208 0.189 0.190 0.341 0.150 0.151 0.150 0.156 0.149 0.150 0.260
Blended 32 0.181 0.189 0.184 0.194 0.179 0.180 0.279 0.138 0.141 0.139 0.144 0.139 0.140 0.203

Score (Out of 32) 25 0 0 0 7 0 0 30 0 1 0 1 0 0

TABLE 5.8: Overall average performance on Autompg and CMC data sets.

Data set Evaluation Criteria EDI ESI LDI LSI DMI EMI IBLLS

A
ut

om
pg

R2 0.838 0.823 0.822 0.823 0.818 0.797 0.744

d2 0.951 0.946 0.946 0.945 0.942 0.932 0.909

RMSE 0.090 0.095 0.095 0.095 0.097 0.104 0.118

MAE 0.065 0.068 0.067 0.069 0.073 0.080 0.085

C
M

C

R2 0.526 0.450 0.491 0.438 0.514 0.498 0.269

d2 0.820 0.765 0.799 0.775 0.811 0.799 0.699

RMSE 0.175 0.190 0.184 0.193 0.177 0.180 0.277

MAE 0.133 0.141 0.138 0.142 0.136 0.140 0.208

on the results of EDI with other techniques (one by one) at the right-tailed by consid-

ering significance level α = 0.025 (i.e. 97.5% significance level). We present the sign

test results of EDI, DMI, EMI and IBLLS in Figure 5.8. The results in terms of R2, d2,

RMSE and MAE (see Figure 5.8) indicate that EDI performs significantly better than

the other techniques (at z > 1.96, p < 0.025, and right-tailed) on all data sets.

Experimentation on the Imputation of the Categorical Missing Values
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(a) R2

(b) d2

FIGURE 5.3: Aggregated performance on Autompg data set in terms of Missing Ra-
tios, Missing Models, and Missing Patterns based on R2 and d2.

Unlike EMI and IBLLS, the proposed techniques (i.e. EDI, ESI, LDI, LSI) can impute

categorical missing values in addition to numerical missing values. Therefore, we now
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(a) RMSE

(b) MAE

FIGURE 5.4: Aggregated performance on Autompg data set in terms of Missing Ra-
tios, Missing Models, and Missing Patterns based on RMSE and MAE.

compare the performances of the techniques with only DMI, for the imputation of cat-

egorical values. Figure 5.9 shows that EDI achieves lower RMSE and MAE values

than DMI for all data sets. For each data set RMSE and MAE values are computed
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(a) R2

(b) d2

FIGURE 5.5: Aggregated performance on CMC data set in terms of Missing Ratios,
Missing Models, and Missing Patterns based on R2 and d2.

using all 32 combinations. Note that for RMSE and MAE a lower value indicates a

better imputation.
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(a) RMSE

(b) MAE

FIGURE 5.6: Aggregated performance on CMC data set in terms of Missing Ratios,
Missing Models, and Missing Patterns based on RMSE and MAE.

Execution Time Complexity Analysis
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(a) R2 (b) d2

(c) RMSE (d) MAE

FIGURE 5.7: Percentage of combinations for all data sets, where a technique achieves
the best result.

We now present the average execution time (in milliseconds) for 320 data sets (32 com-

binations × 10 data sets per combination) with missing values for each real data set in

Table 5.9. The experiments are carried out by using two different machines where Ma-

chine 1 is configured with 4× 8 core Intel E7-8837 Xeon processors and 256 GB RAM,

whereas Machine 2 is configured with Intel Core i5 processor having speed 2.67 GHz

and 4 GB RAM. However, the experiments on a data set are done by using the same

machine for all methods. EDI takes less time than IBLLS, whereas it takes slightly

more time than EMI to pay the cost of a significantly better quality imputation.
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FIGURE 5.8: Statistical significance analysis using the sign test for all data sets.

FIGURE 5.9: Performance comparison for categorical imputation on two data sets

TABLE 5.9: Average execution time (in milliseconds) of different techniques on the
two data sets.

Data set EDI ESI LDI LSI DMI EMI IBLLS Machine used

Autompg 4,377 1,135 12,668 9,405 2,215 18 8,861 Machine 1
CMC 3,188 1,164 108,868 107,622 40,195 469 233,994 Machine 2

5.4 Summary

In this chapter we present a novel imputation technique that uses two layers of im-

putation, an Early-imputation and an Advanced-imputation. We argue that an early

imputation before the actual one should improve the imputation accuracy significantly.

Especially for our proposed technique DMI (which is discussed in Chapter 4) the two

layered approach of imputation should improve the accuracy significantly. We point
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out that if a big number of records have missing values then DMI may suffer from low

accuracy. In this chapter we experimented four versions of the proposed technique on

two data sets and four evaluation criteria.

The experimental results show that the version called EDI (which is the combination of

EMI and NDMI) gives the best results. The superiority of EDI over ESI, and LDI over

LSI supports our belief on the supremacy of NDMI over SDMI. For example, in terms

of R2 EDI performs better than ESI in 61 out of 64 combinations, and LDI outperforms

LSI in 49 out of 64 combinations for the two data sets (see Table 5.4 and Table 5.6).

Additionally, the superiority of EDI and the other three versions of the proposed tech-

nique over the three other techniques (i.e. DMI, EMI and IBLLS) justifies our argument

in favour of the two layered approach. Out of 64 combinations, EDI outperforms DMI,

EMI and IBLLS in 56, 64 and 64 combinations, respectively in terms of R2 for the two

data sets (see Table 5.4 and Table 5.6).

Therefore, in this chapter we address one of the three limitations of DMI that we present

in Chapter 4. In the next chapter we address the second limitation of DMI. DMI applies

EMI on the records belonging to a leaf considering that all records within a leaf are

similar to each other, and therefore should contribute in higher imputation accuracy

through EMI. However, this may not be true always. For example, in a large sized and

heterogeneous leaf all records may not be very similar to each other. Records belonging

to a heterogeneous leaf have different class values. Records having different class values

are less likely to be similar to each other.

Both DMI and EDI apply the EMI on the records belonging a horizontal partition in

which the records are expected to be more similar to each other than the records of the

whole data set. Our experimental results indicate that DMI and EDI perform better than

EMI (see Figure 4.6 and Figure 5.7). However, it is possible to get a sub horizontal

partition, within a leaf/horizontal partition, in which the similarities among records are

even higher than the similarities among records belonging to a horizontal partition. We

argue that the imputation accuracy of DMI can significantly be improved if it applies the

EMI on the records belonging to a second level horizontal partition. Therefore, as an

extension of DMI, in the next chapter (Chapter 6) we propose another technique called
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kDMI that employs two levels of horizontal partitioning for the imputation of missing

values.



Chapter 6

kDMI: Missing Value Imputation

Using Two Levels of Horizontal

Partitioning in a Data set

6.1 Introduction

We can see that both DMI (which is discussed in Chapter 4) and EDI (which is discussed

in Chapter 5) apply the EMI on the records belonging a horizontal partition in which

the records are supposed to be similar to each other. Experimental results justify the

arguments of DMI and EDI and the techniques perform better than EMI as demonstrated

in Figure 4.6 and Figure 5.7. However, we argue that all records belonging to a leaf may

not always be similar to each other. For example, a heterogeneous leaf (where there are

records having different class values) is likely to have records that may not always be

We have published the following paper during the PhD candidature based on this chapter.

Rahman, M. G. and Islam, M. Z. (2013). kDMI: A Novel Method for Missing Values Imputation Using
Two Levels Horizontal Partitioning in a Data set. In Proceedings of the 9th International Conference on
Advanced Data Mining and Applications (ADMA’13), Hangzhou, China, 14-16 December 2013, pp.
250-263. (ERA 2010 Rank B)
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similar to each other. Therefore, we argue that it is possible to get a sub horizontal

partition, within a leaf/horizontal partition, in which the similarities among records are

even higher than the similarities among records belonging to a horizontal partition. We

argue that the imputation accuracy of DMI can significantly be improved if it applies

the EMI on the records belonging to a second level of horizontal partitioning.

Figure 6.1 presents a decision tree obtained from the CMC data set, which is available

from the UCI machine learning repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010). A decision tree

considers an attribute as the class attribute, which aims to classify through the extracted

patterns or logic rules. In the figure the ovals represent the nodes and the rectangles

represent the leaves. The path from the root node to a leaf represents a logic rule. Each

leaf contains a set of records (i.e. a horizontal segment of the data set) that follow the

logic rule of the leaf. Some leaves have all records with the same class value. These

leaves are called the homogeneous leaves. However, some other leaves contain records

with different class values, and they are called the heterogeneous leaves. The records

having different class values are likely to be dissimilar to each other. The dissimilarity of

two records cause them to have different class values. For example, if two patients have

different diseases (i.e. class values) such as “Liver Cancer” and “Hey Fever” then it is

very likely that their health data are also very different. The existence of heterogeneous

leaves within a DT therefore indicates the grouping of dissimilar records together in a

leaf. This may cause an imputation accuracy drop for DMI since the main idea of DMI

is to apply EMI within the groups of similar records.

We argue that the performance of DMI can be improved if it applies EMI on the similar

records of a leaf instead of all records of the leaf. For example, there are 369 records

in Leaf 4 of the tree presented in Figure 6.1. Out of the 369 records 90 have class

value “N”, 126 have “L” and 153 have “S”. The existence of different class values

for the records indicate some dissimilarity among them. The records having the same

class value are perhaps more similar to each other than the records with different class

values. However, it may not be always possible to guarantee a similarity or dissimilarity

between two records just based on their class values. Two records having the same class

value can sometimes be dissimilar to each other and two records having different class

values can sometimes be similar to each other for some reasons.
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Therefore, in this chapter we propose to find similar records within a leaf and then apply

EMI on them. If a record Ri has a missing value then we first identify the leaf where

Ri falls in, and then find the k number of records (within the leaf) that are similar to

Ri. Finally, EMI can be applied on the k records to impute the missing value in Ri. We

argue that the records within a leaf are generally similar to each other. Moreover, we

extract a group of records that are even more similar to Ri by finding the k most similar

records of Ri within the leaf where Ri falls in. Hence, applying EMI within this similar

group of records should produce better imputation accuracy.

Therefore, in this chapter we propose an imputation technique called kDMI that em-

ploys two levels of horizontal partitioning in order to achieve a high imputation accu-

racy. In the first level, kDMI divides a data set into a number of mutually exclusive

horizontal segments that are obtained by the leaves of a decision tree built on the data

set. In the second level, it finds the k number of records that are the most similar to

a record Ri (having missing value/s) among all records of the leaf where Ri falls in.

Additionally, kDMI automatically identifies the best value for k by using our pro-

posed algorithm (see Algorithm 3). The method finally imputes the missing values of

Ri through applying the EMI algorithm on the best k-NN records.

In this chapter we have the following contributions: 1) The consideration of two levels

of horizontal partitioning in order to improve the imputation accuracy, 2) An algorithm

to automatically find the best k-NN records, of a record Ri, within a leaf, 3) A set of

experimentations indicating a higher imputation accuracy by the proposed technique

than the existing methods, and 4) The execution time complexity analysis pointing a

lower time complexity for kDMI than the other existing local imputation methods.

The existing methods, such as IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012), ILLSI (Cai et al., 2006)

find k-NN records by searching a whole data set whereas kDMI finds k-NN records by

searching a leaf resulting in a better time complexity for kDMI.

Based on four evaluation criteria namelyR2, d2,RMSE andMAE we evaluate the per-

formance of kDMI over the performances of two high quality existing methods namely

EMI, and IBLLS on two real data sets namely CMC and Autompg. We also compare

the performance of kDMI with the performance of DMI. In the experiment we use 32
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missing combinations for simulating missing values. The initial experimental results,

including statistical sign test analysis, indicate a clear superiority of kDMI over the

existing methods.

The organization of the chapter is as follows. Our proposed method kDMI is presented

in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 presents experimental results and discussions, and Sec-

tion 6.4 provides the summary of this chapter.

6.2 The Proposed Imputation Method–kDMI

We first discuss the basic concepts of the proposed technique called kDMI before

introducing the algorithms in details.

Basic Concepts

The EMI algorithm generally performs better on a data set having higher correlations for

the attributes of the data set. The attribute correlations for the records within a leaf are

generally higher than the attribute correlations of the whole data set (see Section 4.4.1

of Chapter 4). Therefore, DMI first builds Decision Trees (DTs) from a data set by using

a decision tree (DT) algorithm such as C4.5 (J. R. Quinlan, 1996) and then horizontally

divides the data set by the leaves where the records belonging to a leaf are considered

as a horizontal partition. The records in each partition/leaf are expected to be similar

to each other. DMI then applies an EMI algorithm in each leaf for imputing missing

values within the leaf.

The existence of different class values in a heterogeneous leaf, indicates the possibility

of having low similarities between the records. The low similarity among the records

can drop the quality of the DMI imputation. However, even in a heterogeneous leaf the

records that have the same class value are likely to be similar to each other. We now

explain the concepts using a real data set called CMC which is publicly available in

the UCI machine learning repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010). We build a decision

tree (DT) from the CMC data set by using the C4.5 algorithm (J. R. Quinlan, 1996)
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as shown in Figure 6.1. Note that the natural class attribute of CMC is “Contraceptive

Method Used” which has three class values namely “N”, “L”, and “S”.

Due to the heterogeneity in a leaf such as Leaf 4, the average similarities among the 90

records that share the same class value “N” is expected to be higher than the average

similarities of all 369 records within the leaf. This is also reflected in our empirical test

on the CMC data set (Figure 6.2). We first calculate SD, which is the average of the

similarities of all records with all other records in the whole data set. This is presented

in the first column of Figure 6.2. We then calculate Sl, which is the average of the

similarities of all records within a leaf Ll with all other records within the same leaf.

The average of all such similarities for all leaves (SL) is presented in the 2nd column of

Figure 6.2. Clearly SL is greater than SD. We then calculate SL,N , which is the average

of the similarities for all records having the class value N within the leaves. This is

presented in the 3rd column. Similarly, SL,L and SL,S are also calculated. SL,L and

SL,S are the averages of the similarities for all records having the class value L and S,

respectively. It is clear from the figure that the similarities among the records having

the same class value within the leaves are higher than the similarities among the records

within the leaves.

FIGURE 6.1: A decision tree (DT) built from CMC data set.
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FIGURE 6.2: Similarity analysis on CMC data set.

Therefore, we argue that the performance of DMI can be improved by applying EMI

on only the records that are similar to the record Ri within the same leaf where Ri falls

in, instead of applying EMI on all records of the leaf. Therefore we propose a method

called kDMI which imputes missing values by partitioning the data set horizontally in

two levels; the First Level partitioning and the Second Level partitioning.

The First Level Partitioning

In this step, we divide a data setDF into two sub data sets namelyDC andDI whereDC

contains records without missing values and DI contains records with missing values.

For each attribute Aj ∈ A having missing values (in DI), we build a decision tree (DT)

Tj through applying a decision tree algorithm such as C4.5 (J. R. Quinlan, 1996) on

DC by considering the attribute Aj as the class attribute. If Aj is numerical then we

first generalize values of Aj in DC into nC categories where nC is the square root of

the difference between the maximum and minimum values of Aj . Note that for each Tj

we have a set of logic rules Sj = {Sj1, Sj2, . . . , Sjp}. For each logic rule Sjl of Tj , we

generate a horizontal partition (i.e. a leaf) Ljl taking the records, from DF , that satisfy

the logic rule Sjl. If a logic rule states that if(X = x1) and (Y = y1)→ (Z = z1) then

any record having X = x1 and Y = y1 is considered to satisfy the rule. Thus, we get

mutually exclusive horizontal partitions of the data set where in each partition we have

a set of records for the corresponding logic rule Sjl.

The Second Level Partitioning
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For a missing value Rij ∈ Ri, of a record Ri of DI , we first identify the leaf Ljl, using

Tj , where the record Ri belongs to. If Ri falls in multiple leaves (due to the missing

value being tested for the leaves) then we use any of them. From the set of records

belonging to Ljl we next find the best kNN records that are the most similar to Ri,

by using our novel algorithm BestKNN (see Algorithm 3). Our BestKNN algorithm

automatically finds a suitable value of k for the k-NN as follows.

The BestKNN algorithm takes as input the record Ri having missing values and the

leaf Ljl where Ri falls in. Let us consider that the leaf Ljl has n′ number of records. In

order to automatically find the best value for k, the algorithm first artificially creates a

missing value (the actual value of which is available) in Riz ∈ Ri; z 6= j. The algorithm

then uses different k values (ranging from 2 to n′) to impute Riz. Finally, it takes the

k value for which we get the best imputation accuracy. We next explain the process of

finding the k value in more details as follows.

For each k value (ranging from 2 to n′) the algorithm finds the set of kNN records (hk) of

Ri from Ljl by using the kNNI algorithm (G. Batista & Monard, 2003). The algorithm

then imputes the missing value ofRiz by applying the EMI algorithm (Schneider, 2001)

on the k-NN records. Based on the imputed value and the actual value AV (which

is known to us) the algorithm calculates the RMSEk (Junninen et al., 2004). Note

that RMSEk values are calculated for all sets of k-NN records for the same Riz. The

best value for k is chosen from the set of kNN records hk that produces the minimum

RMSEk value. This horizontal segment of the best kNN records of a record Ri is

considered as the second level partition.

Algorithm 3: BestKNN()
Input : A record Ri having missing value/s and a leaf Ljl having n records
Output : Best kNN records hk of Ri from Ljl

z = FindIndexOfAvailableV alue(Ri); /* Find an index z of a numerical attribute for which the value of Riz is
available*/
AV = Riz ; /*Preserve the value Riz ∈ Ri into a variable actual value (AV)*/
Riz =?; /*Artificially create missing values into Riz*/
for k = 2 to n′ do

hk ← FindKNNrecords(Ri, Ljl, k);/* Find the kNN records of Ri from Ljl by using the kNNI
algorithm (G. Batista & Monard, 2003)*/
Riz ← EMI(Ri, hk);/* Impute Riz by using the EMI algorithm (Schneider, 2001) on the kNN records hk*/
RMSEk ← CalculateRMSE(AV,Riz); /*Calculate RMSE (Junninen et al., 2004) between the actual value AV
and the imputed value Riz*/

end
Find a set of kNN records hk as the best kNN records, for which the value of RMSEk is the minimum;

Return the best kNN records hk;
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Imputation

Once the best kNN records ofRi from the leaf Ljl are found, we impute the real missing

value Rij ∈ Ri as follows. If Rij is numerical then we impute Rij by applying the EMI

algorithm (Schneider, 2001) on the best set of k-NN records. On the other hand, if Rij

is categorical we use the most frequent value of Aj from the best kNN records as the

imputed value.

By applying the similar approach, discussed in this section, we impute other missing

value/s (if any) of Ri. Similarly we impute all other records having missing values in

DI .

Since kDMI finds the best kNN records from a leaf, we expect a lower computational

complexity for kDMI than the existing kNN methods such as IBLLS (K. Cheng et al.,

2012), ILLSI (Cai et al., 2006) where the existing methods find a suitable value for k

by searching the whole data set. This is also reflected in the computational complexity

analysis in the next section (see Table 6.4).

Complexity Analysis

The overall complexity of kDMI is O(n2mm′ + nm3m′ + (n′)3 + (n′)2m), where n

is the number of records of a data set, n′ in the number of records in a sub data set, m

is the number of attributes and m′ is the number of attributes with missing values over

the whole data set. Section 14.6.2 of Chapter 14 presents a detailed complexity analysis

of kDMI. Moreover, a summary of the complexities of the imputation techniques is

presented in Table 14.50.

6.3 Experimental Results and Discussion

We implement our novel method kDMI and two high quality existing methods namely

EMI (Schneider, 2001), and IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012) for imputing missing values.

We then compare the performance of kDMI with DMI, EMI and IBLLS on two real

data sets namely Autompg and CMC that are publicly available in the UCI machine
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learning repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010). A brief introduction about the data sets

is presented in Table 4.8 of Chapter 4.

We now artificially create missing values in the data sets by using four missing patterns

namely Simple, Medium, Complex and Blended, four missing ratios: 1%, 3%, 5%, and

10%, and two missing models namely Overall and Uniformly Distributed (UD). The

detailed description about the simulation of missing values is available in Section 4.5 of

Chapter 4.

Note that we have altogether 32 missing combinations (i.e. 4 missing ratios× 4 missing

patterns× 2 missing models) for each data set. For each missing combination we create

10 data sets. Therefore, we create 320 (i.e. 32 missing combinations × 10 data sets for

each combination) data sets for each data set.

We then impute the data sets by kDMI, DMI, EMI and IBLLS. For evaluating the

performance of the methods we use four well known performance indicators namely

co-efficient of determination (R2), index of agreement (d2), root mean squared error

(RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE). The detailed description about the evalua-

tion criteria is available in Section 4.5 of Chapter 4.

Experimental Result Analysis on the Autompg and CMC Data Sets

We now present the performance of kDMI, DMI, EMI and IBLLS on the Autompg

data set in terms of R2, d2, RMSE and MAE in Table 6.1. The table shows the

average values of performance indicators on 10 data sets with missing values for each

missing combination. For example, we have 10 data sets with missing values for the

combination (id = 1) of “1%” missing ratio, “Overall” missing model and “Simple”

missing pattern. The average of R2 for the data sets having id = 1 is 0.911 for kDMI

as reported in Table 6.1. Bold values in the table indicate the best results among the

four techniques. Our proposed technique kDMI performs better than the other three

techniques namely DMI, EMI and IBLLS in terms of all evaluation criteria.

In the last row of Table 6.1, we present a score of each technique for each evaluation

criteria, where a score “S” indicates that a technique performs the best among all the

techniques in “S” (out of 32) number of missing combinations. The table shows that
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kDMI outperforms all other techniques. For RMSE kDMI performs the best among

the four techniques in 32 out of 32 missing pattern combinations. Out of 32 missing

pattern combinations, the number of cases kDMI performs the best in terms of R2, d2

and MAE are 30, 28 and 31, respectively. DMI generally performs the second best.

Similarly, for the CMC data set, the performances of kDMI, DMI, EMI and IBLLS in

terms of R2, d2, RMSE and MAE are presented in Table 6.2. The last row of the

table indicates that kDMI outperforms other three techniques in terms of all evaluation

criteria. The kDMI performs the best in 25, 32, 27 and 26 combinations in terms of R2,

d2, RMSE, and MAE, respectively. Like the Autompg data set, in the CMC data set

DMI performs the second best.

TABLE 6.1: Performance of kDMI, DMI, EMI, and IBLLS on Autompg data set in
terms of R2, d2, RMSE and MAE.

Missing combination Id
R2 d2 RMSE MAE

(Higher value is better) (Higher value is better) (Lower value is better) (Lower value is better)
kDMI DMI EMI IBLLS kDMI DMI EMI IBLLS kDMI DMI EMI IBLLS kDMI DMI EMI IBLLS

1%

Overall

Simple 1 0.911 0.889 0.847 0.850 0.974 0.963 0.950 0.942 0.071 0.078 0.090 0.087 0.052 0.059 0.069 0.068
Medium 2 0.895 0.891 0.841 0.828 0.970 0.966 0.953 0.935 0.069 0.076 0.088 0.092 0.055 0.067 0.069 0.074
Complex 3 0.792 0.803 0.787 0.681 0.928 0.919 0.914 0.876 0.101 0.101 0.104 0.137 0.074 0.075 0.079 0.101
Blended 4 0.839 0.814 0.796 0.676 0.943 0.940 0.932 0.875 0.088 0.099 0.103 0.138 0.067 0.069 0.074 0.096

UD

Simple 5 0.912 0.908 0.872 0.855 0.974 0.973 0.960 0.921 0.071 0.071 0.084 0.096 0.053 0.054 0.063 0.076
Medium 6 0.884 0.873 0.824 0.809 0.965 0.962 0.922 0.895 0.089 0.090 0.119 0.133 0.065 0.067 0.093 0.100
Complex 7 0.793 0.774 0.756 0.651 0.932 0.926 0.918 0.847 0.093 0.104 0.109 0.146 0.074 0.080 0.087 0.112
Blended 8 0.930 0.853 0.819 0.767 0.979 0.947 0.935 0.891 0.078 0.084 0.091 0.113 0.056 0.062 0.068 0.091

3%

Overall

Simple 9 0.874 0.861 0.850 0.839 0.964 0.961 0.956 0.939 0.082 0.084 0.087 0.095 0.060 0.061 0.067 0.070
Medium 10 0.858 0.847 0.834 0.790 0.960 0.954 0.950 0.938 0.078 0.091 0.094 0.106 0.059 0.066 0.071 0.072
Complex 11 0.735 0.750 0.731 0.598 0.915 0.919 0.906 0.866 0.112 0.115 0.127 0.150 0.085 0.087 0.099 0.103
Blended 12 0.852 0.841 0.834 0.800 0.955 0.950 0.947 0.938 0.091 0.095 0.097 0.107 0.067 0.070 0.073 0.072

UD

Simple 13 0.871 0.862 0.833 0.830 0.964 0.959 0.949 0.950 0.083 0.088 0.097 0.098 0.060 0.063 0.072 0.070
Medium 14 0.836 0.832 0.800 0.796 0.940 0.949 0.922 0.930 0.087 0.092 0.107 0.105 0.063 0.068 0.084 0.078
Complex 15 0.800 0.724 0.717 0.548 0.921 0.901 0.894 0.818 0.110 0.128 0.130 0.166 0.095 0.099 0.101 0.113
Blended 16 0.853 0.827 0.804 0.789 0.947 0.950 0.941 0.918 0.093 0.094 0.101 0.107 0.069 0.069 0.075 0.077

5%

Overall

Simple 17 0.884 0.874 0.842 0.856 0.967 0.963 0.951 0.958 0.081 0.084 0.096 0.090 0.056 0.061 0.072 0.065
Medium 18 0.832 0.805 0.789 0.743 0.958 0.942 0.936 0.924 0.097 0.097 0.101 0.111 0.068 0.070 0.075 0.075
Complex 19 0.690 0.688 0.688 0.643 0.924 0.893 0.892 0.884 0.107 0.129 0.130 0.141 0.075 0.099 0.100 0.103
Blended 20 0.844 0.841 0.819 0.763 0.958 0.953 0.945 0.931 0.086 0.089 0.096 0.109 0.061 0.065 0.072 0.074

UD

Simple 21 0.863 0.860 0.852 0.842 0.962 0.960 0.955 0.955 0.083 0.085 0.089 0.091 0.059 0.061 0.067 0.065
Medium 22 0.830 0.829 0.804 0.798 0.950 0.949 0.939 0.921 0.095 0.095 0.101 0.107 0.071 0.071 0.077 0.080
Complex 23 0.760 0.721 0.713 0.608 0.910 0.903 0.899 0.870 0.113 0.120 0.122 0.143 0.091 0.094 0.097 0.101
Blended 24 0.847 0.803 0.791 0.726 0.958 0.940 0.935 0.912 0.097 0.102 0.105 0.123 0.071 0.075 0.079 0.085

10%

Overall

Simple 25 0.865 0.860 0.827 0.815 0.962 0.961 0.948 0.947 0.083 0.085 0.096 0.098 0.057 0.060 0.072 0.069
Medium 26 0.832 0.824 0.806 0.770 0.956 0.948 0.942 0.933 0.093 0.097 0.102 0.111 0.070 0.072 0.077 0.076
Complex 27 0.742 0.730 0.712 0.620 0.917 0.906 0.899 0.861 0.112 0.123 0.128 0.154 0.090 0.093 0.098 0.116
Blended 28 0.807 0.790 0.776 0.708 0.929 0.929 0.922 0.913 0.095 0.108 0.113 0.123 0.080 0.081 0.087 0.084

UD

Simple 29 0.871 0.865 0.843 0.831 0.963 0.961 0.954 0.952 0.084 0.086 0.093 0.095 0.060 0.063 0.070 0.068
Medium 30 0.825 0.818 0.803 0.726 0.958 0.946 0.939 0.917 0.095 0.099 0.104 0.121 0.071 0.074 0.079 0.084
Complex 31 0.740 0.720 0.713 0.538 0.917 0.903 0.899 0.843 0.112 0.123 0.125 0.161 0.092 0.096 0.099 0.112
Blended 32 0.814 0.806 0.790 0.705 0.948 0.940 0.933 0.898 0.094 0.101 0.106 0.133 0.072 0.075 0.080 0.098

Score (Out of 32) 30 2 0 0 28 4 0 0 32 0 0 0 31 1 0 0

Aggregated Performance Analysis for All Data Sets

In Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4, we present the aggregated performances based on R2, d2,

RMSE, and MAE for all methods in terms of missing ratios, missing models, and
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TABLE 6.2: Performance of kDMI, DMI, EMI, and IBLLS on CMC data set in terms
of R2, d2, RMSE and MAE.

Missing combination Id
R2 d2 RMSE MAE

(Higher value is better) (Higher value is better) (Lower value is better) (Lower value is better)
kDMI DMI EMI IBLLS kDMI DMI EMI IBLLS kDMI DMI EMI IBLLS kDMI DMI EMI IBLLS

1%

Overall

Simple 1 0.653 0.637 0.606 0.557 0.871 0.859 0.839 0.832 0.157 0.160 0.168 0.187 0.117 0.119 0.128 0.136
Medium 2 0.597 0.575 0.572 0.282 0.858 0.836 0.835 0.718 0.168 0.169 0.170 0.275 0.130 0.131 0.133 0.201
Complex 3 0.483 0.470 0.459 0.124 0.804 0.769 0.766 0.583 0.178 0.187 0.188 0.349 0.138 0.142 0.145 0.271
Blended 4 0.520 0.516 0.514 0.193 0.822 0.810 0.805 0.654 0.177 0.180 0.180 0.294 0.135 0.137 0.141 0.218

UD

Simple 5 0.651 0.622 0.574 0.586 0.867 0.860 0.838 0.851 0.153 0.157 0.165 0.173 0.116 0.119 0.128 0.135
Medium 6 0.575 0.577 0.546 0.269 0.842 0.824 0.806 0.711 0.174 0.177 0.184 0.285 0.139 0.140 0.143 0.214
Complex 7 0.535 0.529 0.513 0.196 0.825 0.806 0.799 0.620 0.167 0.169 0.172 0.328 0.135 0.136 0.138 0.257
Blended 8 0.586 0.570 0.550 0.293 0.833 0.823 0.809 0.720 0.170 0.178 0.183 0.284 0.134 0.142 0.147 0.214

3%

Overall

Simple 9 0.608 0.591 0.556 0.514 0.869 0.858 0.840 0.830 0.157 0.160 0.166 0.195 0.116 0.120 0.126 0.150
Medium 10 0.530 0.516 0.497 0.261 0.835 0.813 0.804 0.716 0.171 0.174 0.177 0.268 0.131 0.133 0.137 0.198
Complex 11 0.396 0.405 0.397 0.105 0.752 0.737 0.732 0.582 0.199 0.203 0.205 0.355 0.162 0.158 0.160 0.271
Blended 12 0.496 0.494 0.471 0.194 0.814 0.801 0.780 0.674 0.177 0.180 0.186 0.290 0.136 0.138 0.142 0.214

UD

Simple 13 0.591 0.572 0.554 0.507 0.861 0.848 0.836 0.828 0.163 0.166 0.170 0.203 0.121 0.126 0.131 0.159
Medium 14 0.487 0.477 0.450 0.204 0.815 0.797 0.778 0.685 0.182 0.184 0.189 0.290 0.135 0.140 0.146 0.218
Complex 15 0.416 0.461 0.451 0.099 0.785 0.785 0.778 0.570 0.196 0.184 0.185 0.352 0.155 0.147 0.148 0.270
Blended 16 0.510 0.509 0.502 0.236 0.834 0.819 0.813 0.702 0.172 0.174 0.175 0.280 0.133 0.133 0.135 0.208

5%

Overall

Simple 17 0.612 0.578 0.554 0.513 0.870 0.853 0.833 0.828 0.155 0.161 0.166 0.190 0.116 0.123 0.128 0.145
Medium 18 0.495 0.491 0.472 0.188 0.812 0.804 0.790 0.674 0.177 0.178 0.181 0.286 0.134 0.136 0.139 0.210
Complex 19 0.372 0.389 0.385 0.076 0.765 0.749 0.744 0.558 0.207 0.198 0.199 0.357 0.161 0.155 0.155 0.270
Blended 20 0.514 0.510 0.488 0.211 0.828 0.814 0.794 0.685 0.178 0.181 0.186 0.290 0.137 0.137 0.142 0.214

UD

Simple 21 0.570 0.536 0.524 0.454 0.853 0.831 0.822 0.810 0.165 0.171 0.173 0.207 0.123 0.129 0.132 0.157
Medium 22 0.517 0.514 0.487 0.256 0.829 0.818 0.804 0.715 0.172 0.173 0.178 0.271 0.131 0.133 0.138 0.200
Complex 23 0.416 0.445 0.442 0.102 0.786 0.778 0.774 0.583 0.196 0.186 0.187 0.351 0.152 0.145 0.146 0.268
Blended 24 0.514 0.508 0.490 0.225 0.822 0.808 0.796 0.699 0.174 0.180 0.183 0.280 0.133 0.137 0.140 0.206

10%

Overall

Simple 25 0.576 0.534 0.521 0.470 0.854 0.831 0.812 0.804 0.161 0.169 0.172 0.199 0.119 0.127 0.129 0.151
Medium 26 0.521 0.516 0.498 0.227 0.817 0.816 0.801 0.699 0.177 0.179 0.182 0.279 0.136 0.138 0.140 0.206
Complex 27 0.419 0.446 0.440 0.086 0.787 0.775 0.771 0.576 0.199 0.190 0.191 0.356 0.154 0.147 0.148 0.269
Blended 28 0.503 0.496 0.485 0.199 0.818 0.806 0.800 0.686 0.178 0.180 0.182 0.282 0.136 0.137 0.139 0.206

UD

Simple 29 0.593 0.546 0.531 0.466 0.858 0.833 0.822 0.813 0.161 0.170 0.174 0.198 0.120 0.129 0.132 0.151
Medium 30 0.508 0.505 0.496 0.238 0.823 0.812 0.794 0.701 0.177 0.181 0.185 0.275 0.138 0.138 0.140 0.201
Complex 31 0.396 0.439 0.431 0.106 0.780 0.773 0.767 0.592 0.202 0.189 0.190 0.341 0.159 0.149 0.150 0.260
Blended 32 0.487 0.481 0.472 0.182 0.813 0.802 0.790 0.672 0.177 0.179 0.180 0.279 0.134 0.139 0.140 0.203

Score (Out of 32) 25 7 0 0 32 0 0 0 27 5 0 0 26 6 0 0

missing patterns on the Autompg data set. The figure indicates that for all cases kDMI

outperforms other methods in terms of all evaluation criteria.

Similarly for the CMC data set we present the aggregated imputation accuracies in

Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6. The figures demonstrate that kDMI performs better (i.e.

higher average imputation accuracy) than other techniques for all of the missing ratios,

for all missing models, and for all missing patterns in terms of d2 (see Figure 6.5(b)).

However, for the complex missing pattern DMI and EMI perform better than kDMI in

terms of R2 (Figure 6.5(a)), RMSE (Figure 6.6(a)), and MAE (Figure 6.6(b)). One

possible reason of achieving a lower imputation accuracy by kDMI than DMI and EMI

could be due to the existence of more missing values in a record for the complex pattern.

Since a record in Complex pattern has a very few available values, kDMI may fail to

identify the highly similar records in its second level horizontal partitioning.

We also present the overall performances (i.e. the average accuracy calculated from the
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(a) R2

(b) d2

FIGURE 6.3: Aggregated performance on Autompg data set in terms of Missing Ra-
tios, Missing Models, and Missing Patterns based on R2 and d2.

320 data sets) based on R2, d2, RMSE, and MAE for the Autompg and the CMC data

set in Table 6.3. For the data sets the overall imputation accuracy of kDMI is higher than

the overall imputation accuracy of other methods. For the Autompg data set the overall
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(a) RMSE

(b) MAE

FIGURE 6.4: Aggregated performance on Autompg data set in terms of Missing Ra-
tios, Missing Models, and Missing Patterns based on RMSE and MAE.

imputation accuracy of kDMI in terms of R2, d2, RMSE, and MAE, are 0.834, 0.949,

0.091, and 0.069, respectively. These results are better than the results of DMI, EMI

and IBLLS. Similarly we get better imputation accuracy for kDMI on CMC in terms of
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(a) R2

(b) d2

FIGURE 6.5: Aggregated performance on CMC data set in terms of Missing Ratios,
Missing Models, and Missing Patterns based on R2 and d2.

R2, d2, RMSE, and MAE.
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(a) RMSE

(b) MAE

FIGURE 6.6: Aggregated performance on CMC data set in terms of Missing Ratios,
Missing Models, and Missing Patterns based on RMSE and MAE.

In Figure 6.7, we present the percentage of the combinations (out of the total 64 combi-

nations for the two data sets) where the methods perform the best. For example, kDMI

performs the best in 95.31% combinations in terms of MAE (Figure 6.7(d)).
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TABLE 6.3: Overall average performance on Autompg and CMC data sets.

Evaluation Autompg CMC

Criteria kDMI DMI EMI IBLLS kDMI DMI EMI IBLLS

R2 0.834 0.818 0.797 0.744 0.520 0.514 0.498 0.269

d2 0.949 0.942 0.932 0.909 0.825 0.811 0.799 0.699

RMSE 0.091 0.097 0.104 0.118 0.176 0.177 0.180 0.277

MAE 0.069 0.073 0.080 0.085 0.135 0.136 0.140 0.208

(a) R2 (b) d2

(c) RMSE (d) MAE

FIGURE 6.7: Percentage of combinations for all data sets, where a method achieves
the best result.

Statistical Significance Analysis for All Data Sets

We now analyze the results by using a statistical non-parametric sign test (Mason et al.,
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1994; Triola, 2001) for all 32 combinations in order to evaluate the statistical signifi-

cance of the superiority of kDMI over the other three techniques, namely DMI, EMI

and IBLLS as follows.

For each evaluation criteria, we carry out sign test on the results of kDMI with other

techniques (one by one) at the right-tailed by considering significance level α = 0.025

(i.e. 97.5% significance level). The procedure of the sign test analysis is discussed in

Chapter 4 (see Section 4.5). The result of the sign test analysis for kDMI over DMI,

EMI and IBLLS is presented in Figure 6.8. The sign test results in terms of R2, d2,

RMSE and MAE (see Figure 6.8) indicate that kDMI performs significantly better

than the other techniques (at z > 1.96, p < 0.025, and right-tailed) on all data sets.

FIGURE 6.8: Statistical significance analysis using the sign test for all data sets.

Experimentation on the Imputation of the Categorical Missing Values

Among the four methods, only kDMI and DMI can impute both numerical and cate-

gorical missing values. Therefore, we now compare the performance kDMI with only

DMI in terms of categorical imputation. Figure 6.9 shows that kDMI performs better

than DMI in terms of RMSE and MAE for both Autompg and CMC data sets.

Execution Time Complexity Analysis

Table 6.4 presents the average execution time (in milliseconds) for 320 data sets for the

Autompg and CMC data sets. The experiments are carried out by using two different

machines where Machine 1 is configured with 4× 8 core Intel E7-8837 Xeon processors

and 256 GB RAM, whereas Machine 2 is configured with Intel Core i5 processor having
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FIGURE 6.9: Categorical imputation.

speed 2.67 GHz and 4 GB RAM. However, the experiments on a data set are done by

using the same machine for all methods. Our proposed technique kDMI takes less time

than IBLLS on both data sets, whereas it takes more time than EMI and DMI to pay the

price of a significantly better quality of imputation.

TABLE 6.4: Average execution time (in milliseconds) of different methods on the two
data sets.

Data set kDMI DMI EMI IBLLS Machine used

CMC 10,247 40,195 469 233,994 Machine 2
Autompg 8,262 2,215 18 8,861 Machine 1

6.4 Summary

For imputing the missing values of a data set we propose a method called kDMI which

explores the best k nearest neighbor (k-NN) records of a record Ri having missing

value/s. The kDMI technique uses two levels of horizontal partitioning in a data set.

In the first level it divides a data set into a number of horizontal partitions that are

obtained by the leaves of a decision tree. The records belonging to a leaf are generally

similar to each other. However, a decision tree built from a real data set generally has

heterogeneous leaves where a heterogeneous leaf contains the records with different

class values (see Leaf 4 of Figure 6.1). Records with different class values are likely to
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be different. Moreover, the average similarities of all records belonging to each class

value within the leaves are higher than the similarities of all records of the whole data

set. The former similarity is also higher than the similarity among all records belonging

to each leaf (see Figure 6.2). However, it may not always be possible to guarantee the

similarity and dissimilarity between two records just based on the class values. Two

records having the same class value may sometimes be dissimilar to each other.

Therefore, we again partition a leaf horizontally (i.e. the second level partitioning) in a

way so that the records belonging to the partition are the best k-NN records of a record

Ri having the missing value/s. A suitable value for k is determined automatically by

our proposed algorithm (see Algorithm 3). kDMI finally imputes the missing values by

applying an EMI algorithm on the best kNN records.

The effectiveness of using the two levels of horizontal partitioning is also reflected

in our initial experimental results. The experiments are carried out on two real data

sets in order to compare the performance of kDMI with three high quality existing

methods namely DMI, EMI, and IBLLS in terms of four evaluation criteria namely

R2, d2, RMSE, and MAE. The kDMI technique outperforms other methods for all

32 missing combinations in terms of all evaluation criteria on the Autompg data set

(Table 6.1) and on the CMC data set (Table 6.2). According to the sign test in Figure 6.8,

kDMI performs significantly better than other methods at p = 0.025. Table 6.4 shows

that kDMI requires less computational time than IBLLS since kDMI searches a leaf,

instead of the whole data set, in order to find the best kNN records.

Therefore, in this chapter we address the second limitation of DMI that is presented at

the end of Chapter 4. We now address the third limitation of DMI in the next chapter.

If all numerical values of a record are missing then DMI imputes a numerical missing

value by using the mean value of all records for the attribute having the missing value

(see Section 4.4.2 in Chapter 4). We argue that the performance of DMI can be improved

for such cases where all numerical values are missing if it takes the attribute mean of the

records belonging to a leaf instead of the whole data set. Therefore, in the next chapter

(Chapter 7) we propose a modification of DMI called iDMI that imputes missing values

of the records for which all numerical values are missing.



Chapter 7

iDMI: An Imputation Technique for

the Records Having All Numerical

Values Being Missing

7.1 Introduction

At the end of Chapter 4, we discuss three limitations of DMI. In Chapter 5 and Chap-

ter 6 we address the first two limitations. In this chapter we therefore address the third

limitation of DMI.

We propose an imputation technique called iDMI as an extension of DMI. We observe

that like other existing techniques, the imputation accuracy of DMI declines for a data

set with the complex missing pattern (see Figure 7.2). Since almost 80% of the attribute

values of a record are missing in a complex pattern, a record with a complex pattern can

We have published the following paper during the PhD candidature based on this chapter.

Rahman, M. G. and Islam, M. Z. (2014). iDMI: A Novel Technique for Missing Value Imputation using
a Decision Tree and Expectation-Maximization Algorithm. In Proceedings of the 16th International
Conference on Computer and Information Technology (ICCIT’13), Khulna, Bangladesh, 8-10 March
2014, pp. 496-501.
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even lose all numerical attribute values. Therefore, a data set with a complex pattern is

likely to contain a huge number of records in Q = {R1, R2, · · · , R′n} ⊆ DF where all

numerical attribute values for a recordRc ∈ Q; ∀Rc can be missing (see Table 7.1). One

possible reason of dropping the imputation accuracy of DMI, for the complex pattern,

could be the use of the whole data set for imputing the missing values of a record

Rc ∈ Q. Therefore, there is room in DMI for further improvement.

It is evident that the average similarity of the records belonging to a leaf is higher than

the average similarity of the records of a whole data set (see Section 6.2 of Chapter 6).

Therefore, we argue that the imputation accuracy of DMI can significantly be improved

if it imputes the records of Q by using the attribute mean value of the records that

belong to the leaf, instead of using the whole data set DF . Hence, in order to get better

imputation accuracy, we propose a technique called iDMI which imputes a record

Rc ∈ Q by considering the mean value of the records within a leaf where the record Rc

falls in.

The contributions of the chapter are as follows: 1) For a record Rc ∈ Q, where all

numerical attribute values are missing, the numerical values of Rc are imputed using

the mean value of the records of a leaf where Rc belongs to, 2) A complete experi-

mental analysis is carried out indicating the higher imputation accuracy of the proposed

technique than the existing techniques and DMI, and 3) The execution time complexity

of iDMI is empirically shown to be lower than DMI. A possible reason for iDMI

requiring lower execution time can be the fact that DMI calculates the mean value by

considering a whole data set whereas iDMI considers only a leaf of the data set.

The organization of the chapter is as follows. Section 7.2 presents our proposed tech-

nique. Experimental results are presented in Section 7.3 and a summary of this chapter

is presented in Section 7.4.
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7.2 The Proposed Imputation Technique - iDMI

We propose a technique called iDMI that extends DMI in order to impute the records

Rc ∈ Q;∀c more accurately than DMI. For imputing numerical missing values, DMI

uses the EMI algorithm on the horizontal segments (also known as leaves) of a data

set DF . Note that EMI relies on the correlations between attributes Ay having missing

values and the attributes Ax having available values for imputing numerical missing

values. EMI is unable to impute the records of Q, where all numerical attribute values

are missing. Therefore, DMI imputes the records in Q by using attribute mean of the

whole data set DF .

In real life data sets, it is not unlikely to have records Rc ∈ Q;∀c, where all numerical

attribute values are missing. For example, Figure 7.1 shows the percentage of records

with all numerical values that are missing in the CMC and Chess data sets, where we

artificially simulate missing values by using four missing ratios, four missing patterns

and two missing models. Figure 7.1 shows that the size ofQ increases for a high missing

ratio. We also present numerical analysis of Q in Table 7.1 which shows the number of

records in Q for the CMC and Chess data sets based on a combination of 10% missing

ratio, “Overall” missing model and “Complex” missing pattern.

In Figure 7.1 and Table 7.1, we see that both data sets contain a large number of records

where all numerical attribute values are missing. For the CMC data set, the number of

records having one or more missing values (|DI |) is 243 (Column C of Table 7.1). Out

of 243, there are 83 records in Q where all numerical attribute values are missing as

shown in Column E of Table 7.1. The ratio of Q and DI is alarming on both data sets.

For example, the ratio for the CMC data set is 34.16% (see Column G of Table 7.1).

TABLE 7.1: Number of records with all numerical values are missing for CMC and
Chess data sets in terms of 10% missing ratio, “Overall” missing model and “Complex”

missing pattern.

Data Total Records belong Records belong
set Records, toDI toQ

In % w.r.t. In % w.r.t. In % w.r.t.
DF |DF | |DI | |DF | |Q| |DF | |DI |

A B C D = C
B

E F = E
B

G = E
C

CMC 1473 243 16.50% 83 5.63% 34.16%
Chess 28056 5608 19.99% 423 1.51% 7.54%
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FIGURE 7.1: Percentage of records with all numerical values are missing on CMC and
Chess data sets.

Since DMI imputes the records inQwith the mean values of the records of a whole data

set DF , the imputation accuracy of DMI can be lower due to the existence of a huge

number of records in Q. We empirically analyze the concept on the CMC and Chess

data sets as shown in Figure 7.2. The figure demonstrates that DMI fails to perform well

for complex pattern in both data sets. The reason of dropping the imputation accuracy

of DMI for the complex pattern is imputation of the missing values of a record Rc ∈ Q,

by considering the whole data set. Therefore, DMI has a room for further improvement.

We argue that, while imputing a record Rc ∈ Q with all numerical attribute values be-

ing missing, the performance of DMI can significantly be improved if it considers the

records that are belonging to a leaf (instead of the whole data set) since the average sim-

ilarity of the records within a leaf is higher than the average similarity of the records of

a whole data set (see Section 6.2 of Chapter 6). Moreover, it is evident that the correla-

tions of attributes for the records within a leaf are generally higher than the correlations

of attributes for the records of a whole data set (see Section 4.4.1 of Chapter 4). There-

fore, for achieving a better imputation accuracy, we propose a technique iDMI which

imputes missing values of the records in Q by using the mean values of the attributes of

the records belonging to a leaf instead of the whole data set. The algorithm of iDMI is

presented in Algorithm 4. We now discuss our technique in details as follows.

We first divide a data set DF into two sub data sets namely DC and DI where DC
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(a) CMC data set

(b) Chess data set

FIGURE 7.2: Accuracy of DMI in terms of RMSE on CMC and Chess data sets.

contains records without missing values and DI contains records with missing values.

For each attribute Aj ∈ A having missing values, we build a decision tree (DT) Tj

through applying a decision tree algorithm such as C4.5 (J. R. Quinlan, 1996) on DC

by considering the attribute Aj as the class attribute. If Aj is numerical then we first

generalize values of Aj on DC into NC categories where NC is the square root of the

difference between the maximum and minimum values of Aj . Note that for each Tj we

have a set of logic rules Sj = {Sj1, Sj2, . . . , Sj|Sj |}. For each logic rule Sjl of Tj , we

generate a leaf Ljl by inserting records, from DF , that satisfy the logic rule Sjl.

For a missing value Rij ∈ Ri, of a record Ri in DI , we first identify the leaf Ljl, using

the Tj , where the record Ri belongs to. If Ri falls in multiple leaves then we use any
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of them. If Aj is categorical then we consider the majority class value for the logic rule

Sjl of DT Tj as the imputed value for Rij . On the other hand, if Aj is numerical and Ri

does not belong to Q then we impute Rij by applying the EMI algorithm (Schneider,

2001) on the leaf Ljl. Whereas, if Aj is numerical but Ri belongs to Q then we impute

Rij by the mean value of the jth attribute for the records that belong to the leaf Ljl.

We now explain the imputation procedure of iDMI with an example as follows. We

consider a toy data setDF with 15 records and 4 attributes as shown in Table 7.2a. In the

table all values are available initially. We then artificially create some missing values

in the data set. Table 7.2b shows the data set DF with missing values. We now divide

DF into DI and DC where DI contains records with missing values and DC contains

records with all values are available. Since all numerical attribute values are missing

for records “R1” and “R2”, the records also fall in Q. Using DC , we build a decision

tree (DT) through applying the decision tree algorithm C4.5 (J. R. Quinlan, 1996). The

DT is shown in Figure 7.3 where a decision node is represented by a circle and a leaf

is represented by a rectangle. In the DT, Leaf 1 contains 5 records (R4, R6, R10, R12,

R14) having the same value “MS” for the attribute “Edu.” whereas Leaf 2 contains 8

records (R3, R5, R7, R8, R9, R11, R13, R15) having same value “PhD” in the attribute

“Edu.”.

Based on the decision node, we now assign the records of Q into the two leaves. Since

RR1,Edu. = MS, we assign “R1” into Leaf 1, and similarly “R2” is assigned in Leaf 2

(not shown in the figure). Note that for the 5 records of Leaf 1, the mean values of the

attributes “Age” and “Salary” 25.8 and 85.2, respectively. We then impute RR1,Age =

25.8 and RR1,Salary = 85.2 as reported as bold font in Table 7.2d. Similarly we impute

RR2,Age = 43.0 and RR2,Salary = 144.0 by taking the mean values of the attributes

“Age” and “Salary” from Leaf 2. Besides, we present the DMI imputed values of the

missing values of “R1” and “R2” as italic font in Table 7.2c. Note that DMI imputes

them by the mean value of the whole data set DF (Table 7.2b).

Based on the illustration from the toy data set, it is easily understandable that the values

imputed by iDMI (Table 7.2d) are more closer to the actual values, shown in Table 7.2a,
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than the values imputed by DMI (Table 7.2c). This is also reflected in the experiments

that are carried out on the real life data sets and presented in the next section.

TABLE 7.2: A toy data set DF .

Rec. Age Edu. Salary Pos. Rec. Age Edu. Salary Pos.
R1 27 MS 85 L R1 ? MS ? ?

R2 45 PhD 145 P R2 ? PhD ? P

R3 42 PhD 145 P R3 42 PhD 145 P

R4 25 MS 85 L R4 25 MS 85 L

R5 50 PhD 146 P R5 50 PhD 146 P

R6 28 MS 85 L R6 28 MS 85 L

R7 38 PhD 140 P R7 38 PhD 140 P

R8 43 PhD 147 P R8 43 PhD 147 P

R9 44 PhD 146 P R9 44 PhD 146 P

R10 25 MS 86 L R10 25 MS 86 L

R11 42 PhD 142 P R11 42 PhD 142 P

R12 26 MS 84 L R12 26 MS 84 L

R13 42 PhD 143 P R13 42 PhD 143 P

R14 25 MS 86 L R14 25 MS 86 L

R15 43 PhD 143 P R15 43 PhD 143 P

(a) A toy data setDF (Original) (b)DF with missing values

Rec. Age Edu. Salary Pos. Rec. Age Edu. Salary Pos.
R1 36.4 MS 121.4 L R1 25.8 MS 85.2 L
R2 36.4 PhD 121.4 P R2 43.0 PhD 144.0 P

(c) Imputed by DMI (d) Imputed by LDMI

FIGURE 7.3: A decision tree built from DC .

Complexity Analysis

Similar to DMI, the overall complexity of iDMI is O(n2mm′ + nm3m′), where n is

the number of records of a data set, m is the number of attributes and m′ is the number

of attributes with missing values over the whole data set. Section 14.6.2 of Chapter 14

presents a detailed complexity analysis of iDMI. Moreover, a summary of the complex-

ities of the imputation techniques is presented in Table 14.50. For typical data sets (such

as those used in the experiments of this study) having n � m the complexity of iDMI

is O(n2). However, for the data sets having m ≥ n the complexity is O(m3) if m′ � m

or O(m4) if m′ ≈ m.
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Algorithm 4: iDMI
Input : A data set DF having missing values
Output : A data set D′F with all missing values imputed

Require:
DC ← φ; /*Sub data set having records without missing values */
DI ← φ; /*Sub data set having records with missing values */
L← 0; /*Total no. of leaves of all trees */

end
Step 1:

DI ← AllMissingV aluedRecords(DF ); /*DI contains records, from DF , having missing values*/
DC ← DF −DI ;
Q← RecordsAllNumericalAttributesV aluesMissing(DI); /*Q contains records, from DI , having all
numerical attribute values are missing*/

end
Step 2:

h← φ; X ← φ; T ← φ;
Find Aj , j = 1, · · · ,m′, where m′ is the total number of attributes, in DI , having missing values;
foreach attribute Aj ∈ A = {A1, A2, · · · , Am′} do

Set D′C ← DC ;
if Aj is numerical then

Find the number of categories nC ←
√
|Aj | where |Aj | is the domain size of Aj ;

Generalize values of Aj for all records in D′C into nC categories;
end
Call a decision tree algorithm (such as C4.5) to build a tree Tj from D′C considering Aj as class attribute;
Set Sj ← Number of leaves of Tj ;
for l = L to L+ Sj do

Define logic rule Xl from Tj ;
Generate data set hl having all records belonging to Xl;
Set Il ← FALSE;
h← h ∪ hl; X ← X ∪Xl; T ← T ∪ Tj ; /*h = {h1, h2, · · · , hl} will be a set of hj*/

end
L← L+ Sj ;

end
end
Step 3:

foreach record Ri ∈ DI do
foreach attribute Aj ∈ A do

if Aj is missing then
l← FindIndexOfDataSet(Ri, h,X, T, j); /*Find the index l of the sub data set hl corresponding
to logic rule Xl belonging to the tree Tj where the record Ri falls in*/
if Aj is numerical then

hl ← hl ∪Ri;
else

Impute Aj of Ri by the majority value of Aj in hl and update DI ;
end

end
end

end
end
Step 4:

foreach record Ri ∈ DI do
foreach attribute Aj ∈ A do

if Aj is missing AND numerical then
l← FindIndexOfDataSet(Ri, h,X, T, j);
if Ri ∈ Q then

Impute Ai using the mean value of the attribute Ai of the records belong to the leaf hl;
end
else if Il is FALSE then

Impute Ai using EMI algorithm on hl;
Il ← TRUE;

end
Impute Aj of Ri in DI by Aj of Ri in hl;

end
end

end
end
Step 5:

Completed data set D′F ← DC ∪DI ; Return D′F ;
end
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7.3 Experimental Results and Discussion

We implement our novel technique iDMI and compare the accuracy of iDMI with

the accuracies of the two existing techniques, namely EMI (Schneider, 2001), and

IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012) and our another technique DMI (discussed in Chap-

ter 4) on two real data sets namely Autompg and CMC (Frank & Asuncion, 2010). A

brief introduction about the data sets is presented in Table 4.8 of Chapter 4.

In the data sets, we artificially create missing values which have been imputed by the

four techniques. For simulating missing values, we use four missing patterns: Sim-

ple, Medium, Complex and Blended, four missing ratios: 1%, 3%, 5%, and 10%, and

two missing models: Overall and Uniformly Distributed (UD). The detailed description

about the simulation of missing values is presented in Section 4.5 of Chapter 4.

We then impute the data sets by iDMI, DMI, EMI and IBLLS. For evaluating the per-

formance of the methods we use four evaluation criteria, namely R2, d2, RMSE and

MAE. The detailed description about the evaluation criteria is presented in Section 4.5

of Chapter 4. Note that the outputs of both R2 and d2 can be between 0 and 1, where

a higher value means a better imputation (Junninen et al., 2004). On the other hand,

the outputs of both RMSE and MAE can be between 0 to ∞, where a lower value

indicates a better imputation (Junninen et al., 2004).

Experimental Result Analysis on the Autompg and CMC Data Sets

We present the overall average performances of iDMI, DMI, EMI and IBLLS on Au-

tompg and CMC data sets in terms of R2, d2, RMSE and MAE in Table 7.3. In the

table, a value is the average value of the accuracies of the 320 data sets. For example,

the overall accuracy of iDMI on Autompg data set for R2 is 0.821 which is the average

of the R2 values of iDMI from the 320 data sets that are created from the Autompg

data set. Bold values indicate the best results among the techniques. It is clear from

table that in both data sets iDMI performs better than other techniques in terms of all

evaluation criteria.
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TABLE 7.3: Overall average performance on Autompg and CMC data sets.

Evaluation Autompg CMC

Criteria iDMI DMI EMI IBLLS iDMI DMI EMI IBLLS

R2 0.821 0.818 0.797 0.744 0.525 0.514 0.498 0.269

d2 0.943 0.942 0.932 0.909 0.822 0.811 0.799 0.699

RMSE 0.096 0.097 0.104 0.118 0.175 0.177 0.180 0.277

MAE 0.072 0.073 0.080 0.085 0.134 0.136 0.140 0.208

We now analyze the results in terms of missing patterns, missing ratios, and missing

models on the CMC data set as shown in Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5. The figures indi-

cate that the performance of iDMI is better than the performances of DMI, EMI, and

IBLLS on CMC data set in terms of R2 (Figure 7.4(a)), d2 (Figure 7.4(b)), RMSE

(Figure 7.5(a)) and MAE (Figure 7.5(b)) for all missing ratios, for all missing models,

and for all missing patterns. It is notable that for the complex pattern iDMI improves

the accuracy compare to DMI since iDMI imputes the records, with all numerical values

are missing, by using the mean value of the records belong to a leaf instead of using the

mean value of the records within a whole data set.

Similarly, we present the results in terms of missing patterns, missing ratios, and miss-

ing models on the Autompg data set in Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7. The figures indicate

that the performance of iDMI is better than the performances of DMI, EMI, and IBLLS

on Autompg data set in terms of R2 (Figure 7.6(a)), d2 (Figure 7.6(b)), RMSE (Fig-

ure 7.7(a)) and MAE (Figure 7.7(b)) for all missing ratios, for all missing models, and

for all missing patterns.

In Figure 7.8, we present the percentage of the combinations (out of the total 64 combi-

nations for the two data sets) where the methods perform the best. For example, iDMI

performs the best in 84.38% combinations in terms of MAE (Figure 7.8(d)).

The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of iDMI since the technique im-

proves imputation accuracy significantly by the use of the mean value of each numerical

attribute of the records belong to a leaf in order to impute the records with all numerical

values are missing. iDMI outperforms the others in terms of all evaluation criteria for

both CMC and Autompg data sets.

Statistical Significance Analysis for All Data Sets
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(a) R2

(b) d2

FIGURE 7.4: Aggregated performance on CMC data set in terms of Missing Ratios,
Missing Models, and Missing Patterns based on R2 and d2.

We now analyze the results by using a statistical non-parametric sign test (Mason et al.,

1994; Triola, 2001) for all 32 combinations in order to evaluate the statistical signifi-

cance of the superiority of iDMI over the other three techniques, namely DMI, EMI and
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(a) RMSE

(b) MAE

FIGURE 7.5: Aggregated performance on CMC data set in terms of Missing Ratios,
Missing Models, and Missing Patterns based on RMSE and MAE.

IBLLS as follows.

Following the approach discussed in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.5), we carry out sign
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(a) R2

(b) d2

FIGURE 7.6: Aggregated performance on Autompg data set in terms of Missing Ra-
tios, Missing Models, and Missing Patterns based on R2 and d2.

test on the results of iDMI with other techniques (one by one) at the right-tailed by

considering significance level α = 0.025 (i.e. 97.5% significance level). We present

the z-values of the three comparisons (i.e. iDMI vs DMI, iDMI vs EMI and iDMI vs
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(a) RMSE

(b) MAE

FIGURE 7.7: Aggregated performance on Autompg data set in terms of Missing Ra-
tios, Missing Models, and Missing Patterns based on RMSE and MAE.

IBLLS) based on all evaluation criteria for two data sets in Figure 7.9. In the figure,

we can see there are four bars for each evaluation criteria that belongs to a data set.

The first three bars represent the z-values of the three comparisons between iDMI and
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(a) R2 (b) d2

(c) RMSE (d) MAE

FIGURE 7.8: Percentage of combinations for all data sets, where a method achieves
the best result.

three techniques, whereas the fourth bar represents the z-ref value. The z-ref value for

α = 0.025 and degrees of freedom (df)=31 (since we have 32 results for 32 missing

combinations) is 1.96. The sign test results in terms of R2, d2, RMSE and MAE (see

Figure 7.9) indicate that iDMI performs significantly better than the other techniques

(at z > 1.96, p < 0.025, and right-tailed) on all data sets.

Experimentation on the Imputation of the Categorical Missing Values

Among the four methods, only iDMI and DMI can impute both numerical and categor-

ical missing values. Therefore, we now compare the performance iDMI with only DMI

in terms of categorical imputation. Figure 7.10 shows that iDMI performs better than

DMI in terms of RMSE and MAE for both Autompg and CMC data sets.
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FIGURE 7.9: Statistical significance analysis using the sign test for all data sets.

FIGURE 7.10: Categorical imputation.

Execution Time Complexity Analysis

Table 7.4 presents the average execution time (in milliseconds) for 320 data sets for

the Chess and CMC data sets. The experiments are carried out by using two different

machines where Machine 1 is configured with 4× 8 core Intel E7-8837 Xeon processors

and 256 GB RAM, whereas Machine 2 is configured with Intel Core i5 processor having

speed 2.67 GHz and 4 GB RAM. However, the experiments on a data set are done by

using the the same machine for all techniques. The iDMI takes less time than IBLLS

on both data sets, whereas it takes more time than EMI to achieve a significantly better

quality imputation. Since iDMI calculates mean values of the attributes by considering

the records belong to a leaf (which contains much lower number of records than a whole

data set), it requires lower computational time than DMI in both data sets.
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TABLE 7.4: Average execution time (in milliseconds) of different methods on the two
data sets.

Data set iDMI DMI EMI IBLLS Machine used

CMC 25,397 40,195 469 233,994 Machine 2
Autompg 1,638 2,215 18 8,861 Machine 1

7.4 Summary

In this chapter, we propose a technique called iDMI which imputes the missing values

of a record Rc ∈ Q;∀c by using the mean values of the attributes of the records that

fall in the same leaf of Rc. The effectiveness of considering a leaf instead of the whole

data set is reflected in our initial experimental results. The experiments are carried out

on two real data sets in order to compare the performance of iDMI with three high

quality existing techniques namely DMI, EMI, and IBLLS in terms of four evaluation

criteria namely R2, d2, RMSE, and MAE. The iDMI technique outperforms other

techniques data sets in terms of all evaluation criteria on the two data sets (Autompg

and CMC) that we use in the experiments of this chapter (see Table 7.3). According

to the sign test in Figure 7.9, iDMI performs significantly better than other techniques

at p = 0.025. Moreover, Table 7.4 shows that iDMI requires less computational time

than DMI and IBLLS since iDMI uses a leaf, instead of the whole data set, for the

calculation of the mean value. DMI uses all other steps exactly the same as iDMI

except that it calculates the mean of an attribute using all records (instead of the records

belonging to a leaf) for the records having all numerical values missing.

We identify three limitations of DMI in Chapter 4. In the following three chapters (i.e.

Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7) we address each of the three limitations one by

one. The solutions suggested in these chapters are also validated by empirical analyses.

In order to investigate the effectiveness of each of the three solutions we incorporate the

solutions into DMI one at a time. For example, in Chapter 5 we only address the issue

related to the imputation quality drop for the data sets having huge number of records

with missing values. Similarly, in Chapter 6 we only address the issue related to having

dissimilar records in a leaf. Therefore, in the next chapter we propose a framework that

extends DMI incorporating all the modifications at a time.
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TULIP: A Framework Using Two

Useful Layers of Missing Value

Imputation and Two Levels of

Horizontal Partitioning

8.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4 we present a technique called DMI for the imputation of missing val-

ues. Although the performance of DMI is better than the performance of some ex-

isting techniques such as SVR (X. Wang et al., 2006), EMI (Schneider, 2001) and

IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012), DMI has three limitations as discussed in Section 4.6

of Chapter 4. We address the limitations of DMI one by one by modifying it in three

We have submitted the following paper during the PhD candidature based on this chapter.

Rahman, M. G. and Islam, M. Z. (2014). TULIP: A Novel Framework Using Two Useful Layers of
Missing Value Imputation and Two Levels of Horizontal Partitioning. Applied Soft Computing. (Impact
Factor 2.679, ISI Web of Knowledge 2013 Rank Q1, the 20th best journal out of 115 journals in the
category of Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence) (Currently under review).
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chapters (from Chapter 5 to Chapter 7) where we investigate the effectiveness of each

solution separately. The effectiveness of each solution is also reflected in the experi-

mental results presented in the chapters.

Therefore, in this chapter we present a framework called TULIP by incorporating all

modifications of DMI for the imputation of numerical and categorical missing values.

TULIP is mainly a combination of EDI (see Chapter 5) and kDMI (see Chapter 6).

We propose a new imputation framework called “A Novel Framework Using Two

Useful Layers of Missing Value Imputation and Two Levels of Horizontal Partitioning

(TULIP)” which imputes missing values of a data set by the improved use of the records

having missing values. The framework consists of two imputation layers namely “Early-

Imputation” and “Advanced-Imputation”. In the early-imputation layer we impute the

missing values by using an imputation technique such as EMI (Junninen et al., 2004;

Schneider, 2001). In advanced-imputation layer, we then re-impute the missing val-

ues by applying two levels of horizontal partitioning based on a decision tree algorithm

such as C4.5 (J. R. Quinlan, 1996) and a k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN) algorithm such as

kNNI (G. Batista & Monard, 2003) in order to get better imputation accuracy.

We evaluate the performance of our proposed framework by comparing it with three

high quality existing techniques, namely SVR (X. Wang et al., 2006), EMI (Schneider,

2001) and IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012) in terms of four evaluation criteria namely

R2, d2, RMSE and MAE on eight real data sets that are publicly available in the

UCI machine learning repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010). We also compare its per-

formance with the performance of DMI. For simulating missing values we use four

missing patterns, four missing ratios and two missing models. The initial experimental

results indicate that our proposed technique TULIP performs significantly better (based

on statistical sign test analysis) than DMI and the existing techniques.

The organization of the chapter is as follows. Our proposed framework is presented

in Section 8.2. Section 8.3 presents experimental results and Section 8.4 provides a

summary of the chapter.
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8.2 Our Proposed Imputation Framework: TULIP

We first introduce the basic concepts of our proposed framework before we discuss it in

details.

8.2.1 Basic Concepts

For imputing missing values of a data set DF , DMI (See Chapter 4) first divides DF

into two sub data sets, namely DC (having only records without missing values) and DI

(having only records with missing values). The technique then builds the decision trees

(DTs) through applying the C4.5 algorithm on DC . It then uses an EMI algorithm (Jun-

ninen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001) on the records belonging to each leaf of a DT in

order to impute the missing values of the records within the leaf, and thereby DMI

achieves a higher imputation accuracy than the EMI (see Chapter 4). However, DMI

does not perform well in a data set if the data set contains a high number of missing

values. This is perhaps due to the following reasons.

First, DMI builds decision trees (DTs) by considering only the records of DC . It does

not take the records of DI into consideration while building DTs. If a data set has

high number of missing values then DMI creates a data set DC with a small number

of records. In many cases, the size of DC can be very small compared to DF . For

example, Table 8.1 shows the number of records inDF ,DI , andDC in terms of the 10%

missing ratio, “Uniformly Distributed (UD)” missing model and “Blended” missing

pattern on seven real data sets that are publicly available in the UCI machine learning

repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010). Here, x% missing ratios means x% of the total

attribute values (i.e. n records×m attributes) of a data set are missing. By UD missing

model we mean the missing values are distributed equally in each attribute, and by

Blended missing pattern we mean if a record has missing value/s then upto 80% attribute

values of the record can be missing. The details about the simulation of missing values

are discussed in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.5). In Tabel 8.1, we can see that almost 50%

of the total records were not used to build DTs in DMI. For example, in Credit Approval
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data set only 250 (out of 653) records were cosidered for building DTs that means 62%

of the total records were not used to build DTs (see Table 8.1).

TABLE 8.1: The number of records in DF , DI , and DC on seven data sets in terms of
10% missing ratio, “UD” missing model and “Blended” missing pattern.

Data set Total Records Number of records in DC Number of records in DI % of records were not
in DF (without missing values) (having missing values) used to build

used to build Decision Trees Decision Trees

Adult 30162 11939 18223 60%
Chess 28056 16833 11223 40%
Yeast 1484 810 674 45%
CMC 1473 795 678 46%
Credit Approval 653 250 403 62%
Housing 506 215 291 58%
Autompg 392 236 156 40%

Since the DTs are built on the small sized DC , the knowledge extracted by the DTs may

not be as useful as it could be if the DTs were built on the whole data setDF . In order to

explain this better, we carried out an experiment on the CMC data set. We divide a data

set D having n records into two sub data sets, namely the testing data set Dtesting and

training data set DO. The testing data set contains n
10

records that are selected randomly

from the D and the training data set contains the remaining 9n
10

records of D. We then

create three data sets from the training data set as follows. The first data set is the

Original data set DO in which there are no records with missing values (i.e. the training

data set). The second data set DC is obtained as follows. We artificially create missing

values in DO by using 10% missing ratios, UD missing model and Blended missing

pattern and get a data set DF having missing values. After that we remove the records

having missing values from DF and get a data set DC that contains records without any

missing values. The third data set D′F is obtained by imputing the missing values of

DF . We then build DTs, namely DTO, DTC and DT ′F by applying the C4.5 algorithm

on DO, DC and D′F , respectively. We next calculate the classification accuracies of the

DTs, on the testing data set Dtesting as shown in Figure 8.1.

In Figure 8.1, we can see that the classification accuracy of the DTC , which is built

from the data set DC , is much lower than the classification accuracy of the DTO, which

is built from the original data set. Since the knowledge extracted by the DTC , from the

data set DC , fails to reflect the original data set completely, DMI often fails to perform

well for a data set having a large number of missing values.
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FIGURE 8.1: C4.5 classifier accu-
racy on CMC data set.

FIGURE 8.2: Similarity analysis on
CMC data set.

Although in real data sets it is difficult to obtain the actual values if the values are

originally missing, it is possible to extract knowledge, from a DT, that may reflect the

original data set if we impute the records having missing values. In Figure 8.1, we get a

higher classification accuracy by the DT ′F , which is built from the imputed data set D′F ,

than the DTC , which is built from the DC , and therefore we expect a better imputation

accuracy when we use the DT ′F than the DTC . That is, the removal of many useful

records from DC just because they have one/two missing values may not be a good

idea.

Therefore, we argue that if a data set has a large number of records with missing values,

the imputation accuracy of DMI can be improved by taking the records of DI (in a

refined form) into consideration instead of totally ignoring them. The records of DI

can be refined by performing an early imputation for them. After that the records of

DI can be used in DC for building DTs. Thus, we propose a technique called EDI (see

Chapter 5) that imputes missing values of DF by first refining the records of DI and

then using them in DC . The technique therefore is a combination of two imputation

layers namely “Early-Imputation” and “Advanced-Imputation”.

Second, since the records belonging to a leaf are similar to each other, DMI applies

the EMI algorithm on a leaf to achieve a high imputation accuracy. However, it is of-

ten possible to obtain a horizontal segment within a leaf where the average similarities

among the records within the horizontal segment are even higher than the average sim-

ilarities among the records within the whole leaf (see Figure 6.2 of Chapter 6). This is

also reflected in our empirical test on the CMC data set (Figure 8.2). We first calculate
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SD, which is the average of the similarities of all records with all other records in the

whole data set. This is presented in the first column of Figure 8.2. We then calculate

SL, which is the average of the similarities of all records within a leaf Ll with all other

records within the same leaf. The average of all such similarities for all leaves (SL) is

presented in the 2nd column of Figure 8.2. Clearly SL is greater than SD.

We then calculate SLK , which is the average of the similarities for the best k-nearest

neighbor (k-NN) records within the leaves. SLK is calculated as follows. For each

record Ri within a leaf L we first find the best k-NN records of Ri from the records of

L by using our novel algorithm called BestkNN() as shown in Algorithm 3 (see Chap-

ter 6). We then calculate the average similarity for Ri based on the best k-NN records.

After calculating the average similarities of all records of L, we calculate the average

similarity for the leaf L. Similarly, we calculate average similarities for the remaining

leaves, and finally take the average of them. The final similarity SLK is presented in the

3rd column of the figure 8.2. It is clear from the figure that the similarities among the

best k-NN records within the leaves are higher than the similarities among the records

within the leaves.

Therefore, we argue that the performance of DMI can be improved by applying EMI

on only the records that are similar to the record Ri within the same leaf where Ri falls

in, instead of applying EMI on all records of the leaf. We therefore propose another

technique called kDMI (see Chapter 6) which imputes missing values by partitioning

the data set horizontally in two levels; the First Level partitioning and the Second Level

partitioning.

In order to achieve a high imputation accuracy, we now propose a framework called

TULIP (by combining the EDI and kDMI) that imputes missing values by refining the

records having missing values in the early imputation layer and by partitioning the early

imputed data set horizontally in two levels in the advanced imputation layer.

Our proposed framework TULIP is shown in Algorithm 5. We now discuss the steps of

TULIP in details as follows.
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Algorithm 5: TULIP()
Input : Data set DF having missing values;
Output : Imputed data set D′F ;

Layer 1: (Early Imputation)
Initialize a missing matrix Y by using Equation (8.1);
Impute the numerical missing values of DF using an EMI algorithm and impute the categorical missing values of DF
using a kNNI algorithm;
Copy the early imputed data set DF into D′F ;

end
Layer 2: (Advanced Imputation)

/*First Level Partitioning*/
Build decision trees T = {T1, . . . , Tj , . . . , T ′m} by applying a decision tree algorithm on D′F ;
Assign the records of D′F into leaves L = {L1, L2, . . . , L′m} where the records belong to /*Lj = {Lj1, Lj2,...,Ljl

}
where Ljl is the lth leaf of the jth decision tree*/;
foreach record Ri (having missing values based on the missing matrix Y ) do

foreach attribute Aj ∈ A and yij ∈ Y = 1 do
Find a leaf Ljl ∈ Lj of Tj where the record Ri belongs to;
/*Second Level Partitioning*/
Find the best kNN records hk of Ri from Ljl by using the procedure BestKNN() as shown in Algorithm 3;
/*Imputation*/
if Aj is numerical then

Impute Rij by using an EMI algorithm on hk ;
else

Impute Rij by taking the most frequent value from hk;
end

end
end
Return the imputed data set D′F ;

end

8.2.2 Early-Imputation

The main purpose of this layer is to refine the records (that go to DI) that have one or

more missing values, so that the records can be considered in DC in order to increase

the imputation accuracy. The records are refined by performing an early imputation for

them as shown in the layer 1 of Algorithm 5.

In this layer, we first initialize a missing matrix Y which is then used in the Advanced-

Imputation layer for indicating whether a value is originally missing or available. Each

element yij ∈ Y ((1 ≤ i ≤ n) and (1 ≤ j ≤ m)) contains either 0 or 1, which is

calculated using Equation (8.1).

yij =


1 if Rij ∈ DF is missing

0 if Rij ∈ DF is available
(8.1)
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The novel framework uses existing algorithms for imputing the missing values of DF

in this layer. It first imputes the numerical missing values in DF by using a high quality

technique such as EMI (Junninen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001). It then imputes the

categorical missing values of an attribute Aj of a record Ri. The framework first find k

nearest neighbour (k-NN) records ofRi where the numerical missing values are already

imputed. The mode value of the attributeAj within the k-NN records is then considered

as the imputed value. Based on the literature, the default value of k (for the k-NN) is

set to 10 (G. Batista & Monard, 2003; Bø et al., 2004; Troyanskaya et al., 2001). After

that we copy the early imputed data set DF into D′F .

8.2.3 Advanced-Imputation

In the Advanced imputation layer, we impute the missing values again for the further

improvement of the imputation quality for both the numerical and categorical missing

values. The imputation is done by partitioning the early imputed data set D′F (obtained

in the early imputation layer) horizontally in two levels, namely the First Level parti-

tioning and the Second Level partitioning as shown in the layer 2 of Algorithm 5. We

now discuss the two levels of partitioning in details as follows.

8.2.3.1 The First Level Partitioning

In this level, we first identify the attributes A = {A1, A2, . . . , Am′} having missing

values based on the missing matrix Y . For each attribute Aj ∈ A, we then build a DT

Tj by applying a decision tree algorithm such as C4.5 (J. R. Quinlan, 1996) on D′F in

which the attribute Ai is considered as the class attribute. Therefore, for m′ attributes

we have a set of m′ trees T = {T1, . . . , Tj, . . . , Tm′}. If Aj is numerical then we first

generalize values of Aj in D′F into NC categories where NC is the square root of the

difference between the maximum and minimum values of Aj . Note that for each Tj we

have a set of logic rules Sj = {Sj1, Sj2, . . . , Sjp}. For each logic rule Sjl of Tj , we

generate a horizontal partition (i.e. a leaf) Ljl taking the records, from D′F , that satisfy

the logic rule Sjl. If a logic rule states that if(X = x1) and (Y = y1)→ (Z = z1) then
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any record having X = x1 and Y = y1 is considered to satisfy the rule. Thus, we get

mutually exclusive horizontal partitions of the data set where in each partition we have

a set of records for the corresponding logic rule Sjl.

8.2.3.2 The Second Level Partitioning

For a missing value Rij ∈ Ri, of a record Ri of D′F (based on the missing matrix Y ),

we first identify the leaf Ljl, using Tj , where the record Ri belongs to. If Ri falls in

multiple leaves (due to the missing value being tested for the leaves) then we use any

of them. From the set of records belonging to Ljl we next find the best kNN records hk

that are the most similar to Ri by using our novel algorithm BestKNN (see Algorithm 3

of Chapter 6). The proposed BestKNN algorithm automatically finds a suitable value

of k for the k-NN as follows.

The BestKNN algorithm takes as input the recordRi having missing values and the leaf

Ljl where Ri falls in. The leaf Ljl has n′ number of records. In order to automatically

find the best value for k, the algorithm first artificially creates a missing value (the actual

value of which is available) in Riz ∈ Ri; z 6= j. The algorithm then uses different k

values (ranging from 2 to n′) to impute Riz. Finally, it takes the k value for which we

get the best imputation accuracy. We next explain the process of finding the k value in

more details as follows.

For each k value (ranging from 2 to n′) the algorithm finds the set of kNN records (dk) of

Ri from Ljl by using the kNNI algorithm (G. Batista & Monard, 2003). The algorithm

then imputes the missing value ofRiz by applying the EMI algorithm (Schneider, 2001)

on the kNN records. Based on the imputed value and the actual value AV (which

is known to us) the algorithm calculates the RMSEk (Junninen et al., 2004). Note

that RMSEk values are calculated for all sets of kNN records for the same Riz. The

best value for k is chosen from the set of kNN records hk that produces the minimum

RMSEk value. This horizontal segment of the best kNN records of a record Ri is

considered as the second level partition.
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8.2.3.3 Imputation

Once the best kNN records ofRi from the leaf Ljl are found, we impute the real missing

value Rij ∈ Ri as follows. If Rij is numerical then we impute Rij by applying the EMI

algorithm (Schneider, 2001) on the best set of k-NN records. On the other hand, if Rij

is categorical we use the most frequent value of Aj from the best k-NN records as the

imputed value.

By applying the similar approach, discussed in Section 8.2.3.2 and Section 8.2.3.3, we

impute other missing value/s (if any) ofRi. Similarly we impute all other records having

missing values in D′F based on the missing matrix Y .

8.2.4 Complexity Analysis

The overall complexity of TULIP is O(n2mm′ + nm3m′ + (n′)3 + (n′)2m), where n

is the number of records of a data set, n′ in the number of records in a sub data set, m

is the number of attributes and m′ is the number of attributes with missing values over

the whole data set. Section 14.6.2 of Chapter 14 presents a detailed complexity analysis

of TULIP. Moreover, a summary of the complexities of the imputation techniques is

presented in Table 14.50.

8.3 Experimental Results and Discussion

We implement our framework called TULIP and then compare the performance of

TULIP with the performances of DMI (see Chapter 4), SVR (X. Wang et al., 2006),

EMI (Junninen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001) and IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012).

We apply the techniques on eight (8) real data sets that are publicly available from UCI

Machine Learning Repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010). A brief description of the data

sets is presented in Table 8.2. There are some data sets in which a number of records

having missing values. We first remove all records having missing values. Therefore,
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we get a pure data set having records without any missing values. In our experiments

we use the pure data sets.

TABLE 8.2: Data sets at a glance.

Data set Records Numerical attributes Categorical attributes Missing Pure Records

Adult 32561 6 9 Yes 30162
Chess 28056 3 4 No 28056
Yeast 1484 8 1 No 1484
CMC 1473 2 8 No 1473
GermanCA 1000 7 14 No 1000
Pima 768 8 1 No 768
Credit Approval 690 6 10 Yes 653
Autompg 398 5 3 Yes 392

For experimentation, we artificially create missing values in the pure data set. We then

impute the missing values by different techniques. Since we know the actual values

of the artificially created missing value, we can evaluate the performances of the tech-

niques by comparing the actual and the imputed values. We use various patterns of

missing values such as simple, medium, complex and blended, different missing ratios

such as 1%, 3%, 5% and 10%, and two missing models such as Overall and Uniformly

Distributed (UD). A detailed discussion on simulating missing values is presented in

Section 4.5 of Chapter 4.

We evaluate the imputation accuracy of the proposed framework over the imputation ac-

curacy of the existing techniques in terms of four evaluation criteria namely co-efficient

of determination (R2), Index of agreement (d2), root mean squared error (RMSE) and

mean absolute error (MAE). We discuss the evaluation criteria in details in Section 4.5

of Chapter 4.

8.3.1 Experimental Result Analysis

We present the performance of TULIP, DMI, EMI, IBLLS and SVR based on R2, d2,

RMSE and MAE for the Yeast data set in Table 8.3 and Table 8.4. The tables show

the average values of performance indicators on 10 data sets with missing values for

each missing combination. For example, we have 10 data sets with missing values

for the combination (id = 1) of “1%” missing ratio, “Overall” missing model and

“Simple” missing pattern. The average of R2 for the data sets having id = 1 is 0.844
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for TULIP as reported in Table 8.3. Bold values in the tables indicate the best results

among the five techniques. Our proposed framework TULIP performs better than the

existing techniques namely SVR, EMI and IBLLS in terms of all evaluation criteria (see

Table 8.3 and Table 8.4). From the table it appears that TULIP also performs better than

our another imputation technique DMI (discussed in Chapter 4).

In the last row of Table 8.3 and Table 8.4, we present a score for each technique based on

each evaluation criteria, where a score “S” indicates that a technique performs the best

among all the techniques in “S” (out of 32) number of missing combinations. The tables

show that TULIP outperforms all other techniques. TULIP performs the best among the

five techniques in 32 out of 32 missing pattern combinations in terms of all evaluation

criteria (see the last row of Table 8.3 and Table 8.4). The results presented in the tables

indicate the effectiveness of considering the two levels of horizontal partitioning and

two layers of imputation.

We now present the aggregated performances based onMAE for all techniques on eight

data sets in terms of missing ratios, missing models, and missing patterns in Figure 8.3,

Figure 8.4, Figure 8.5 and Figure 8.6. The figures demonstrate that TULIP performs

better (i.e. lower average MAE values) than other techniques for most of the cases

except some cases in the Chess data set (see Figure 8.3(b)). TULIP also performs better

than DMI, EMI, IBLLS and SVR in terms of R2, d2 and RMSE.

Figure 8.7 presents the overall result (average of all 32 combinations) of all data sets

in terms of all criteria. For all data sets TULIP performs clearly better than all other

techniques in terms of R2 (see Figure 8.7(a)), d2 (see Figure 8.7(b)), RMSE (see Fig-

ure 8.7(c)) and MAE (see Figure 8.7(d)) except those marked by the down arrows on

top.

In Figure 8.8 we present the percentage of combinations (out of 256 combinations),

where TULIP, DMI, EMI, IBLLS and SVR achieve the best result. For example, TULIP

achieves the best average in 97.21% cases in terms of MAE (see Figure 8.8(d)).

Statistical Analysis of the Experimental Results
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TABLE 8.3: Performance of TULIP, DMI, SVR, EMI, and IBLLS on Yeast data set in
terms of R2 and d2.

Missing combination Id
R2 d2

(Higher value is better) (Higher value is better)
TULIP DMI EMI IBLLS SVR TULIP DMI EMI IBLLS SVR

1%

Overall

Simple 1 0.844 0.831 0.770 0.803 0.842 0.958 0.953 0.924 0.925 0.935
Medium 2 0.770 0.757 0.742 0.731 0.721 0.936 0.930 0.907 0.914 0.899
Complex 3 0.755 0.745 0.744 0.732 0.592 0.929 0.924 0.904 0.918 0.857
Blended 4 0.823 0.807 0.765 0.795 0.769 0.951 0.945 0.919 0.937 0.915

UD

Simple 5 0.802 0.788 0.759 0.761 0.797 0.945 0.938 0.912 0.924 0.922
Medium 6 0.752 0.736 0.741 0.729 0.676 0.930 0.922 0.901 0.914 0.884
Complex 7 0.769 0.750 0.748 0.711 0.623 0.934 0.927 0.907 0.913 0.869
Blended 8 0.755 0.744 0.736 0.713 0.703 0.930 0.924 0.902 0.909 0.892

3%

Overall

Simple 9 0.809 0.794 0.758 0.766 0.808 0.948 0.940 0.914 0.924 0.926
Medium 10 0.806 0.794 0.754 0.771 0.759 0.947 0.941 0.913 0.926 0.910
Complex 11 0.778 0.760 0.740 0.701 0.654 0.938 0.930 0.904 0.903 0.877
Blended 12 0.810 0.797 0.757 0.737 0.733 0.947 0.942 0.912 0.906 0.903

UD

Simple 13 0.806 0.786 0.752 0.767 0.794 0.947 0.939 0.911 0.925 0.922
Medium 14 0.819 0.810 0.762 0.777 0.772 0.947 0.945 0.915 0.933 0.915
Complex 15 0.813 0.800 0.755 0.743 0.651 0.948 0.942 0.914 0.918 0.878
Blended 16 0.802 0.786 0.752 0.754 0.737 0.946 0.938 0.912 0.923 0.905

5%

Overall

Simple 17 0.797 0.789 0.753 0.658 0.795 0.940 0.940 0.911 0.879 0.922
Medium 18 0.807 0.786 0.757 0.765 0.738 0.947 0.938 0.913 0.921 0.906
Complex 19 0.792 0.777 0.749 0.693 0.656 0.942 0.935 0.908 0.895 0.879
Blended 20 0.795 0.780 0.748 0.698 0.721 0.944 0.937 0.909 0.900 0.900

UD

Simple 21 0.801 0.789 0.754 0.707 0.799 0.944 0.940 0.912 0.900 0.924
Medium 22 0.801 0.785 0.752 0.711 0.736 0.945 0.939 0.911 0.902 0.905
Complex 23 0.786 0.776 0.745 0.703 0.634 0.940 0.935 0.907 0.901 0.871
Blended 24 0.803 0.776 0.751 0.677 0.723 0.946 0.933 0.911 0.884 0.902

10%

Overall

Simple 25 0.817 0.798 0.761 0.733 0.811 0.950 0.943 0.913 0.909 0.927
Medium 26 0.822 0.806 0.765 0.731 0.763 0.952 0.945 0.916 0.901 0.914
Complex 27 0.778 0.763 0.738 0.612 0.629 0.938 0.931 0.903 0.851 0.869
Blended 28 0.794 0.780 0.746 0.688 0.723 0.943 0.937 0.907 0.887 0.901

UD

Simple 29 0.800 0.776 0.752 0.718 0.793 0.945 0.936 0.910 0.904 0.923
Medium 30 0.809 0.790 0.758 0.736 0.739 0.948 0.940 0.911 0.904 0.906
Complex 31 0.792 0.778 0.748 0.637 0.633 0.942 0.936 0.907 0.863 0.873
Blended 32 0.791 0.779 0.745 0.589 0.725 0.943 0.936 0.908 0.847 0.902

Score (Out of 32) 32 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0

We now analyze the results by using a statistical non-parametric sign test (Mason et al.,

1994; Triola, 2001) for all 32 combinations in order to evaluate the statistical signifi-

cance of the superiority of TULIP over the existing techniques, namely SVR, EMI and

IBLLS, and our proposed technique DMI (discussed in Chapter 4).

We present the z-values of the four comparisons (i.e. TULIP vs DMI, TULIP vs EMI,

TULIP vs IBLLS and TULIP vs SVR) based on R2 for eight data sets in Figure 8.9(a).

The z-values are calculated by following the procedure discussed in Section 4.5 (Chap-

ter 4). In the figure, we can see there are five bars for each data set. The first four

bars represent the z-values of the four comparisons between TULIP and DMI and three
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TABLE 8.4: Performance of TULIP, DMI, SVR, EMI, and IBLLS on Yeast data set in
terms of RMSE and MAE.

Missing combination Id
RMSE MAE

(Lower value is better) (Lower value is better)
TULIP DMI EMI IBLLS SVR TULIP DMI EMI IBLLS SVR

1%

Overall

Simple 1 0.093 0.098 0.108 0.103 0.106 0.059 0.063 0.072 0.075 0.087
Medium 2 0.113 0.119 0.127 0.125 0.132 0.067 0.070 0.077 0.083 0.100
Complex 3 0.119 0.123 0.126 0.127 0.158 0.069 0.072 0.077 0.081 0.118
Blended 4 0.098 0.104 0.111 0.108 0.120 0.061 0.066 0.073 0.077 0.095

UD

Simple 5 0.104 0.111 0.118 0.115 0.115 0.063 0.067 0.075 0.079 0.089
Medium 6 0.117 0.123 0.129 0.126 0.140 0.068 0.073 0.076 0.083 0.102
Complex 7 0.114 0.120 0.126 0.130 0.149 0.067 0.071 0.078 0.082 0.113
Blended 8 0.121 0.126 0.133 0.133 0.139 0.069 0.072 0.078 0.086 0.103

3%

Overall

Simple 9 0.104 0.111 0.115 0.119 0.114 0.064 0.069 0.074 0.086 0.089
Medium 10 0.105 0.111 0.117 0.118 0.126 0.063 0.068 0.074 0.085 0.096
Complex 11 0.112 0.119 0.125 0.133 0.145 0.065 0.069 0.076 0.093 0.110
Blended 12 0.104 0.109 0.116 0.130 0.130 0.065 0.068 0.075 0.094 0.101

UD

Simple 13 0.104 0.111 0.117 0.117 0.116 0.062 0.067 0.073 0.083 0.089
Medium 14 0.100 0.105 0.110 0.111 0.120 0.066 0.067 0.073 0.082 0.095
Complex 15 0.102 0.108 0.113 0.124 0.144 0.064 0.068 0.074 0.089 0.113
Blended 16 0.106 0.113 0.118 0.121 0.129 0.064 0.068 0.075 0.086 0.099

5%

Overall

Simple 17 0.108 0.112 0.118 0.144 0.117 0.065 0.068 0.074 0.102 0.090
Medium 18 0.105 0.112 0.117 0.120 0.128 0.063 0.069 0.073 0.087 0.098
Complex 19 0.108 0.114 0.120 0.138 0.144 0.067 0.071 0.078 0.101 0.112
Blended 20 0.106 0.112 0.117 0.133 0.129 0.064 0.068 0.074 0.091 0.099

UD

Simple 21 0.109 0.112 0.117 0.134 0.116 0.066 0.067 0.074 0.096 0.090
Medium 22 0.105 0.111 0.117 0.131 0.127 0.064 0.068 0.075 0.092 0.098
Complex 23 0.109 0.114 0.120 0.132 0.148 0.067 0.070 0.076 0.094 0.115
Blended 24 0.105 0.114 0.117 0.140 0.131 0.063 0.071 0.074 0.101 0.099

10%

Overall

Simple 25 0.102 0.109 0.113 0.129 0.114 0.062 0.067 0.073 0.096 0.089
Medium 26 0.100 0.106 0.112 0.130 0.123 0.062 0.066 0.072 0.097 0.096
Complex 27 0.112 0.118 0.123 0.155 0.150 0.068 0.072 0.077 0.113 0.115
Blended 28 0.109 0.115 0.121 0.141 0.132 0.065 0.069 0.076 0.103 0.100

UD

Simple 29 0.106 0.115 0.117 0.131 0.117 0.063 0.068 0.073 0.095 0.089
Medium 30 0.104 0.111 0.116 0.129 0.128 0.063 0.068 0.075 0.097 0.098
Complex 31 0.108 0.114 0.120 0.150 0.148 0.066 0.070 0.076 0.109 0.114
Blended 32 0.109 0.115 0.120 0.158 0.131 0.065 0.069 0.076 0.112 0.099

Score (Out of 32) 32 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0

existing techniques, whereas the fifth bar represents the z-ref value. The z-ref value for

α = 0.025 and degrees of freedom (df)=31 (since we have 32 results for 32 missing

combinations) is 1.96. The performance of TULIP is significantly better than a tech-

nique (say SVR) if the z-value of DMI vs the technique (say SVR) is greater than the

z-ref which is 1.96 in this case for α = 0.025 and df=31, as the z-ref value can be

obtained from a table (Mason et al., 1994).

The sign test results in terms of R2 (see Figure 8.9(a)) indicate that TULIP performs

significantly better than the other techniques (at z > 1.96, p < 0.025, and right-tailed)

on all data sets except Credit Approval. In Credit Approval data set, TULIP performs
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(a) Adult data set

(b) Chess data set

FIGURE 8.3: Aggregated performance of MAE based on Missing Ratios, Missing
Models, and Missing Patterns for the Adult and Chess data sets.

significantly better than DMI, IBLLS and SVR. However, the performance of TULIP is

not significantly better EMI in the Credit Approval data set for R2. The cases where the

performance of TULIP is not significantly superior are marked with down arrow signs

on top (see Figure 8.9(a)).

Similarly, the sign test results for d2 (see Figure 8.9(b)), RMSE (see Figure 8.9(c))

and MAE (see Figure 8.9(d)) indicate that TULIP performs significantly better than

the other techniques at z > 1.96, p < 0.025, and right-tailed for all data sets.
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(a) Yeast data set

(b) CMC data set

FIGURE 8.4: Aggregated performance of MAE based on Missing Ratios, Missing
Models, and Missing Patterns for the Yeast and CMC data sets.

Experimentation on Categorical Missing Value Imputation for All Data Sets

Unlike EMI and IBLLS, TULIP can impute categorical missing values in addition to nu-

merical missing values. Therefore, we also compare the imputation accuracy of TULIP

based on RMSE and MAE for categorical missing values as shown in Figure 8.10.

In the figure we present the overall average (for all 32 combinations) of RMSE and

MAE values for TULIP, DMI and SVR on all eight data sets. It is clear from the figure

that TULIP performs significantly better than DMI and SVR in terms of both RMSE
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(a) GermanCA data set

(b) Pima data set

FIGURE 8.5: Aggregated performance of MAE based on Missing Ratios, Missing
Models, and Missing Patterns for the GermanCA and Pima data sets.

and MAE.

Execution Time Complexity Analysis

We now present the average execution time (in milliseconds) for 320 data sets (32 com-

binations × 10 data sets per combination) with missing values for each real data set in

Table 8.5. We carry out the experiments using two different machines. However, for

one data set we use the same machine for all techniques. The configuration of Machine
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(a) Credit Approval data set

(b) Autompg data set

FIGURE 8.6: Aggregated performance of MAE based on Missing Ratios, Missing
Models, and Missing Patterns for the Credit Approval and Autompg data sets.

1 is 4× 8 core Intel E7-8837 Xeon processors, 256 GB RAM. The configuration of Ma-

chine 2 is Intel Core i5 processor with 2.67 GHz speed and 4 GB RAM. TULIP takes

less time than IBLLS, whereas it takes slightly more time than the other techniques to

pay the cost of a significantly better quality imputation.
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(a) R2

(b) d2

(c) RMSE

(d) MAE

FIGURE 8.7: Performance comparison on eight data sets.
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(a) R2 (b) d2

(c) RMSE (d) MAE

FIGURE 8.8: Percentage of combinations for all data sets, where a method achieves
the best result.

TABLE 8.5: Average execution time (in milliseconds) of TULIP, DMI, EMI, IBLLS
and SVR on the eight data sets.

Data set TULIP DMI EMI IBLLS SVR Machine used

Adult 2,264,206 2,201,100 82,189 53,947,274 1,475,522 Machine 1
Chess 7,318,584 54,795 8,667 15,537,849 410,324 Machine 1
Yeast 79,102 2,393 92 173,209 1,260 Machine 1
CMC 90,024 7,167 469 233,994 150,341 Machine 2
GermanCA 19,585 8,023 62 58,044 4,006 Machine 1
Pima 37,438 6,652 47 39,443 562 Machine 1
Credit Approval 315,751 6,766 1,175 390,463 66,490 Machine 2
Autompg 4,277 2,215 18 8,861 167 Machine 1

8.4 Summary

In this chapter we present a framework called TULIP for the imputation of numeri-

cal and categorical missing values. In TULIP, we handle the limitations (discussed in

Section 4.6 of Chapter 4) of DMI by combining the approaches taken in EDI (see Chap-

ter 5) and kDMI (see Chapter 6). We use two layers of missing value imputation and

two levels of horizontal partitioning approach to get higher imputation accuracy.
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(a) R2

(b) d2

(c) RMSE

(d) MAE

FIGURE 8.9: Statistical significance analysis using the sign test for all data sets.
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FIGURE 8.10: Performance comparison in terms ofRMSE andMAE for categorical
imputation.

The effectiveness of the combined approach is also reflected in the experimental re-

sults. We evaluate TULIP over DMI and three high quality existing techniques, namely

SVR (X. Wang et al., 2006), EMI (Junninen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001) and IBLLS

(K. Cheng et al., 2012) based on four evaluation criteria namely R2, d2, RMSE and

MAE on eight real data sets. TULIP outperforms other techniques for all 32 missing

combinations in terms of all evaluation criteria for the Yeast data set (see Table 8.3 and

Table 8.4).

TULIP performs the best in 89.36% of cases (out of 256 cases) in terms of R2 (Fig-

ure 8.8(a)), in 83.33% of the total experiments in terms of d2 (Figure 8.8(b)), in 93.12%

of the total experiments in terms of RMSE (Figure 8.8(c)), in 97.21% of the total ex-

periments in terms of MAE (Figure 8.8(d)). Moreover, TULIP achieves the overall

best result for all data sets in terms of all evaluation criteria (Figure 8.7). The sign test

results indicate a clear superiority of TULIP over the other techniques (see Figure 8.9).

The imputation techniques we proposed so far in Part II is based on a single decision

tree algorithm. The basic concept of the techniques is to apply a decision tree algorithm

for identifying a horizontal segment (of a data set) that contains records having high

similarity among themselves and high correlations of attributes. However, there can

be other effective approaches for finding even better horizontal segments. Therefore, in

Part III of this study we explore other effective approaches for improving the imputation

accuracy.
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SiMI: Missing Value Imputation Using

Decision Forests by Splitting and

Merging Records

9.1 Introduction

In Part I we introduce the missing values and the existing imputation techniques. We

also discuss the significance of the imputation step in order to improve the quality of

a data set. Therefore, in Part II we propose an imputation technique called DMI that

makes use of a decision tree and an imputation technique called EMI. Some of the limi-

tations of DMI are then addressed one by one in the subsequent chapters and finally we

We have published the following paper during the PhD candidature based on this chapter.

Rahman, M. G. and Islam, M. Z. (2013). Missing Value Imputation Using Decision Trees and Decision
Forests by Splitting and Merging Records: Two Novel Techniques. Knowledge-Based Systems, Vol. 53,
pp. 51 - 65, ISSN 0950-7051, ELSEVIER. (Impact Factor 4.104, ISI Web of Knowledge 2012 Rank Q1,
the 6th best journal out of 115 journals in the category of Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence).
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propose a framework called TULIP that addresses the limitations of DMI. Our experi-

mental results indicate an improvement of DMI through the introduction of TULIP that

convincingly achieves better imputation than some existing techniques.

However, the techniques proposed in Part II are based on a single decision tree. The

main idea is to use a decision tree in order to find a subset of records (i.e. a horizontal

segment) where the records are very similar to each other and the attributes are corre-

lated to each other. In this part (Part III) of the study we explore some other approaches

(other than using a single decision tree) in order to devise a better imputation technique.

Therefore, in this chapter we propose an imputation technique called SiMI that uses a

decision forest (i.e. a set of decision trees) (Islam & Giggins, 2011) instead of a single

decision tree (DT). The basic concept/argument is that when the records belonging to

a single tree are similar to each other, the set of records belonging to all the trees of

a forest are expected to be even more similar to each other where the correlations of

the attributes can also be even higher. A decision forest algorithm can be used to find

horizontal segments of a data set in which each segment contains records with even

better similarity (among the records) and higher correlations (among the attributes).

The use of EMI in each segment should result in a better imputation accuracy.

We first build a set of decision trees (DTs) from a data set by applying a decision forest

algorithm (such as SysFor (Islam & Giggins, 2011)) on the data set. We then take the

intersections of the leaves (i.e. horizontal segments ) of the DTs. Often the intersections

can have a small number of records in which the use of EMI can be less effective. There-

fore, in order to avoid applying EMI on a small sized intersection, we merge a small

sized intersection with a suitable target intersection in such a way so that the merged

intersection produces the best possible correlations and average similarity among the

records. Finally, we impute missing values by applying the EMI on each intersection.

We implement our technique SiMI and two high quality existing techniques, namely

EMI (Junninen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001), and IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012). We

also compare the performances of SiMI with the performances of DMI and TULIP.

We evaluate our technique on nine data sets based on four evaluation criteria, namely

co-efficient of determination (R2), Index of agreement (d2), root mean squared error
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(RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) (Junninen et al., 2004; Willmott, 1982). Our

experimental results indicate that SiMI performs significantly better than DMI, TULIP,

EMI (Schneider, 2001) and IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012).

The organization of the chapter is as follows. Section 9.2 presents our technique (SiMI).

Experimental results are presented in Section 9.3. Section 9.4 provides a summary of

the chapter.

9.2 SiMI: A Decision Forest Based Imputation Technique

We first introduce the main ideas of the proposed technique as follows before we intro-

duce it in detail.

9.2.1 Basic Concept

We use a decision forest to identify the natural partitions (i.e. horizontal segments)

of a data set where the records are similar to each other and the attributes have high

correlations. We argue that using a decision forest it is possible to identify better set of

horizontal segments than the segments identified by a single tree. By “a better set of

horizontal segment” we mean a set of records where the similarity among the records is

higher than the similarity among the records within a horizontal segment identified by

a single decision tree.

A decision tree divides a data set into a number of leaves having sets of mutually exclu-

sive records, whereas a decision forest builds a number of decision trees where each of

the trees have a set of leaves.

Let us assume that we build a forest having two trees Tx and Ty (Figure 9.1(b) and

Figure 9.1(c)) from a sample data set (Figure 9.1(a)). Suppose a leaf L1 belonging to

Tx has five records, L1 = {R1, R2, R3, R4, R5} (Figure 9.1(b) and Figure 9.1(d)) and

a leaf L4 belonging to Ty has five records, L4 = {R1, R2, R3, R6, R7} (Figure 9.1(c)

and Figure 9.1(e)). Records belonging to any leaf are considered to be similar to each
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(a) A Sample data set (b) Tx (c) Ty

(d) Leaves of Tx (e) Leaves of Ty (f) Intersections (g) Merging

FIGURE 9.1: Basic concept of SiMI.

other since they share the same or very similar values for the test attributes (Islam &

Brankovic, 2006, 2011). For example, records belonging to the leaf L1 (in Tx) can be

considered to be similar to each other since they share similar values for Ai and Aj .

Similarly, records belonging to L4 (in Ty) are also similar to each other. If we take

the intersection of L1 and L4 then we get their common records in the intersection, i.e.

L1 ∩L4 = {R1, R2, R3} (Figure 9.1(f)). Here, R1, R2 and R3 share the same or similar

values for the test attributes (Ai, Aj , Al and Am) in both Tx and Ty, whereas records

belonging to the leaf L1 only share the same or similar values for the test attributes (Ai,

and Aj) in the single tree Tx. Therefore, we expect that records belonging to a leaf have

a strong similarity with high correlations for the attributes, and records belonging to an

intersection have even stronger similarity and higher correlations.

We now empirically analyze the concepts on a real data set. Applying C4.5 algo-

rithm (J. R. Quinlan, 1996) on the Credit Approval (CA) data set (Frank & Asuncion,

2010) we build a decision tree, which happens to have seven leaves. We then com-

pute the correlations among the attributes for all records of Credit Approval, and for the

records belonging to each leaf separately. That is, first we compute the correlation CW
ij

between two attributes, say Ai and Aj for the whole data set (i.e. for all records). We

then compute the correlation CL
ij between the same attributes Ai and Aj using only the

records within a leaf L, instead of all records in the data set. If the absolute value of

CL
ij is greater than the absolute value of CW

ij then we consider CL
ij as a better correlation
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than CW
ij .

For the six numerical attributes of the CA data set there are 15 possible pairs (6 choose

2) among the attributes, and therefore 15 possible correlations. Column B shows the

number of pairs of attributes Ai and Aj for a leaf L (shown in Column A) where we

get CL
ij > CW

ij . For example, for Leaf 1 (as shown in Column A) we get 11 pairs of

attributes (out of 15 pairs) that have higher correlations within the leaf than the whole

data set. The first three columns of Table 9.1 show that for all leaves (except Leaf 2 and

Leaf 3), at least 11 out of 15 pairs have higher correlations within a leaf. Leaf 2 and

Leaf 3 have a small number of records, as shown in Column C.

TABLE 9.1: Correlation analysis on the Credit Approval (CA) data set.

Leaf No. Number of Better Correlations Number Intersection Number of Better Correlations Number
Within a Leaf of No. Within an Intersection of
(out of 15 correlations) Records (out of 15 correlations) Records

A B C D E F

1 11 218 1 13 9
2 3 31 3 12 108
3 6 23 8 11 151
4 11 52 11 15 2
5 12 223 16 12 139
6 12 85 20 13 61
7 14 21 21 13 23

26 13 30
33 15 3
41 12 105
49 13 20

A decision forest can be used for identifying records with even better similarity (among

the records) and higher correlations (among the attributes). To investigate the concept,

we apply an existing forest algorithm called SysFor (Islam & Giggins, 2011) on the CA

data set. For the purpose of demonstration of basic concepts, we build a forest of only

two trees from CA and then take the intersections of the leaves. Note that the leaves of a

single tree do not contain any common records. Therefore, we only take the intersection

of two leaves Li and Lj belonging to two different trees Tx and Ty. Columns D, E and

F of Table 9.1 are derived from the intersections of leaves from two different trees.

They show higher correlations within the intersections. For example, for Intersection 1

(shown in Column D) there are 13 pairs of attributes (shown in Column E), out of 15

pairs, having higher correlations within the intersection than the correlations within the

whole data set. A number of intersections such as Intersection 2 (not shown in the table)

have only 1 or no records in them, for which correlation calculation is not possible.
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We also calculate similarity among all records of the CA data set, all records within each

leaf separately and all records within each intersection separately. Figure 9.2 indicates

that the average similarity of the records within an intersection is higher than the average

similarity of the records within a leaf. Additionally, the records within a leaf have higher

average similarity than the similarity of the records within the whole data set. Similarity

calculation steps are introduced in Step 4 of Section 9.2.2.

Often the intersections can have a small number of records. We realize that the EMI

based imputation can be less effective on such a small sized intersection. In order to

explore the impact of an intersection size on the imputation accuracy, we apply EMI

on different numbers of records of the Credit Approval and CMC data sets (Frank &

Asuncion, 2010). We first artificially create a missing value in a record, and then create

a sub-data set of size τ by taking τ -nearest neighbours (τ -NNs) of the record having a

missing value. We then apply EMI on each sub data set to impute the missing value.

Figure 9.3 shows that both CMC and Credit Approval achieve high accuracy for τ=25

in terms of RMSE evaluation criteria. The accuracy then does not increase drastically

with the increase of size any more.

FIGURE 9.2: Similarity analysis on Credit Approval data set.

FIGURE 9.3: Justification of the minimum size of a leaf.
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In order to avoid applying EMI on a small sized intersection, another basic concept of

our technique is to merge a small sized intersection with a suitable target intersection in

such a way so that the merged intersection produces the best possible correlations and

average similarity among the records. The merging process is shown in Figure 9.1(f)

and Figure 9.1(g), where the record R10 is merged with the records R8 and R9 in order

to increase the similarity and correlations. The merging process is presented in details

in Step 4 of Section 9.2.2.

We argue that the accuracy of EMI may depend on three factors: a. size of an inter-

section, b. similarity (i.e. inverse distance) among the records of the intersection and c.

correlations among the attributes within the intersection. A suitable size for an intersec-

tion can be 25 records as shown in Figure 9.3. While merging a small sized intersection

with a target intersection we aim to increase both similarity and correlations. In order to

explore a balance between similarity and correlations we carry out another initial test,

where we first introduce a Similarity-Correlation threshold λ, the value of which varies

between 0 and 1. Now, λ = 1 indicates that the target intersection is selected based

on only the influence of similarity and λ = 0 indicates that it is selected by consider-

ing only the correlations. We informally test the impact of various λ values on Credit

Approval (Frank & Asuncion, 2010) by imputing missing values using our algorithm

called SiMI, which we introduce in detail in Section 9.2.2, with different λ values. Fig-

ure 9.4 shows that we generally get the best imputation accuracy at λ = 0.7 for R2, d2,

RMSE and MAE evaluation criteria. Since λ is a proportion between similarity and

correlation we call it the Similarity-Correlation threshold.

Note that in the above example, we use a forest of two trees only to demonstrate the ba-

sic concepts. However, as shown in Algorithm 6 by default we use 5 trees unless a user

defines it otherwise. In all our experiments forests of 5 trees are used. If we use more

trees then they will produce a bigger number of intersections where many of them will

have a very low number of records resulting in a higher number of intersections requir-

ing merging. Both the creation of a bigger number of intersections and merging many

intersections will cause higher computational complexity. Additionally, since many in-

tersections will be merged there is no point in having the huge number of intersections.
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(a) R2

(b) d2

(c) RMSE

(d) MAE

FIGURE 9.4: Analysis of a suitable value for the Similarity-Correlation threshold λ,
on Credit Approval data set.
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(a) CA data set

(b) CMC data set

FIGURE 9.5: Analysis of a suitable value for the k (number of decision trees) in terms
on RMSE, Number of intersections (NOI), and execution time (ms).

We also carry out empirical analysis on the CA and CMC data sets to evaluate the im-

pact of the number of trees, k in terms of accuracy of imputation (RMSE), number of

intersections (NOI) and execution time (in ms). Figure 9.5 shows that k = 5 gives an

overall good result on Credit Approval (CA) and CMC data sets.

Generally τ = 25, k = 5, λ = 0.7 and l = 100 or 20 can be a good option. For larger

data sets, such as Adult and Chess, the suitable value of l can be 100 and for relatively

smaller data sets, including CMC, Yeast, Credit Approval and Pima, the suitable value

of l can be 20. However, these values can differ from data set to data set. A possible

solution for a user to make a sensible assumption on these values can be to try different

values and compare the imputation accuracies. For example, if a user has a data set DF

with some missing values then he/she can first produce a pure data set DC by removing

the records having missing values. The user can then randomly select attribute values of

DC in order to artificially create missing values where the original values are known to
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him/her. He/she can then use different values of τ , k, λ and l and impute the artificially

created missing values. The values of τ , k, λ and l that produce the best imputation

accuracy can then be used in imputing the real missing values in DF . A user may run

the evaluation many times. For example, he/she can run it 30 times to create 30 data sets

with missing values. A similar approach was taken in the literature to find a suitable k

value for k-NN based imputation (Jornsten et al., 2005).

9.2.2 Main Steps of SiMI

We first introduce the main steps of SiMI as follows, and then explain each of them in

detail.

Step-1: Divide a full data set (DF ) into two sub data sets DC and DI .

Step-2: Build a decision forest using DC .

Step-3: Find the intersections of the records belonging to the leaves of the forest.

Step-4: Merge a small sized intersection with the most suitable intersection.

Step-5: Impute numerical missing values using EMI algorithm and categorical missing values

using the most frequent values.

Step-6: Combine records to form a completed data set (D′
F ) without any missing values.

Step-1: Divide a full data set (DF ) into two sub data sets DC and DI .

We first divide a data set DF into two sub data sets DC and DI (see Step-1 of Algo-

rithm 6). In this step, we also use an existing algorithm (Giggins & Brankovic, 2012)

to estimate the similarity between a pair of categorical values belonging to an attribute,

for all pairs and for all categorical attributes. The similarity of a pair of values can be

anything between 0 and 1, where 0 means no similarity and 1 means a perfect similarity.

Step-2: Build a decision forest on DC .

We build a set of k number of decision trees T = {T1, T2, · · · , Tk} on DC using a

decision forest algorithm such as SysFor (Islam & Giggins, 2011), as shown in Step-2

of Algorithm 6. k is a user defined number.
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Step-3: Find the intersections of the records belonging to the leaves of the forest.

Let, the number of leaves for T1, T2, · · · Tk be L1, L2, · · · Lk. The total number of

possible intersections of all trees is L1 × L2 × · · · × Lk. We then ignore the intersec-

tions that do not have any records in it. See Algorithm 6 and Procedure Splitting (see

Algorithm 7).

Step-4: Merge a small sized intersection with the most suitable intersection.

We first normalize the numerical values of the whole data set D into D′, and thereby

convert the domain of each numerical attribute to [0,1]. The CreateIntersections()

function (see Algorithm 8) re-creates all intersections Y ′i ;∀i from D′. If the size of

the smallest intersection is smaller than a user defined intersection size threshold τ

then we merge the smallest intersection with the most suitable intersection. The most

suitable intersection is the one that maximizes a metric Sj (see Algorithm 8) based

on the similarity among the records and correlations among the attributes within the

merged intersection.

Similarity Wj between two intersections is calculated using the average distance of

the pairs of records, where the records of a pair belong to two intersections. Distance

between two records is calculated using the Euclidean distance for numerical attributes

and a similarity based distance for categorical attributes. If the similarity between two

categorical values i and j is sij then their distance dij = 1−sij . Similarity of categorical

values belonging to an attribute varies between 0 and 1, and is estimated based on an

existing technique (Giggins & Brankovic, 2012).

Once two intersections are merged, we repeat the same process if the number of records

in the smallest intersection is smaller than τ . L2 norm (Meyer, 2000) of the correlation

matrix of a merged intersection is calculated by
√∑r

i=1

∑c
j=1 x

2
i,j

|A|×|A| , where r is the number

of rows of the correlation matrix, j is the number of columns, xi,j is the value of the ith

row and jth column of the correlation matrix, and |A| is the number of attributes of the

data set.

Step-5: Impute numerical missing values using EMI algorithm and categorical

missing values using the most frequent values.
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Algorithm 6: SiMI
Input : A data set DF having missing values
Output : A data set D′F with all missing values imputed

Require:
k ← 5; /*User defined number of trees; default = 5*/
τ ← 25; /*User defined intersection size; default = 25*/
λ← 0.7; /*User defined Similarity-Correlation threshold; default = 0.7*/
DC ← φ; /*Sub data set having records without any missing values */
DI ← φ; /*Sub data set having records with missing value/s */

end
Step 1:

DI ← AllMissingV aluedRecords(DF ); /*DI contains records, from DF , having missing value/s*/
DC ← DF −DI ;
Sim← CalculateSimilarity(DF ); /* Sim = {Sim1, Sim2, · · ·Simp} where p = number of categorical
attributes */

end
Step 2:

/* Build a decision forest on DC ; and assign each record of DI into the leaves (of the trees) where it falls in. */
Call a decision forest algorithm to build k number of trees T = {T1, T2, · · · , Tk};
foreach tree Ti ∈ T do

Set Li ← NumberOfLeaves(Ti);
for j = 1 to Li do

Rij ← LogicRule(Ti, j); /* Define logic rule Rij for the j-th leaf of Ti*/
dij ← GenerateSubDataset(DC , Rij); /*dij ⊂ DC contains records belonging to the logic rule Rij*/
hij ← GenerateSubDataset(DI , Rij); /*hij ⊂ DI contains records belonging to the logic rule Rij*/
dij ← dij ∪ hij

end
end

end
Step 3:

/* Find the intersections of the records belonging to the leaves of the forest. */
Y ← Splitting(k, L, d); /*L = {L1, L2, · · · , Lk}, d = {d1, d2, · · · dk}, d1 = {d11, d12, · · · d1L1}*/

end
Step 4:

/* Find low-sized intersections (if any) and merge each of them with the most suitable intersection. */
Y ←Merging(Y, τ, λ, Sim);
foreach intersection Yj ∈ Y do

Set Ij ← FALSE;
end

end
Step 5:

/* Impute numerical and categorical missing values. */
foreach record Ri ∈ DI do

foreach attribute Aj ∈ A do
if Aj is missing then

Yl ← FindIntersection(Y,Ri); /*Find the intersection Yl ∈ Y where the record Ri belongs to*/
if Aj is numerical then

if Il is FALSE then
Impute Aj using EMI algorithm on Yl;
Ij ← TRUE;

end
else

Impute Aj considering the most frequent value of Aj (in Yl) as the imputed value;
end
Impute Aj of Ri in DI by Aj of Ri in Yl;

end
end

end
end
Step 6:

Completed data set D′F ← DC ∪DI ;
Return D′F ;

end
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Algorithm 7: Procedure Splitting()
Input : Number of trees k, set of leaf numbers S for the trees, sub data sets d
Output : A set of non-empty intersections Y

Set i← 1; /*index of the first tree*/
L← Si; /*Number of leaves of the ith tree*/
for j = 1 to L do

Yj ← dij ;
end
for i = 2 to k do

for j = 1 to L do
Y ′j ← Yj ;

end
m← L;
L← 1;
n← Si;
for g = 1 to m do

for j = 1 to n do
YL ← Y ′g ∩ dij ;
if YL is not empty then

L← L+ 1;
end

end
end

end

Return a set of non-empty intersections Y , having size L;

Algorithm 8: Procedure Merging()
Input : Set of non-empty intersections Y of size L, intersection size threshold τ , Similarity-Correlation threshold λ,

similarity matrix Sim
Output : Set of non-empty intersections Y

D = MergeIntersections(Y ); /* Create the whole data set D by merging the intersections*/
/*Y = {Y1, Y2, · · ·YL} and each Yi is a set of records.*/
D′ = Normalize(D); /*Normalise the numerical values of each attribute*/
Y ′ = CreateIntersections(Y,D′); /* Using the information on intersections and the normalised data set, create the similar
intersections of normalised records*/
Ys ← GetSmallestIntersection(Y ′); /*Find the intersection Ys ∈ Y ′; which has the minimum number of records
while |Ys| < τ do

foreach intersection Yj ∈ Y ′\Ys do
dj ← Distance(Ys, Yj , Sim); /*Calculate distance between Ys and Yj*/
Mj ← Yj ∪ Ys; /*Merge Ys and Yj*/
Cj ← CorrelationL2(Mj); /* Calculate the L2 norm of the correlation matrix obtained from Mj*/
Wj ← 1− dj ; /*Calculate similarity between Ys and Yj*/
Sj ←Wj × λ+ Cj × (1− λ); /*Calculate suitability of Yj for Ys*/

end
Find the intersection Mj , for which the value of Sj is the maximum;
Update Yj ←Mj ;
Remove Ys from the list of intersections Y ′ and decrease L by one;
Ys ← GetSmallestIntersection(Y ′);

end
Y ← φ;
Y = CreateIntersections(Y ′, D)

Return a set of non-empty partitions Y ;
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Missing values of all records in DI are imputed one by one. For a record Ri ∈ DI , we

first identify the intersection Yl ∈ Y , where Ri belongs to. If a missing attribute Aj is

numerical then we apply the EMI algorithm (Schneider, 2001) for imputing all numer-

ical missing values in Yl. If the attribute Aj is categorical, we use the most frequent

value of Aj in Yl as the imputed value of Aj .

Step-6. We finally combine DC and DI in order to form a completed data set D′F

without any missing values.

9.2.3 Complexity Analysis

We now analyze the complexity of SiMI algorithm (see Algorithm 6). We consider that

we have a data set with n records and m attributes. The overall complexity of SiMI

is O(n2m + nm3). Moreover, for low dimensional data sets such as those used in this

study the complexity is O(n2).

A detailed complexity analysis of SiMI is presented in Section 14.6.2 of Chapter 14.

Moreover, we present a comparative summary of the complexities of the imputation

techniques in Table 14.50.

9.3 Experimental Results

We implement our imputation technique SiMI and two existing techniques, namely

EMI (Schneider, 2001) and IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012). We also compare the per-

formances of SiMI with the performances of DMI and TULIP. The existing techniques

were shown in the literature to be better than many other techniques including Bayesian

principal component analysis (BPCA) (Oba et al., 2003), LLSI (H. Kim et al., 2005),

and ILLSI (Cai et al., 2006).

We apply the techniques on nine real life data sets as shown in Table 4.8. The data sets

are publicly available in UCI Machine Learning Repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010).

There are some data sets that already contain missing values as indicated by the column
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called “Missing” in Table 4.8. For the purpose of our experiments, we first need a data

set without any missing values to start with. Therefore, we remove the records having

any missing values in order to prepare a data set without any missing values. We then

artificially create missing values, in the data set, which are imputed by the different

techniques. Since the original values of the artificially created missing data are known

to us, we can easily evaluate the accuracy/performance of the imputation techniques.

In the experimentation we use four missing patterns such as simple, medium, complex

and blended, two missing models namely Overall and Uniformly Distributed (UD), and

four missing ratios such as 1%, 3%, 5% and 10%. The procedure of simulating missing

values is discussed in Chapter 4 (see Secction 4.5).

Note that there are 32 combinations (4 missing patterns x 4 missing ratios x 2 missing

models) of the types of missing values. For each combination, missing values are cre-

ated randomly. Due to the randomness, every time we create missing values in a data

set we are likely to have a different set of missing values. Therefore, for each combi-

nation we create 10 data sets with missing values, i.e. we create all together 320 data

sets (i.e. 32 combinations × 10 data sets per combination) with missing values for each

natural data set. In order to evaluate the imputation accuracy of SiMI we use four eval-

uation criteria namely R2, d2, RMSE and MAE that are discussed in Chapter 4 (see

Secction 4.5).

Result Analysis for All Data Sets

In Table 9.2, we present the imputation accuracy of SiMI, DMI, EMI, and IBLLS for the

Chess data set. The average values of the performance indicators for each combination

are presented in the table. The average ofR2 for the combination having Id = 1 is 0.210

for SiMI. Bold values in the tables indicate the best results among the four techniques

whereas the italic values are the second best results. SiMI and DMI perform the best

and the second best, respectively among all four techniques in terms of all performance

indicators. In all 32 combinations SiMI and DMI perform better than EMI and IBLLS

for all four performance indicators.
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In the last row of Table 9.2, we present a score of each technique for each evaluation

criteria, where a score S indicates that a technique performs the best among all the

techniques in S (out of 32) number of missing combinations. The table shows that

SiMI outperforms all other techniques. For R2 SiMI performs the best among the four

techniques in 31 out of 32 missing pattern combinations. Out of 32 missing pattern

combinations, the number of SiMI performs the best in terms of d2, RMSE and MAE

are 28, 31 and 32, respectively.

TABLE 9.2: Performance of SiMI, DMI, EMI, and IBLLS based on R2, d2, RMSE
and MAE for 32 missing combinations on the Chess data set.

Missing combination Id
R2 d2 RMSE MAE

(Higher value is better) (Higher value is better) (Lower value is better) (Lower value is better)
SiMI DMI EMI IBLLS SiMI DMI EMI IBLLS SiMI DMI EMI IBLLS SiMI DMI EMI IBLLS

1%

Overall

Simple 1 0.210 0.168 0.102 0.064 0.602 0.521 0.439 0.439 0.251 0.304 0.316 0.543 0.208 0.257 0.271 0.428
Medium 2 0.178 0.158 0.097 0.065 0.579 0.497 0.429 0.431 0.285 0.307 0.318 0.484 0.237 0.260 0.272 0.382
Complex 3 0.172 0.122 0.087 0.072 0.558 0.467 0.425 0.444 0.281 0.312 0.319 0.432 0.239 0.265 0.273 0.342
Blended 4 0.203 0.156 0.094 0.066 0.595 0.499 0.431 0.407 0.258 0.307 0.318 0.511 0.219 0.259 0.272 0.412

UD

Simple 5 0.213 0.166 0.105 0.064 0.598 0.517 0.437 0.446 0.273 0.307 0.319 0.540 0.228 0.261 0.274 0.415
Medium 6 0.219 0.150 0.102 0.065 0.601 0.496 0.436 0.434 0.279 0.309 0.319 0.483 0.233 0.262 0.273 0.379
Complex 7 0.186 0.136 0.103 0.068 0.578 0.471 0.429 0.427 0.265 0.314 0.320 0.444 0.224 0.267 0.274 0.357
Blended 8 0.186 0.137 0.086 0.064 0.577 0.479 0.426 0.423 0.279 0.310 0.318 0.482 0.233 0.262 0.271 0.383

3%

Overall

Simple 9 0.180 0.169 0.099 0.064 0.562 0.522 0.437 0.441 0.245 0.304 0.317 0.543 0.208 0.257 0.272 0.424
Medium 10 0.163 0.147 0.094 0.064 0.546 0.491 0.430 0.414 0.259 0.309 0.318 0.489 0.222 0.262 0.273 0.390
Complex 11 0.164 0.125 0.094 0.065 0.518 0.464 0.427 0.416 0.257 0.311 0.317 0.439 0.220 0.265 0.271 0.352
Blended 12 0.158 0.143 0.093 0.065 0.517 0.488 0.430 0.434 0.275 0.309 0.318 0.486 0.231 0.262 0.272 0.382

UD

Simple 13 0.241 0.164 0.094 0.064 0.611 0.514 0.431 0.440 0.276 0.307 0.320 0.542 0.229 0.260 0.274 0.425
Medium 14 0.194 0.158 0.104 0.064 0.552 0.503 0.437 0.421 0.265 0.306 0.316 0.482 0.224 0.259 0.270 0.381
Complex 15 0.171 0.137 0.101 0.066 0.503 0.472 0.430 0.423 0.316 0.311 0.318 0.441 0.261 0.265 0.272 0.351
Blended 16 0.170 0.153 0.098 0.065 0.544 0.498 0.432 0.431 0.293 0.308 0.318 0.488 0.245 0.261 0.273 0.385

5%

Overall

Simple 17 0.177 0.169 0.101 0.064 0.556 0.522 0.438 0.440 0.251 0.305 0.317 0.543 0.212 0.258 0.272 0.427
Medium 18 0.182 0.151 0.094 0.064 0.509 0.498 0.431 0.419 0.240 0.308 0.319 0.482 0.206 0.262 0.273 0.380
Complex 19 0.174 0.131 0.096 0.066 0.498 0.471 0.429 0.423 0.282 0.311 0.318 0.445 0.236 0.265 0.272 0.354
Blended 20 0.195 0.153 0.097 0.065 0.562 0.495 0.430 0.431 0.283 0.309 0.319 0.488 0.236 0.262 0.273 0.386

UD

Simple 21 0.199 0.171 0.100 0.064 0.587 0.519 0.436 0.439 0.252 0.305 0.317 0.548 0.208 0.258 0.272 0.433
Medium 22 0.175 0.152 0.093 0.064 0.491 0.499 0.430 0.419 0.283 0.308 0.318 0.484 0.242 0.261 0.272 0.386
Complex 23 0.152 0.130 0.094 0.066 0.502 0.469 0.429 0.426 0.275 0.311 0.317 0.443 0.230 0.265 0.271 0.353
Blended 24 0.191 0.149 0.095 0.065 0.537 0.494 0.431 0.417 0.259 0.309 0.318 0.497 0.221 0.262 0.273 0.394

10%

Overall

Simple 25 0.208 0.162 0.097 0.064 0.580 0.513 0.435 0.436 0.204 0.306 0.317 0.540 0.176 0.259 0.271 0.425
Medium 26 0.176 0.154 0.097 0.065 0.514 0.499 0.433 0.429 0.288 0.307 0.317 0.478 0.242 0.260 0.272 0.379
Complex 27 0.150 0.131 0.094 0.065 0.470 0.470 0.428 0.416 0.306 0.312 0.318 0.438 0.257 0.265 0.272 0.352
Blended 28 0.151 0.150 0.097 0.065 0.487 0.495 0.432 0.432 0.281 0.308 0.318 0.487 0.236 0.262 0.272 0.384

UD

Simple 29 0.188 0.164 0.098 0.064 0.564 0.516 0.436 0.440 0.229 0.306 0.318 0.537 0.196 0.259 0.272 0.420
Medium 30 0.149 0.155 0.099 0.064 0.485 0.501 0.435 0.425 0.280 0.307 0.317 0.480 0.235 0.260 0.272 0.380
Complex 31 0.141 0.131 0.095 0.065 0.447 0.470 0.426 0.417 0.308 0.312 0.318 0.443 0.262 0.265 0.272 0.355
Blended 32 0.167 0.153 0.098 0.065 0.509 0.496 0.432 0.433 0.299 0.308 0.318 0.483 0.247 0.262 0.272 0.380

Score (Out of 32) 31 1 0 0 28 4 0 0 31 1 0 0 32 0 0 0

We now present summarized results in Table 9.3 and Table 9.4. For each data set, we

aggregate the results based on missing ratios, missing models, and missing patterns.

Aggregated result for 1% missing ratio means the average value for all combinatons

having 1% missing ratio, any missing pattern and any missing model. Bold values rep-

resent the best results and the values with italic font represent the second best results.
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It is clear from the tables that SiMI performs significantly better than other three tech-

niques. SiMI and DMI never lose to EMI and IBLLS even for a single case for R2, d2

and RMSE. They only lose twice for MAE.

TABLE 9.3: Average performance on Chess, Yeast, Adult and GermanCA data sets.

Data set Missing combination
R2 d2 RMSE MAE

(Higher value is better) (Higher value is better) (Lower value is better) (Lower value is better)
SiMI DMI EMI IBLLS SiMI DMI EMI IBLLS SiMI DMI EMI IBLLS SiMI DMI EMI IBLLS

C
he

ss

Missing Ratio

1% 0.196 0.149 0.097 0.066 0.586 0.493 0.432 0.431 0.271 0.309 0.318 0.490 0.227 0.262 0.272 0.387
3% 0.180 0.150 0.097 0.065 0.544 0.494 0.432 0.428 0.273 0.308 0.318 0.489 0.230 0.262 0.272 0.386
5% 0.181 0.151 0.096 0.065 0.530 0.496 0.432 0.427 0.266 0.308 0.318 0.491 0.224 0.261 0.272 0.389
10% 0.166 0.150 0.097 0.065 0.507 0.495 0.432 0.429 0.275 0.308 0.318 0.486 0.231 0.261 0.272 0.384

Missing Model Overall 0.178 0.149 0.096 0.065 0.541 0.494 0.432 0.428 0.266 0.308 0.318 0.489 0.224 0.261 0.272 0.387
UD 0.184 0.150 0.098 0.065 0.543 0.495 0.432 0.429 0.277 0.309 0.318 0.488 0.232 0.262 0.272 0.386

Missing Pattern

Simple 0.202 0.167 0.100 0.064 0.582 0.518 0.436 0.440 0.248 0.305 0.318 0.542 0.208 0.262 0.272 0.425
Medium 0.180 0.153 0.098 0.064 0.535 0.498 0.433 0.424 0.272 0.308 0.318 0.483 0.230 0.262 0.272 0.382
Complex 0.164 0.130 0.095 0.067 0.509 0.469 0.428 0.424 0.286 0.312 0.318 0.441 0.241 0.261 0.272 0.352
Blended 0.178 0.149 0.095 0.065 0.541 0.493 0.430 0.426 0.279 0.308 0.318 0.490 0.233 0.261 0.272 0.388

Y
ea

st

Missing Ratio

1% 0.794 0.772 0.750 0.747 0.949 0.933 0.910 0.919 0.108 0.115 0.122 0.121 0.065 0.069 0.076 0.081
3% 0.796 0.790 0.754 0.752 0.945 0.940 0.912 0.920 0.106 0.111 0.116 0.122 0.065 0.068 0.074 0.087
5% 0.785 0.779 0.751 0.702 0.941 0.936 0.910 0.898 0.108 0.114 0.118 0.134 0.066 0.070 0.075 0.095
10% 0.780 0.780 0.752 0.681 0.937 0.936 0.909 0.883 0.111 0.113 0.118 0.140 0.067 0.070 0.075 0.103

Missing Model Overall 0.791 0.783 0.753 0.726 0.943 0.937 0.911 0.906 0.108 0.113 0.118 0.128 0.066 0.069 0.075 0.091
UD 0.787 0.777 0.750 0.715 0.943 0.935 0.909 0.904 0.108 0.114 0.119 0.130 0.066 0.069 0.075 0.092

Missing Pattern

Simple 0.807 0.789 0.757 0.739 0.949 0.939 0.913 0.911 0.103 0.110 0.115 0.124 0.062 0.069 0.074 0.089
Medium 0.786 0.783 0.754 0.744 0.943 0.937 0.911 0.915 0.110 0.113 0.118 0.124 0.066 0.068 0.074 0.088
Complex 0.762 0.769 0.746 0.692 0.933 0.933 0.907 0.895 0.117 0.116 0.121 0.136 0.071 0.070 0.077 0.095
Blended 0.800 0.779 0.750 0.707 0.948 0.936 0.910 0.899 0.103 0.114 0.119 0.133 0.064 0.070 0.075 0.094

A
du

lt

Missing Ratio

1% 0.803 0.753 0.750 0.520 0.948 0.923 0.887 0.840 0.092 0.125 0.126 0.184 0.066 0.082 0.082 0.131
3% 0.792 0.753 0.751 0.391 0.947 0.921 0.887 0.757 0.099 0.125 0.126 0.215 0.070 0.085 0.085 0.164
5% 0.785 0.749 0.748 0.341 0.953 0.919 0.885 0.741 0.099 0.127 0.127 0.219 0.067 0.088 0.086 0.167
10% 0.785 0.751 0.749 0.250 0.942 0.918 0.885 0.678 0.099 0.127 0.127 0.236 0.069 0.089 0.087 0.181

Missing Model Overall 0.796 0.752 0.749 0.390 0.951 0.921 0.886 0.768 0.093 0.126 0.126 0.213 0.066 0.085 0.085 0.159
UD 0.787 0.751 0.750 0.362 0.944 0.920 0.886 0.740 0.101 0.126 0.126 0.214 0.070 0.086 0.085 0.161

Missing Pattern

Simple 0.839 0.755 0.753 0.527 0.969 0.921 0.887 0.811 0.074 0.126 0.126 0.190 0.048 0.082 0.086 0.149
Medium 0.770 0.752 0.750 0.392 0.936 0.920 0.886 0.762 0.108 0.126 0.126 0.212 0.077 0.085 0.086 0.158
Complex 0.759 0.749 0.747 0.224 0.922 0.921 0.885 0.703 0.135 0.125 0.127 0.239 0.089 0.088 0.084 0.174
Blended 0.798 0.751 0.749 0.359 0.963 0.920 0.886 0.740 0.081 0.126 0.126 0.214 0.058 0.089 0.086 0.161

G
er

m
an

C
A

Missing Ratio

1% 0.443 0.431 0.366 0.283 0.797 0.769 0.732 0.699 0.242 0.259 0.287 0.304 0.179 0.190 0.229 0.232
3% 0.421 0.402 0.361 0.249 0.772 0.759 0.722 0.678 0.247 0.269 0.286 0.317 0.187 0.200 0.228 0.247
5% 0.436 0.401 0.359 0.211 0.777 0.759 0.721 0.656 0.240 0.268 0.286 0.326 0.180 0.198 0.229 0.255
10% 0.442 0.392 0.359 0.216 0.772 0.749 0.723 0.651 0.239 0.270 0.284 0.322 0.180 0.201 0.228 0.255

Missing Model Overall 0.433 0.406 0.362 0.241 0.778 0.758 0.723 0.671 0.243 0.268 0.287 0.318 0.183 0.198 0.229 0.248
UD 0.438 0.407 0.360 0.239 0.781 0.760 0.726 0.672 0.240 0.266 0.285 0.316 0.180 0.197 0.227 0.247

Missing Pattern

Simple 0.502 0.419 0.369 0.350 0.808 0.772 0.738 0.726 0.223 0.263 0.280 0.278 0.160 0.190 0.222 0.210
Medium 0.403 0.426 0.364 0.258 0.768 0.768 0.729 0.681 0.251 0.262 0.285 0.311 0.193 0.200 0.228 0.245
Complex 0.386 0.384 0.353 0.126 0.755 0.741 0.706 0.616 0.260 0.272 0.291 0.358 0.201 0.198 0.235 0.281
Blended 0.452 0.397 0.359 0.226 0.788 0.756 0.724 0.662 0.233 0.270 0.286 0.321 0.172 0.201 0.229 0.253

We present Table 9.5 that displays the number of times a technique performs the best

for an evaluation criteria. There are nine data sets and 32 combinations per data set,

resulting in 288 combinations altogether. SiMI performs the best in 243 out of 288

combinations for R2. DMI performs the best in the remaining 45 combinations.

Figure 9.6 shows the percentage of combinations (out of 288 combinations), where

SiMI, DMI, EMI and IBLLS achieve the best result. For example, SiMI achieves the

best average in 91.32% cases in terms of RMSE (see Figure 9.6(c)).

Figure 9.7 presents the average performance indicators for 320 data sets (i.e. 32 missing

combinations x 10 data sets/combinations) for all techniques. SiMI and DMI clearly

perform better than the existing techniques.

Statistical Analysis of the Experimental Results
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TABLE 9.4: Average performance on Pima, Housing, Autompg, Credit Approval and
CMC data sets.

Data set Missing combination
R2 d2 RMSE MAE

(Higher value is better) (Higher value is better) (Lower value is better) (Lower value is better)
SiMI DMI EMI IBLLS SiMI DMI EMI IBLLS SiMI DMI EMI IBLLS SiMI DMI EMI IBLLS

Pi
m

a

Missing Ratio

1% 0.673 0.646 0.558 0.538 0.903 0.885 0.842 0.789 0.140 0.147 0.171 0.184 0.100 0.105 0.131 0.147
3% 0.661 0.629 0.568 0.543 0.894 0.879 0.840 0.787 0.141 0.151 0.170 0.181 0.103 0.110 0.131 0.148
5% 0.663 0.610 0.564 0.522 0.893 0.870 0.838 0.779 0.140 0.157 0.173 0.185 0.102 0.116 0.133 0.153
10% 0.651 0.607 0.562 0.512 0.885 0.865 0.837 0.772 0.139 0.158 0.173 0.186 0.103 0.117 0.134 0.155

Missing Model Overall 0.661 0.621 0.562 0.528 0.906 0.874 0.839 0.781 0.133 0.154 0.172 0.184 0.103 0.112 0.132 0.151
UD 0.663 0.625 0.565 0.529 0.895 0.875 0.840 0.782 0.139 0.152 0.172 0.184 0.101 0.112 0.132 0.151

Missing Pattern

Simple 0.687 0.605 0.575 0.551 0.906 0.868 0.843 0.790 0.133 0.158 0.167 0.179 0.094 0.105 0.128 0.145
Medium 0.646 0.632 0.565 0.542 0.885 0.877 0.840 0.786 0.147 0.152 0.173 0.182 0.109 0.110 0.133 0.150
Complex 0.654 0.635 0.548 0.486 0.889 0.879 0.834 0.765 0.142 0.149 0.175 0.193 0.104 0.116 0.135 0.159
Blended 0.661 0.620 0.565 0.535 0.895 0.875 0.841 0.785 0.139 0.153 0.173 0.183 0.100 0.117 0.133 0.150

H
ou

si
ng

Missing Ratio

1% 0.849 0.806 0.779 0.802 0.959 0.940 0.929 0.942 0.121 0.152 0.155 0.143 0.078 0.098 0.110 0.088
3% 0.812 0.796 0.770 0.726 0.942 0.934 0.927 0.916 0.138 0.152 0.160 0.172 0.094 0.102 0.115 0.111
5% 0.788 0.756 0.765 0.698 0.931 0.923 0.923 0.905 0.144 0.160 0.162 0.183 0.100 0.112 0.118 0.121
10% 0.784 0.726 0.750 0.638 0.927 0.915 0.915 0.880 0.144 0.166 0.167 0.199 0.101 0.124 0.124 0.138

Missing Model Overall 0.806 0.771 0.768 0.728 0.938 0.928 0.924 0.914 0.137 0.157 0.160 0.171 0.095 0.110 0.117 0.113
UD 0.810 0.771 0.764 0.704 0.941 0.928 0.923 0.907 0.136 0.158 0.162 0.178 0.092 0.108 0.117 0.115

Missing Pattern

Simple 0.846 0.808 0.801 0.760 0.957 0.936 0.937 0.926 0.124 0.148 0.148 0.161 0.084 0.098 0.108 0.109
Medium 0.806 0.755 0.765 0.758 0.938 0.925 0.923 0.926 0.140 0.160 0.162 0.162 0.084 0.102 0.116 0.105
Complex 0.783 0.747 0.738 0.657 0.928 0.920 0.912 0.891 0.145 0.166 0.172 0.192 0.102 0.112 0.126 0.125
Blended 0.797 0.773 0.759 0.688 0.936 0.930 0.922 0.900 0.138 0.155 0.162 0.182 0.094 0.124 0.116 0.118

A
ut

om
pg

Missing Ratio

1% 0.859 0.851 0.818 0.765 0.958 0.949 0.935 0.898 0.088 0.088 0.099 0.118 0.064 0.067 0.075 0.090
3% 0.843 0.818 0.800 0.749 0.949 0.943 0.933 0.912 0.090 0.098 0.105 0.117 0.067 0.073 0.080 0.082
5% 0.857 0.803 0.787 0.747 0.955 0.938 0.931 0.919 0.081 0.100 0.105 0.114 0.061 0.075 0.080 0.081
10% 0.855 0.802 0.784 0.714 0.957 0.937 0.929 0.908 0.082 0.103 0.108 0.124 0.060 0.077 0.083 0.088

Missing Model Overall 0.859 0.819 0.799 0.749 0.958 0.942 0.934 0.916 0.083 0.097 0.103 0.116 0.061 0.072 0.078 0.082
UD 0.847 0.817 0.796 0.739 0.952 0.942 0.931 0.902 0.087 0.097 0.105 0.121 0.065 0.073 0.081 0.088

Missing Pattern

Simple 0.902 0.872 0.846 0.840 0.983 0.963 0.953 0.946 0.068 0.083 0.091 0.094 0.044 0.067 0.069 0.069
Medium 0.847 0.840 0.813 0.783 0.952 0.952 0.938 0.924 0.090 0.092 0.102 0.111 0.068 0.073 0.078 0.080
Complex 0.789 0.739 0.727 0.611 0.916 0.909 0.902 0.858 0.108 0.118 0.122 0.150 0.087 0.075 0.095 0.108
Blended 0.876 0.822 0.803 0.742 0.968 0.944 0.936 0.909 0.076 0.096 0.101 0.119 0.053 0.077 0.076 0.085

C
re

di
tA

pp
ro

va
l Missing Ratio

1% 0.472 0.457 0.446 0.371 0.808 0.766 0.757 0.728 0.085 0.113 0.112 0.126 0.068 0.074 0.076 0.079
3% 0.435 0.414 0.410 0.306 0.781 0.757 0.750 0.719 0.094 0.121 0.120 0.140 0.074 0.077 0.079 0.087
5% 0.425 0.416 0.415 0.329 0.764 0.760 0.754 0.737 0.099 0.122 0.121 0.139 0.077 0.078 0.079 0.088
10% 0.428 0.412 0.420 0.309 0.737 0.762 0.759 0.723 0.103 0.123 0.120 0.141 0.080 0.080 0.079 0.090

Missing Model Overall 0.443 0.419 0.417 0.323 0.781 0.759 0.752 0.724 0.094 0.120 0.118 0.137 0.074 0.078 0.078 0.086
UD 0.437 0.431 0.429 0.334 0.777 0.763 0.758 0.730 0.097 0.119 0.119 0.137 0.076 0.077 0.078 0.086

Missing Pattern

Simple 0.490 0.448 0.454 0.368 0.820 0.779 0.778 0.746 0.084 0.117 0.114 0.131 0.068 0.074 0.075 0.084
Medium 0.443 0.445 0.442 0.361 0.782 0.773 0.766 0.746 0.093 0.119 0.118 0.132 0.074 0.077 0.078 0.084
Complex 0.394 0.403 0.399 0.276 0.736 0.744 0.736 0.697 0.109 0.121 0.121 0.146 0.083 0.078 0.080 0.089
Blended 0.432 0.402 0.396 0.310 0.778 0.748 0.740 0.718 0.096 0.121 0.121 0.137 0.075 0.080 0.079 0.086

C
M

C

Missing Ratio

1% 0.578 0.562 0.542 0.313 0.850 0.823 0.812 0.711 0.149 0.172 0.176 0.272 0.114 0.133 0.138 0.206
3% 0.522 0.503 0.485 0.265 0.831 0.807 0.795 0.698 0.148 0.178 0.182 0.279 0.114 0.137 0.141 0.211
5% 0.516 0.496 0.480 0.253 0.834 0.807 0.795 0.694 0.148 0.178 0.182 0.279 0.113 0.137 0.140 0.209
10% 0.534 0.495 0.484 0.247 0.841 0.806 0.795 0.693 0.141 0.180 0.182 0.276 0.110 0.138 0.140 0.206

Missing Model Overall 0.539 0.510 0.495 0.263 0.840 0.808 0.797 0.694 0.148 0.178 0.181 0.278 0.113 0.136 0.139 0.208
UD 0.537 0.518 0.501 0.276 0.838 0.814 0.802 0.705 0.145 0.176 0.180 0.275 0.112 0.136 0.140 0.207

Missing Pattern

Simple 0.592 0.577 0.553 0.508 0.865 0.846 0.830 0.825 0.134 0.164 0.169 0.194 0.106 0.133 0.129 0.148
Medium 0.544 0.521 0.502 0.241 0.844 0.815 0.802 0.703 0.144 0.177 0.181 0.279 0.111 0.137 0.139 0.206
Complex 0.475 0.448 0.440 0.112 0.799 0.771 0.766 0.583 0.163 0.188 0.190 0.349 0.124 0.137 0.149 0.267
Blended 0.540 0.510 0.497 0.217 0.849 0.810 0.798 0.686 0.145 0.179 0.182 0.285 0.111 0.138 0.141 0.210

We present the analysis of the results by using several statistical significance tests, in-

cluding confidence interval, t-test and non-parametric sign test (Mason et al., 1994;

Triola, 2001) for all 32 combinations in order to evaluate the statistical significance of

the superiority of SiMI over DMI and the existing techniques namely EMI and IBLLS.

We now analyze the results of SiMI over DMI, EMI and IBLLS based on the statistical

confidence interval analysis. However, we first briefly explain the essence of confidence

interval and its actual meaning.

Suppose that we have ten different copies of the Adult data set with different missing

values and we impute the missing values of each data set using SiMI. We thereby get ten

imputed data sets. We can evaluate the imputation quality of the ten data sets through
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TABLE 9.5: Number of times a technique performs the best, out of 288 cases (32
missing combinations per data set x 9 data sets).

Data set R2 d2 RMSE MAE
SiMI DMI EMI IBLLS SiMI DMI EMI IBLLS SiMI DMI EMI IBLLS SiMI DMI EMI IBLLS

Adult 29 3 0 0 30 2 0 0 27 4 1 0 25 4 3 0
Chess 31 1 0 0 28 4 0 0 31 1 0 0 32 0 0 0
Yeast 25 7 0 0 25 7 0 0 27 5 0 0 27 5 0 0
CMC 31 1 0 0 32 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 32 0 0 0
GermanCA 23 9 0 0 27 5 0 0 30 2 0 0 27 5 0 0
Pima 28 4 0 0 28 4 0 0 28 4 0 0 28 4 0 0
Credit Approval 22 10 0 0 24 8 0 0 30 2 0 0 22 10 0 0
Housing 28 4 0 0 28 4 0 0 31 1 0 0 30 2 0 0
Autompg 26 6 0 0 24 8 0 0 27 5 0 0 25 7 0 0

Total (Out of 288 cases) 243 45 0 0 246 42 0 0 263 24 1 0 248 37 3 0

(a) R2 (b) d2

(c) RMSE (d) MAE

FIGURE 9.6: Percentage of combinations for all data sets, where a method achieves
the best result.

a metric such as RMSE. Therefore, we get ten RMSE values and can calculate the

mean of the ten values. Let us call the mean RMSE value as the population mean.

Now if we collect another set of ten copies of the Adult data set with missing values

and impute them using SiMI we are likely to get a different population mean. An
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(a) Average Values of the Performance Indicators on Adult, Chess, Yeast, CMC and GermanCA data sets

(b) Average Values of the Performance Indicators on Pima, Credit Approval, Housing and Autompg data sets

FIGURE 9.7: Performance comparison on nine data sets.

obvious question is then which of the two population means is the correct one. Is any of

the two population means is the same as the true mean? A true mean is the theoretical

population mean obtained from the imputation of infinite number of data sets (Triola et

al., 2006).

The 95% confidence interval analysis allows us to compute an interval (i.e. an upper

limit and a lower limit) around a mean value, suggesting that if we run the tests 100

times (where each test imputes say ten data sets and thereby obtain a population mean)

and compute the 100 intervals from the tests then the true mean will be within the

intervals for 95 tests. By running a test we mean the collection of ten missing data sets

and creating ten imputed data sets. Therefore, 95% confidence interval tells us that the

true mean falls within the interval obtained from a test with 95% chance (Triola et al.,

2006).
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If we have ten data sets with missing values that are imputed by two different imputation

techniques X and Y then we get ten imputed data sets that are imputed by a technique.

We can then compute the population mean and confidence interval for each technique.

If the population mean ofX is higher than the population mean of Y and the confidence

intervals are non-overlapping then it tells us that there is 95% chance that the true mean

of X is higher than the true mean of Y . That is, Y is clearly better than X (since the

RMSE value lower the better) with 95% probability.

After explaining the essence of confidence interval we now briefly explain how to com-

pute the confidence interval. Let us consider that we impute fifty data sets using the

technique X and thereby obtain fifty RMSE values that we call the population. Let,

the population mean be X . For 95% confidence interval, we can compute the value

of E (margin of error) that gives us an interval around X where the lower limit of the

interval is X − E and the upper limit of the interval is X + E. This interval is known

as the 95% confidence interval.

The value of E can be computed using the population mean X , standard deviation

of the population σ, population size n and the critical value of the 95% confidence

interval zα/2 where α is 0.05 for the 95% confidence interval. The value of zα/2 for the

95% confidence interval is constant (Triola et al., 2006). The margin of error can be

computed by E = zα/2.
σ√
n

.

We now present line graphs for average d2 values and 95% confidence intervals for all

four techniques and all combinations with the Simple pattern in Figure 9.8, Figure 9.9

and Figure 9.10. There are only three combinations that are encircled, where SiMI has

either “lower averge”, or “higher average, but overlapping confidence intervals” with

DMI. Obviously, DMI performs the second best. Higher average d2 values and non-

overlapping confidence intervals indicate a statistically significant superiority of SiMI

over DMI and the existing techniques. Confidence interval analysis for all other patterns

also demonstrates a similar trend.

We now present another statistical significance analysis called the t-test based on all 32

combinations. Before we present the results we first briefly explain the t-test analysis.

Like the confidence interval test, a t-test is also used to evaluate the significance of the
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(a) Chess data set

(b) Yeast data set

(c) Adult data set

FIGURE 9.8: 95% Confidence interval of d2 values on the Chess, Yeast and Adult data
sets in terms of “Simple” missing pattern.
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(a) GermanCA data set

(b) Pima data set

(c) CMC data set

FIGURE 9.9: 95% Confidence interval of d2 values on the GermanCA, Pima and CMC
data sets in terms of “Simple” missing pattern.
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(a) Housing data set

(b) Credit Approval data set

(c) Autompg data set

FIGURE 9.10: 95% Confidence interval of d2 values on the Housing, Crecit Approval
and Autompg data sets in terms of “Simple” missing pattern.
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superiority of a technique X over another technique Y (Triola et al., 2006). Let, X and

Y be evaluated through RMSE. For 32 runs (i.e. the sample size nX = 32) of X , we

get 32 differentRMSE values forX . Similarly, if we run the technique Y 32 times (i.e.

the sample size nY = 32) then we get 32 different RMSE values for Y . Let, X and Y

be the averages of X and Y , respectively and sX and sY be the variances of X and Y ,

respectively. Also let, dfX(= nX − 1) and dfY (= nY − 1) be the degrees of freedom

for X and Y , respectively. Using the averages, variances and degrees of freedom, we

can calculate a t-value for X and Y as follows (Distribution table: Students t [online

available: http://www.statsoft.com/textbook/distribution-tables/], 2013).

tXY =
X − Y√
sX
dfX

+ sY
dfY

(9.1)

The statistical superiority ofX over Y is evaluated by comparing the tXY -value with the

t(ref) value. The t(ref) value can be obtained from the Student t-distribution table (Dis-

tribution table: Students t [online available: http://www.statsoft.com/textbook/distribution-

tables/], 2013) through the degree of freedom and the confidence level. For example,

the t(ref) value of the two-tailed test at significance level p = 0.05 (i.e. 95% confidence

level) and degree of freedom=31 (since nX = nY = 32) is 1.96 (Distribution table: Stu-

dents t [online available: http://www.statsoft.com/textbook/distribution-tables/], 2013).

The performance of X is significantly better than Y if the tXY -value is greater than the

t-ref (which is 1.96 in this case).

In Figure 9.11 we present the statistical significance analysis using t-test for all 32 miss-

ing combinations of all data sets. If a tXY value (denoted as the t value in the figure)

is greater than the t(ref) value then it indicates the superiority of SiMI over the other

technique being evaluated. SiMI performs better than EMI and IBLLS at p = 0.0005

in terms of R2, d2, RMSE and MAE for all cases except only four cases marked by

the arrows in Figure 9.11(a). On the other hand, Figure 9.11(b) demonstrates that DMI

performs better than EMI and IBLLS at p = 0.0005 for all cases except those marked

by arrows. Moreover, in Figure 9.11(c) we present t-test analysis for SiMI and DMI at
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p = 0.01. The values of t (ref) is obtained from Student’s t distribution table (Distribu-

tion table: Students t [online available: http://www.statsoft.com/textbook/distribution-

tables/], 2013).

We now analyze the results of SiMI over DMI, EMI and IBLLS using the statistical sign

test analysis. A brief overview of the sign test is presented in Chapter4 (see Section 4.5).

For each evaluation criteria we carry out sign test on the results of SiMI with other tech-

niques (one by one) at the right-tailed by considering significance level α = 0.025 (i.e.

97.5% significance level). While we compare SiMI with DMI (i.e. SiMI vs DMI) we

obtain a z-value (test static value) which is used to determine the significant improve-

ment of SiMI over DMI. Similarly we obtain z-values for other comparisons such as

SiMI vs EMI and SiMI vs IBLLS. We present the z-values of the three comparisons

(i.e. SiMI vs DMI, SiMI vs EMI and SiMI vs IBLLS) based on R2 for nine data sets

in Figure 9.12(a). The sign test results (see Figure 9.12) indicate that SiMI performs

significantly better than the other techniques (at z > 1.96, p < 0.025, and right-tailed)

on all data sets for all evaluation criteria.

Performance Analysis Between SiMI and TULIP

We now compare the performance of SiMI over our proposed technique TULIP that is

presented in Chapter 8. Table 9.6 shows the overall performance of SiMI and TULIP in

terms R2, d2, RMSE and MAE for eight data sets. It is clear from the table that SiMI

outperforms TULIP. In terms of R2, d2 and RMSE SiMI performs better than TULIP

for all data sets except the Yeast data set. In the Yeast data set, SiMI performs slightly

lower than TULIP. In terms of MAE, SiMI achieves higher imputation accuracy than

TULIP for the Adult, Chess, CMC, GermanCA and Autompg data sets.

In Figure 9.13 we also present the percentage of combinations for eight data sets where a

technique performs the best. The figure demonstrates that SiMI outperforms TULIP for

all evaluation criteria. For instance, SiMI performs the best in 76.17% of combinations

based on RMSE as shown in Figure 9.13(c).

Experimentation on Categorical Missing Value Imputation for All Data Sets
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(a) R2

(b) d2

(c) RMSE

(d) MAE

FIGURE 9.12: Statistical significance analysis using the sign test for all data sets.
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TABLE 9.6: Overall performance of SiMI and TULIP based on R2, d2, RMSE and
MAE for 8 data sets.

Data Set
R2 d2 RMSE MAE

(Higher value is better) (Higher value is better) (Lower value is better) (Lower value is better)
SiMI TULIP SiMI TULIP SiMI TULIP SiMI TULIP

Adult 0.791 0.758 0.948 0.924 0.097 0.121 0.068 0.083
Chess 0.181 0.156 0.542 0.510 0.271 0.299 0.228 0.251
Yeast 0.789 0.797 0.943 0.943 0.108 0.107 0.066 0.065
CMC 0.538 0.526 0.839 0.821 0.146 0.165 0.113 0.125
GermanCA 0.436 0.416 0.780 0.773 0.242 0.258 0.181 0.190
Pima 0.662 0.661 0.894 0.893 0.140 0.142 0.102 0.100
Credit Approval 0.440 0.429 0.779 0.764 0.096 0.114 0.075 0.068
Autompg 0.853 0.832 0.955 0.949 0.085 0.093 0.063 0.067

(a) R2 (b) d2

(c) RMSE (d) MAE

FIGURE 9.13: Score comparison between SiMI and TULIP.

Another advantage of SiMI is that unlike EMI and IBLLS, it can impute categorical

missing values in addition to numerical missing values. Therefore, we also compare

the imputation accuracy of SiMI and DMI based on RMSE and MAE for categorical

missing values as shown in Figure 9.14. In the figure we present the overall average (for

all 32 combinations) of RMSE and MAE values for SiMI and DMI on all nine data
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sets.

FIGURE 9.14: Performance comparison for categorical imputation on nine data sets.

Execution Time Complexity Analysis

We now present the average execution time (in milliseconds) for 320 data sets (32 com-

binations × 10 data sets per combination) for each real data set in Table 9.7. We carry

out the experiments using two different machines. However, for one data set we use the

same machine for all techniques. The configuration of Machine 1 is 4 × 8 core Intel

E7-8837 Xeon processors, 256 GB RAM. The configuration of Machine 2 is Intel Core

i5 processor with 2.67 GHz speed and 4 GB RAM. Both SiMI and DMI take less time

than IBLLS, whereas they take more time than EMI to pay the cost of a significantly

better quality imputation.

TABLE 9.7: Average execution time (in milliseconds) of different techniques on the
nine data sets.

Data set SiMI DMI EMI IBLLS Machine used

Adult 1,452,890 1,302,609 82,189 53,947,274 Machine 1
Chess 572,701 153,915 8,667 15,537,849 Machine 1
Yeast 5,270 3,024 92 173,209 Machine 1
CMC 36,464 40,195 469 233,994 Machine 2
GermanCA 2,798 11,225 62 58,044 Machine 1
Pima 2,614 13,406 47 39,443 Machine 1
Credit Approval 8,550 30,252 1,175 390,463 Machine 2
Housing 99,109 88,322 3,087 1,268,431 Machine 2
Autompg 523 2,215 18 8,861 Machine 1

Average 242,324 182,796 10,645 7,961,952

9.4 Summary

In this chapter we use a decision forest in order to find the intersections of the leaves

of the forest, since the records within an intersection are expected to be more similar
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to each other than the records within a leaf of a single tree. The correlations of the

attributes (for the records within an intersection) are also expected to be higher than the

correlations of the attributes for the records within a leaf. Our empirical analysis (see

Table 9.1 and Figure 9.2) also speaks in favour of the expectation.

Therefore, in this chapter we propose an imputation technique called SiMI that uses a

decision forest instead of a decision tree. We carry out experiments on nine (9) data sets

that are publicly available in the UCI machine learning repository (Frank & Asuncion,

2010). We evaluate the performance of SiMI based on four evaluation criteria. Our

experimental results clearly indicate a statistically significant improvement (See Fig-

ure 9.8, Figure 9.9, Figure 9.10, Figure 9.12, Figure 9.6 and Figure 9.13, and Table 9.2

and Table 9.6) in the imputation quality of SiMI over the existing techniques and our

proposed imputation techniques using a single decision tree.

We also present a complexity analysis of our technique. Nine publicly available data

sets are used for experimentation which suggests a clear superiority of our technique as

indicated in Table 9.5, and Figure 9.7, along with other tables and figures.

However, the imputation accuracies of the techniques that use a decision tree (DT)

algorithm (such as DMI (Chapter 4)) or a decision forest (such as SiMI) may depend on

the fuzzy nature of a data set. A DT exclusively partitions the records of a data set. If

the records of a data set do not have a clear separation among themselves then the use

of a DT on the data set may not be a good idea to create horizontal segments. For such

data sets a fuzzy clustering algorithm (M. Lee & Pedrycz, 2009) can be more useful

to cluster the records in such a way so that each record may have membership degrees

with the clusters. Therefore, in the next chapter we propose an imputation technique

called FEMI uses a fuzzy clustering algorithm for the imputation.
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FEMI: Missing Value Imputation

Using a Fuzzy Clustering based EM

Approach

10.1 Introduction

In Chapter 9 we present a technique called SiMI which makes use of a Decision For-

est (DF) algorithm (such as SysFor (Islam & Giggins, 2011)) and an Expectation-

Maximization Imputation (EMI) algorithm (Schneider, 2001) for imputing missing val-

ues. SiMI achieves a higher imputation accuracy than the existing techniques since it

applies the EMI algorithm on the records belonging to an intersection instead of the

whole data set.

We have published the following paper during the PhD candidature based on this chapter.

Rahman, M. G. and Islam, M. Z. (2015). Missing value imputation using a fuzzy clustering based
EM approach. Knowledge and Information Systems. pp. 1-34, ISSN 0219-1377, Springer London. doi:
10.1007/s10115-015-0822-y.(Impact Factor 2.639, ISI Web of Knowledge 2013 Rank Q1).

231
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However, the imputation accuracy of SiMI may depend on the fuzzy nature of a data

set. In a fuzzy data set the records do not have a clear separation and therefore it can be

difficult to obtain a clear boundary between the clusters. Instead of clearly belonging to

a single cluster (i.e. horizontal segment) a record may have association with multiple

clusters. The degree of association of a record with a cluster is called the membership

degree of the record with the cluster. A record has different membership degrees with

different clusters.

SiMI uses a decision forest where the records are partitioned in mutually exclusive in-

tersections. If the records of a data set do not have a clear separation among themselves

then the use of a decision forest on the data set may not be a good idea for identifying the

suitable horizontal segments. For such data sets a fuzzy clustering algorithm (M. Lee

& Pedrycz, 2009) can be applied to group the records into clusters in such a way so

that each record has membership degrees with all clusters. For imputing missing val-

ues of a record we can then use all clusters, instead of using just a single intersection,

considering the membership degrees of the record with the clusters.

Therefore, in this chapter we propose an imputation technique called A Fuzzy Expectation

Maximization and Fuzzy Clustering based Missing Value Imputation Framework for

Data Pre-processing (FEMI). The basic idea of the technique is to impute a missing

value Rij of a record Ri using the records that are similar to Ri. FEMI considers the

fuzzy nature of a data set, where a record Ri has an association (i.e. a membership

degree) with each cluster instead of one and only one cluster. A cluster is a portion Da

containing a group of records. Similar records are grouped together in a cluster and

dissimilar records are placed in different clusters.

FEMI uses two levels of fuzziness. In the first level it considers that the record Ri

(having a missing value Rij) has a fuzzy nature in the sense that it has membership

degrees Uil with all clusters Cl;∀l, instead of Ri having a complete (100%) association

with one cluster Cl and zero association with all other clusters Cz;∀z 6= l. The missing

value ofRi is estimated by considering each clusterCl separately. Therefore, if there are

k numbers of clusters we get k numbers of imputed values for Rij . A final imputation
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is then computed through the weighted average of all k imputed values, by using the

imputed values (v1, v2, . . . vk) and the membership degrees (Ui1, Ui2, . . . Uik).

In the second level of fuzziness, FEMI considers that all records Rt ∈ DF ; ∀t (not

just Ri) have a fuzzy association with all the k clusters. Therefore while imputing

the missing value Rij according to a cluster Cl, FEMI uses a novel fuzzy imputation

technique (as explained in Equation (10.5), Equation (10.6) and Equation (10.7)) that

considers this second level of fuzziness. The novel fuzzy imputation technique consid-

ers all recordsRt;∀t and their membership degrees Utl;∀t with Cl. Note that all records

Rt;∀t are used for all clusters Cl; ∀l, but each cluster produces an imputed value that

is different to the imputed values produced by other clusters due to the difference of

membership degrees of the records with the clusters.

The main contributions of the technique are as follows: 1. The overall framework

for imputing the missing values, 2. The use of multiple clusters Cl;∀l for imputing

a missing value Rij , 3. Combining the imputed values (v1, v2, . . . vk) considering the

membership degrees (Ui1, Ui2, . . . Uik) of the record Ri (that has the missing value Rij),

and 4. Imputing the missing value Rij using a novel fuzzy imputation technique (see

Equation (10.5), Equation (10.6) and Equation (10.7)) applied on each cluster.

We evaluate FEMI on eight (8) natural data sets (available from UCI Machine Learning

Repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010)) by comparing its performance with the perfor-

mance of two high quality existing techniques EMI (Junninen et al., 2004) and IBLLS

(K. Cheng et al., 2012), which have been argued to be better than many other existing

techniques including Bayesian principal component analysis (BPCA) (Oba et al., 2003),

LLSI (H. Kim et al., 2005), and ILLSI (Cai et al., 2006). Several evaluation criteria such

as co-efficient of determination (R2), index of agreement (d2), root mean squared error

(RMSE), and mean absolute error (MAE) are used. Our experimental results indicate

(based on the statistical sign test analysis) that FEMI performs significantly better than

both EMI and IBLLS.

The organization of the chapter is as follows. We present the basic concept of a general

fuzzy clustering algorithm in Section 10.2 since we use this algorithm in FEMI. Our
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technique (FEMI) is presented in Section 10.3. Section 10.4 presents experimental

results and Section 10.5 provides a summary of the chapter.

10.2 A General Fuzzy C-Means Clustering Algorithm

Clustering is a process of grouping the records of a data set DF into a number of groups

called clusters in such a way so that the records belonging to a cluster are similar to

each other and the records belonging to different clusters are dissimilar each other (Han

et al., 2006; Jain & Dubes, 1988). Typically, a clustering algorithm requires the user to

enter the number of clusters k, which is greater than or equal to 2 (Hartigan & Wong,

1979; Kanungo et al., 2002). Each cluster is represented by a center and therefore, there

are k number of centers ({V1, V2, · · · Vk}) for k clusters ({C1, C2, · · · Ck}).

The clustering algorithms can be grouped into two categories, namely hard clustering

and fuzzy (soft) clustering (Banerjee et al., 2005). In hard clustering a record Ri of DF

belongs to one and only one cluster to which Ri is the most similar. However, in fuzzy

clustering Ri has certain probability (called membership degree) of belonging to each

of the clusters. The membership degree Uik for the record Ri with the cluster Ck can

vary between 0 and 1. The value Uik = 1 indicates a complete association between Ri

and Ck, and Uik = 0 indicates a complete absence of any association between Ri and

Ck. Moreover, the total association of Ri with all clusters is equal to 1 (i.e.
k∑
j=1

Uij =

1) (Bezdek et al., 1984; M. Lee & Pedrycz, 2009).

We now discuss the General Fuzzy C-Means (GFCM) (M. Lee & Pedrycz, 2009) clus-

tering algorithm as follows. Let us consider a data setDF has n records andm attributes.

GFCM first requires a user defined value for k, based on which it groups the records

of DF into k clusters (i.e. C1, C2, · · · Ck). It then randomly assigns a membership

degree to each record Ri for each cluster in such a way so that
k∑
j=1

Uij = 1. There-

fore, for k number of clusters a record Ri has k number of membership degrees (i.e.

{Ui1, Ui2, · · · , Uik}), where
k∑
j=1

Uij = 1. The membership degrees of all records with all

clusters can be stored in two dimensional matrix U having n rows and k columns where

Uij contains the membership degree of the ith record with the jth cluster.
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Based onU , GFCM then calculates the center of each cluster. Let, V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vk}

be a set of k centers for k-clusters. The center Vj ∈ V of the jth cluster contains m val-

ues {vj1, vj2, . . . , vjm} for the m attributes of the data set, where vjl is the lth attribute

value of the jth cluster center.

While computing the attribute values of a cluster center, GFCM applies different ap-

proaches for numerical and categorical attributes. For a numerical attribute Al ∈ A,

GFCM calculates vjl by taking the weighted average of the lth attribute values for all

records of DF . The weighted average is computed considering the membership degrees

of the records with the jth cluster as shown in Equation (10.1).

vjl =

n∑
i=1

Uα
ijRil

n∑
i=1

Uα
ij

(10.1)

where α is a fuzzification coefficient which is greater than 1.0 and the default value of

which is 1.3 (M. Lee & Pedrycz, 2009).

For a categorical attribute Al ∈ A, GFCM considers that the lth attribute value of a

cluster center actually contains all domain values ofAl instead of just one of the domain

values. Each of the domain values of Al has a probability of being the actual value of

the lth attribute for the center. For example, let us assume that the domain size of Al

is three meaning that Al has three domain values say x, y and z. GFCM calculates

the probability vxjl of the domain value x being the actual value of vjl as shown in

Equation (10.2). Similarly it also calculates the probabilities vyjl and vzjl.

vxjl =

n∑
i=1

(Uα
ij|Ril = x)

n∑
i=1

Uα
ij

(10.2)
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The random assignment of the membership degrees Uij;∀i, j and the calculation of the

cluster centers V = {V1, V2, . . . Vk} are considered to be the first iteration of GFCM.

After the completion of the 1st iteration GFCM then enters into the 2nd iteration where

it recalculates the membership degrees (see Equation (10.3)) and the cluster centers

as explained above. The membership degree Uij of a record Ri with a cluster Cj is

calculated using the similarity of Ri with Cj . The record having high similarity with a

cluster will have high membership degree with the cluster (M. Lee & Pedrycz, 2009).

Uij =
1

k∑
z=1

(

m∑
l=1

δ(Ril,vjl)2

m∑
l=1

δ(Ril,vzl)2
)

1
(α−1)

(10.3)

where δ(Ril, vjl) is the dissimilarity between Ril and vjl.

Based on the updated (recalculated) membership degrees a set of cluster centers are

calculated using Equation (10.1) and Equation (10.2), as explained before. The process

of recalculating the membership degrees and the cluster centers continues iteratively

until a termination condition is met.

Each iteration of GFCM is expected to improve the cluster quality from the previous

iteration. The termination condition in GFCM is met when the improvement of clus-

ter quality stops over the two consecutive iterations. The cluster quality is evaluated

through the dissimilarity (as calculated by Equation (10.4)) of the records within a clus-

ter. The lower the total dissimilarity the better the cluster quality. Equation (10.4)

computes the total dissimilarity of the clustering solution of the tth iteration.

dt =
k∑
j=1

n∑
i=1

Uα
ij

m∑
l=1

δ(Ril, vjl)
2 (10.4)
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10.3 A Missing Value Imputation Technique: FEMI

10.3.1 The Basic Contributions

We present a technique called A Fuzzy Expectation Maximization and Fuzzy Cluster-

ing based Missing Value Imputation Framework for Data Pre-processing (FEMI) that

makes a novel use of a fuzzy clustering technique and a novel fuzzy expectation maxi-

mization algorithm for imputation. Before we discuss the technique in details, we first

introduce the basic concepts and contributions of the proposed technique as follows.

If we perform a clustering on the records of DF then we can expect to get similar

records in a cluster and dissimilar records in different clusters (Chatzis, 2011; M. Lee

& Pedrycz, 2009). We argue that typically the records grouped together in a cluster (i.e.

similar records) should also have a high correlation between two attributes of the data

set. An initial experimentation is carried out on the Yeast data set (Frank & Asuncion,

2010) in order to empirically assess the validity of the argument. We first compute the

correlation Cij between two attributes Ai and Aj based on all records of the Yeast data

set. We then group the records of the Yeast data set into ten clusters. The correlation C l
ij

between the attributes Ai and Aj is then computed for the records belonging to a cluster

Cl. If C l
ij > Cij then we have a stronger/higher correlation between Ai and Aj within

a cluster Cl than the correlation between Ai and Aj over the whole data set DF . Since

the Yeast data set has 8 attributes there are 28 possible pairs of attributes, and therefore

28 correlations Cij . Table 9.1 shows the number of pairs of attributes having higher

correlations within a cluster. Column A shows the Cluster ID and Column B presents the

number of attribute-pairs (out of 28 pairs) having stronger correlation within the cluster

than for the whole data set. It clearly shows that attributes have higher correlations

within the clusters than in the whole data set. Column C presents the number of records

in each cluster.

We also calculate the similarity of a record Ri with another record Rt for all Ri and

Rt. All these similarities are then used to calculate the average similarity SD among

the records for the whole data set, as shown by the left bar graph in Figure 9.2. The

average similarity Sl for the records within a cluster Cl is also calculated. We then
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TABLE 10.1: Correlation analysis on the Yeast data set.

Cluster ID Number of Better Correlations Within a Cluster (out of 28 correlations) Number of Records

A B C

1 12 427
2 23 50
3 23 44
4 18 20
5 19 461
6 24 10
7 26 30
8 17 163
9 23 35
10 17 244

compute the average similarity Sc =
∑k
l=1 Sl
k

, where k is the total number of clusters.

Figure 9.2 shows that the similarity among the records within the clusters are higher

than the similarity among the records for the whole data set.

Sometimes the records in a data set do not have a clear separation among them and

therefore obvious boundaries do not exist among the clusters. For example, Figure 10.2

shows an example data set (two dimensional) where each dot represents a record Ri.

Each record Ri has two attribute values: one along the X-axis and the other one along

the Y-axis. There are perhaps four clusters in the four corners of the example data set

(see Figure 10.2). However, it can be extremely difficult to draw the exact boundaries of

the clusters. For example, the records just outside the outer circle (in the top left corner

of Figure 10.2) are almost equally attached to the cluster (shown in the top left corner)

as the records just inside the circle. Additionally, the records also have some association

with other clusters. Therefore, in the fuzzy clustering approach (Chatzis, 2011; M. Lee

& Pedrycz, 2009) a record is assigned to all clusters with different membership degrees

based on the argument that a record may not just belong to one or the other cluster,

rather it can have different degrees of association with all clusters.

As a contribution of this chapter, we consider two levels of fuzziness. For the first level

of fuzziness, we consider that a record Ri having a missing value has a membership

degree (i.e. a fuzzy association) with each cluster. Therefore, instead of imputing a

missing value of Ri based on just one cluster we use all k clusters, and thereby produce

the k number of imputed values (v1, v2, . . ., vk). We then compute the final imputation

using v1, v2, · · · , vk and the membership degrees (Ui1,Ui2, · · · , Uik) of Ri with the k
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FIGURE 10.1: Similarity analysis on Yeast data set.

FIGURE 10.2: Basic Concepts of FEMI.

clusters. The cluster with which the record Ri has a higher membership degree has

more influence in the imputation than the cluster with a lower membership degree.

The second level of fuzziness is that while imputing a missing value (Rij = vl) based

on a cluster Cl we consider that each record of the data set (Ri ∈ DF ;∀i) has a fuzzy
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association with Cl. Therefore, while calculating the mean vector for the missing values

µy, mean vector for the available values µx and regression coefficient matrix B (see

Equation (4.1)) for Cl we take all records of a data set into consideration according

to their membership degrees with Cl. Hence, we modify Equation (4.1) as shown in

Equation (10.5), Equation (10.6) and Equation (10.7).

Let us give a logical justification of the second level of fuzziness as follows using Fig-

ure 10.2. Let us assume that a record Ri has a missing value Rij and it is located

somewhere within the smaller/inner circle in the top left corner of Figure 10.2. Let us

also assume that Rij is the Y-axis value of Ri in the two dimensional example data set.

According to our framework we need to find the records similar to Ri i.e. we need to

find the cluster where Ri belongs to. If we consider the records within the inner circle

as the cluster then we get a different set of µx, µy and B values than the values we get

if we consider the records within the outer circle as the cluster. Since the Y-axis value

of Ri is missing µx is the average of the X-axis values for all records within a cluster. It

is not trivial to determine which set of values (for µx, µy and B) are the most useful or

sensible since for different cluster boundaries we get different values. It is not possible

to determine the exact boundaries of the clusters. That is, it is not possible to iden-

tify the exact set of records belonging to a cluster for the example data set. Therefore,

while calculating µx, µy and B for Cl we consider all records of the data set and their

membership degrees with Cl as shown in Equation (10.5).

Hence, when a data set has the fuzzy nature (as shown in Figure 10.2) we expect

our novel technique to perform better than even the existing techniques that use sim-

ilar records either by K-nearest neighbours or hard clustering. Besides, our technique

should not be disadvantaged even for a data set that does not have the fuzzy nature

since our technique can adjust its behavior accordingly through the use of membership

degrees. If a data set is completely non-fuzzy then the records belonging to a cluster

will have a membership degree equal to 1 for the cluster and zero for all other clusters.

The novel concept of the two level fuzziness, the necessary modifications of Equa-

tion (4.1) (see Equation (10.5), Equation (10.6) and Equation (10.7)) in order to support

the Fuzzy EMI, and the overall framework are the basic contributions of this chapter.
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Note that the existing EM algorithms (Dempster et al., 1977; Junninen et al., 2004;

Schneider, 2001) do not consider the fuzzy clustering approach and fuzzy EMI imputa-

tion while imputing missing values.

10.3.2 The Main Steps

We now introduce the main steps of the FEMI framework. We also present an overall

block diagram of the FEMI framework as shown in Figure 10.3. Besides, we present

a running example to illustrate the steps of FEMI. Note that the missing values of the

running example (the main purpose of which is to illustrate the main steps clearly) may

appear to be straightforward and can be imputed using a simple functional dependency

analysis without requiring the sophistication of FEMI. However, the real data sets are

typically a lot more complicated, than the running example, requiring the extra elegance

of FEMI as evident from the experimental results presented in Section 10.4.

Step-1: Copy a full data set DF into DN and normalize all numerical attributes of DN within

a range between 0 and 1.

Step-2: Divide the data setDN into two sub data setsDC (having only records without missing

values) and DI (having only records with missing values).

Step-3: Find membership degrees of all records of DC and DI with all clusters.

Step-4: Apply our novel FuzzyEM method to impute numerical missing values using all clus-

ters.

Step-5: Find the combined imputed value of a numerical attribute. Find the imputed value of a

categorical attribute.

Step-6: Combine records to form a completed data set (D′
F ) without any missing values.

Step-1: Copy a full data set DF into DN and normalize all numerical attributes of

DN within a range between 0 and 1.

We first make a copy of a data set DF having |R| records and |A| attributes into DN .

R = {R1, R2, ...Rn} is the set of records andA = {A1, A2, ...Am} is the set of attributes

in DF . We then normalize each numerical attribute Aj ∈ A of DN into a range between
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Rec Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 

R1 0.00000002 0. 99999976 0.0000000000 

R3 0.99999986 0.00000009 0.0000001304 

R4 0.00000013 0. 99998951 0.0000000000 

R5 0.00000011 0.00000252 1.0000000000 

R6 0.00000005 0.99999923 0.0000000003 

R7 0.99941392 0.00000013 0.0005859458 

R9 0.99733209 0.00000032 0.0026678986 

R11 0.99999438 0.00000362 0.0000000103 

R12 0.00000122 0.99999301 0.0000000000 

R14 0.00000044 0.99999122 0.0000000000 

R15 0.99999270 0.00000141 0.0000072908 

 

For each of the patterns, we use different missing ratios 
(1\%, 3\%, 5\% and 10\%) where x% missing ratios means x% 
of the total attribute values (not records) of a data set are 
missing. Therefore, for 10% missing ratios and simple missing 
pattern, the total number of records having missing values may 
exceed the total records in some data sets. We in the 
experiments therefore use 6% missing ratios (instead of 10% 
missing ratios) only for simple missing pattern with 10% 
missing ratios, for all data sets. 

Spread out 

Note that there are 32 combinations (id 1, 2… 32) of 
Missing Ratio, Missing Model, and Missing Pattern. For each 
combination we create 10 data sets with missing values. 
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Evaluate 

We artificially create missing values which are imputed by 
the different techniques. Since we know the original values of 
the artificially created missing data we can easily evaluate the 
performances of the imputation techniques 

 

Since the original values of the artificially created missing 
data are known to us we can easily evaluate the efficiencies of 
the imputation techniques. 

 

Rec Age Edu. Pos. Salary  

R1 27 MS L 85 

R2 45   ?    P 145 

R3 42 PhD P 145 

R4 25 MS L 85 

R5 50 PhD P 146 

R6 28 MS L 85 

R7 38 PhD P 140 

R8 43 PhD ? 147 

R9 44 PhD P 146 

R10     ? MS L 86 

R11 42 PhD P 142 

R12 26 MS L 84 

R13 42 PhD P ? 

R14 25 MS L 86 

R15 43 PhD P 143 
 

(a) A sample data set   . 

Rec Age Edu. Pos. Salary  

R1 0.08  MS  L 0.0159 

R2 0.80  ?  P 0.9683 

R3 0.68  PhD  P 0.9683 

R4 0.00  MS  L 0.0159 

R5 1.00  PhD  P 0.9841 

R6 0.12  MS  L 0.0159 

R7 0.52  PhD  P 0.8889 

R8 0.72  PhD  ? 1.0000 

R9 0.76  PhD  P 0.9841 

R10 ?  MS  L 0.0318 

R11 0.68  PhD  P 0.9206 

R12 0.04  MS  L 0.0000 

R13 0.68  PhD  P  ? 

R14 0.00  MS  L 0.0318 

R15 0.72  PhD  P 0.9365 
 

(b) Normalised data set   . 

Figure 3: The overall block diagram of our proposed technique. 
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FIGURE 10.3: The overall block diagram of our proposed technique.

Algorithm 9: FEMI
Input : Data set DF having |R| records and |A| attributes
Output : Imputed data set D′F having |R| records and |A| attributes

Step 1:
Set DN ← DF ;
DN ← Normalize(DN ); /*Normalize all numerical attributes of DN into a range between 0 and 1*/

end
Step 2:

Divide DN into DC having |R′| records without missing values and DI having |(R−R′)| records with missing values;
end
Step 3:

Apply a fuzzy clustering algorithm like GFCM on DC to find a set of k-cluster centroids V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vk} and a
membership degree matrix UC having |R′| rows and k columns;
For the records of DI , find fuzzy membership degree matrix UI having |(R−R′)| rows and k columns for the same
k-cluster centroids V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vk};
Set U ← UC ∪ UI ;

end
Step 4:

Set DI ← Denormalize(DI);
foreach cluster Ck do

DkI ← FuzzyEM(k,DI , DF , U); /*k-cluster index*/
end

end
Step 5:

foreach record Ri ∈ DI do
foreach attribute Aj ∈ A do

if Aj is missing then
if Aj is numerical then

Impute Rij using Equation (10.8);
end
else if Aj is categorical then

For each domain value pl ∈ P , calculate the Vpl using Equation (10.10);
Find the maximum vote, Vmax ← max(Vpl; ∀pl ∈ P );
Impute Rij by the domain value associated with Vmax;

end
end

end
end

end
Step 6:

Set DC ← Denormalize(DC);
Completed data set D′F ← DC ∪DI ;
Return D′F ;

end

0 and 1 as shown in the Step-1 of the FEMI algorithm (Algorithm 9). Table 10.2a
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Algorithm 10: Procedure FuzzyEM()
Input : Cluster index k, data set DI , data set DF , membership degree matrix U
Output : Imputed data set DkI
Step 1:

initialize termination criteria, ε← 10−10;
end
Step 2:

Set DkI ← φ;
foreach record Ri ∈ DI do

Set y ← Number of numerical attribute(s) of Ri having a missing value;
Set x← Number of numerical attribute(s) of Ri having a non-missing value;
Calculate weighted mean vector, µkmis using Equation (10.5) for y number of attributes having missing values in
Ri;
Calculate weighted mean vector, µkav using Equation (10.5) for x number of attributes having available values in
Ri;
Calculate weighted covariance matrix B = (θkxx)−1θkxy using Equation (10.6);
Calculate residual error, e← [µ0 +H.ZT ]T ;
Set ry and rx as (1× y) and (1× x) size vectors having missing and available attribute values of Ri;
Impute ry ← µkmis + (rx − µkav)B + e;
Update Ri with the imputed values ry ;
DkI ← DkI ∪Ri;

end
Replace missing values of DF by corresponding values of DkI ;

end
Step 3:

Repeat Step 2 until the change of mean and covariance, in DF , obtained from two consecutive iterations is less than ε;
end
Step 4:

Return imputed data set DkI ;
end

shows an example data set DF . The data set DF has 15 records and 4 attributes out of

which two are numerical and two are categorical. The records R2, R8, R10 and R13

have missing values for attributes Education (Edu.), Position (Pos.), Age and Salary,

respectively. The normalized data set DN is shown in Table 10.2b.

Step-2: Divide the data set DN into two sub data sets DC (having only records

without missing values) and DI (having only records with missing values).

In this step, we divide the data set DN into two sub data sets namely DC and DI ,

where DC contains |R′| records without missing values (see Table 10.2c) and DI con-

tains (|R| − |R′|) records with missing values (see Table 10.2d) as shown in the FEMI

algorithm (Step-2 of Algorithm 9).

Step-3: Find membership degrees of all records of DC and DI with all clusters.

In Step 3 we apply a fuzzy clustering technique such as GFCM (M. Lee & Pedrycz,

2009) on DC with a user defined k number of clusters as an input in order to produce

a set of k cluster centers V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vk} as shown in Step 3 of Algorithm 9. The
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TABLE 10.2: A sample data set DF and normalized data set DN .

Rec. Age Edu. Salary Pos. Rec. Age Edu. Salary Pos.
R1 27 MS 85 L R1 0.08 MS 0.01587 L

R2 45 ? 145 P R2 0.80 ? 0.96825 P

R3 42 PhD 145 P R3 0.68 PhD 0.96825 P

R4 25 MS 85 L R4 0.00 MS 0.01587 L

R5 50 PhD 146 P R5 1.00 PhD 0.98413 P

R6 28 MS 85 L R6 0.12 MS 0.01587 L

R7 38 PhD 140 P R7 0.52 PhD 0.88889 P

R8 43 PhD 147 ? R8 0.72 PhD 1.00000 ?

R9 44 PhD 146 P R9 0.76 PhD 0.98413 P

R10 ? MS 86 L R10 ? MS 0.03175 L

R11 42 PhD 142 P R11 0.68 PhD 0.92063 P

R12 26 MS 84 L R12 0.04 MS 0.00000 L

R13 42 PhD ? P R13 0.68 PhD ? P

R14 25 MS 86 L R14 0.00 MS 0.03175 L

R15 43 PhD 143 P R15 0.72 PhD 0.93651 P

(a) A sample data set DF (b) Normalised data set DN

Rec. Age Edu. Salary Pos. Rec. Age Edu. Salary Pos.
R1 0.08 MS 0.01587 L R2 0.80 ? 0.96825 P

R3 0.68 PhD 0.96825 P R8 0.72 PhD 1.00000 ?

R4 0.00 MS 0.01587 L R10 ? MS 0.03175 L

R5 1.00 PhD 0.98413 P R13 0.68 PhD ? P

R6 0.12 MS 0.01587 L (d) Data set DI
R7 0.52 PhD 0.88889 P

R9 0.76 PhD 0.98413 P

R11 0.68 PhD 0.92063 P

R12 0.04 MS 0.00000 L

R14 0.00 MS 0.03175 L

R15 0.72 PhD 0.93651 P

(c) Data set DC having no missing values

clustering technique also produces a membership degree matrix UC having |R′| rows

and k columns, where UC
il is the membership degree of the ith record (Ri ∈ DC) with

the lth cluster.

Using the membership degree calculation equation (see Equation (10.3)) of the fuzzy

clustering technique, we then find the membership degree matrix U I for all records of

DI and the same k clusters having the same cluster centers V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vk} as

mentioned before. U I
tr is the membership degree of the tth record (Rt ∈ DI) with the

rth cluster. Membership degree of a record with a cluster is inversely proportionate to

the distance between the record and the center of the cluster. We next combine UC and

U I into U having |R| number of rows and k number of columns.

For the example data set (as shown in Table 10.2c) let us use k = 3 in order to produce
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3 clusters. The membership degrees of each record of Ri ∈ DC with 3 clusters are

shown in Table 10.3a. Each cluster has a centroid which contains the weighted mean of

a numerical attribute and the frequency of each attribute value of a categorical attribute

as shown Table 10.3b.

We then calculate the membership degrees of each recordRt ∈ DI with a clusterCr;∀r,

using the centroid of Cr and the available values of Rt. Membership degrees are calcu-

lated based on the equations used in GFCM (M. Lee & Pedrycz, 2009). In our example

the membership degrees U I , of Rt ∈ DI ;∀Rt with the 3 clusters are shown in Ta-

ble 10.3c. Finally we combine the membership degrees UC , and U I into U , where Uil

is the membership degree of the ith record Ri ∈ DF with the lth cluster. Note that the

membership degree of a record Ri ∈ DF is the same as the membership degree of the

record RN
i ∈ DN with a cluster Cl, where RN

i is the normalized form of Ri.

TABLE 10.3: Membership degree of the records of DC and DI with three clusters and
clusters centroids V .

Rec. Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3
R1 0.00000002 0.99999976 0.00000022
R3 0.99999986 0.00000009 0.00000005
R4 0.00000013 0.99998951 0.00001036
R5 0.00000011 0.00000252 0.99999737
R6 0.00000005 0.99999923 0.00000072
R7 0.99941392 0.00000013 0.00058595
R9 0.99733209 0.00000032 0.00266759

R11 0.99999438 0.00000362 0.00000200
R12 0.00000122 0.99999301 0.00000577
R14 0.00000044 0.99999122 0.00000834
R15 0.99999270 0.00000141 0.00000589

(a) Membership degrees UC of each record of DC with three clusters

Attr. Name Attr. Value Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3
Age 0.6719620190601 0.0480000000929 0.9998616492793

Edu.
MS 0.0000000000002 0.9999999997743 0.0000000000005
PhD 0.9999999999998 0.0000000002257 0.9999999999995

Salary 0.9396589053030 0.0158720001969 0.9841240084866

Pos.
L 0.0000000000002 0.9999999997743 0.0000000000005
P 0.9999999999998 0.0000000002257 0.9999999999995

(b) Centroids of three clusters

Rec. Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3
R2 0.944139470580681 0.000000060804250 0.055860468615069
R8 0.999816462968573 0.000000002003948 0.000183535027478

R10 0.000000000000032 0.999999999999939 0.000000000000029
R13 0.999999999978393 0.000000000000001 0.000000000021606

(c) Membership degrees UI of each record of DI with three clusters
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Step-4: Apply our novel FuzzyEM method to impute numerical missing values

using all clusters.

In this step we impute the missing numerical attribute values using a novel Fuzzy Ex-

pectation Maximization approach which is a modification (fuzzy version) of an existing

approach (Schneider, 2001). The basic idea of this step is to use the membership de-

grees of the records with a cluster, in order to impute the missing values as shown in

Step-4 of the FEMI algorithm (see Algorithm 9) and Procedure FuzzyEM (see Algo-

rithm 10). The missing values are imputed using the membership degrees of all clusters

one by one. For example, we impute the missing values using the membership degrees

of the records with Cluster 1 and store the imputed data set inD1
I . Similarly, we produce

D2
I , D

3
I · · · Dk

I from Cluster 2, Cluster 3, ... Cluster k, respectively.

FuzzyEM takes four input parameters namely the index k of a cluster, data set having

records with missing valuesDI , full data setDF , and membership degree matrix U . We

next describe the proposed iterative imputation process as follows.

In this step, we first denormalizeDI data set, where each record has one or more missing

values. Let, Ri be a record of DI . Ri has y number of numerical attributes with missing

values and x number of numerical attributes with available values.

Let, µkmis and µkav be the fuzzy mean vectors of the y number of missing values and x

number of available values, respectively. The fuzzy mean is calculated considering the

membership degree of each record. It is the average value weighted by the membership

degrees as shown in Equation (10.5). We calculate fuzzy mean, µkp, for the pth attribute

according to the kth cluster as follows. Note that the fuzzy mean of an attribute accord-

ing to a cluster can be different to the fuzzy mean of the attribute according to another

cluster.

µkp =

∑n
i=1 UikRip∑n
i=1 Uik

(10.5)

where n is the number of records in DF , Uik is the membership degree of the ith record

with the kth cluster, and Rip is the pth attribute value of the ith record.
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Using µkmis and µkav we now calculate fuzzy covariance matrix B = (θkxx)
−1θkxy, where

the element σkpq, of θkxx or θkxy, is a covariance between the p-th and q-th attributes ac-

cording to the kth cluster and is calculated as follows. It is a covariance value weighted

by the membership degrees of the records with a cluster as shown in Equation (10.6).

Note that the covariance of two attributes according to a cluster can be different to the

covariance of the attributes according to a different cluster.

σkpq =

∑n
i=1 Uik(Rip − µkp)(Riq − µkq)∑n

i=1 Uik
(10.6)

Now let, ry and rx be the vectors of missing attribute values and available attribute

values in Ri, respectively. We impute the missing values of ry as follows.

ry = µkmis + (rx − µkav)B + e (10.7)

where e is a residual error with mean zero and unknown covariance matrix Q(= θyy −

θyxθ
−1
xx θxy). Following an existing approach (Schneider, 2001) we use a residual error

e = [µ0 + H.ZT ]T , where µ0 is a mean vector having zero value/s meaning that the

elements of the vector µ0 represent the mean values which are all equal to zero in this

case,H is a cholesky decomposition of the covariance matrixQ andZ is a vector having

Gaussian random values that have mean zero and variance equal to one. Since H is

multiplied by Z for the calculation of e, the e value is obtained through a randomization

of the cholesky decomposition of the covariances. Note that the residual error e is used

in Equation (10.7) for the first iteration only.

After imputing all the records of Ri ∈ DI , ∀i we get an imputed data set Dk
I . We

replace the missing values of DF with the corresponding imputed values in Dk
I . We

then re-calculate µkmis, µ
k
av and B using the updated DF . We next re-impute xm using

Equation (10.7) for all the records of DI . We repeat this process until the change of the

means and co-variances in DF of two consecutive iterations is less than a user-defined
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threshold ε. We use 10−10 as a value for the termination threshold (ε) in the experiments.

The Procedure FuzzyEM then returns the imputed data set Dk
I . Following (Schneider,

2001) we use the residual error only in the first iteration.

We impute our example data set according to three clusters using the Algorithm 10.

The imputed data sets are shown in Table 10.4a, Table 10.4b, and Table 10.4c. For easy

understanding the imputed values are presented in bold font.

Note that for a non-fuzzy data set where Uik can be either 1 or 0, µkmiss (see Equa-

tion (10.5)) becomes equal to µy (see Equation (4.1)) for some k. Similarly, µkav be-

comes equal to µx and σkpq becomes equal to σpq for some k. Therefore, Equation (10.7)

becomes equal to Equation (4.1) suggesting that the existing EMI (Schneider, 2001)

technique is a special case of the proposed FEMI algorithm.

Step-5: Find the combined imputed value of a numerical attribute. Find the im-

puted value of a categorical attribute.

In this step, we impute both numerical and categorical missing values of DI (see Fig-

ure 10.3 and Step 5 of Algorithm 9). For imputing numerical missing value of DI , we

combine all Ds
I ;∀s ∈ K, where K = {1, 2, · · · k}. Let, Rip be the pth attribute value

(numerical) of the ith record in DI . Let, vsip be the pth attribute value of the ith record

in the data set Ds
I , which is imputed according to sth cluster as explained in Step 4. If

Rip is a missing value then it is computed as follows.

Rip =

∑k
s=1 Uisv

s
ip∑k

s=1 Uis
, where Uis ∈ U I (10.8)

We now explain our approach towards imputing a categorical attribute value. Many

fuzzy clustering techniques such as GFCM produce a fuzzy seed (center) for a cluster

where the seed contains each value of the domain of an attribute according to a con-

fidence degree (D. W. Kim et al., 2004; M. Lee & Pedrycz, 2009). The confidence

degree of an attribute value pl in a cluster s is the sum of the membership degrees for
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the records, having pl, with the cluster. So the confidence degree Ck
pl

for the value pl of

the p-th attribute (categorical) in the kth cluster can be calculated as follows.

Ck
pl
=

n∑
i=1

Uik|vkip = pl (10.9)

Similarly, confidence degree for all domain values of an attribute can be calculated. A

fuzzy seed of a cluster can contain all the domain values of a categorical attribute and

their corresponding confidence degrees with the cluster. Naturally the value having the

highest confidence degree is considered to be the most likely value of the attribute in

the cluster.

While imputing a missing value of a record Ri, we calculate the vote (Gpl) for a value

pl by multiplying its confidence degree (Cs
pl

) in terms of the s-th cluster, and the mem-

bership degree Uis of Ri with the s-th cluster, for all clusters as follows.

Gpl =
k∑
s=1

Cs
pl
× Uis (10.10)

Similarly, we calculate Gpl ;∀pl ∈ P , where P is the domain of the p-th attribute. Fi-

nally, the value having the maximum vote is considered to be the imputed value Rip for

the p-th attribute of the i-th record. The final imputed data set of DI (in our example) is

shown in Table 10.4d.

Step-6: Combine records to form a completed data set (D′F ) without any missing

values.

We finally combine denormalised DC and imputed DI in order to form D′F which is the

imputed data set.
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TABLE 10.4: Imputed data set DI .

Rec. Age Edu. Salary Pos. Rec. Age Edu. Salary Pos.
R2 45 ? 145 P R2 45 ? 145 P

R8 43 PhD 147 ? R8 43 PhD 147 ?

R10 2.2 MS 86 L R10 25.7 MS 86 L

R13 42 PhD 143.6 P R13 42 PhD 82 P

(a) Imputed data set D1
I

using FuzzyEM on cluster
1

(b) Imputed data set D2
I

using FuzzyEM on cluster
2

Rec. Age Edu. Salary Pos. Rec. Age Edu. Salary Pos.
R2 45 ? 145 P R2 45 Phd 145 P

R8 43 PhD 147 ? R8 43 PhD 147 P
R10 3.4 MS 86 L R10 25.69 MS 86 L

R13 42 PhD 144.4 P R13 42 PhD 143.6 P

(c) Imputed data set D3
I

using FuzzyEM on cluster
3

(d) The final imputed data
set DI

10.3.3 A Few Possible Approaches for Automatically Determining

the Number of Clusters, k

Since FEMI requires a number of clusters k for the fuzzy clustering technique (as dis-

cussed in Step 3 of Sub-section 10.3.2), a suitable approach (for automatically deter-

mining the most appropriate k value) could be incorporated into the FEMI algorithm.

In the following paragraphs we discuss a few possible approaches to automatically de-

termine the k value. However, they need to be carefully evaluated in order to find the

best of them and we plan to carry out the evaluation in our future study. In the experi-

ments of this chapter we use k = 20 based on our initial empirical analysis as discussed

in Section 10.4.

Approach 1: The full data set DF can be divided into two (mutually exclusive) hor-

izontal segments DC (having only records without any missing value/s) and DI that

has only the records with missing value/s. Artificial missing values can be created in

DC randomly, using the same approach that we have taken in this chapter to simulate

missing values (see Section 4.5 of Chapter 4). The artificial missing values can then be

imputed many times, where each time FEMI can use different k values. Finally the k

value resulting in the best imputation accuracy can be chosen as the k value for FEMI

in order to impute the real missing values. Note that the process of generating artificial
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missing values and imputation can be run many times, and the average result for each k

value can be used for finding the best k.

Approach 2: Instead of GFCM (M. Lee & Pedrycz, 2009) an existing fuzzy clustering

algorithm such as FBSA (H. Sun et al., 2004), that automatically finds the k value, can

be used. Note that FBSA finds the best k value by comparing the quality of clusters

obtained for different k values.

Approach 3: The k-means algorithm (Jain & Dubes, 1988) can be applied many times

for different k values and thereby produce different clustering results. All cluster-

ing results can be evaluated using any evaluation metric such as the Silhouette co-

efficient (Rousseeuw, 1987) and DaviesBouldin Index (DBI) (Davies & Bouldin, 1979).

The k with the best clustering result can then be used in FEMI for the imputation of

missing values.

Approach 4: Instead of k-means a basic fuzzy c-means such as FCM (Bezdek et al.,

1984) can be applied many times in order to find the best k value. This approach does

not require FEMI to use the GFCM technique for clustering since a fuzzy clustering

technique like FCM computes the membership degrees as well. The set of membership

degrees for the best k value can be directly used in the FEMI algorithm.

An advantage of the first approach is that the best k value is determined by evaluating the

imputation accuracy instead of evaluating the cluster quality for each k value as required

by the other approaches. The k value determined based on the imputation accuracy

may produce better end result than the k value determined based on the cluster quality.

However, a disadvantage of the first approach is its time complexity since it requires the

complete imputation many times in order to determine the best k value. An advantage

of the second approach is a relatively lower time complexity than the first approach as

it does not require to run all steps of FEMI in order to identify the best k value. Since

k-means is well known for its low time complexity (Z. Huang, 1998) the third approach

can also enjoy its simplicity in terms of time complexity compared to the first approach.

Since the fourth approach skips the step involving GFCM it can save some computation

time. However, a possible disadvantage of Approach 2, Approach 3 and Approach 4

can be the use of clustering quality instead of imputation quality.
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10.3.4 Complexity Analysis

We now analyze complexity for FEMI. We consider that we have a data set with n

records, and m attributes. We also consider that there are nI records with one or more

missing values, and nc records (nc = n − nI) with no missing values. FEMI uses a

fuzzy clustering technique such as GFCM (M. Lee & Pedrycz, 2009) to create clusters

with a user defined number of clusters k.

The overall complexity of FEMI is O(nm + k2ncmd + knnIm
2 + knIm

3 + knnIm.

However, typically k, and d values are very small, especially compared to n. Besides,

we can also consider nI to be very small and therefore nc ≈ n. Hence, the overall

complexity of FEMI is O(nm2 +m3). Moreover, for low dimensional data sets such as

those used in this study the complexity is O(n).

A detailed complexity analysis of FEMI is presented in Section 14.6.2 of Chapter 14.

Moreover, a summary of the complexities of the imputation techniques is presented in

Table 14.50. From the table we can see that the complexities of EMI and IBLLS (i.e.

the techniques that we use in the experiments of this chapter) are O(nm2 + m3) and

O(n3m2 + nm4), respectively. This is also reflected in the execution time complexity

analysis in the next section (see Table 10.7).

10.4 Experimental Results

We implement FEMI and two existing techniques namely EMI (Junninen et al., 2004;

Schneider, 2001), and IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012), which have been shown to be bet-

ter than Bayesian principal component analysis (BPCA) (Oba et al., 2003), LLSI (H. Kim

et al., 2005), and ILLSI (Cai et al., 2006).

We apply the techniques on eight real data sets, namely Adult, Chess, Yeast, Contracep-

tive Method Choice (CMC), GermanCA, Pima, Housing and Autompg data set that are

available from UCI Machine Learning Repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010). A brief

description of the data sets is presented in Table 4.8 of Chapter 4. There are a number
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of records having missing values in some data sets. We first remove all records having

missing values and get a pure data set without any missing values. In our experiment

we use the pure data set.

In pure data sets, we artificially create missing values which are then imputed by dif-

ferent techniques. Since the original values of the artificially created missing data are

known to us, we can evaluate the performances of the techniques. In the experimen-

tation we use four missing patterns such as simple, medium, complex and blended,

two missing models namely Overall and Uniformly Distributed (UD), and four missing

ratios such as 1%, 3%, 5% and 10%. The procedure of simulating missing values is

discussed in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.5).

Note that there are 32 combinations (id 1, 2, · · · , 32) of Missing Ratio, Missing Model,

and Missing Pattern. For each combination we create 10 data sets with missing val-

ues. For example, for the combination having “1%” missing values , “overall” missing

model , and “simple” missing pattern (id 1, see Table 10.5) we generate 10 data sets

with missing values. We therefore create all together 320 data sets for each natural

data set. We evaluate the imputation accuracy of FEMI using a few well known eval-

uation criteria namely R2, d2, RMSE and MAE that are discussed in Chapter 4 (see

Secction 4.5).

Justification of k

FEMI uses a user defined value k (the number of clusters) as explained in Section 10.3.

In order to explore a suitable value for k, we first evaluate the performances of FEMI for

the Credit Approval data set and CMC data set by using different values of k as shown

in Figure 10.4. For both data sets k = 20 gives the best result based on the evaluation

criteria d2. Note that, k = 20 also gives the best result based on other three evaluation

criteria namely R2, RMSE, and MAE for the data sets. Therefore, we use the default

value of k equal to 20 for the experiments in this chapter.

Experimental Result Analysis for the Adult Data Set.

In Table 10.5 we present the performance of FEMI, EMI and IBLLS, on Adult data set,

based on R2, d2, RMSE, and MAE for 32 missing combinations. The average values
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(a) Credit Approval data set

(b) CMC data set

FIGURE 10.4: Performance of FEMI based on d2 for different number of clusters

of the performance indicators on 10 data sets having missing values for each combina-

tion of missing ratios, missing model, and missing pattern are presented in Table 10.5.

For example, there are 10 data sets having missing values with the combination (id = 1)

of “1%” missing ratio, “Overall” missing model and “Simple” missing pattern. The av-

erage of R2 for the data sets having id = 1 is 0.779 for FEMI as reported in Table 10.5.

The average R2 values for the data sets having id = 1 are 0.759 and 0.674 for EMI and

IBLLS, respectively. Bold values in the table indicate the best results among the three

techniques. FEMI performs significantly better than EMI and IBLLS on the data set.

In the last row of Table 10.5, we present a score of each technique for each evaluation
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criteria, where a score S indicates that a technique performs the best among all the

techniques in S (out of 32) number of missing combinations. The table shows that FEMI

outperforms all other techniques. In 32 out of 32 combinations of missing patterns

FEMI performs better that EMI and IBLLS in terms of all evaluation criteria.

TABLE 10.5: Performance of FEMI, EMI, and IBLLS based on R2, d2, RMSE, and
MAE for 32 missing combinations on Adult data set.

Missing combination Id
R2 d2 RMSE MAE

FEMI EMI IBLLS FEMI EMI IBLLS FEMI EMI IBLLS FEMI EMI IBLLS

1%

Overall

Simple 1 0.779 0.759 0.674 0.945 0.893 0.895 0.103 0.123 0.149 0.072 0.082 0.113

Medium 2 0.774 0.754 0.563 0.942 0.888 0.862 0.106 0.126 0.175 0.074 0.084 0.123

Complex 3 0.767 0.747 0.406 0.942 0.886 0.801 0.106 0.126 0.211 0.071 0.081 0.136

Blended 4 0.755 0.735 0.534 0.937 0.880 0.854 0.109 0.129 0.179 0.074 0.084 0.125

UD

Simple 5 0.771 0.751 0.616 0.942 0.888 0.858 0.106 0.126 0.169 0.074 0.084 0.133

Medium 6 0.767 0.747 0.549 0.941 0.886 0.857 0.107 0.127 0.176 0.072 0.082 0.125

Complex 7 0.768 0.748 0.288 0.942 0.884 0.742 0.106 0.126 0.231 0.071 0.081 0.164

Blended 8 0.777 0.757 0.533 0.945 0.893 0.854 0.103 0.123 0.179 0.072 0.082 0.128

3%

Overall

Simple 9 0.770 0.752 0.646 0.941 0.886 0.820 0.107 0.126 0.181 0.078 0.087 0.151

Medium 10 0.774 0.751 0.355 0.944 0.888 0.751 0.105 0.125 0.209 0.074 0.085 0.159

Complex 11 0.773 0.749 0.245 0.944 0.886 0.704 0.105 0.126 0.232 0.073 0.084 0.170

Blended 12 0.774 0.754 0.373 0.944 0.888 0.777 0.106 0.125 0.216 0.074 0.084 0.159

UD

Simple 13 0.784 0.756 0.537 0.946 0.889 0.812 0.103 0.125 0.193 0.075 0.086 0.151

Medium 14 0.770 0.751 0.395 0.942 0.886 0.749 0.107 0.126 0.271 0.076 0.086 0.199

Complex 15 0.776 0.750 0.215 0.945 0.888 0.751 0.105 0.126 0.216 0.072 0.083 0.159

Blended 16 0.767 0.745 0.363 0.940 0.885 0.689 0.107 0.127 0.206 0.077 0.087 0.160

5%

Overall

Simple 17 0.774 0.754 0.508 0.941 0.886 0.833 0.107 0.126 0.184 0.079 0.088 0.133

Medium 18 0.775 0.749 0.358 0.944 0.886 0.751 0.105 0.126 0.208 0.076 0.086 0.160

Complex 19 0.769 0.746 0.194 0.942 0.885 0.680 0.107 0.127 0.248 0.075 0.085 0.183

Blended 20 0.766 0.746 0.298 0.940 0.884 0.731 0.108 0.128 0.241 0.076 0.087 0.195

UD

Simple 21 0.772 0.747 0.477 0.941 0.885 0.798 0.107 0.127 0.193 0.078 0.089 0.152

Medium 22 0.770 0.747 0.454 0.942 0.884 0.740 0.107 0.127 0.190 0.076 0.086 0.144

Complex 23 0.769 0.745 0.162 0.943 0.885 0.663 0.107 0.127 0.257 0.074 0.084 0.193

Blended 24 0.779 0.754 0.277 0.945 0.888 0.732 0.104 0.125 0.230 0.074 0.085 0.173

10%

Overall

Simple 25 0.770 0.750 0.430 0.941 0.886 0.751 0.107 0.127 0.239 0.077 0.088 0.199

Medium 26 0.774 0.751 0.225 0.942 0.885 0.691 0.106 0.127 0.234 0.078 0.088 0.179

Complex 27 0.767 0.746 0.154 0.941 0.884 0.655 0.107 0.127 0.259 0.076 0.086 0.190

Blended 28 0.773 0.749 0.273 0.942 0.884 0.729 0.106 0.127 0.235 0.077 0.088 0.173

UD

Simple 29 0.774 0.753 0.331 0.942 0.888 0.720 0.106 0.125 0.209 0.077 0.087 0.163

Medium 30 0.772 0.750 0.236 0.941 0.885 0.694 0.106 0.127 0.232 0.078 0.089 0.172

Complex 31 0.770 0.747 0.130 0.943 0.886 0.626 0.106 0.127 0.256 0.075 0.085 0.194

Blended 32 0.773 0.750 0.223 0.941 0.885 0.557 0.106 0.127 0.224 0.078 0.088 0.175

Score (Out of 32) 32 0 0 32 0 0 32 0 0 32 0 0

Statistical Significance Analysis on Adult Data Set

We now present the confidence interval analysis on Adult data set to evaluate the statis-

tical significance of the superiority of FEMI over the two existing techniques as evident
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from our empirical assessment. A brief overview on the confidence interval analysis is

presented in Chapter 9 (see Section 9.3).

Figure 10.5 and Figure 10.6 present 95% confidence interval analysis of FEMI with

other techniques in terms of R2, d2, RMSE, and MAE for all 32 missing combina-

tions. It is clear from the figures that FEMI performs better (i.e. better average value

and no overlap of confidence intervals) than other techniques for most of the missing

combinations except for the 6 cases (out of 32×4=128 cases) in Figure 10.5 marked

by circles. Even for those 6 cases the average R2 values of FEMI are better than the

R2 values of the other techniques. We can see from the figures that IBLLS in general

performs worse for a high missing ratios, whereas FEMI maintains almost the same

performance even for a high missing ratios.

Statistical Significance Analysis for All Data Sets

We present 95% confidence interval analysis in terms of d2 for all seven remaining

data sets as shown in Figure 10.7, Figure 10.8, Figure 10.9 and Figure 10.10. FEMI

performs significantly better (i.e. better average value and no overlap of confidence

intervals) than other two techniques in terms of d2, for all missing combinations in

Chess (Figure 10.7(a)), Yeast (Figure 10.7(b)), GermanCA (Figure 10.8(b)) and Pima

(Figure 10.9(a)) data sets. In CMC (Figure 10.8(a)), Housing (Figure 10.9(b)) and

Autompg (Figure 10.10(a)) FEMI performs significantly better than EMI and IBLLS

for all missing combinations except for those marked by the circles.

We also present the number of overlapping cases between FEMI and other techniques

for all evaluation criteria in Table 10.6. Out of 256 cases (i.e. 32 combinations for each

data set, of 8 data sets) confidence interval of FEMI overlaps with other techniques in

only 21, 9, 10 and 9 cases in terms of R2, d2, RMSE, and MAE, respectively (see

Table 10.6).

From Figure 10.7 we realize that generally overlapping happens for low missing ratio

and simple missing pattern. Although IBLLS and EMI generally perform worse than

FEMI for all patterns, they perform comparatively better in the simple pattern than in
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(a) R2

(b) d2

FIGURE 10.5: 95% confidence interval analysis on Adult data set in term of R2 and
d2.

TABLE 10.6: The number of overlapping cases (out of the total of 256 cases for each
evaluation criterion) between FEMI and other techniques in terms of 95% confidence

interval analysis.

Data set R2 d2 RMSE MAE

Adult 6 0 0 0
Chess 0 0 0 0
Yeast 3 0 1 0
CMC 1 1 0 0
GermanCA 2 0 0 0
Pima 0 0 0 0
Housing 8 7 8 7
Autompg 1 1 1 2

Total 21 9 10 9
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(a) RMSE

(b) MAE

FIGURE 10.6: 95% confidence interval analysis on Adult data set in terms of RMSE
and MAE.

the medium and complex patterns. However, FEMI performs almost equally good for

the low and high missing ratio.

All three techniques demonstrate a similar tendency of better performance for the simple

pattern than the medium and complex patterns. In the simple pattern a record can have

at most one missing value. Therefore, an imputation technique can take advantage of

a higher number of available values of a record in order to impute the missing value of

the record. On the other hand in the medium and complex patterns a record may have

more than one missing values. When a record has a big number of missing values then

an imputation technique has a lower number of available values in the record to make
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(a) Chess data set

(b) Yeast data set

FIGURE 10.7: 95% confidence interval analysis on the Chess and Yeast data sets in
terms of d2.

a more precise estimation of the missing values. An extreme example can be the case

where all values of a record are missing. Naturally, the imputation accuracy drops with

the increased number of missing values in a record. However, the imputation techniques

generally perform better for the blended pattern (as evident from Figure 10.7) due to the

existence of the simple pattern inside the blended pattern as explained in Section 4.5 of

Chapter 4.

In Figure 10.11 we present the overall average values (average of all 32 combinations)

for the techniques on all eight data sets. FEMI performs clearly better than both other
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(a) CMC data set

(b) GermanCA data set

FIGURE 10.8: 95% confidence interval analysis on the CMC and GermanCA data sets
in terms of d2.

techniques.

Figure 10.12 shows the percentage of combinations (out of 256 combinations for all

data sets) where FEMI, EMI and IBLLS perform the best. For example, in terms of R2

FEMI performs the best in 97.66% cases (combinations) (see Figure 10.12(a)).

We now analyze the results of FEMI using another statistical significance analysis called

the t-test. A brief overview on the t-test analysis is presented in Chapter 9 (see Sec-

tion 9.3). In Figure 10.13 we present the statistical significance analysis using t-test

for all 32 missing combinations of all data sets. If a t value is greater than the t(ref)
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(a) Pima data set

(b) Housing data set

FIGURE 10.9: 95% confidence interval analysis on the Pima and Housing data sets in
terms of d2.

value then it indicates the superiority of FEMI over the other technique being evalu-

ated. Please note that in this experimentation we evaluate the superiority of FEMI over

the existing techniques for 99.5% confidence since we use (p = 0.005). Therefore,

Figure 10.13 demonstrates a considerably better performance of FEMI over other tech-

niques at based on all evaluation criteria for all eight data sets except for a few cases

(encircled in the figure) of the CMC data set (Figure 10.13(a)) and the Housing data set

(Figure 10.13(b)).

We also analyze the results of FEMI using the statistical sign test. A brief overview on
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(a) Autompg data set

FIGURE 10.10: 95% confidence interval analysis on the Autompg data sets in terms
of d2.

the sign test analysis is presented in Chapter 4(see Section 4.5). Figure 10.14 presents

the sign test analysis of FEMI with other techniques (one by one) at the right-tailed by

considering significance level α = 0.025 (i.e. 97.5% significance level). In the figure,

we can see there are three bars for each data set. The first two bars represent the z-values

of the two comparisons between FEMI and two existing techniques, whereas the third

bar represents the z-ref value. The z-ref for α = 0.025 and df=31 is 1.96 which can be

obtained from a table (Mason et al., 1994).

The sign test results (see Figure 10.14) indicate that FEMI performs significantly better

than the other techniques (at z > 1.96, p < 0.025, and right-tailed) on all data sets for

all evaluation criteria.

Execution Time Complexity Analysis

We now present the average execution time (in milliseconds) for 320 data sets (32 com-

binations × 10 data sets per combination) with missing values for each real data set in

Table 10.7. We carry out the experiments using two different machines. However, for

one data set we use the same machine for all techniques. A brief description about the

machines is discussed in Section 4.5 (Chapter 4). FEMI takes less time than IBLLS,
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(a) Performance on Adult, Chess, Yeast and CMC data sets

(b) Performance on GermanCA, Pima, Housing and Autompg data sets

FIGURE 10.11: Performance comparison on eight data sets.

whereas it takes slightly more time than EMI to pay the cost of a significantly better

quality imputation.

TABLE 10.7: Average execution time (in milliseconds) of different techniques on the
eight data sets.

Data set FEMI EMI IBLLS Machine used

Adult 1,249,433 82,189 53,947,274 Machine 1
Chess 48,784 8,667 15,537,849 Machine 1
Yeast 1,603 92 173,209 Machine 1
CMC 34,383 469 233,994 Machine 2
GermanCA 785 62 58,044 Machine 1
Pima 702 47 39,443 Machine 1
Housing 15,331 3,087 1,268,431 Machine 2
Autompg 970 18 8,861 Machine 1

Average 168,999 11,829 8,908,388

For CMC data set we next create 30 noisy data sets for a missing combination (id=27,
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(a) R2 (b) d2

(c) RMSE (d) MAE

FIGURE 10.12: Percentage of combinations for all data sets, where a method achieves
the best result.

missing ratio=10%, missing model = Overall, and missing pattern = Complex) and

apply FEMI, EMI and IBLLS on all data sets. We then calculate average execution time

for 30 runs for each of the three techniques. FEMI requires lower time than IBLLS but

higher time than EMI (see Table 10.8).

For the same missing combination we also perform t-test analysis for all four evaluation

criteria as shown in Figure 10.15. FEMI performs significantly better than both other

techniques in terms of R2, d2, RMSE, and MAE.

TABLE 10.8: Average execution time (in milliseconds) on CMC data set for a complex
pattern (30 runs).

FEMI EMI IBLLS Machine used

33,879.00 482.63 312,005.90 Machine 2
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(a) t-test analysis on Adult, Chess, Yeast and CMC data sets

(b) t-test analysis on GermanCA, Pima, Housing and Autompg data sets

FIGURE 10.13: t-test analysis on eight data sets.

Experimentation on Categorical Missing Value Imputation for All Data Sets

Unlike EMI and IBLLS, FEMI can impute categorical missing values in addition to

numerical missing values. Therefore, in order to evaluate the performance of FEMI for

imputing categorical values we now compare its performance with our previous tech-

nique called DMI (see Chapter 4) that imputes categorical missing values. Figure 10.16

shows that FEMI achieves lower RMSE (Figure 10.16a) and MAE (Figure 10.16b)

values than DMI for all eight data sets. For each data set RMSE and MAE values are

computed using all 32 combinations. Note that for RMSE and MAE a lower value

indicates a better imputation.

Note that for categorical attributes, FEMI provides the votes Vpl ;∀pl ∈ P where P is the

domain of the pth attribute (see Equation (10.10)). For the RMSE and MAE calculation

in this chapter (see Equation (4.4) and Equation (4.5)), the value pl having the highest

vote is considered as the imputed value Pi of the ith missing value. For the RMSE

and MAE calculation if the imputed value (Pi) and the actual/observed value (Oi) are
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(a) R2

(b) d2

(c) RMSE

(d) MAE

FIGURE 10.14: Statistical significance analysis using the sign test for all data sets.
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FIGURE 10.15: t-test analysis on CMC data set for a complex pattern (30 runs)

(a) RMSE

(b) MAE

FIGURE 10.16: Performance comparison on eight data sets in terms of categorical
imputation.

the same then the distance between them (Pi − Oi) is considered 0 and otherwise 1.

However, if the votes for two possible values (such as pl ∈ P and pz ∈ P ) are high

then a user is less certain about the imputed value Pi. When the votes are close to each

other then a user is more uncertain than when only one value has the highest vote and

all other values have very low votes. The uncertainty of a user can be captured through
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the entropy of the votes. We considered in this chapter the value having the highest

vote as the imputed value just for the sake of RMSE and MAE calculation. However,

FEMI actually provides a user with all votes and a user can take his/her decision on the

imputation.

We understand that when the observed value (Oi) does not receive the highest vote

the following two cases are not the same. In the first case the observed value (Oi)

receives a high vote and in the second case it receives a low vote. Obviously the first

case is better than the second case in terms of the imputation accuracy. In order to

take this into consideration in the RMSE and MAE calculation we use all votes and

thereby calculate the probability of the actual value to be imputed, p(Oi) =
Vpz |pz=Oi

Σ
pl∈P ;∀pl

Vpl
.

The best imputation is when p(Oi) = 1 and p(pl) = 0; ∀pl 6= Oi. Therefore, we

introduce two new metrics called new RMSE (see Equation (10.11)) and new MAE

(see equation (10.12)), where y is the total number of missing values.

nRMSE = (
1

y

y∑
i=1

[1− p(Oi)]
2)

1
2 (10.11)

nMAE =
1

y

y∑
i=1

|1− p(Oi)| (10.12)

In Table 10.9 we present the overall average values (average of all 32 combinations) of

RMSE, nRMSE, MAE and nMAE for FEMI and DMI on the CMC and Housing

data sets. The results in the table indicate a strong superiority of FEMI over DMI for

categorical imputation.

TABLE 10.9: Overall performance comparison of FEMI and DMI for categorical im-
putation based on RMSE, nRMSE, MAE and nMAE.

Data set DMI FEMI FEMI DMI FEMI FEMI
RMSE RMSE nRMSE MAE MAE nMAE

CMC 0.779 0.694 0.569 0.617 0.436 0.502
Housing 0.480 0.328 0.316 0.413 0.269 0.310
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10.5 Summary

In this chapter we present a technique for missing value imputation using a fuzzy clus-

tering technique and the proposed fuzzy expectation maximization algorithm for a data

set that has a fuzzy nature. The basic idea of the technique is to make an educated guess

for a missing value using the most similar records. It takes the fuzzy nature of cluster-

ing into consideration while identifying the group of most similar records. Therefore,

it considers all groups of records (clusters) as similar; with some degree of similarity.

Moreover, while imputing a missing value based on a group it also considers the fuzzy

nature of all records for belonging to the group. Therefore, it uses the proposed fuzzy

expectation maximization algorithm to impute missing values.

We compare the proposed technique with two other high quality existing techniques.

In our experiments we use eight publicly available natural data sets and four evaluation

criteria. The data sets used in the experiments of this study contain non-time-series data.

The experimental results indicate that the proposed technique performs significantly

better than the other two techniques. We use average values, and sign test, confidence

interval and t-test analyses to compare the performance of our technique with other

techniques. We also carry out a test on execution time complexity. While the proposed

technique takes less time than IBLLS, it takes more time than EMI.

All the techniques (including FEMI) proposed so far in this study use the EMI algorithm

for imputing missing values. Two main drawbacks of using EMI are as follows. First

the proposed techniques are heavily dependent on EMI. If EMI fails to achieve high

quality imputation for a data set (even when it is applied on horizontal segments) then

the imputation quality of the proposed techniques will also suffer. Second, EMI can

impute numerical attributes only. If there is no numerical attribute in a data set the

proposed techniques become unable to take advantage of EMI. An assumption of the

proposed techniques is of course the strong presence of numerical attributes in a data

set. Although they are capable of imputing categorical attributes a strong focus of them

is on the numerical attributes.
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Therefore, in order to address the limitations of the proposed techniques we in the next

chapter present a novel imputation technique that does not use EMI.



Chapter 11

FIMUS: A Framework for Imputing

Missing Values Using Co-Appearance,

Correlation and Similarity Analysis

11.1 Introduction

The imputation techniques proposed so far from Chapter 4 to Chapter 10 makes use

of an existing imputation technique called the Expectation-Maximization Imputation

(EMI) algorithm (Schneider, 2001). Therefore, the imputation quality of the proposed

techniques heavily relies on the imputation quality of EMI. If EMI fails to achieve high

imputation accuracy then the proposed techniques will also suffer from a bad quality

of imputation. Moreover, since EMI can only impute numerical attributes if a data set

contains only categorical attributes then the proposed techniques cannot take advantage

We have published the following paper during the PhD candidature based on this chapter.

Rahman, M. G. and Islam, M. Z. (2014). FIMUS: A Framework for Imputing Missing Values Using
Co-Appearance, Correlation and Similarity Analysis. Knowledge-Based Systems, Vol. 56, pp. 311 - 327,
ISSN 0950-7051, ELSEVIER. (Impact Factor 4.104, ISI Web of Knowledge 2012 Rank Q1, the 6th best
journal out of 115 journals in the category of Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence).
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of EMI and they almost become a naive mode imputation technique with the excep-

tion that the mode imputation approach is applied within the horizontal segments only.

Hence, the proposed techniques may not perform significantly better than the existing

techniques such as SVR (X. Wang et al., 2006) for the data sets having only categorical

attributes. Therefore, in this chapter we explore an effective approach to impute missing

values using the relationship among the attributes without relying on EMI.

In this chapter we propose an imputation technique called A Framework for Imputing

Missing Values Using Co-Appearance, Correlation and Similarity Analysis (FIMUS).

The basic idea of the technique is to make an educated guess based on the co-appearances

of the values belonging to different attributes, correlations between attributes and simi-

larity of values belonging to an attribute. While FIMUS is suitable for imputing categor-

ical missing values it is also expected to achieve high quality imputation for numerical

attributes.

We evaluate FIMUS on nine natural data sets (Frank & Asuncion, 2010) by comparing

its performance with the performance of four high quality techniques namely DMI (see

Chapter 4), SVR (X. Wang et al., 2006), EMI (Schneider, 2001) and IBLLS (K. Cheng

et al., 2012). Two evaluation criteria called index of agreement (d2), and root mean

squared error (RMSE) are used. Our experimental results indicate (based on statistical

sign test) that FIMUS performs significantly better than DMI, SVR, EMI and IBLLS

on all data sets. We also compare FIMUS with SiMI, FEMI, SVR, IBLLS and EMI

extensively in Chapter 14. The experimental results are also discussed in Chapter 14

and clearly indicate the effectiveness of FIMUS.

The organization of the chapter is as follows. Our technique (FIMUS) is presented in

Section 11.2. Section 11.3 presents empirical evaluations, and Section 11.4 provides a

summary of the chapter.
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11.2 FIMUS: An Imputation Technique Based on Co-

appearance, Correlation and Similarity

11.2.1 Basic Concepts

We argue that typically a data set D maintains some natural patterns in it. For example,

the possibility of the appearance of a value x in a record Ri depends on the other values

of the record. We propose to estimate the possibility by studying the co-appearance

matrix C generated from the data set D. An element of the matrix cxu ∈ C presents the

total number of co-appearances, in the whole data set, between a pair of values x ∈ Aj
and u ∈ Ap belonging to two attributes. We also consider fu (i.e. the frequency of u),

since we argue that a high cxu
fu

value indicates a high possibility of the appearance of a

value x given the appearance of the other value u. Besides, the correlation kAj ,Ap ;∀p

between two attributes Aj and Ap is also taken into consideration since the attribute

having high correlation should have high influence in imputing the missing value.

FIMUS generalizes the values of a numerical attribute into several categories in order

to be able to compute the co-appearances of the values with other values belonging

to other attributes. For example, it generalizes/categorizes the values of a numerical

attribute Ap into
√
|Ap| number of categories, where |Ap| is the domain size of Ap.

This type of categorization enjoys its simplicity, but due to artificially making the equal

size (in terms of range of values) for each category it may not always capture the natural

groups/categories. Defining and finding accurate categories from a numerical attribute

is a challenging task (S. Garcia et al., 2013). Hence, the actual co-appearance values

may not be captured by the estimated co-appearances.

For categorizing the values of a numerical attribute, a number of methods have been

proposed in literature (S. Garcia et al., 2013; Yang & Webb, 2009). However, it is diffi-

cult to find the best categorization method which is suitable for data sets having different

characteristics (such as domain ranges, and the distribution of domain values) (S. Garcia

et al., 2013). Some recent categorization methods including Proportional Discretizer

(PD) (Yang & Webb, 2009) and Fixed Frequency Discretizer (FFD) (Yang & Webb,
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2009) have been suggested as the best methods (S. Garcia et al., 2013). PD suggests

that the number of categories NC and the number of records (in each category) NR

should be equal (i.e. NC = NR). The desired NC is then obtained, in PD, from the

relations NC ×NR = n and NC = NR, where n is the total number of records of a data

set. However, FFD allows NC and NR to be different where NC 6= NR. It first takes a

user input on NR where NR is the desired number of records in each category. It then

determines the number of categories as NC = n
NR

.

It is worth mentioning that for categorizing a numerical value v both PD and FFD focus

on the number of records in each category instead of the actual numerical value v. If

the number of records in a category is NR then they take the first NR values (from a

sorted list of values) into the first category and the second NR values into the second

category. However, it is quite possible that the NRth and (NR + 1)th numerical values

are the same. Therefore, the same numerical values can be categorized differently by

PD and FFD. However, FIMUS always groups a set of the same numerical values in the

same category since it groups them according to their actual values. In our opinion, it

is a sensible approach to categories the same numerical values into the same category

instead of categorizing them into different categories.

For a better understanding, in Figure 11.1 we present the process of categorization by

PD, FFD and FIMUS. In this example, we categorize the numerical attribute “Salary”

of a toy data set that has been presented in Table 11.2a. In this example, FFD considers

NR = 2 and therefore, creates n
NR

= 13
2
≈ 7 number of categories (see the 2nd row

of Figure 11.1). Since in each category we can have two values the same value of 85

falls in two different categories c1 and c2, which has been marked by an arrow in the

figure. However, since the domain of the attribute is [84, 148] FIMUS finds the domain

size to be upper limit - lower limit + 1 = 148 − 84 + 1 = 65 and therefore creates
√
65 ≈ 8 categories where the number of elements in each category can be different.

For example, Category 1 has 6 elements since it ranges from 84 to 84 + 8 − 1 = 91.

Therefore, two elements having the same value will always be grouped in the same

category by FIMUS.
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FIGURE 11.1: Categorization obtained by three methods namely PD, FFD, and
FIMUS from a toy data set (Table 11.2a).

In this chapter, we empirically evaluate the quality of the categories obtained by PD,

FFD and FIMUS. We use two natural data sets namely Credit Approval and CMC (Frank

& Asuncion, 2010). We first artificially create a set of missing values in the data sets.

The actual values of them are known to us. We then run FIMUS three times on each

dataset and thereby produce three imputed data sets for each natural data set. In the first

run we use PD for the categorization purpose within FIMUS. Similarly in the second

and third runs we use FFD and FIMUS Categorization (i.e. the regular categorization

approach used in FIMUS) in FIMUS. The three imputed data sets are then evaluated

(since the actual values of the missing values are known to us) through two evaluation

criteria namely d2 (Willmott, 1982) and RMSE (Junninen et al., 2004). In these empir-

ical tests we use the same experimental settings (that is Missing Level, Missing Model

and Missing Pattern) as the remaining experiments presented in Section 11.3.

Figure 11.2 and Figure 11.3 indicate that FIMUS using its own categorization (i.e.

FIMUS Categorization) produces a better imputation accuracy than FIMUS using PD

and FFD for the categorization purpose, for the both data sets and the both evaluation

criteria. Moreover, the categorization approach used in FIMUS is very simple. There-

fore, in this chapter we use this categorization approach in all experiments. However,

it is also worth mentioning that any existing categorization methods can be used in our
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proposed imputation technique called FIMUS. A better categorization approach is likely

to produce a better imputation accuracy in FIMUS.

(a) d2 on CA

(b) RMSE on CA

FIGURE 11.2: Performance on the Credit Approval data set based on different dis-
cretization methods.

Typically any categorization method leads to a loss of information (Yang & Webb,

2009). Additionally they can also lead to a loss of relationship between the attributes.

Let us assume that the two records Ri and Rk have two numerical values Rij and Rkj ,

respectively for the jthe numerical attribute. They also have two categorical values Ril

and Rkl, respectively for the lth categorical attribute. If both Rij and Rkj are grouped

together into the same category due to the categorization process then it may cause a

loss of relationship between the jth and lth attributes.
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(a) d2

(b) RMSE

FIGURE 11.3: Performance on the CMC data set based on different discretization
methods.

Therefore, instead of imputing a missing value, of a record, based on only the other

available values (categories) of the record, FIMUS imputes the missing value by taking

into account other available values and their similar values. For example, let us assume

that for a record Ri there is a missing value for the attribute Aj (Aj = {x, y, z}),

and an available value u for another attribute Ap (Ap = {u, v, w}) i.e. Rij is missing

and Rip = u. FIMUS uses the co-appearance of x and u, x and v, and x and w in

order to estimate the possibility of x being the correct imputation. The influence of

v and w are weighted according to their similarity with u. Many existing imputation

techniques (G. Batista & Monard, 2003; K. Cheng et al., 2012) consider a group of
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similar records (such as the k nearest neighbours) of a recordRi having a missing value.

In a way, they also take into account the influence of similar values (such as v and w) in

addition to the influence of u.

We test the impact of the property (i.e. considering similar values) on two real data

sets namely Credit Approval and CMC (Frank & Asuncion, 2010) by imputing missing

values according to FIMUS using the property at various degrees, and then evaluating

the imputation accuracy (since we actually know the original values). Two evaluation

criteria namely d2 (Willmott, 1982) and RMSE (Junninen et al., 2004) are used. We use

a similarity threshold (λ) that varies from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates that the imputation

is done by considering “the available values and their similar values” (following the

unique property of FIMUS), and 1 indicates that the imputation is done by considering

only the available values. Moreover, λ = 0.2 indicates the influence of “considering only

the available values” is 20% and “considering available values along with their similar

values” is 80%. Figure 11.4 shows that we get better d2 and RMSE values when λ = 0

(i.e. when we consider the available values along with their similar values) than when

λ = 1, for both data sets. Moreover, we generally get the best d2 and RMSE results

when λ is around 0.2 (approximately) as shown in Figure 11.4. These results indicate

the importance of the use of the property.

FIMUS systematically studies various information from the co-appearance matrix, cor-

relation matrix, frequency and similarity of values in order to impute a missing value.

Typically, the number of missing values in a data set is small and therefore, the original

information is not heavily disturbed due to the existence of small number of missing

values.

We now describe the basic concepts of our proposed technique with an example as

follows. Let, the record Ri has a missing value in attribute Aj ∈ A, i.e. Rij is missing.

Let, u be the actual value in the pth attribute Ap ∈ A, i.e. Rip = u. Let, Aj =

{x, y, z}) and therefore, x, y, and z are the candidates for possible imputation. Let,

Ap = {u, v, w}. We use a voting system where the best candidate having the highest

vote is finally chosen as the imputed value. Let, Cxu be the co-appearance of x and u
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(a) d2 on CA (b) d2 on CMC

(c) RMSE on CA (d) RMSE on CMC

FIGURE 11.4: Performance on CA and CMC data sets based on different user-defined
similarity thresholds (λ).

in the whole data set, and fu be the total number of appearances (frequency) of u in the

whole data set.

V Np
x is the vote in favour of x based on Ap considering only the available value u. We

calculate V Np
x as follows.

V Np
x =

Cxu
fu

(11.1)
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V Sp
x is the vote in favor of x based on Ap considering the available value along with its

similar values. That is, V Sp
x is calculated considering u, v and w as follows.

V Sp
x =

∑
∀a∈Ap

Cxa
fa
× Spua (11.2)

where Spua is the similarity between u (Rip = u) and a of the pth attribute. Similarity

Spua is computed using an existing technique (Giggins & Brankovic, 2012). We then

calculate the weighted vote V p
x in favor of x based on attribute Ap as follow.

V p
x = {V Np

x × λ+ V Sp
x × (1− λ)} × kjp (11.3)

where kjp is the correlation between the jth and the pth attributes.

Since generalization converts all data elements Rij into categorical values, in this chap-

ter we use the Pearson’s contingency coefficient (Krieg, 2012) to get correlation values

between two attributes. The values of the Pearson’s contingency coefficient vary be-

tween 0 and 1, where a high value indicates a strong correlation. Note that, for calcu-

lating correlations between categorical attributes FIMUS is not restricted to Pearson’s

contingency coefficient or any other particular method. A user can choose any other

method such as Cramer’s Coefficient (V), Phi (φ), and Lambda (Krieg, 2012). We now

offer a brief discussion on the methods as follows.

Lambda does not use the χ2 statistic for the correlation calculation while Pearson’s con-

tingency coefficient, Cramer’s Coefficient (V), and φ use it. The χ2 statistic is calculated

based on the co-appearance matrix (as shown in Table 11.3), which is also known as the

contingency table. Since FIMUS uses the co-appearance matrix (i.e. the contingency

table) in other calculations, it is sensible to use the metrics (i.e. Pearson’s contingency

coefficient, Cramer’s Coefficient (V), and φ) that rely on the co-appearance matrix.
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Typically, φ is only suitable for a 2×2 contingency table (Krieg, 2012). However, we get

a 2×2 contingency table only when two attributes have two values each. In our case,

it is more likely to have a non-2×2 contingency table since the attributes may have

different domain sizes. Therefore, a user may choose either the Pearson’s contingency

coefficient or Cramer’s Coefficient (V) for the correlation calculations.

Typically the values of both metrics follow the same trend. If the Pearson’s contingency

coefficient for a case Case1 is higher than the Pearson’s contingency coefficient of

Case2 then the Cramer’s Coefficient should also be higher for Case1 than for Case2.

Therefore, the use of one or the other should not heavily influence the accuracy of

FIMUS. We run an initial empirical analysis on two data sets where we implement

two versions of FIMUS; one using the Pearson’s contingency coefficient and the other

using the Cramer’s Coefficient (see Table 11.1). We also find that the accuracies of

both versions of FIMUS are very similar to each other and clearly superior to other

techniques.

TABLE 11.1: Performance on CA and CMC data sets based on Pearson’s contingency
coefficient (FIMUS) and Cramer’s coefficient (FIMUS-V).

Data set
RMSE d2

(Lower value is better) (Higher value is better)
FIMUS FIMUS-V DMI SVR EMI IBLLS FIMUS FIMUS-V DMI SVR EMI IBLLS

CMC 0.137 0.136 0.177 0.194 0.180 0.277 0.851 0.851 0.811 0.763 0.799 0.699
Credit Approval 0.097 0.096 0.120 0.126 0.119 0.137 0.787 0.788 0.761 0.627 0.755 0.727

We now calculate the total vote V T
x in favor of x by considering all attributes (A =

{A1, A2, ...Am}) except the jth attribute (since x ∈ Aj) as follows.

V T
x =

∑
∀Ap∈A\Aj

V p
x (11.4)

Similarly, we calculate the total vote V T
y and V T

z . Finally, the value having the maxi-

mum vote is considered to be the imputed value Rij .
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11.2.2 Main Steps

We now present the main steps of FIMUS and its algorithms as follows.

Step-1: Initialize a missing matrix B from the input data set Do.

Step-2: Generalize all numerical attributes of Do.

Step-3: Generate co-appearance matrix (C), normalized similarity matrix (Sj) for attribute

Aj ;∀Aj ∈ A, and correlation matrix (K).

Step-4: Impute missing values.

Step-5: Repeat the imputation process (steps 2 to 4) until there is a change between two con-

secutive iterations.

Step-6: Return a completed data set (Do) without any missing values.

Step-1: Initialize a missing matrix B from the input data set Do

FIMUS takes a data set Do, having missing values, as input. The data set Do has n

number of records (R1, R2, · · · , Rn) andm number of attributes (A = {A1, A2, ...Am}).

We first initialize a missing matrix B, as shown in the Step-1 of the FIMUS algorithm

(see Algorithm 11). Each element bij ∈ B ((1 ≤ i ≤ n) and (1 ≤ j ≤ m)) contains

either 0 or 1, which is calculated using Equation (11.5).

bij =


1 if Rij ∈ Do is missing

0 if Rij ∈ Do is available
;∀i, j (11.5)

We consider a toy data set Do (Table 11.2a) in order to illustrate the steps of our algo-

rithm. The data set Do has 15 records and 4 attributes out of which two are numerical

and two are categorical. The records R2, R8, R10 and R13 have missing values for

attributes Education (Edu.), Position (Pos.), Age and Salary, respectively. Therefore,

the elements {b2,2, b8,4, b10,1, and b13,3} are equal to 1 and the other elements are equal

to 0.
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Step-2: Generalize all numerical attributes of Do.

We make a copy of the data setDo intoDp. We next create a data setDG by generalizing

each numerical attribute Aj of Do into
√
|Aj| number of categories, where |Aj| is the

domain size of Aj (Step 2 of the FIMUS Algorithm 11). We generalize two numerical

attributes Age and Salary of our toy data set and the generalized data set is shown in

Table 11.2b.

TABLE 11.2: A sample data set Do and generalized data set DG.
Rec. Age Edu. Salary Pos. Rec. Age Edu. Salary Pos.
R1 27 MS 85 L R1 25-29 MS 84-91 L
R2 45 ? 145 P R2 45-49 ? 140-147 P
R3 42 PhD 145 P R3 40-44 PhD 140-147 P
R4 25 MS 85 L R4 25-29 MS 84-91 L
R5 50 PhD 146 P R5 50-54 PhD 140-147 P
R6 28 MS 85 L R6 25-29 MS 84-91 L
R7 38 PhD 140 P R7 35-39 PhD 140-147 P
R8 43 PhD 148 ? R8 40-44 PhD 148-155 ?
R9 44 PhD 146 P R9 40-44 PhD 140-147 P

R10 ? MS 86 L R10 ? MS 84-91 L
R11 42 PhD 142 P R11 40-44 PhD 140-147 P
R12 26 MS 84 L R12 25-29 MS 84-91 L
R13 42 PhD ? P R13 40-44 PhD ? P
R14 25 MS 86 L R14 25-29 MS 84-91 L
R15 43 PhD 143 P R15 40-44 PhD 140-147 P

(a) A sample data set Do (b) Generalised data set DG

Step-3: Generate co-appearance matrix (C), normalized similarity matrix (Sj) for

attribute Aj; ∀Aj ∈ A, and correlation matrix (K).

A co-appearance matrix C is generated from DG for the domain values of Aj ∈ A;∀j

such that cxu ∈ C is the number of appearances of x ∈ Aj and u ∈ Ap in DG (see Step

3 of Algorithm 11). The square matrix C has
∑m

j=1 |Aj| number of rows and columns.

In our example, the value “6” (shown in bold in Table 11.3) indicates that the value “40-

44” of the attribute “Age” and the value “PhD” of the attribute “Position” co-appears in

6 records in DG.

We generate a similarity matrix Sj of size |Aj| × |Aj| for Aj;∀j ∈ A, where the sim-

ilarity between two values belonging to an attribute Aj is calculated using an existing

technique (Giggins & Brankovic, 2012). Similarity between two values belonging to an

attribute can vary between 0 and 1, 0 indicates no similarity and 1 indicates maximum

similarity. In our example, the similarity matrix, SAge, is shown in Table 11.4a. We

then normalize the similarity values so that the sum of all similarity values of a category
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with all other categories is 1. The normalized similarity matrix for Age, SAge is shown

in Table 11.4b. All the similarity matrices are stored as S, which is a set of the matrices

as shown in Step 3 of Algorithm 11.

A correlation matrix Km×m is generated, where kjp ∈ K is the correlation between the

jth and the pth attributes, obtained fromDG. Since all values inDG are categorical (DG

is a generalized data set) we use Pearson’s contingency coefficient (Krieg, 2012) to get

correlation values between 0 and 1, where a high value indicates a strong correlation.

The correlation matrix K for our example data set is shown in Table 10.4a.

Step-4: Impute missing values.

In this step we first identify missing values by scanning the missing matrix B. The

missing values are then imputed as shown in Step 4 of the FIMUS algorithm (see Algo-

rithm 11) and Procedure CSR (see Algorithm 12). FIMUS collects a record Ri ∈ DG

TABLE 11.3: Co-Appearance matrix of the data set DG.
Age Edu. Salary Pos.

25-29 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 MS PhD 84-91 140-147 148-155 L P

Age

25-29 - - - - - 5 0 5 0 0 5 0
35-39 - - - - - 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
40-44 - - - - - 0 6 0 4 1 0 5
45-49 - - - - - 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
50-54 - - - - - 0 1 0 1 0 0 1

Edu.
MS 5 0 0 0 0 - - 6 0 0 6 0
PhD 0 1 6 0 1 - - 0 6 1 0 7

Salary
84-91 5 0 0 0 0 6 0 - - - 6 0

140-147 0 1 4 1 1 0 6 - - - 0 7
148-155 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 - - - 0 0

Pos.
L 5 0 0 0 0 6 0 6 0 0 - -
P 0 1 5 1 1 0 7 0 7 0 - -

TABLE 11.4: Similarity matrix of the data set DG.
Category 25-29 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 Category MS PhD

25-29 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 MS 1.000 0.000
35-39 0.000 1.000 0.816 0.979 1.000 PhD 0.000 1.000
40-44 0.000 0.816 1.000 0.766 0.816 (c) Normalised Similarity matrix SEdu.

45-49 0.000 0.979 0.766 1.000 0.979
50-54 0.000 1.000 0.816 0.979 1.000 Category 84-91 140-147 148-155

(a) Similarity matrix SAge 84-91 1.000 0.000 0.000
140-147 0.000 0.573 0.427

Category 25-29 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 148-155 0.000 0.427 0.573
25-29 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 (d) Normalised Similarity matrix SSalary

35-39 0.000 0.264 0.215 0.258 0.264
40-44 0.000 0.240 0.294 0.225 0.240 Category L P
45-49 0.000 0.263 0.206 0.269 0.263 L 1.000 0.000
50-54 0.000 0.264 0.215 0.258 0.264 P 0.000 1.000

(b) Normalised Similarity matrix SAge (e) Normalised Similarity matrix SPos.
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and Pi ∈ Do where there is a missing value in the record. The record and other neces-

sary parameters are then passed to the CSR procedure for imputation. CSR returns an

imputed value say x. If the missing value Do
ij ∈ Do (i.e. the jth value of the ith record)

belongs to a categorical attribute Aj then we impute Do
ij with x.

However, if the missing value Do
ij belongs to a numerical attribute Aj then FIMUS goes

for another round of imputation as follows. It first identifies a set of records Rx
j ⊆ DG,

where each record has x for Aj . Using the set of indices/record IDs Ixj for the records

in Rx
j , a sub data set DN ⊆ Do is then created from Do. Since DN contains records

from Do, we have the actual numerical values (instead of generalized values) in DN .

By considering each numerical value in DN as a category the co-appearance matrix C ′,

similarity matrix S ′ and correlation matrix K ′ are computed in the same way as Step 3.

Using the record Pi ∈ Do (having a missing value) and other necessary parameters we

get an imputed value say, x from CSR. Finally, we impute Do
ij ∈ Do with x.

The basic idea of CSR is discussed in Section 11.2.1 and Algorithm 12. We use the

default value of λ = 0.2, as we get the best result for λ = 0.2 (see Figure 11.4). Ta-

ble 11.5 presents an example of our imputation technique. There are four records (R2,

R8, R10, and R13) having missing values. In R10, the value of a numerical attribute

called “Age” is missing. In the first round the candidate value “25-29” receives the

highest vote, while in the 2nd round “25” achieves the highest vote. Therefore, the final

imputed value is 25 for Age of R10. The imputed data set is shown in Table 10.4b.

TABLE 11.5: Impute categorical and numerical missing values.

Record Attribute First stage(categorical) Second stage(numerical)
Candidate(C) Vote(C) Winner(C) Candidate(N) Vote(N) Winner(N)

R2 Edu. MS 0 PhD - - -PhD 1.242

R8 Pos. L 0 P - - -P 1.233

R10 Age

25-29 2.135

25-29

25 0.264

25
35-39 0 26 0.229
40-44 0 27 0.253
45-49 0 28 0.253
50-54 0

R13 Salary

84-91 0
140-146

140 0.137

142
140-147 1.600 142 0.167
148-155 0.901 143 0.137

145 0.162
146 0.137
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Algorithm 11: FIMUS
Input : Data set Do having n records and m attributes
Output : Imputed data set Do having n records and m attributes

Step 1:
B ← CalculateMissingMatrix(Do);
/*Initialize Missing matrix B where each element bij is calculated using Equation (11.5) for i = 1..n, and j = 1..m*/
T = 0 and rmse = 1;
/* T is used as iteration counter and rmse is used as termination condition*/
λ = user defined value between 0 and 1; default λ = 0.2;

end
Step 2:

Dp ← Do;
DG ← Generalize(Do) ;

end
Step 3:

C ← CoAppearanceMatrix(DG) ; /*Generate a Co-Appearance Matrix CQ×Q, where Q =
∑m
j=1 |Aj |*/

S ← null;
for i = 1 to m do

Si ← SimilarityMatrix(DG, i);
Si ← Normalize(Si);
S ← S ∪ Si;

end
K ← CorrelationMatrix(DG) ; /*Find correlation matrix Km×m*/

end
Step 4:

for i = 1 to n do
for j = 1 to m do

if bij = 1 then
Ri ← ReturnRecord(DG, i); /*returns the ith record of DG */
pi ← ReturnRecord(Do, i);
/* impute categorical missing values */
x = CSR(Ri, j, A,C, S,K, λ,DG);
/* impute numerical missing values */
if Aj is numerical then

DN ← SubDataSet(Do, DG, x, j);
C′ ← CoAppearanceMatrix(DN );
S′ ← null;
for g = 1 to m do

S′g ← SimilarityMatrix(DN , g);
S′g ← Normalize(S′g);
S′ ← S′ ∪ S′g ;

end
K′ ← CorrelationMatrix(DN );
x = CSR(pi, j, A,C

′, S′,K′, λ,DN );
end
Update Doij = x; /*Doij is the same as pij*/

end
end

end
end
Step 5:

T = T + 1;
if T ≥ 2 then

Calculate rmse from Dp and Do using Equation (11.6);
end
if rmse > 0 then

Goto Step 2;
end

end
Step 6:

Return completed data set Do;
end
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(a) Credit Approval data set (b) CMC data set

FIGURE 11.5: Impact of iterations on imputation accuracy.

Algorithm 12: Procedure CSR()
Input : Record Ri, Attribute index j, Attribute list A, Co-appearance matrix C, Set of Similarity matrices S, Correlation

matrix K, threshold λ, and data set DG
Output : Imputed value Rij
Step 1:

foreach category x ∈ Aj do
V Tx = 0; /*V Tx is the total voting in favour of x*/
/* Loop over all attributes in A excluding the jth attribute*/
foreach attribute Ap ∈ A\Aj do

V Nx = 0, V Sx = 0, and l = Rip; /*notations are introduced in Section 11.2.1*/
if λ > 0 then

V Nx = Cxu
fu

;
end
if λ < 1 then

foreach category a ∈ Ap do
H = Cxa

fa
;

V Sx = V Sx +H × Spua; /*see Section 11.2.1*/
end

end
V px = {V Nx × λ+ V Sx × (1− λ)} × kjp;/*kjp ∈ K is the correlation between the jth and pth attribute */
V Tx = V Tx + V px ;

end
end

end
Step 2:

Set Rij ← V alue(max(V Tx ; ∀x ∈ Aj)); /*finds the attribute value x for which V Tx is the Max*/
end
Step 3:

Return imputed value Rij ;
end

Step-5: Repeat the imputation process (Step 2 to Step 4) until there is a change

between two consecutive iterations.

This step allows to impute missing values in Do iteratively, and it thereby increases the

TABLE 11.6: Correlation matrix K and imputed data set Do.
Age Edu. Salary Pos. Rec. Age Edu. Salary Pos.

Age - 0.707 0.721 0.707 R2 45 PhD 145 P
Edu. 0.707 - 0.707 0.707 R8 43 PhD 147 P

Salary 0.721 0.707 - 0.707 R10 25 MS 86 L
Pos. 0.707 0.707 0.707 - R13 42 PhD 142 P

(a) Correlation matrix K (b) Imputed data set Do
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imputation accuracy. Figure 11.5 shows the impact of iterations on imputation accuracy

as evident from our initial experiments on the CA and CMC data set. Imputation accu-

racy increases sharply within the first three iterations on Credit Approval and CMC data

set in terms of both d2 and RMSE. Let, Dp be the imputed data set at the (T − 1)th

iteration, and Do be the imputed data set at the T th iteration. Until Dp and Do are not

exactly the same we go for the next iteration; from Step 2 to Step 4. Dp andDo are com-

pared through RMSE (see Equation (11.6)). The value of RMSE can ranges from 0

to∞, where a lower value indicates a better matching. It is calculated as follows.

RMSE = (
1

y

y∑
i=1

[Pi −Oi]
2)

1
2 (11.6)

where y is the number of artificially created missing values, Oi (1 ≤ i ≤ y) is the actual

value of the ith artificially created missing value, Pi is the imputed value of the i-th

missing value, and O and P are the average of actual values Oi,∀i ∈ y, and imputed

values Pi, respectively.

Step-6: Return a completed data set (Do) without any missing values.

After the termination of the iterative process, we finally return a complete data set (Do)

without any missing values.

11.2.3 Complexity Analysis

Let, the number of records and attributes of a data set be n and m, respectively. Also

consider that the domain size of an attribute is d, and all attributes have the same domain

size. Besides, the number of records in a sub-dataset DN (see Step 4 of Algorithm 11)

is n′. Therefore, the overall complexity of FIMUS is O(n2m2 + nn′m3d2 + nm4d5).

Typically, d is small, n′ � n and for low dimensional data sets (such as those used

in this study) n � m. Hence, the complexity of FIMUS for a low dimensional data

set is O(n2). A detailed complexity analysis of FIMUS is presented in Section 14.6.2
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of Chapter 14. Moreover, we present a comparison of complexities of the imputation

techniques in Table 14.50.

11.3 Experimental Results

We implement our proposed technique FIMUS and three high quality techniques namely

DMI (see Chapter 4), EMI (Junninen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001), and IBLLS (K. Cheng

et al., 2012). We also use the Java implementation (LibSVM (Chang & Lin, 2011; LIB-

SVM: http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜cjlin/libsvm, 2014)) of an exist-

ing technique called SVR (Smola & Schölkopf, 2004; X. Wang et al., 2006). Following

the suggestions of the original paper (Song et al., 2012; X. Wang et al., 2006), in SVR

we choose radial basis function (RBF) at ε = 0.01, γ = 0.01, and C = 0.5. The ex-

isting techniques have been shown to be better than many other techniques including

Bayesian principal component analysis (BPCA) (Oba et al., 2003), LLSI (H. Kim et al.,

2005), and ILLSI (Cai et al., 2006).

We apply the techniques on nine real data sets (as shown in Table 4.8 of Chapter 4)

that are available in UCI Machine Learning Repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010). All

the data sets have both numerical and categorical attributes. In some data sets there are

already some records having missing values. In our experiments we first remove the

records having missing values and thereby get pure data sets without missing values.

We then artificially create missing values in the pure data sets in order to impute them

by different techniques. Since we know the original values of the artificially created

missing values, we can evaluate the accuracy/performance of the imputation techniques.

In order to simulate missing values we use four missing patterns: simple, medium,

complex and blended, two types of missing models: uniformly distributed (UD) and

Overall, and four missing ratios: 1%, 3%, 5% and 10% missing values. Therefore, we

have a total of 32 combinations (id 1, 2, · · · , 32) based on the missing ratios, missing

models and missing patterns as shown in Table 11.9. For each of the 32 combinations,

we generate 10 data sets with missing values. Therefore, for each of the nine real data

sets we generate all together 320 data sets with missing values.

http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm
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We use two well known evaluation criteria namely Index of agreement (d2) (Willmott,

1982), and root mean squared error (RMSE) (Junninen et al., 2004) (that are discussed

in Section 4.5 of Chapter 4) in order to assess the imputation accuracy.

Experimental Result Analysis on Numerical Missing Value Imputation

We present the imputation accuracy of FIMUS, DMI, SVR, EMI and IBLLS, on Adult

data set in terms of d2 and RMSE for 32 missing combinations (id 1, 2, · · · 32) in

Table 11.7. Each value in the table is the average of 10 imputations carried out on 10

data sets (with missing values) generated for each combination of missing ratio, missing

model, and missing pattern. For example, the average RMSE value from the data

sets generated for “1%” missing ratio, “Overall” missing model and “Simple” missing

pattern is 0.096 for FIMUS. In the table bold values indicate the best results among

the five techniques. Moreover, in the last row of the table, we present a score of each

technique for each evaluation criteria, where a score indicates that out of 32 missing

combinations, a technique performs the best among all the techniques. FIMUS performs

significantly better than DMI, SVR, EMI and IBLLS in terms of both evaluation criteria

for all 32 combinations of missing patterns.

Based on d2 and RMSE, FIMUS outperforms other four techniques for all 32 combi-

nations of missing patterns on Chess data set (see Table 11.8), GermanCA data set (see

Table 11.9), and Pima data set (see Table 11.10). FIMUS also performs better than the

four techniques on Yeast, CMC, Credit Approval, Housing and Autompg data sets as

shown in Table 11.11. There are all together 288 combinations i.e. 32 combinations/-

data set × 9 data sets. According to the results based on RMSE, FIMUS performs the

best in 275 out of 288 combinations, whereas DMI performs the best in 9 out of 288

combinations. Besides, according to d2 FIMUS performs the best in 267 out of 288

combinations while DMI performs the best in 13 out of 288 combinations. Figure 11.6

shows the percentage of combinations (out of 288 combinations), where FIMUS, DMI,

SVR, EMI and IBLLS achieve the best result. For example, FIMUS achieves the best

average in 95.49% cases in terms of RMSE.

We now present aggregated performances based on RMSE for all techniques on nine

data sets in terms of missing ratios, missing models, and missing patterns in Figure 11.7,
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TABLE 11.7: Detail performance for 32 missing combinations on Adult data set.

Missing combination Id
RMSE d2

(Lower value is better) (Higher value is better)

FIMUS DMI SVR EMI IBLLS FIMUS DMI SVR EMI IBLLS

1%

Overall

Simple 1 0.096 0.122 0.120 0.123 0.149 0.961 0.927 0.926 0.893 0.895

Medium 2 0.099 0.125 0.128 0.126 0.175 0.957 0.923 0.915 0.888 0.862

Complex 3 0.103 0.126 0.137 0.126 0.211 0.953 0.922 0.896 0.886 0.801

Blended 4 0.103 0.128 0.130 0.129 0.179 0.953 0.919 0.910 0.880 0.854

UD

Simple 5 0.098 0.124 0.122 0.126 0.169 0.958 0.925 0.925 0.888 0.858

Medium 6 0.101 0.126 0.129 0.127 0.176 0.956 0.922 0.913 0.886 0.857

Complex 7 0.100 0.125 0.135 0.126 0.231 0.957 0.923 0.899 0.884 0.742

Blended 8 0.098 0.123 0.129 0.123 0.179 0.958 0.924 0.911 0.893 0.854

3%

Overall

Simple 9 0.100 0.125 0.121 0.126 0.181 0.946 0.923 0.926 0.886 0.820

Medium 10 0.098 0.124 0.127 0.125 0.209 0.949 0.922 0.914 0.888 0.751

Complex 11 0.101 0.126 0.137 0.126 0.232 0.947 0.922 0.897 0.886 0.704

Blended 12 0.098 0.125 0.128 0.125 0.216 0.950 0.922 0.914 0.888 0.777

UD

Simple 13 0.096 0.124 0.121 0.125 0.193 0.951 0.923 0.925 0.889 0.812

Medium 14 0.099 0.127 0.129 0.126 0.271 0.948 0.919 0.913 0.886 0.749

Complex 15 0.101 0.126 0.136 0.126 0.216 0.947 0.922 0.898 0.888 0.751

Blended 16 0.100 0.126 0.130 0.127 0.206 0.946 0.920 0.910 0.885 0.689

5%

Overall

Simple 17 0.100 0.125 0.121 0.126 0.184 0.943 0.921 0.925 0.886 0.833

Medium 18 0.098 0.127 0.128 0.126 0.208 0.947 0.919 0.913 0.886 0.751

Complex 19 0.100 0.126 0.137 0.127 0.248 0.945 0.921 0.897 0.885 0.680

Blended 20 0.101 0.127 0.130 0.128 0.241 0.944 0.919 0.910 0.884 0.731

UD

Simple 21 0.099 0.129 0.122 0.127 0.193 0.946 0.915 0.923 0.885 0.798

Medium 22 0.099 0.127 0.129 0.127 0.190 0.946 0.919 0.913 0.884 0.740

Complex 23 0.101 0.128 0.139 0.127 0.257 0.945 0.918 0.892 0.885 0.663

Blended 24 0.098 0.127 0.128 0.125 0.230 0.948 0.918 0.913 0.888 0.732

10%

Overall

Simple 25 0.099 0.129 0.123 0.127 0.239 0.943 0.915 0.922 0.886 0.751

Medium 26 0.099 0.126 0.128 0.127 0.234 0.944 0.920 0.913 0.885 0.691

Complex 27 0.101 0.127 0.140 0.127 0.259 0.942 0.919 0.892 0.884 0.655

Blended 28 0.100 0.126 0.129 0.127 0.235 0.942 0.920 0.912 0.884 0.729

UD

Simple 29 0.098 0.127 0.121 0.125 0.209 0.945 0.917 0.924 0.888 0.720

Medium 30 0.100 0.126 0.128 0.127 0.232 0.943 0.918 0.914 0.885 0.694

Complex 31 0.100 0.126 0.142 0.127 0.256 0.944 0.921 0.889 0.886 0.626

Blended 32 0.100 0.127 0.128 0.127 0.224 0.942 0.917 0.913 0.885 0.557

Score (Out of 32) 32 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0

(a) RMSE (b) d2

FIGURE 11.6: Percentage of combinations for all data sets, where a technique achieves
the best result.
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TABLE 11.8: Detail performance for 32 missing combinations on Chess data set.

Missing combination Id
RMSE d2

(Lower value is better) (Higher value is better)

FIMUS DMI SVR EMI IBLLS FIMUS DMI SVR EMI IBLLS

1%

Overall

Simple 1 0.253 0.304 0.296 0.316 0.543 0.615 0.521 0.592 0.439 0.439

Medium 2 0.242 0.307 0.323 0.318 0.484 0.616 0.497 0.572 0.429 0.431

Complex 3 0.251 0.312 0.365 0.319 0.432 0.592 0.467 0.490 0.425 0.444

Blended 4 0.250 0.307 0.325 0.318 0.511 0.610 0.499 0.566 0.431 0.407

UD

Simple 5 0.250 0.307 0.291 0.319 0.540 0.617 0.517 0.600 0.437 0.446

Medium 6 0.247 0.309 0.327 0.319 0.483 0.615 0.496 0.576 0.436 0.434

Complex 7 0.254 0.314 0.369 0.320 0.444 0.595 0.471 0.478 0.429 0.427

Blended 8 0.249 0.310 0.329 0.318 0.482 0.608 0.479 0.554 0.426 0.423

3%

Overall

Simple 9 0.252 0.304 0.311 0.317 0.543 0.612 0.522 0.576 0.437 0.441

Medium 10 0.252 0.309 0.329 0.318 0.489 0.603 0.491 0.550 0.430 0.414

Complex 11 0.254 0.311 0.362 0.317 0.439 0.572 0.464 0.483 0.427 0.416

Blended 12 0.254 0.309 0.329 0.318 0.486 0.600 0.488 0.551 0.430 0.434

UD

Simple 13 0.254 0.307 0.290 0.320 0.542 0.611 0.514 0.576 0.431 0.440

Medium 14 0.257 0.306 0.328 0.316 0.482 0.604 0.503 0.556 0.437 0.421

Complex 15 0.255 0.311 0.365 0.318 0.441 0.570 0.472 0.476 0.430 0.423

Blended 16 0.251 0.308 0.330 0.318 0.488 0.605 0.498 0.551 0.432 0.431

5%

Overall

Simple 17 0.264 0.305 0.291 0.317 0.543 0.605 0.522 0.567 0.438 0.440

Medium 18 0.262 0.308 0.326 0.319 0.482 0.592 0.498 0.555 0.431 0.419

Complex 19 0.275 0.311 0.359 0.318 0.445 0.551 0.471 0.480 0.429 0.423

Blended 20 0.261 0.309 0.330 0.319 0.488 0.585 0.495 0.546 0.430 0.431

UD

Simple 21 0.268 0.305 0.292 0.317 0.548 0.608 0.519 0.544 0.436 0.439

Medium 22 0.265 0.308 0.323 0.318 0.484 0.589 0.499 0.553 0.430 0.419

Complex 23 0.280 0.311 0.358 0.317 0.443 0.547 0.469 0.483 0.429 0.426

Blended 24 0.262 0.309 0.329 0.318 0.497 0.584 0.494 0.547 0.431 0.417

10%

Overall

Simple 25 0.270 0.306 0.298 0.317 0.540 0.597 0.513 0.538 0.435 0.436

Medium 26 0.261 0.307 0.325 0.317 0.478 0.578 0.499 0.556 0.433 0.429

Complex 27 0.275 0.312 0.357 0.318 0.438 0.531 0.470 0.480 0.428 0.416

Blended 28 0.260 0.308 0.327 0.318 0.487 0.569 0.495 0.544 0.432 0.432

UD

Simple 29 0.246 0.306 0.295 0.318 0.537 0.602 0.516 0.550 0.436 0.440

Medium 30 0.273 0.307 0.326 0.317 0.480 0.557 0.501 0.549 0.435 0.425

Complex 31 0.272 0.312 0.362 0.318 0.443 0.533 0.470 0.483 0.426 0.417

Blended 32 0.264 0.308 0.330 0.318 0.483 0.559 0.496 0.544 0.432 0.433

Score (Out of 32) 32 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0

Figure 11.8 and Figure 11.9. The figures demonstrate that FIMUS performs better

(i.e. lower average RMSE values) than other techniques for all missing ratios, for all

missing models, and for all missing patterns. Similarly, Figure 11.10, Figure 11.11 and

Figure 11.12 demonstrate that FIMUS performs better (i.e. higher average d2 values)

than other techniques for all missing ratios, for all missing models, and for all missing

patterns on 9 data sets.

Figure 11.13 presents the overall result (average of all 32 combinations) for each data

set. For all data sets FIMUS performs clearly better than all other techniques in terms

of RMSE (Figure 11.13(a)) and d2 (Figure 11.13(b)).

We now analysis the results by using a statistical sign test (Mason et al., 1994) for

all 32 combinations. The sign test results indicate that FIMUS performs better than

the other techniques at z > 1.96, p < 0.025,and right-tailed in terms of RMSE (see
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(a) Adult data set

(b) Chess data set

(c) Yeast data set

FIGURE 11.7: Aggregated performance of RMSE based on Missing Ratios, Missing
Models, and Missing Patterns for the Adult, Chess and Yeast data sets.
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(a) CMC data set

(b) GermanCA data set

(c) Pima data set

FIGURE 11.8: Aggregated performance of RMSE based on Missing Ratios, Missing
Models, and Missing Patterns for the CMC, GermanCA and Pima data sets.
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(a) Credit Approval data set

(b) Housing data set

(c) Autompg data set

FIGURE 11.9: Aggregated performance of RMSE based on Missing Ratios, Missing
Models, and Missing Patterns for the Credit Approval, Housing and Autompg data sets.
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(a) Adult data set

(b) Chess data set

(c) Yeast data set

FIGURE 11.10: Aggregated performance of d2 based on Missing Ratios, Missing
Models, and Missing Patterns for the Adult, Chess and Yeast data sets.
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(a) CMC data set

(b) GermanCA data set

(c) Pima data set

FIGURE 11.11: Aggregated performance of d2 based on Missing Ratios, Missing
Models, and Missing Patterns for the CMC, GermanCA and Pima data sets.
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(a) Credit Approval data set

(b) Housing data set

(c) Autompg data set

FIGURE 11.12: Aggregated performance of d2 based on Missing Ratios, Missing
Models, and Missing Patterns for the Credit Approval, Housing and Autompg data

sets.
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TABLE 11.9: Detail performance for 32 missing combinations on GermanCA data set.

Missing combination Id
RMSE d2

(Lower value is better) (Higher value is better)

FIMUS DMI SVR EMI IBLLS FIMUS DMI SVR EMI IBLLS

1%

Overall

Simple 1 0.216 0.258 0.273 0.288 0.275 0.815 0.766 0.774 0.728 0.736

Medium 2 0.223 0.249 0.268 0.284 0.282 0.815 0.795 0.791 0.754 0.741

Complex 3 0.229 0.281 0.304 0.298 0.368 0.808 0.727 0.722 0.702 0.608

Blended 4 0.214 0.269 0.288 0.294 0.313 0.822 0.739 0.743 0.704 0.675

UD

Simple 5 0.211 0.246 0.253 0.278 0.257 0.826 0.803 0.812 0.755 0.772

Medium 6 0.215 0.261 0.277 0.289 0.303 0.822 0.773 0.773 0.727 0.704

Complex 7 0.230 0.255 0.285 0.286 0.332 0.800 0.767 0.746 0.735 0.654

Blended 8 0.214 0.251 0.260 0.280 0.304 0.821 0.786 0.798 0.751 0.705

3%

Overall

Simple 9 0.211 0.260 0.274 0.277 0.278 0.824 0.786 0.793 0.746 0.731

Medium 10 0.219 0.272 0.285 0.291 0.301 0.817 0.766 0.779 0.722 0.713

Complex 11 0.238 0.274 0.303 0.291 0.356 0.783 0.737 0.721 0.703 0.624

Blended 12 0.217 0.273 0.286 0.286 0.324 0.822 0.761 0.770 0.729 0.668

UD

Simple 13 0.207 0.275 0.273 0.283 0.285 0.826 0.753 0.788 0.726 0.711

Medium 14 0.217 0.261 0.278 0.282 0.303 0.816 0.772 0.778 0.737 0.701

Complex 15 0.221 0.270 0.294 0.289 0.363 0.799 0.736 0.721 0.702 0.608

Blended 16 0.220 0.270 0.296 0.292 0.323 0.813 0.763 0.756 0.713 0.670

5%

Overall

Simple 17 0.200 0.263 0.274 0.277 0.281 0.838 0.773 0.786 0.742 0.706

Medium 18 0.218 0.259 0.277 0.279 0.326 0.813 0.777 0.775 0.729 0.649

Complex 19 0.235 0.278 0.304 0.297 0.366 0.789 0.738 0.721 0.698 0.611

Blended 20 0.217 0.274 0.289 0.288 0.331 0.809 0.756 0.762 0.724 0.654

UD

Simple 21 0.202 0.271 0.280 0.287 0.287 0.829 0.756 0.779 0.722 0.707

Medium 22 0.220 0.268 0.291 0.289 0.324 0.809 0.753 0.751 0.715 0.648

Complex 23 0.231 0.272 0.294 0.290 0.362 0.789 0.743 0.737 0.706 0.611

Blended 24 0.209 0.263 0.280 0.282 0.329 0.822 0.774 0.772 0.733 0.659

10%

Overall

Simple 25 0.205 0.263 0.273 0.279 0.283 0.826 0.774 0.795 0.744 0.728

Medium 26 0.215 0.262 0.287 0.286 0.322 0.811 0.764 0.764 0.722 0.655

Complex 27 0.236 0.275 0.301 0.294 0.358 0.789 0.733 0.725 0.696 0.600

Blended 28 0.216 0.271 0.283 0.283 0.320 0.804 0.738 0.758 0.721 0.631

UD

Simple 29 0.203 0.266 0.267 0.275 0.278 0.829 0.762 0.799 0.743 0.720

Medium 30 0.218 0.268 0.281 0.281 0.328 0.807 0.746 0.766 0.728 0.634

Complex 31 0.238 0.270 0.289 0.288 0.359 0.782 0.743 0.743 0.707 0.610

Blended 32 0.214 0.284 0.293 0.286 0.327 0.813 0.733 0.751 0.719 0.634

Score (Out of 32) 32 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0

Figure 11.14(a)) and d2 (see Figure 11.14(b)) for all nine data sets. Figure 11.13 and

Figure 11.6 can give an overall idea on the performance of FIMUS.

Experimentation on Categorical Missing Value Imputation for All Data Sets

Unlike EMI and IBLLS, FIMUS DMI and SVR can impute categorical missing values

in addition to numerical missing values. Therefore, we also compare the imputation

accuracy of FIMUS and DMI for categorical missing values. In Figure 11.15 we present

the overall result (average of all 32 combinations) of RMSE values for FIMUS, DMI

and SVR on all nine data sets. FIMUS performs clearly better than DMI and SVR for

all data sets.

Execution Time Complexity Analysis

We now present the average execution time (in milliseconds) for 320 data sets (32 com-

binations × 10 data sets per combination) with missing values for each real data set in
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TABLE 11.10: Detail performance for 32 missing combinations on Pima data set.

Missing combination Id
RMSE d2

(Lower value is better) (Higher value is better)

FIMUS DMI SVR EMI IBLLS FIMUS DMI SVR EMI IBLLS

1%

Overall

Simple 1 0.139 0.156 0.145 0.172 0.186 0.914 0.874 0.888 0.839 0.790

Medium 2 0.136 0.141 0.145 0.167 0.179 0.913 0.892 0.888 0.846 0.800

Complex 3 0.128 0.152 0.167 0.174 0.189 0.917 0.875 0.852 0.834 0.776

Blended 4 0.137 0.150 0.152 0.173 0.181 0.910 0.878 0.875 0.843 0.793

UD

Simple 5 0.119 0.145 0.145 0.173 0.186 0.927 0.886 0.883 0.840 0.781

Medium 6 0.135 0.140 0.147 0.171 0.183 0.920 0.898 0.885 0.845 0.791

Complex 7 0.142 0.144 0.164 0.170 0.186 0.905 0.890 0.859 0.843 0.782

Blended 8 0.136 0.145 0.149 0.171 0.180 0.905 0.888 0.881 0.848 0.798

3%

Overall

Simple 9 0.126 0.155 0.132 0.161 0.173 0.916 0.874 0.908 0.847 0.797

Medium 10 0.136 0.147 0.149 0.173 0.181 0.907 0.886 0.883 0.838 0.786

Complex 11 0.133 0.143 0.160 0.167 0.183 0.912 0.890 0.863 0.843 0.785

Blended 12 0.129 0.166 0.158 0.180 0.189 0.911 0.861 0.872 0.833 0.778

UD

Simple 13 0.125 0.163 0.138 0.165 0.178 0.917 0.863 0.899 0.841 0.789

Medium 14 0.133 0.139 0.149 0.170 0.178 0.914 0.893 0.884 0.844 0.794

Complex 15 0.133 0.149 0.163 0.175 0.187 0.913 0.879 0.857 0.834 0.777

Blended 16 0.135 0.145 0.148 0.170 0.177 0.903 0.889 0.881 0.843 0.793

5%

Overall

Simple 17 0.126 0.162 0.138 0.169 0.177 0.922 0.868 0.902 0.846 0.794

Medium 18 0.133 0.154 0.152 0.174 0.180 0.911 0.872 0.878 0.839 0.788

Complex 19 0.135 0.150 0.161 0.175 0.195 0.904 0.876 0.861 0.835 0.757

Blended 20 0.132 0.153 0.154 0.174 0.184 0.910 0.876 0.874 0.839 0.780

UD

Simple 21 0.127 0.163 0.140 0.169 0.178 0.912 0.855 0.898 0.843 0.791

Medium 22 0.134 0.165 0.153 0.178 0.189 0.912 0.861 0.878 0.831 0.775

Complex 23 0.130 0.150 0.164 0.176 0.198 0.909 0.878 0.855 0.833 0.755

Blended 24 0.133 0.157 0.149 0.170 0.179 0.901 0.871 0.884 0.842 0.790

10%

Overall

Simple 25 0.121 0.164 0.138 0.165 0.175 0.907 0.859 0.897 0.844 0.790

Medium 26 0.125 0.158 0.150 0.175 0.186 0.905 0.866 0.881 0.837 0.775

Complex 27 0.131 0.155 0.166 0.180 0.203 0.911 0.869 0.851 0.824 0.741

Blended 28 0.127 0.153 0.148 0.171 0.184 0.908 0.871 0.885 0.841 0.776

UD

Simple 29 0.125 0.158 0.136 0.166 0.176 0.912 0.863 0.904 0.842 0.791

Medium 30 0.127 0.169 0.151 0.175 0.182 0.920 0.850 0.882 0.840 0.784

Complex 31 0.130 0.152 0.163 0.178 0.198 0.913 0.874 0.858 0.830 0.751

Blended 32 0.124 0.153 0.150 0.173 0.188 0.916 0.867 0.881 0.838 0.769

Score (Out of 32) 32 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0

TABLE 11.11: Number of times a technique performs the best, out of 32 missing
combinations per data set.

Data set RMSE d2
FIMUS DMI SVR EMI IBLLS FIMUS DMI SVR EMI IBLLS

Adult 32 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0
Chess 32 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0
Yeast 26 6 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0
CMC 32 0 0 0 0 28 4 0 0 0
GermanCA 32 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0
Pima 32 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0
Credit Approval 31 1 0 0 0 26 4 0 1 1
Housing 29 0 1 0 2 25 3 0 0 4
Autompg 29 2 1 0 0 28 2 2 0 0

Total (Out of 288 cases in 9 data sets) 275 9 2 0 2 267 13 2 1 5

Table 11.12. We carry out the experiments using two different machines. However, for

one data set we use the same machine for all techniques. A brief description about the

machines is discussed in Section 4.5 (Chapter 4). FIMUS takes less time than DMI,

SVR and IBLLS, whereas it takes slightly more time than EMI to pay the cost of a

significantly better quality imputation.
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(a) RMSE

(b) d2

FIGURE 11.13: Performance comparison on nine data sets.

TABLE 11.12: Average execution time (in milliseconds) of different techniques on the
nine data sets.

Data set FIMUS DMI SVR EMI IBLLS Machine used

Adult 1,277,323 1,302,609 1,475,522 82,189 53,947,274 Machine 1
Chess 15,994 153,915 410,324 8,667 15,537,849 Machine 1
Yeast 50,295 3,024 1,260 92 173,209 Machine 1
CMC 5,905 40,195 150,341 469 233,994 Machine 2
GermanCA 533 11,225 4,006 62 58,044 Machine 1
Pima 10,521 13,406 562 47 39,443 Machine 1
Credit Approval 7,517 30,252 66,490 1,175 390,463 Machine 2
Housing 8,961 88,322 54,987 3,087 1,268,431 Machine 2
Autompg 364 2,215 167 18 8,861 Machine 1

Average 153,046 182,796 240,407 10,645 7,961,952

11.4 Summary

In this chapter we propose an imputation technique that uses the co-appearances of the

values, correlations between attributes and similarity of values belonging to an attribute

for imputing missing values. The key properties of the technique are as follows.

• Similar to many existing techniques (Abdella & Marwala, 2005; Schneider, 2001;
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(a) RMSE

(b) d2

FIGURE 11.14: Statistical significance analysis using the sign test for all data sets.

FIGURE 11.15: Imputation accuracy of FIMUS, DMI and SVR for categorical at-
tributes.

Silva-Ramı́rez et al., 2011; Smola & Schölkopf, 2004; X. Wang et al., 2006) our

proposed technique considers all records of a data set for the imputation of miss-

ing values (K. Cheng et al., 2012; C. Liu et al., 2010). However, unlike the ex-

isting techniques the proposed technique makes use of the co-appearances of the

attribute values belonging to two attributes. A high co-appearance between a pair
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of values indicates a high possibility of the appearance of a value of the pair in

a record, if the other value appears in the record. To facilitate the co-appearance

calculation the proposed technique categorizes the numerical values.

• Another unique property of the proposed technique is the use of the similarity

among the values. While imputing a missing value of a record the proposed

technique not only uses the available values of the record, but also the similar

values of the available values.

• Additionally, the proposed technique considers the correlations among the at-

tributes while imputing a missing value. Unlike some existing techniques such

as IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012) that consider the attributes that have high cor-

relations with the attribute having a missing value and ignore the influence of all

other attributes, the proposed technique considers all attributes according to their

correlation strengths.

FIMUS performs the best in 95.49% of the total experiments in terms of RMSE (Fig-

ure 11.6(a)) and in 92.71% of the total experiments in terms of d2 (Figure 11.6(b)).

Moreover, it achieves the overall best result for all data sets in terms of both evalua-

tion criteria (Figure 11.13). The sign test results indicate a clear superiority of FIMUS

over the existing techniques that are used in this chapter (Figure 11.14). In terms of the

execution time required FIMUS performs better than DMI, SVR and IBLLS while it

performs slightly worse than EMI, perhaps to pay the cost of a high quality imputation

(Table 11.12).

Like all other techniques FIMUS also achieves a better imputation accuracy in the sim-

ple pattern than the accuracy in the medium and complex pattern (Figure 11.7 and Fig-

ure 11.10). A possible reason for the trend is the existence of a single missing value in

a record for the simple pattern compared to the existence of multiple missing values in

a record for the other two patterns. When there is only one missing value in a record

then we have many available values in the record, and therefore we can make a good es-

timate of the missing value. It is clearly more challenging for any imputation technique

to impute the missing values of a record when there is a very low number (say 1 or 2)

of available values and high number (say 8 or 10) of missing values in the record.
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The figures (Figure 11.7 and Figure 11.10) also show a trend of better imputation ac-

curacy for the blended pattern than the medium and complex patterns. The blended

pattern has a combination of records having the simple, medium and complex pattern.

Therefore, due to the influence of the simple pattern the results of the blended pattern

are better than the medium and complex pattern.

Some of the data sets (i.e. Adult, Chess, CMC, GermanCA and Credit Approval) used in

the experiments have higher number of categorical attributes than numerical attributes

(see Table 4.8). Let us call these data sets as the Type A data sets. The Type B data sets

have higher number of numerical attributes than categorical attributes. We observe that

the difference between the imputation accuracy (in terms of RMSE and d2) obtained by

FIMUS and an existing technique is higher in the Type A data sets than Type B data

sets.

For example, the average of the differences (of RMSE values) between FIMUS and DMI

is 0.037, over all Type A data sets. Similarly the average differences (of RMSE values)

between FIMUS and SVR, FIMUS and EMI, and FIMUS and IBLLS are 0.050, 0.044

and 0.124, respectively. Whereas, for Type B data sets the average differences are 0.017,

0.033, 0.025 and 0.038, respectively. Therefore, although FIMUS generally achieves a

better imputation quality than the other techniques for both Type A and Type B data sets

it enjoys a better superiority (i.e. bigger differences) over the existing techniques in the

Type A data sets than in the Type B data sets. That is, FIMUS is capable of imputing

categorical missing values with even better accuracy compared to the other techniques.

The main innovation of the chapter is the imputation of a missing value using 3 key

properties of a dataset namely the co-appearances of the values belonging to different

attributes, the similarity of values belonging to an attribute and the correlations of the

attributes. Moreover, the proposed technique can adjust the influence of the similar

values on the imputation of missing values. It can also impute both numerical and

categorical attributes.

A limitation of the proposed technique is that like other techniques including DMI, SiMI

and EDI it also requires the categorization of numerical attributes. Therefore, we also
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propose a discretization/categorization algorithm in Chapter 13. A better categorization

technique can produce a better quality of imputation.

While in Part II and Part III we propose a number of techniques for imputing miss-

ing values there are some other data cleansing tasks including noisy data detection and

numerical value discretization. Data sets often contain noisy values due to various rea-

sons. Noise detection is one of the important tasks of data cleansing. In Chapter 2 we

discuss the significance of detecting noisy values. Moreover, we discuss a background

study on noise detection techniques in Chapter 3. However, the existing techniques have

various limitations and therefore room for further improvement. Since many imputa-

tion and noise detection techniques use discretization/categorization there is a real need

for a high quality discretization technique. Therefore, in Part IV we propose a noise

detection technique (Chapter 12) and a discretization technique (Chapter 13).



Part IV

Other Data Cleansing Tasks



Chapter 12

CAIRAD: A Co-appearance based

Analysis for Incorrect Records and

Attribute-values Detection

12.1 Introduction

As we discuss in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 the data cleansing and preprocessing tasks in-

cluding missing value imputation and noisy value detection are crucial for the improve-

ment of data quality to facilitate various data analyses including data mining. While

in Part II and Part III we present a number of missing value imputation techniques in

Part IV we present a noisy value detection technique and a discretization technique.

We have published the following paper during the PhD candidature based on this chapter.

Rahman, M. G., Islam, M. Z., Bossomaier, T., and Gao, J. (2012). CAIRAD: A co-appearance based
analysis for Incorrect Records and Attribute-values Detection. In Proceedings of the IEEE 2012 Inter-
national Joint Conference on Neural Networks (IJCNN’12), Brisbane, Australia, 10 - 16 June, 2012, pp.
1-10. (ERA 2010 Rank A)

307
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In this chapter we propose a technique called “Co-appearance based Analysis for In-

correct Records and Attribute-values Detection” (CAIRAD) that makes use of the co-

appearance matrix containing the number of co-occurrences of each pair of attribute

values in a data set. CAIRAD produces a clean data set by separating noisy records

from clean records of the original data set. Unlike many existing techniques (Delany,

2009; Delany & Cunningham, 2004; Delany et al., 2012; Tomek, 1976), in addition to

identifying the noisy records, CAIRAD also identifies the noisy attribute values.

The basic concept underlying behind the approach are that most of the values of a data

set are generally clean and the amount of noise is low. A high amount of noise could

disturb the natural co-appearances of various attribute values. Therefore, due to the ex-

istence of low amount of noise, typically the natural co-appearances between attribute

values are not heavily disturbed. Hence some attribute values should have high co-

appearances as a natural property of a data set. We argue that having low noise in a data

set is a sensible expectation given a data collector takes sufficient care during the data

collection, storage and pre-processing. Therefore, we expect a high noise detection ac-

curacy by CAIRAD since the technique uses co-appearances of various attribute values

while identifying the noisy values.

We evaluate CAIRAD on four natural data sets (available from UCI Machine Learning

Repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010)) by comparing its performance with the perfor-

mance of two high quality existing techniques RDCL (Delany, 2009) and EDIR (X. Zhu

et al., 2004), which have been argued to be better than many other existing techniques

including RENN (Delany & Cunningham, 2004), BBNR (Delany & Cunningham, 2004),

and Polishing Mechanism (Teng, 1999). Our experimental results indicate that CAIRAD

performs significantly better (according to the sign test analysis) than both RDCL and

EDIR.

The organization of the remainder of this chapter is as follows. Our technique CAIRAD

is presented in Section 12.2. Section 12.3 presents experimental results and Section 12.4

provides a summary of the chapter.
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12.2 CAIRAD: A Noise Detection Technique

In this section, we propose an approach called Co-appearance based Analysis for Incor-

rect Records and Attribute-values Detection (CAIRAD) technique. We first discuss a

few characteristics of typical noisy values as follows before we describe the technique

in detail.

12.2.1 Basic Concepts

First, most of the values of a data set are generally clean and the amount of noise is

low. A high amount of noise could disturb the natural co-appearances of various at-

tribute values. Therefore, due to the existence of low amount of noise, typically the

natural co-appearances between attribute values are not heavily disturbed. Hence some

attribute values should have high co-appearances as a natural property of a data set. We

argue that having low noise in a data set is a sensible expectation given a data collector

takes sufficient care during the data collection, storage and pre-processing. All existing

techniques generally perform better when amount of noise is low, and our technique is

not an exception.

Second, we argue that noisy values have a random and independent nature and are not

necessarily correlated to the occurrence of any other values of a data set. An example

of such noise can be a typographic mistake, made by a data entry person, which does

not depend on any other values of a record. The weight of a patient can be wrongly

recorded as 75 kg instead of 55 kg and the noisy value (75 kg) does not depend on

the value of any other attributes such as “blood sugar level” and “cholesterol level”.

Therefore, a noisy value does not always co-appear with a particular combination of

values belonging to other attributes.

Third, it is unlikely that a particular noisy value will appear repeatedly as a result of the

introduction of noise. For example, if an attribute value “Fever” or 75 kg is wrongly

recorded as ”Faver” or 775 kg, respectively it is unlikely to happen this repeatedly.
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Therefore, the co-appearance of such a noisy value (Faver or 775 kg) with any other

attribute value is likely to be extremely low.

Fourth, even if a noisy value (say 75 kg) of a record is within a valid range (say 0 to

150 kg) it may have a low overall co-appearance with other values of the record. For

example, if an original value of “15 kg” is changed to “75 kg” for a patient of age 5

then it is unlikely to have high co-appearance of 75 kg and 5 years of age in the whole

data set. It suggests that if an original value is changed to a noisy one then the co-

appearances of the noisy value with other values of the record are likely to be very low

in the whole data set. Therefore, we argue that clean (correct) attribute values are likely

to co-appear more frequently with each other than with a noisy (incorrect) value. Some

clean values may also have low co-appearance as a natural property of a data set, but a

noisy value like “Faver” and 775kg will have extremely low co-appearance with other

values. Hence, careful observation of the co-appearance matrix of the values in a data

set can be used in noise detection.

We acknowledge that if the amount of noise is very low (for example, if 15 kg is changed

to 16 kg) then the noise may not change the co-appearance matrix significantly. How-

ever, we argue that such low amount of noise may also not cause big problem for data

mining and overall pattern discovery.

FIGURE 12.1: The overall framework of our CAIRAD technique.
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The basic idea of our proposed technique is to use the co-appearance matrix to detect

noisy values of a data set based on their co-appearances with other values. The overall

block diagram of CAIRAD is shown in Fig. 12.1. We next mention the main steps of

CAIRAD as follows and then explain each of them in detail.

12.2.2 Main Steps of CAIRAD

Step-1: Generalize all numerical attributes of a data set (DF ) and thereby produce a generalized data set

DG.

Step-2: Generate a Co-Appearance Matrix (CAM) from the generalized dataset DG.

Step-3: Identify noisy values using CAM and DG.

Step-4: Produce two data sets; DC (clean data set) and DS (having all noisy records) with identification

to the noisy values.

Step-1: Generalize all numerical attributes of a data set (DF ) and thereby produce

a generalized data set DG.

We first make a copy of a data set DF into DG. For each numerical attribute Aj we then

generalize Aj of DG into NC categories, where NC is the square root of the domain size

of Aj as shown in the Step-1 of the CAIRAD algorithm (Algorithm 13). Note that NC

could be determined by any other suitable functions such cube root and log base 10.

Our algorithm is not restricted to square root only.

Table 12.1 shows an example data set DF and generalized data set DG. The data set DF

has 15 records and 3 attributes out of which one is numerical and two are categorical.

The records R2, R8 and R13 have noisy values for attributes Education (Edu.), Position

(Pos.) and Salary (in kilo), respectively. Although, we get eight categories for the

numerical attribute Salary based on the square root of the domain size, the values in

this example belong to only three categories; “84-91”, “92-99” and “140-147”. The

generalized data set DG is shown in Table 12.1b.

Step-2: Generate a Co-Appearance Matrix (CAM) from the generalized dataset

DG.
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TABLE 12.1: A sample data set Do and generalized data set DG.

Rec. Edu. Pos. Salary Rec. Edu. Pos. Salary
R1 MS L 85 R1 MS L 84-91

R2 Dip P 145 R2 Dip P 140-147

R3 PhD P 145 R3 PhD P 140-147

R4 MS L 85 R4 MS L 84-91

R5 PhD P 146 R5 PhD P 140-147

R6 MS L 85 R6 MS L 84-91

R7 PhD P 140 R7 PhD P 140-147

R8 PhD AL 147 R8 PhD AL 140-147

R9 PhD P 146 R9 PhD P 140-147

R10 MS L 86 R10 MS L 84-91

R11 PhD P 142 R11 PhD P 140-147

R12 MS L 84 R12 MS L 84-91

R13 PhD P 95 R13 PhD P 92-99

R14 MS L 86 R14 MS L 84-91

R15 PhD P 143 R15 PhD P 140-147

(a) A sample data set DF (b) Generalized data set DG

Algorithm 13: CAIRAD
Input : Data set DF having n records and m attributes
Output : Clean data set DC and Noisy data set DS
Require:

Set user defined co-appearance threshold, τ , Default τ = 0.5;
Set user defined co-appearance score threshold, λ, Default λ = 0.3;
Set DC ← φ, DS ← φ;
Set noisy attribute matrix Qij ← 0 where 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m;
Set noisy record vector Fi ← FALSE where 1 ≤ i ≤ n;

end
Step 1:

Set DG ← DF ;
for all attributes Aj ∈ {A1, A2, · · · , Am} do

Find the number of categories NC ←
√
d where d is the domain size of Aj ;

Generalize values of Aj for all records in DG into NC categories;
end

end
Step 2:

Set C ← CAMGenerator(DG);
end
Step 3:

for all records Ri ∈ DG do
Fi ← NV I(Ri, C,Q, τ, λ);

end
end
Step 4:

for all records Ri ∈ DF do
if Fi = TRUE then

DS ← DS ∪ {Ri};
Find the attributes having noisy value by using noisy attribute matrix Q;

else
DC ← DC ∪ {Ri};

end
end

end
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Algorithm 14: Subroutine 1: CAMGenerator(DG)
Input : Generalized data set DG having M attributes.
Output : Co-appearance matrix C

Set r ← 1;
for i = 1 to M − 1 do

for p = 1 to |Aj | do

Set k ←
i∑

z=1
|Az |+ 1;

for j = i+ 1 to M do
for q = 1 to |Aj | do

Set Crk ← fpq , where fpq is the co-appearance of pth domain of the ith attribute and qth domain of
the jth attribute, and Crk ∈ C;
Update k ← k + 1;

end
end
Update r ← r + 1;

end
end

return C.

Algorithm 15: Subroutine 2: NV I(Ri, C,Q, τ, λ)
Input : record Ri with m attributes, co-appearance matrix C, noise score matrix Q, co-appearance threshold τ ,

co-appearance point acceptance threshold λ.
Output : F = TRUE/FALSE and updated Q as call by reference.

Set F ← FALSE, Pj ← 0, where Pj contains total score of the jth attribute and 1 ≤ j ≤ m;
for j = 1 to m− 1 do

for k = j + 1 to m do
Set x← Rij , y ← Rik , where Rij is the jth attribute value of Ri;
Exy ←

xf
|Ak|

× τ , where Exy is the minimum expected co-appearance of x and y, xf is the frequency of x, and

|Ak| is the domain of the attribute Ak;
Eyx ←

yf
|Aj
× τ ;

if Cxy < Exy and Cxy < Eyx then
Pj ← Pj + 2, Pk ← Pk + 2, where Cxy is the actual co-appearance of x and y;

else if Cxy > Exy and Cxy > Eyx then
Pj ← Pj + 0, Pk ← Pk + 0;

else
Pj ← Pj + 1, Pk ← Pk + 1;

end
end

end
for all attributes Aj ∈ A do

if Pj

(m−1)×2
> λ then

F ← TRUE, Qij ← 1;
end

end

return F .

In this step, we generate a Co-Appearance Matrix (CAM) from generalized data set

DG as shown in the Step-2 of the CAIRAD algorithm and as shown in the Subroutine-

14 (see Algorithm 13 and Algorithm 14). In each cell of the Co-Appearance matrix the

number of occurrence of the two attribute values is stored. In our example, the value “6”

(shown in bold in Table 12.2) indicates that the value “MS” of the attribute “Education”

and the value “L” of the attribute “Position” appears 6 times in DG.

Step-3: Identify noisy values using CAM and DG.
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In this step, we identify noisy values and thereby noisy records. All records are scanned

and passed to the noisy value identifier (NVI) one by one as shown in the Step-3 of the

CAIRAD algorithm (see Algorithm 13) and Subroutine 2 (see Algorithm 15) to check

whether a record contains any noisy value or not.

In Subroutine-15, NVI takes five parameters as input namely record Ri ∈ DG, co-

appearance matrix C, noise score matrix Q, user defined co-appearance threshold τ

and user defined co-appearance score threshold λ. We next describe some of the input

parameters as follows.

The third input to NVI is the noise score matrix Q where each element qij ∈ Q stores

the noise score (i.e. the possibility of being noisy) of the value belonging to the jth

attribute of the ith record. The total number of rows in Q is equal to the number of

records of a data set, and the total number of columns of Q is equal to the number of

attributes of the data set.

The fourth input to NVI is the user defined co-appearance threshold τ which is used

in determining the expected co-appearance of two values belonging to two different

attributes. Let, x and y be the values of the jth and kth attributes of Ri, respectively.

Let, Nx and Ny be the total number of appearances of x and y, respectively in DG. The

expected co-appearance of x and y, Exy, is calculated in CAIRAD as follows.

Exy =
Nx

|Ak|
× τ (12.1)

where |Ak| is the domain size of the kth attribute Ak. Similarly, the expected co-

appearance of y and x, Eyx = Ny
|Aj | × τ . The possible value of τ can vary from 0 to

TABLE 12.2: Co-Appearance matrix for the generalized data set DG (Table 12.1b.

Edu. Pos. Salary
Dip MS PhD L AL P 84-91 92-99 140-147

Edu.
Dip - - - 0 0 1 0 0 1
MS - - - 6 0 0 6 0 0
PhD - - - 0 1 7 0 1 7

Pos.
L - - - - - - 6 0 0

AL - - - - - - 0 0 1
P - - - - - - 0 1 7

Salary
84-91 - - - - - - - - -
92-99 - - - - - - - - -

140-147 - - - - - - - - -
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1. The default value of τ is set to 0.5. We note that the expected co-appearances Exy

and Eyx may not be same. However, the actual co-appearance of the values Cxy and

Cyx are exactly the same.

Using the expected co-appearance Exy, and Eyx, and actual co-appearance Cxy (or Cyx)

of the attribute values x and y, CAIRAD assigns a score Sxy (equal to Syx), as follows,

for x and y of a record Ri.

Sxy = Syx =


2 if Cxy < Exy and Cxy < Eyx

0 if Cxy < Exy and Cxy < Eyx

1 Otherwise

(12.2)

It is clear from Equation (12.2) that we suspect both x and y equally, as noisy values

and therefore, assign equal score to both Sxy and Syx. Hence, at this stage we cannot

identify which value (x or y) is noisy. However, when the score is assigned on each

attribute value of a record based on all combinations of value pairs the actual noisy

value is more likely to have the highest score as it should have low actual co-appearance

with all other attribute values.

The fifth and the last input to NVI is the co-appearance score threshold λ, which is used

for deciding whether a value in a record should be considered as noisy or not based on

its cumulative score obtained with all other attribute values of the record. If a record

Ri has m attributes then for any attribute there are (m − 1) combinations of attribute

value pairs. Moreover, according to Equation (12.2) the maximum score for each pair

of values is 2. Hence, for a record an attribute can get a maximum possible score equal

to (m− 1)× 2. We classify an attribute value as noisy if the ratio of the obtained total

scores
m∑
z=1

Sailaiz (where, ail is the lth attribute value of the ith record) to the maximum

possible scores of the attribute is greater than the co-appearance score threshold λ. We

consider Sxx = 0 i.e. Sailail = 0. If the value belonging to the jth attribute of the ith

record ri is found to be noisy then we assign qij ∈ Q equal to 1 as follows.
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qij =


1 if

m∑
z=1

S
ai
l
aiz

(m−1)×2
> λ

0 Otherwise
(12.3)

The value of λ can vary from 0 to 1. The lower the λ the higher the number of attribute

values detected as noisy. Therefore, by lowering the λ CAIRAD can increase the recall

of noisy values in a data set. Similarly, by using a higher λ value CAIRAD can in-

crease precision of noise detection. Two user defined thresholds namely co-appearance

threshold τ and co-appearance score threshold λ provide a user with enormous flexibil-

ity which is an important characteristic of CAIRAD. In this chapter, we use λ equals to

0.3 since in the experiments of this chapter we find 0.3 as the most suitable value for λ,

as shown in Table 12.5.

NVI then returns TRUE (i.e. a record Ri has noisy value/s) or FALSE as output along

with the updated Q having noise score for each attribute value of the record.

We now demonstrate the noise detection technique of CAIRAD with examples as fol-

lows. In Table 12.1a there are three records (R2, R8 and R13) having noisy values.

In R2 there are 3 possible combinations of attribute value pairs; “Dip” and “P”, “Dip”

and “140-147”, and “P” and “140-147” (see Table 12.1b). In the 1st row of Table 12.2,

we consider the values “Dip” and “P” as x and y, respectively. We then calculate Exy

according to Equation (12.1). In the second row we assume that the values “P” and

“Dip” are x and y, respectively. We then again calculate Exy accordingly. Similarly we

calculate the Exy of all value pairs for all the records.

Each Exy is compared with corresponding Cxy. Based on this comparison, for the 6th

column (“Cxy < Exy”) we get a T (True) and an F (False) for the first and second row.

Using Equation (12.2) the score Sxy is calculated and therefore the score for both “Dip”

and “P” is 1. Similarly we calculate the Sxy for all other values for the record R2. In

the 8th column (“Pj”) we calculate the total score of an attribute value for the record R2

as Pj =
m∑
z=1

Sailaiz . We denote the total score of “Dip” by P1 and calculate P1 by adding

the Sxy values of the rows (for record R2) where “Dip” is considered as x. Similarly,
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we denote the total score of “P” and “140-147” as P2 and P3. P2 and P3 are similarly

calculated as 1 and 1, respectively.

We next assign noise score Q by using the Equation (12.3). The noise score for the

values belonging to attribute 1, 2 and 3 of record R2 are 1 (i.e. Q2,1 = 1), 0 (Q2,2 = 0),

and 0 (Q2,3 = 0), respectively as shown in the last column of Table 12.3 considering λ

equals to 0.3. Thus, we identify the value “Dip” of record R2 as a noisy value. Similarly,

for R8 and R13, we identify the values “AL” and “95” as the noisy values, respectively.

Note that a record can have zero, one or more than one noisy value/s. NVI returns

a Boolean value to the CAIRAD algorithm (Algorithm 13) which indicates whether a

record Ri is noisy or not. We also use a variable Fi in Step 3 of the CAIRAD algorithm

to keep the noise indicator value of the ith record returned by the NVI.

TABLE 12.3: Identify noisy values from the generalized data setDG (Table 12.1b) and
CAM (Table 12.2) by considering λ = 0.3 and τ = 0.5.

Rec x y Cxy Exy IsCxy < Exy? Sxy Pj
Pj

(m−1)×2
> λ Qij

R2

Dip P 1 0.17 F 1
P1 = 2 T 1P Dip 1 1.33 T 1

Dip 140-147 1 0.17 F 1
P2 = 1 F 0140-147 Dip 1 1.33 T 1

P 140-147 7 1.33 F 0
P3 = 1 F 0140-147 P 7 1.33 F 0

R8

PhD AL 1 1.33 T 1
P1 = 1 F 0AL PhD 1 0.17 F 1

PhD 140-147 7 1.33 F 0
P2 = 2 T 1140-147 PhD 7 1.33 F 0

AL 140-147 1 0.17 F 1
P3 = 1 F 0140-147 AL 1 1.33 T 1

R13

PhD P 7 1.33 F 0
P1 = 1 F 0P PhD 7 1.33 F 0

PhD 92-99 1 1.33 T 1
P2 = 1 F 092-99 PhD 1 0.17 F 1

P 92-99 1 1.33 T 1
P3 = 2 T 192-99 P 1 0.17 F 1

Step-4: Produce two data sets;DC (clean data set) andDS (having all noisy records)

with identification of the noisy values.

Finally, CAIRAD produces two data sets DC and DS based on the variable Fi as shown

in the Step 4 of the CAIRAD algorithm. The data set DS contains all records having

noisy values and DC contains no noisy records as shown in the Table 12.4. We use the

noise score matrix Q to indicate clearly the attribute values that are suspected as noisy.

In Table 12.4b, the shaded areas indicate the suspected noisy values, which are exactly

same as the noise values in Table 12.1a.

Complexity Analysis
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We present a detailed complexity analysis of CAIRAD in Section 14.6.3 of Chapter 14.

Moreover, a summary of the complexities of the noise detection techniques is presented

in Table 14.51.

The overall complexity of CAIRAD is O(nm2d2), where n is the number of records

of a data set, m is the number of attributes and d is the domain size of an attribute.

Typically, n� d. Thus, the overall complexity of CAIRAD is O(nm2). Moreover, for

low dimensional data sets n� m. Hence, the complexity of CAIRAD can be simplified

to O(n).

12.3 Experimental Results and Discussion

We implement our novel technique CAIRAD and two existing techniques namely EDIR

(X. Zhu et al., 2004), and RDCL (Delany, 2009; Delany et al., 2012), which are shown to

be better than RENN (Tomek, 1976), BBNR (Delany & Cunningham, 2004), Polishing

Mechanism (Teng, 1999), and Editing Method (Fellegi & Holt, 1976). EDIR detects

noisy values and thereby identifies noisy records, whereas RDCL only identifies noisy

records and does not identify noisy value(s) of a record.

We implement RDCL technique based on k-NN classifier, using k = 1. Being consis-

tent to the approach taken in RDCL we use 10-fold cross validation, and only remove

TABLE 12.4: CAIRAD produces clean data set DC and noisy data set DS . In Ta-
ble 12.4b, the shaded area indicates the noisy values.

Rec. Edu. Pos. Salary Rec. Edu. Pos. Salary
R1 MS L 85 R2 Dip P 145

R3 PhD P 145 R8 PhD AL 147

R4 MS L 85 R13 PhD P 95

R5 PhD P 146 (b) Noisy data set DS
R6 MS L 85

R7 PhD P 140

R9 PhD P 146

R10 MS L 86

R11 PhD P 142

R12 MS L 84

R14 MS L 86

R15 PhD P 143

(a) Clean data set DC
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the DL records as they are considered to be noisy. Besides, we implement EDIR (X. Zhu

et al., 2004) by using C4.5 decision tree algorithm (J. R. Quinlan, 1993). In our imple-

mentation of EDIR, we allow a user to change all combinations of up to three attribute

values as it was suggested (X. Zhu et al., 2004).

Data Set Information

We apply the techniques on four real life data sets, namely Adult, Chess, CMC, and

Credit Approval data set that are publicly available in UCI Machine Learning Repos-

itory (Frank & Asuncion, 2010). A brief description of the data sets is presented in

Table 4.8 (Chapter 4).

There are some data sets that naturally contain missing values in them. For example,

the Adult data set contains some missing values. We first remove all records having

missing values, and thereby prepare a data set having 30162 records, with no missing

values, which are then used in our experiments.

Simulation of Noisy Values

We artificially create noisy values in each of the data sets. We then apply different

techniques to detect noise. Since the original values of the artificially created noisy

values are known to us we can evaluate the performances of the noise identification

techniques. The noise detection performance does not only depend on the amount of

noise, but also depends on the noise patterns (Junninen et al., 2004). Moreover, the

probability of a value being noisy does not typically depend on the value itself (Abbas

& Aggarwal, 2010; D. Rubin, 1976) and hence noisy values often can have a random

nature which can be difficult to simulate. Therefore, we use various patterns of noisy

values called Noise Patterns (NP) such as simple, medium, complex and blended, as

explained below.

In a simple pattern a record can have at most one noisy value, whereas in a medium pat-

tern if a record has any noisy values then it has minimum 2 attributes with noisy values

and maximum 50% of the attributes with noisy values (Junninen et al., 2004). Similarly

a record having noisy values in a complex pattern has minimum 50% and maximum

80% attributes with noisy values. For each record, the exact number of attributes with
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noisy values is randomly selected. A blended pattern contains 25% records having

noisy values in simple pattern, 50% in medium pattern and 25% in complex pattern.

The blended pattern simulates a natural scenario where we may expect a combination

of all three noise patterns.

For each of the noise patterns, we use various noise levels (1%, 3%, 5% and 10%) where

x% noise level means x% of the total attribute values (not records) of a data set are noisy.

For example, if a data set has 5 records and 20 attributes then a noise ratio of 10% means

that 10 values, out of the total 100 (= 5× 20) attribute values, are noisy. Therefore, for

10% noise level and simple noise pattern, the total number of noisy records may exceed

the total records in some data sets. We in the experiments therefore use 6% noise level

(instead of 10% noise level) only for simple noise pattern with 10% noise level, for all

data sets.

Moreover, based on the domain of an attribute we use three different Noise Ranges (NR)

10%, 30%, and 50%. For example, Noise Range 10% means 10% of the total noisy

values are generated randomly from outside the domain and the remaining noisy values

(90% of the total noise) are generated within the domain of the attributes. Moreover,

we use two Noise Models (NM) called uniformly distributed (UD) and Overall. In UD

each attribute has the same number of noisy values, whereas in an overall category an

attribute can have higher number of noisy values than the number of noisy values in

another attribute.

For each combination of Noise Pattern (NP), Noise Level (NL), Noise Range (NR),

and Noise Model (NM) we create 10 data sets with noisy values. For example, for the

combination having ”simple” noise pattern, “1%” noisy values, “10%” noise range, and

“overall” model (see Table 12.6 and Table 12.7) we generate 10 data sets with noisy

values. We therefore create altogether 960 data sets (96 combinations × 10 data sets/-

combination) for each natural data set namely Adult, Chess, CMC and Credit Approval.

Evaluation Criteria

The performance of CAIRAD is evaluated using seven measures (also called evaluation

criteria or performance indicators) namely value based Error Recall (vER), value based
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Error Precision (vEP), record based Error Recall (rER), record based Error Precision

(rEP), F-measure (Kashef & Kamel, 2009; X. Zhu et al., 2004), record Removal Ra-

tio (rRR), and Area under a receiver operating characteristics curve (AUC) (Hanley &

McNeil, 1983).

We now define the evaluation criteria briefly. We first introduce a few terms as follows.

Let, v be the number of artificially created noisy values, p be the number of correctly

detected noisy values, and q be the total number of detected (correctly and incorrectly)

noisy values. Let, n be the number of records of a data set, r be the number of records

having artificially created noisy values, t be the number of correctly detected noisy

records, and f be the total number of detected (correctly and incorrectly) noisy records.

The evaluation criteria are defined as follows (Kashef & Kamel, 2009; X. Zhu et al.,

2004).

vER =
p

v
and vEP =

p

q
(12.4)

rER =
t

r
, rEP =

t

f
and rRR =

f

n
(12.5)

We use AUC to assess the quality of the performances of CAIRAD, RDCL and EDIR.

The AUC is calculated by using composite trapezoidal method and is equivalent to the

Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitmey statistic (Catal et al., 2011; Cortes & Mohri, 2004; Davis &

Goadrich, 2006; Hanley & McNeil, 1983). In this chapter we use precision-recall (PR)

points (Davis & Goadrich, 2006), instead of receiver operating characteristics (ROC)

points (Cortes & Mohri, 2004), to calculate the AUC (Hanley & McNeil, 1983). We use

precision in Y-axis, recall in X-axis, both varying from 0 to 1. Hence, we consider the

(1, 1) point as the best possible result.
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F-measure is the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall as follows (Kashef &

Kamel, 2009).

Fβ = (1 + β2)
precision× recall

β2 × precision+ recall
(12.6)

In the experiment, we use three most commonly used F-measures namely F1, F0.5 and

F2 considering β equals to 1, 0.5 and 2, respectively. Similarly, we use two approaches

for calculating weighted score from error recall, error precision and record removal rates

as follows.

Scorep = 0.3ER + 0.6EP + 0.1(
1

rRR
) (12.7)

Scorep = 0.6ER + 0.3EP + 0.1(
1

rRR
) (12.8)

In ScoreP more importance is given on error precision while calculating the overall

score. However, in ScoreR more importance is given on error recall.

Justification of the co-appearance score threshold λ

CAIRAD uses a user defined threshold called co-appearance score threshold λ as ex-

plained in Step 3 of Section 12.2.2. In order to explore a suitable value for λ, we first

evaluate the performances of CAIRAD for Credit Approval data set and CMC data set

by using different values of λ, and evaluation criteria as shown in Table 12.5. For CMC

data set λ = 0.3 gives the best result based on all six evaluation criteria, and for Credit

Approval data set λ = 0.3 gives the best result for first three most important criteria.

Therefore, we use the default value of λ equal to 0.3 for the experiments in this chapter.

Analysis of Experimental Results

We present performance of CAIRAD, RDCL and EDIR, on Adult data set, based on

rER, rEP and rRR for 96 noise combinations in Table 12.6 and Table 12.7. The
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TABLE 12.5: Performance of CAIRAD based on different co-appearance score thresh-
old λ.

Data set Evaluation Criteria λ = 0.1 λ = 0.2 λ = 0.3 λ = 0.4 λ = 0.5

Credit Approval

AUC 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.5

F1 0.53 0.55 0.57 0.44 0.17

F0.5 0.45 0.48 0.52 0.50 0.29

F2 0.67 0.69 0.67 0.42 0.12

ScoreP 0.39 0.45 0.44 0.42 0.21

ScoreR 0.53 0.50 0.42 0.28 0.11

CMC

AUC 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.6

F1 0.62 0.67 0.68 0.52 0.37

F0.5 0.64 0.71 0.75 0.64 0.46

F2 0.64 0.65 0.65 0.46 0.32

ScoreP 0.35 0.53 0.65 0.58 0.50

ScoreR 0.41 0.48 0.54 0.40 0.31

average values of the performance indicators on 10 data sets having noisy values for

each combination of noise level (NL), noise range (NR), noise model (NM) and noise

pattern (NP) is presented in the table. For example, there are 10 data sets having noisy

values with the combination Com2 of “1%” noise level, “10%” noise range, “Overall”

noise model and “Medium” noise pattern. The average of rER for the data sets having

Com2 is 0.893 for CAIRAD as reported in Table 12.6. Bold values in the table indicate

the best results among the three techniques. CAIRAD performs significantly better than

RDCL and EDIR on the data set. In 96 out of 96 noise combinations CAIRAD performs

better that RDCL and EDIR in terms of both rER and rEP .

We calculate ScoreP as described in Equation (12.7). For example, ScoreP of the 1st

row of Table 12.6 for CAIRAD is 0.3×56.6+0.6×29.8+0.1× 1
28.5

100
= 0.35. ScoreP of CAIRAD

is also better than other two techniques for all 96 noise combinations. In Table 12.8 we

present a statistical significance analysis using t-test which demonstrates a consider-

ably better performance of CAIRAD over other techniques. A negative t value for rRR

(record removal ratio) points out less number of records removed which is considered

to be better. We get the values of t (ref) using the Student’s t distribution table (Distribu-

tion table: Students t [online available: http://www.statsoft.com/textbook/distribution-

tables/], 2013).

We now present the aggregate results based on NL, NR, NM and NP as shown in the

Table 12.9, Table 12.10 and Table 12.11 for all three remaining data sets. CAIRAD

performs significantly better than other two techniques in terms of rERand rEP for all

noise settings in Credit Approval data set (Table 12.9). It also performs clearly better
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TABLE 12.6: Performance of CAIRAD, RDCL, and EDIR on Adult dataset for 1%
and 3% noise ratios.

Noise Settings
rER rEP rRR ScoreP

(Higher value is better) (Higher value is better) (Lower value is better) (Higher value is better)

NL NR NM NP CAIRAD RDCL EDIR CAIRAD RDCL EDIR CAIRAD RDCL EDIR CAIRAD RDCL EDIR

1%

10%

Overall

Simple 0.566 0.290 0.211 0.298 0.187 0.171 0.285 0.232 0.185 35 20 17

Medium 0.893 0.396 0.310 0.143 0.067 0.120 0.238 0.227 0.098 35 16 17

Complex 0.959 0.499 0.333 0.065 0.037 0.056 0.248 0.227 0.100 33 17 13

Blended 0.774 0.321 0.249 0.189 0.085 0.149 0.248 0.228 0.101 35 15 16

UD

Simple 0.580 0.288 0.212 0.303 0.185 0.174 0.287 0.234 0.182 36 20 17

Medium 0.899 0.389 0.308 0.126 0.063 0.102 0.265 0.228 0.112 35 15 15

Complex 0.966 0.462 0.333 0.065 0.034 0.054 0.246 0.226 0.101 33 16 13

Blended 0.808 0.356 0.249 0.176 0.094 0.149 0.278 0.228 0.101 35 16 16

30%

Overall

Simple 0.613 0.291 0.212 0.360 0.188 0.174 0.255 0.232 0.183 40 20 17

Medium 0.855 0.406 0.306 0.177 0.068 0.142 0.184 0.228 0.082 36 16 18

Complex 0.887 0.537 0.333 0.072 0.040 0.065 0.205 0.226 0.085 31 19 14

Blended 0.946 0.352 0.248 0.233 0.093 0.148 0.245 0.229 0.101 42 16 16

UD

Simple 0.629 0.285 0.212 0.359 0.182 0.174 0.263 0.235 0.183 40 19 17

Medium 0.885 0.444 0.308 0.139 0.073 0.104 0.236 0.226 0.110 35 18 15

Complex 0.921 0.592 0.333 0.079 0.043 0.054 0.190 0.224 0.101 32 20 13

Blended 0.951 0.342 0.250 0.225 0.089 0.150 0.256 0.232 0.101 42 16 17

50%

Overall

Simple 0.712 0.291 0.212 0.439 0.185 0.171 0.243 0.236 0.185 48 20 17

Medium 0.887 0.441 0.309 0.164 0.072 0.143 0.202 0.227 0.080 36 18 18

Complex 0.832 0.674 0.333 0.071 0.050 0.058 0.197 0.227 0.095 29 23 14

Blended 0.963 0.358 0.249 0.266 0.094 0.151 0.219 0.230 0.100 45 16 17

UD

Simple 0.707 0.294 0.211 0.437 0.189 0.169 0.243 0.233 0.187 47 20 16

Medium 0.887 0.446 0.311 0.159 0.074 0.142 0.212 0.228 0.083 36 18 18

Complex 0.813 0.628 0.333 0.067 0.045 0.049 0.197 0.227 0.109 28 22 13

Blended 0.961 0.359 0.249 0.279 0.094 0.147 0.209 0.231 0.102 46 16 16

3%

10%

Overall

Simple 0.499 0.286 0.218 0.683 0.502 0.254 0.329 0.256 0.386 56 39 22

Medium 0.830 0.400 0.310 0.358 0.183 0.161 0.262 0.248 0.218 46 23 19

Complex 0.930 0.466 0.333 0.206 0.100 0.144 0.226 0.233 0.115 40 20 19

Blended 0.718 0.333 0.252 0.479 0.248 0.179 0.272 0.244 0.255 50 25 18

UD

Simple 0.531 0.283 0.217 0.682 0.505 0.252 0.350 0.252 0.388 57 39 22

Medium 0.822 0.405 0.309 0.368 0.184 0.161 0.249 0.245 0.214 47 23 19

Complex 0.953 0.458 0.333 0.196 0.097 0.146 0.240 0.233 0.112 40 20 19

Blended 0.734 0.332 0.253 0.467 0.246 0.181 0.285 0.246 0.254 50 25 18

30%

Overall

Simple 0.545 0.284 0.218 0.772 0.496 0.253 0.318 0.257 0.386 63 38 22

Medium 0.812 0.421 0.310 0.402 0.194 0.161 0.229 0.246 0.218 48 24 19

Complex 0.866 0.583 0.333 0.223 0.122 0.145 0.194 0.238 0.115 39 25 19

Blended 0.919 0.324 0.252 0.583 0.240 0.181 0.286 0.245 0.253 63 24 18

UD

Simple 0.555 0.283 0.218 0.768 0.495 0.252 0.326 0.257 0.388 63 38 22

Medium 0.802 0.434 0.310 0.428 0.196 0.163 0.210 0.247 0.212 50 25 19

Complex 0.870 0.550 0.333 0.240 0.112 0.145 0.177 0.239 0.112 41 23 19

Blended 0.925 0.343 0.252 0.586 0.248 0.180 0.286 0.250 0.254 63 25 18

50%

Overall

Simple 0.681 0.297 0.218 0.801 0.516 0.255 0.383 0.259 0.385 68 40 22

Medium 0.856 0.460 0.311 0.434 0.206 0.163 0.221 0.251 0.213 52 26 19

Complex 0.806 0.637 0.333 0.241 0.132 0.144 0.167 0.242 0.116 39 27 19

Blended 0.948 0.357 0.253 0.591 0.259 0.182 0.290 0.249 0.252 64 26 18

UD

Simple 0.694 0.297 0.218 0.785 0.512 0.254 0.398 0.261 0.386 68 40 22

Medium 0.857 0.453 0.310 0.426 0.202 0.161 0.224 0.250 0.214 51 26 19

Complex 0.803 0.648 0.333 0.213 0.131 0.144 0.186 0.244 0.114 37 27 19

Blended 0.950 0.351 0.253 0.567 0.257 0.179 0.304 0.248 0.256 63 26 18

than other techniques in terms of rEP (Table 12.10 and Table 12.11). Moreover, for

Chess data set CAIRAD also performs usually better than other techniques in terms

of rER. Its performance in terms of rER for CMC (low accuracy, low size and low

dimensional) data set is not as good as RDCL. However, RDCL achieves higher recall

at the cost of extremely high record removal which is almost 50% of the total number

of records, whereas CAIRAD removes only around 15% of the total number of records

(see Table 12.11 and Table 12.13). Moreover, by adjusting λ value CAIRAD can change
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TABLE 12.7: Performance of CAIRAD, RDCL, and EDIR on Adult dataset for 5%
and 10% noise ratios.

Noise Settings
rER rEP rRR ScoreP

(Higher value is better) (Higher value is better) (Lower value is better) (Higher value is better)

NL NR NM NP CAIRAD RDCL EDIR CAIRAD RDCL EDIR CAIRAD RDCL EDIR CAIRAD RDCL EDIR

5%

10%

Overall

Simple 0.425 0.290 0.224 0.905 0.782 0.213 0.352 0.278 0.789 67 56 20

Medium 0.721 0.397 0.311 0.648 0.284 0.150 0.210 0.264 0.391 61 29 18

Complex 0.887 0.481 0.333 0.371 0.163 0.142 0.200 0.246 0.196 49 24 19

Blended 0.680 0.326 0.256 0.688 0.386 0.164 0.298 0.255 0.472 62 33 17

UD

Simple 0.451 0.298 0.224 0.897 0.791 0.214 0.377 0.282 0.786 67 56 20

Medium 0.770 0.402 0.311 0.548 0.286 0.149 0.261 0.261 0.386 56 29 18

Complex 0.892 0.482 0.333 0.397 0.162 0.141 0.185 0.245 0.195 51 24 18

Blended 0.697 0.330 0.255 0.662 0.387 0.163 0.319 0.259 0.473 61 33 17

30%

Overall

Simple 0.521 0.295 0.224 0.936 0.787 0.213 0.418 0.282 0.789 72 56 20

Medium 0.795 0.433 0.310 0.558 0.309 0.151 0.268 0.264 0.387 57 32 18

Complex 0.836 0.561 0.333 0.409 0.187 0.140 0.170 0.251 0.199 50 28 18

Blended 0.910 0.343 0.256 0.742 0.391 0.164 0.371 0.265 0.469 72 34 18

UD

Simple 0.526 0.294 0.224 0.928 0.785 0.214 0.425 0.281 0.785 71 56 20

Medium 0.769 0.431 0.310 0.603 0.307 0.151 0.240 0.264 0.385 59 31 18

Complex 0.920 0.551 0.333 0.430 0.182 0.139 0.177 0.250 0.198 53 27 18

Blended 0.675 0.343 0.255 0.685 0.396 0.162 0.298 0.262 0.475 61 34 17

50%

Overall

Simple 0.566 0.298 0.224 0.975 0.784 0.214 0.435 0.285 0.786 75 56 20

Medium 0.867 0.454 0.311 0.714 0.318 0.150 0.227 0.266 0.387 69 33 18

Complex 0.950 0.645 0.333 0.473 0.209 0.142 0.168 0.258 0.196 57 32 19

Blended 0.923 0.360 0.256 0.755 0.403 0.165 0.371 0.271 0.472 73 35 18

UD

Simple 0.576 0.298 0.224 0.911 0.784 0.213 0.474 0.285 0.788 72 56 20

Medium 0.743 0.453 0.310 0.698 0.311 0.151 0.199 0.273 0.384 64 32 18

Complex 0.947 0.635 0.333 0.760 0.203 0.140 0.103 0.258 0.197 74 31 18

Blended 0.732 0.361 0.256 0.769 0.402 0.163 0.287 0.271 0.473 68 35 17

10%

10%

Overall

Simple 0.414 0.293 0.227 0.967 0.914 0.284 0.385 0.288 0.720 70 64 24

Medium 0.655 0.392 0.313 0.863 0.501 0.177 0.285 0.293 0.663 71 42 20

Complex 0.774 0.459 0.333 0.649 0.294 0.152 0.198 0.261 0.367 62 31 19

Blended 0.606 0.338 0.264 0.934 0.682 0.207 0.392 0.300 0.771 74 51 20

UD

Simple 0.422 0.293 0.227 0.967 0.915 0.283 0.393 0.288 0.721 71 64 24

Medium 0.673 0.394 0.313 0.860 0.493 0.176 0.293 0.298 0.663 72 41 20

Complex 0.778 0.466 0.333 0.660 0.290 0.151 0.194 0.265 0.364 63 31 19

Blended 0.607 0.335 0.264 0.932 0.679 0.208 0.393 0.298 0.768 74 51 20

30%

Overall

Simple 0.521 0.295 0.227 0.976 0.915 0.283 0.481 0.290 0.721 74 64 24

Medium 0.693 0.422 0.313 0.721 0.516 0.177 0.361 0.307 0.667 64 44 20

Complex 0.754 0.538 0.333 0.719 0.323 0.152 0.176 0.279 0.368 66 36 19

Blended 0.673 0.341 0.262 0.942 0.683 0.207 0.432 0.302 0.768 77 51 20

UD

Simple 0.432 0.293 0.227 0.956 0.915 0.284 0.407 0.288 0.719 70 64 24

Medium 0.689 0.420 0.313 0.893 0.511 0.176 0.290 0.309 0.669 74 43 20

Complex 0.942 0.553 0.333 0.564 0.333 0.152 0.279 0.278 0.366 62 37 19

Blended 0.712 0.353 0.264 0.694 0.681 0.208 0.619 0.313 0.766 63 51 20

50%

Overall

Simple 0.593 0.302 0.227 0.956 0.918 0.283 0.558 0.296 0.722 75 64 24

Medium 0.890 0.450 0.313 0.673 0.541 0.176 0.501 0.315 0.671 67 46 20

Complex 0.943 0.645 0.333 0.572 0.367 0.151 0.274 0.292 0.366 63 41 19

Blended 0.963 0.368 0.263 0.734 0.694 0.208 0.794 0.321 0.766 73 53 20

UD

Simple 0.576 0.306 0.227 0.942 0.913 0.283 0.550 0.301 0.723 74 64 24

Medium 0.752 0.460 0.313 0.685 0.530 0.176 0.410 0.325 0.663 64 46 20

Complex 0.963 0.637 0.333 0.784 0.360 0.151 0.203 0.293 0.365 76 41 19

Blended 0.754 0.365 0.263 0.778 0.693 0.208 0.586 0.318 0.764 69 53 20

TABLE 12.8: Significance test (record based) on Adult data set.

t-Test
CAIRAD vs RDCL CAIRAD vs EDIR

rER rEP rRR rER rEP rRR

t 18.53 5.02 2.96 29.22 12.75 -2.46

df 190 190 190 190 190 190

p 0.0005 0.0005 0.005 0.0005 0.0005 0.01

t (ref) 3.2905 3.2905 2.5758 3.2905 3.2905 2.3263
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its performance for rER and rEP, depending on user preference. Note that we use λ =

0.3 considering a user preference on precision (i.e. F0.5) in this chapter (see Table 12.5).

TABLE 12.9: Average performance on Credit Approval dataset.

Noise Settings
rER rEP rRR

(Higher value is better) (Higher value is better) (Lower value is better)

CAIRAD RDCL EDIR CAIRAD RDCL EDIR CAIRAD RDCL EDIR

NL

1% 0.854 0.438 0.323 0.163 0.093 0.084 0.315 0.277 0.374

3% 0.817 0.428 0.365 0.419 0.255 0.219 0.330 0.294 0.457

5% 0.786 0.430 0.365 0.589 0.404 0.354 0.367 0.310 0.479

10% 0.630 0.428 0.365 0.772 0.601 0.538 0.389 0.333 0.472

NR
10% 0.759 0.393 0.302 0.463 0.326 0.321 0.359 0.298 0.383

30% 0.774 0.426 0.373 0.491 0.336 0.288 0.345 0.303 0.468

50% 0.783 0.471 0.388 0.503 0.350 0.285 0.347 0.309 0.485

NM
Overall 0.768 0.438 0.377 0.489 0.342 0.290 0.349 0.306 0.475

UD 0.776 0.424 0.332 0.483 0.335 0.308 0.352 0.301 0.416

NP

Simple 0.615 0.333 0.334 0.734 0.625 0.611 0.458 0.310 0.325

Medium 0.813 0.462 0.376 0.410 0.240 0.184 0.303 0.305 0.510

Complex 0.839 0.548 0.362 0.247 0.141 0.093 0.257 0.293 0.465

Blended 0.821 0.380 0.347 0.553 0.348 0.308 0.384 0.306 0.481

TABLE 12.10: Average performance on Chess dataset.

Noise Settings
rER rEP rRR

(Higher value is better) (Higher value is better) (Lower value is better)

CAIRAD RDCL EDIR CAIRAD RDCL EDIR CAIRAD RDCL EDIR

NL

1% 0.428 0.060 0.160 0.717 0.741 0.172 0.029 0.004 0.040

3% 0.361 0.169 0.167 0.980 0.793 0.176 0.043 0.033 0.125

5% 0.343 0.268 0.169 0.994 0.794 0.186 0.069 0.086 0.206

10% 0.340 0.485 0.167 0.990 0.802 0.197 0.082 0.182 0.236

NR
10% 0.194 0.243 0.150 0.868 0.772 0.183 0.027 0.075 0.140

30% 0.365 0.243 0.170 0.959 0.789 0.183 0.053 0.074 0.155

50% 0.541 0.247 0.176 0.934 0.786 0.183 0.087 0.078 0.159

NM
Overall 0.368 0.245 0.165 0.925 0.782 0.183 0.056 0.076 0.153

UD 0.368 0.245 0.167 0.915 0.783 0.183 0.056 0.076 0.151

NP

Simple 0.294 0.373 0.078 0.955 0.689 0.198 0.076 0.181 0.239

Medium 0.351 0.221 0.203 0.912 0.798 0.178 0.048 0.046 0.147

Complex 0.383 0.146 0.233 0.884 0.890 0.171 0.031 0.016 0.100

Blended 0.444 0.241 0.150 0.928 0.752 0.184 0.068 0.061 0.122

We also present a significance test in Table 12.12 using all 96 noise combinations. We

get the values of t (ref) using the Student’s t distribution table (Distribution table: Stu-

dents t [online available: http://www.statsoft.com/textbook/distribution-tables/], 2013).

Table 12.13 presents the top level aggregate result for all four data sets. For example,

the rER% of CAIRAD for Adult data set is 76.41% (see Table 12.13) which is the

average of all values (96 combinations) of Column 5 for Table 12.6. Table 12.13 shows
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TABLE 12.11: Average performance on CMC dataset.

Noise Settings
rER rEP rRR

(Higher value is better) (Higher value is better) (Lower value is better)

CAIRAD RDCL EDIR CAIRAD RDCL EDIR CAIRAD RDCL EDIR

NL

1% 0.696 0.546 0.111 0.203 0.117 0.137 0.181 0.450 0.029
3% 0.512 0.563 0.114 0.573 0.223 0.144 0.131 0.462 0.095
5% 0.442 0.570 0.117 0.763 0.322 0.149 0.137 0.471 0.159

10% 0.382 0.587 0.120 0.902 0.470 0.157 0.168 0.491 0.268

NR
10% 0.480 0.538 0.115 0.473 0.273 0.147 0.182 0.464 0.138
30% 0.481 0.570 0.115 0.629 0.282 0.146 0.137 0.469 0.136
50% 0.564 0.591 0.116 0.722 0.291 0.147 0.145 0.472 0.138

NM
Overall 0.490 0.567 0.115 0.626 0.283 0.146 0.143 0.469 0.139

UD 0.525 0.566 0.116 0.594 0.283 0.147 0.166 0.468 0.137

NP

Simple 0.406 0.512 0.047 0.718 0.420 0.159 0.195 0.471 0.178
Medium 0.513 0.570 0.125 0.580 0.241 0.143 0.139 0.469 0.134
Complex 0.486 0.639 0.200 0.485 0.176 0.138 0.096 0.463 0.109

Blended 0.626 0.546 0.090 0.658 0.294 0.147 0.188 0.471 0.130

that CAIRAD performs better than other techniques in terms of both rERand rEP for all

data sets except CMC data set. However, for CMC data set CAIRAD performs the best

in terms of rEP. It achieves a very high rEP (61.01%) while RDCL and EDIR achieve

only 28.27% and 14.67%, respectively.

TABLE 12.12: Significance test (record based).

Data set t-Test
CAIRAD vs RDCL CAIRAD vs EDIR

rER rEP rRR rER rEP rRR

Credit Approval

t 19.07 3.56 4.52 25.23 4.50 -6.06

df 190 190 190 190 190 190

p 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005

t (ref) 3.2905 3.2905 3.2905 3.2905 3.2905 3.2905

Chess

t 4.89 7.68 -1.70 11.37 47.70 -8.59

df 190 190 190 190 190 190

p 0.0005 0.0005 0.05 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005

t (ref) 3.2905 3.2905 1.6448 3.2905 3.2905 3.2905

CMC

t -3.08 9.17 -40.63 20.54 14.77 1.36

df 190 190 190 190 190 190

p 0.005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.10

t (ref) 2.5758 3.2905 3.2905 3.2905 3.2905 1.2815

Similarly, Table 12.14 represents a comparison of CAIRAD and EDIR in detecting

noisy values. CAIRAD performs the best for all four data sets. Table 12.15 shows

a statistical significance analysis using t - test that demonstrates considerably better

performance of CAIRAD over EDIR in incorrect attribute value detection. Note that the
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TABLE 12.13: Overall performance (Record based).

Data set
rER% rEP% rER%

(Higher value is better) (Higher value is better) (Lower value is better)

CAIRAD RDCL EDIR CAIRAD RDCL EDIR CAIRAD RDCL EDIR

Adult 76.41 40.53 27.97 54.45 34.76 17.06 29.53 25.97 36.31

Credit Approval 77.19 43.08 35.46 48.60 33.83 29.89 35.04 30.35 44.55

Chess 36.81 24.52 16.59 92.01 78.25 18.30 5.59 7.61 15.20

CMC 50.77 56.67 11.55 61.01 28.27 14.67 15.43 46.87 13.77

comparison between CAIRAD and EDIR shown in Table 12.12 is based on incorrect

records (not attribute values) detection.

TABLE 12.14: Overall performance (Attribute based).

Data set
vER% vEP%

(Higher value is better) (Higher value is better)

CAIRAD EDIR CAIRAD EDIR

Adult 37.47 10.47 53.30 25.22

Credit Approval 36.52 12.15 43.24 04.88

Chess 26.59 11.34 85.11 19.54

CMC 19.33 04.54 54.30 11.72

TABLE 12.15: Significance test (Attribute based) CAIRAD vs EDIR.

Data set t-Test vER vEP

Adult

t 18.34 10.88

df 190 190

p 0.0005 0.0005

t (ref) 3.2905 3.2905

Credit Approval

t 15.67 15.93

df 190 190

p 0.0005 0.0005

t (ref) 3.2905 3.2905

Chess

t 11.15 36.31

df 190 190

p 0.0005 0.0005

t (ref) 3.2905 3.2905

CMC

t 15.76 13.60

df 190 190

p 0.0005 0.0005

t (ref) 3.2905 3.2905

For Credit Approval data set we next create 30 noisy data sets for a single combination

of noise (NL=10%, NR=10%, NM = Overall, and NP = Complex) and apply CAIRAD,

RDCL and EDIR on all noisy data sets. We then evaluate the results using t-test anal-

ysis as shown in Table 12.16. CAIRAD performs significantly better than both other
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techniques in terms of recall, precision and removal. For the same noise combination

we also calculate average execution time for 30 runs for each of the three techniques.

CAIRAD requires the minimum time among the techniques (see Table 12.17) while we

use Intel Core i5 processor with 2.67 GHz speed and 4 GB RAM.

TABLE 12.16: Significance test (record based) on Credit Approval data set for a Com-
plex noise pattern (30 runs).

t-Test
CAIRAD vs RDCL CAIRAD vs EDIR

rER rEP rRR rER rEP rRR

t 09.08 23.58 -12.73 14.95 40.84 -73.07

df 58 58 58 58 58 58

p 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005

t (ref) 3.2905 3.2905 3.2905 3.2905 3.2905 3.2905

TABLE 12.17: Average execution time (in ms) on Credit Approval data set for a Com-
plex noise pattern (30 runs).

CAIRAD RDCL EDIR

3475.7 3744 18506.1

In Table 12.18 we present aggregate results based on noise level and thereby compare

the techniques using AUC, F0.5, and ScoreP . CAIRAD performs better than two other

techniques for all noise levels, all evaluation criteria and all data sets except only one

case for Chess data set. In Figure 12.2 we present the top aggregate results for the

techniques on all four data sets. CAIRAD performs clearly better than both other tech-

niques.

FIGURE 12.2: Performance (record based) comparison on four data sets.
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TABLE 12.18: Average performances based on noise levels.

Data set Noise Level
AUC F0.5 ScoreP

(Higher value is better) (Higher value is better) (Higher value is better)

CAIRAD RDCL EDIR CAIRAD RDCL EDIR CAIRAD RDCL EDIR

Adult

1% 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.234 0.111 0.138 0.37 0.18 0.16

3% 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.501 0.264 0.195 0.52 0.28 0.19

5% 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.673 0.377 0.180 0.63 0.37 0.18

10% 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.764 0.518 0.212 0.70 0.49 0.21

Credit Approval

1% 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.190 0.107 0.097 0.35 0.19 0.15

3% 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.446 0.257 0.245 0.50 0.28 0.24

5% 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.595 0.369 0.377 0.59 0.37 0.32

10% 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.727 0.517 0.559 0.65 0.49 0.43

Chess

1% 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.604 0.216 0.163 0.56 0.46 0.15

3% 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.699 0.436 0.167 0.70 0.53 0.16

5% 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.676 0.546 0.176 0.70 0.56 0.16

10% 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.670 0.684 0.182 0.70 0.63 0.17

CMC

1% 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.228 0.074 0.121 0.33 0.23 0.12

3% 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.531 0.204 0.128 0.50 0.30 0.12

5% 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.634 0.311 0.132 0.59 0.36 0.12

10% 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.679 0.467 0.139 0.66 0.46 0.13

In Figure 12.3 we present the percentage of combinations, for noisy record detec-

tion on four data sets, where a technique performs the best. The figure demonstrates

that CAIRAD outperforms RDCL and ERD for both evaluation criteria. For instance,

CAIRAD performs the best in 95.57% of combinations based on rEP as shown in

Figure 12.3(b).

(a) rER (b) rEP

FIGURE 12.3: Score comparison (record based) between CAIRAD, RDCL and EDIR.

Based on noisy value detection CAIRAD also outperforms EDIR in terms of both vER

and vEP as shown in Figure 12.4. For example, CAIRAD performs the best in 97.92%

of combinations based on vEP as demonstrated in Figure 12.4(b).
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(a) vER (b) vEP

FIGURE 12.4: Score comparison (attribute based) between CAIRAD and EDIR.

We now analyze the results of CAIRAD using the statistical sign test. For each evalua-

tion criteria we also carry out sign test on the results of CAIRAD with RDCL and EDIR

(one by one) at the right-tailed by considering significance level α = 0.025 (i.e. 97.5%

significance level). We present the sign test results based on noisy record detection in

Figure 12.5. The figure indicates that CAIRAD performs significantly better than the

RDCL and EDIR (at z > 1.96, p < 0.025, and right-tailed) on all data sets in terms of

both rER and rEP except the only case that is indicated with an arrow at the top of the

CMC data set (see Figure 12.5(a)).

The sign test results based on noisy value detection is also presented in Figure 12.6. It

is clear from the figure indicates that CAIRAD performs significantly better than the

EDIR (at z > 1.96, p < 0.025, and right-tailed) on all data sets in terms of both vER

and vEP .

12.4 Summary

In this chapter we present a novel technique called CAIRAD using a co-appearance

matrix, which has never been used in the literature for noise detection to the best of

our knowledge. A significant strength of CAIRAD is the flexibility to change the user-

defined Co-appearance Score threshold λ in order to achieve higher precision and/or

recall following the requirement of a user/application. We have not seen this property

in any other existing techniques, at least in the techniques that have been discussed in
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(a) rER

(b) rEP

FIGURE 12.5: Statistical significance analysis using the sign test for noisy record de-
tection.

the literature of this study. The most suitable value of λ depends on the preference of

a user and can be determined based on the criteria such as those shown in Table 12.5.

Moreover, the value of λ can also be automatically determined following an approach

similar to those we discuss in Chapter 10 (see Section 10.3.3). Therefore, our future

research plans include the automation of a suitable λ value, if a user does not want to

provide his/her preferred λ value.

While many existing techniques only detect noisy records, CAIRAD detects both noisy

records and attribute values. Once noisy values are detected they can either be removed

or corrected (according to a user preference) possibly by considering them as missing

and thereby imputing their values using existing techniques such as FIMUS (see Chap-

ter 11).
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(a) vER

(b) vEP

FIGURE 12.6: Statistical significance analysis using the sign test for noisy attribute
detection.

We carry out experiments using 96 different noise combinations on each of the four dif-

ferent data sets. Two of the data sets are reasonably large having around thirty thousand

records and the remaining two are relatively smaller having around only one thousand

records. Moreover, three of the data sets have high classification accuracy while the

other one has low accuracy. We also evaluate the techniques using seven different eval-

uation criteria including AUC and F0.5.

CAIRAD performs significantly better (based on our sign test analysis) than other two

techniques. For example, the aggregate results based on noise levels, and evaluation

criteria such as AUC, F0.5, and ScoreP show that CAIRAD performs drastically better

than two other techniques for all noise levels, all evaluation criteria and all data sets

except only one case (i.e. the 10% noise level) for the Chess data set (see Table 12.18

and Fig. 12.2) where CAIRAD performs as good as RDCL. It performs better than
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other techniques in terms of recall and precision for the Adult, Credit Approval and

Chess data sets (Table 12.6, Table 12.9, and Table 12.10). It only performs slightly

worse than RDCL in terms of recall for a low accuracy data set called CMC. However,

it significantly outperforms RDCL in terms of precision and record removal ratio even

for CMC (see Table 12.11). Therefore, RDCL achieves slightly higher recall at the cost

of notably lower precision. Similarly, EDIR apparently performs better that CAIRAD

in CMC data set in terms of rRR (Table 12.11) because of its extremely low rER

and rEP compared to CAIRAD. Moreover, by adjusting the λ value a user can easily

increase the recall and/or precision of CAIRAD.

Our experimental results also indicate that we may achieve a high precision for data

sets (such as bioinformatics data sets) having large number attributes since CAIRAD

uses co-appearances of attributes to decide whether an attribute value is noisy or not.

For example, if a data set has only 2 attributes then a decision is made based on one

attribute’s contribution, whereas if it has a large number of attributes (say 200) then a

decision is made based on 199 attribute’s contribution which is expected more accurate

than the previous one.

Many of our proposed techniques including CAIRAD, FIMUS, SiMI and DMI require

discretization/categorization of numerical values. Moreover, many existing techniques

including RRP (Iacus & Porro, 2007), GLR (J. Huang et al., 2008), PANDA (Khoshgof-

taar & Van Hulse, 2009; Van Hulse et al., 2007) rely on a data discretization technique in

order to perform data cleansing. A good discretization technique is expected to help the

techniques to achieve even better quality of imputation and noise detection. Discretiza-

tion techniques are also widely used for many other purposes as we discuss in Chapter 3

(see Section 3.4). Therefore, in the next chapter we propose our discretization technique

called LFD.
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LFD: Discretization of Continuous

Attributes Through Low Frequency

Numerical Values and Attribute

Interdependency

13.1 Introduction

Discretization is an important data preprocessing task that is used in various purposes

including data mining and data engineering. Many data mining algorithms can only deal

with categorical attributes and are unable to handle numerical attributes (Dougherty et

al., 1995; H. Liu et al., 2002). However, natural datasets often contain both numerical

and categorical attributes. The data mining algorithms typically discretize numerical

We have submitted the following paper during the PhD candidature based on this chapter.

Rahman, M. G. and Islam, M. Z. (2014). Discretization of Continuous Attributes Through Low Fre-
quency Numerical Values and Attribute Interdependency. Expert Systems With Applications. (Impact
Factor 1.965, ISI Web of Knowledge 2013 Rank Q1) (Currently under review).
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attributes in order to treat them as categorical attributes. Therefore, discretization tech-

niques (Kurgan & Cios, 2004; Yang & Webb, 2009) are considered to be crucial in

various fields of data mining. For example, the Naive-Bayes (Flores et al., 2011; Yang

& Webb, 2009) and Apriori (Agrawal & Srikant, 1994) algorithms can only handle cat-

egorical attributes and therefore discretize numerical attributes. Each of them belongs

to the top 10 data mining algorithms (Wu et al., 2008).

Some other data mining algorithms can handle numerical attributes. However, the effi-

ciency and effectiveness of a data mining algorithm typically increases when it makes

use of a discretization algorithm (S. Garcia et al., 2013; Yang & Webb, 2009). Dis-

cretization is also considered to be an important part of data preprocessing and cleans-

ing that is likely to improve the quality of the results obtained by various data mining

algorithms (Han et al., 2006; Witten et al., 2011).

Discretization can also be useful for data cleansing tasks including missing value impu-

tation and corrupt data detection. For example, our proposed missing value imputation

techniques such as DMI (discussed in Chapter 4) and FIMUS (discussed in Chapter 11),

and the corrupt data detection technique called CAIRAD (discussed in Chapter 12) rely

on a discretization technique. Some existing missing value imputation and noisy value

detection techniques including RRP (Iacus & Porro, 2007), GLR (J. Huang et al., 2008)

and PANDA (Khoshgoftaar & Van Hulse, 2009; Van Hulse et al., 2007) also rely on

discretization techniques.

Therefore, it is crucial to have effective discretization algorithms. Generally, a dis-

cretization algorithm converts a numerical attribute into a categorical attribute with a

set of mutually exclusive intervals (Kurgan & Cios, 2004; Yang & Webb, 2009). The

intervals are separated by cut-points and each interval has a width w. For example, a

numerical attribute called Age can be converted into a categorical attribute with a num-

ber of intervals such as [10-14], (14-19], and (19-24]. The width w of an interval here

is 5 and the cut points are 10, 14, 19 and 24. Finding the accurate number of intervals

t, and the right width w of each interval is a challenging task (S. Garcia et al., 2013).

We consider a data set DF as a two dimensional table where rows represent records

R = {R1, R2, . . . Rn} and columns represent attributes A = {A1, A2, . . . Am}. The
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attributes can be either numerical or categorical. Let, An ⊂ A be the set of numerical

attributes and Ac ⊂ A be the set of categorical attributes. We represent the number of

numerical attributes in DF by mn (that is |An| = mn) and the number of categorical

attributes by mc (that is |Ac| = mc). If the jth attribute Aj is numerical then the domain

of the attribute can be represented as Aj = [low, up], where low is the lowest limit and

up is the highest limit of the domain. If the attribute is categorical then the domain can

be represented as Aj = {aj1, aj2, . . . ajk}, where the domain has k different values i.e.

|Aj| = k. The domain size of a numerical attribute |Al| is (up − low) and the domain

size of a categorical attribute |Aj| is the number of distinct values of the attribute. Often

an attribute Aclass out of the set of the categorical attributes Ac (i.e. Aclass ∈ Ac) is

considered to be the class attribute (J. Quinlan, 1986; J. R. Quinlan, 1993, 1996) of a

data set.

A discretization process converts a numerical attribute Aj into a categorical attribute

by introducing a set of categories through a set of cut-points P = {Pj1, Pj2, . . . Pjq},

where Pj1 and Pjq are the lowest and the highest values of Aj , respectively. Based on

the cut points the categories/intervals for Aj can be defined as

I = {[Pj1, Pj2], (Pj2, Pj3], . . . , (Pjq−1, Pjq]}.

A number of discretization techniques have been proposed in the literature (Ching et

al., 1995; U. Fayyad & Irani, 1993; Hsu et al., 2000; Kurgan & Cios, 2004; H. Liu

& Setiono, 1997; L. Liu et al., 2004; Mehta et al., 2005; Wong & Chiu, 1987; Yang

& Webb, 2009). There are various advantages and disadvantages of the techniques

and it is difficult to find a technique that is suitable for the datasets having different

characteristics such as domain sizes and distribution of domain values (S. Garcia et al.,

2013). There is room for further improvement by overcoming the limitations of the

existing techniques and proposing a more sophisticated and effective technique.

An early discretization algorithm called Equal Width Discretizer (EWD) (Wong & Chiu,

1987) divides a numerical attribute into t intervals/categories, where the intervals have

equal width w. The number of intervals t is user defined. The width of each interval

is calculated as w = up−low
t

, where low is the lowest value and up is the highest value

of the domain of the attribute. The intervals for Aj in EWD are calculated as I =
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{[low, low + w], (low + w, low + 2w], . . . , (low + (t− 1)w, up]}. While each interval

has the equal width, the number of actual values in an interval can be different to the

number of values in another interval.

Another existing algorithm called Equal Frequency Discretizer (EFD) (Wong & Chiu,

1987) divides the values of a numerical attribute into t intervals in such a way so that

each interval contains an equal number of values. The number of values (or frequency),

f of each interval is calculated as f = n
t
, where n is the number of records in DF . In

this case the widths of the intervals can be different. Like EWD, EFD also requires a

user defined number of intervals t. It can be a difficult task for a user to estimate the

accurate number of intervals in advance (S. Garcia et al., 2013).

Instead of a user defined number of intervals t, FFD (Yang & Webb, 2009) requires

a user defined number of records (i.e. frequency) f for each interval. The number of

interval t is then calculated as t = n
f

, where each interval contains a fixed number of

records. It is also difficult for a user to provide the frequency f of each interval.

A recent algorithm called Proportional Discretizer (PD) (Yang & Webb, 2009) does

not require a user input on either the number of intervals t or the frequency f of each

interval. PD suggests/assumes that the number of intervals t and the number of records

(in each interval) f should be equal (i.e. t = f ). Based on the assumption, the desired t

is then obtained from the relations t× f = n and t = f , where n is the total number of

records of a data set. However, the equality assumption (i.e. t = f ) is questionable.

FIMUS (see Chapter 11) therefore drops the equality assumption. It automatically finds

the value of t considering t =
√
|Aj|, where |Aj| is the domain size of Aj . The tech-

nique then divides the values of Aj into t intervals, where the width of each interval is

equal. The width w is calculated as w = up−low
t

.

None of the above algorithms consider the influence of a class attribute (Aclass) while

discretizing a numerical attribute. Since a class attribute classifies the records it has an

influence/relationship with the other attributes. The influence of the class attribute is

considered by a recent discretization algorithm called Class Attribute Interdependence

Maximization (CAIM) (Kurgan & Cios, 2004) while identifying the cut-points of a
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numerical attribute. The technique aims to discretize numerical values in such a way so

that the classification and prediction accuracy of a classifier built from the discretized

data set improves.

The technique initially considers all distinct values of a numerical attribute as the can-

didate cut-points. It then considers the lowest and highest candidates/values as the

first two cut points. For each of the remaining candidates it then calculates the CAIM

value (Kurgan & Cios, 2004). The candidate having the maximum CAIM value is con-

sidered to be the third cut-point. The technique then computes the CAIM values for

each of the remaining candidates and selects the one having the maximum CAIM value

as the fourth cut point. The process of computing the CAIM values and selecting the

candidate with the highest CAIM value as a cut point continues as long as the maximum

CAIM value of the current iteration is higher than the maximum CAIM value of the pre-

vious iteration. It was shown (Kurgan & Cios, 2004) that the technique outperforms six

other discretization algorithms.

We argue that existing discretization techniques including EWD, EFD, FFD, PD and

CAIM have a fundamental flaw in the basic concept. These techniques allow a nu-

merical value (of an attribute) with high frequency to be selected as a cut point. By

“high frequency” of a numerical value we mean that the value has a high number of

appearances in the data set for the attribute. That is, many records have the value for

the attribute. We next explain our argument as follows.

Let, vi ∈ V and fi ∈ F be a numerical value and its frequency, respectively. The fre-

quency fi of a numerical value vi represents the number of records having vi. In a data

set we may have some dense regions where a number of adjacent numerical values may

have high frequencies and sparse regions where a number of adjacent numerical values

have low frequency. For example, let us consider that the domain of a numerical at-

tributeAj = [1, 11] (that is, the set of numerical values V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11})

and the frequencies of the numerical values are F = {4, 13, 17, 16, 2, 2, 2, 13, 17, 14, 4}.

That is the 3rd numerical value v3 = 3 and its frequency f3 = 17. Clearly in this exam-

ple we have a dense region surrounding v3 since v2, v3 and v4 have high frequency and
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v1 and v5 have low frequency. Similarly there is another dense region surrounding v9.

A sparse region can be found around v6 since f5, f6 and f7 are low (=2).

Adjacent numerical values such as 6 and 7 are naturally similar to each other. If we dis-

cretize/categorize the numerical values ofAj (in the above example) into two categories

[1, 6] and (6, 11] then 6 and 7 becomes dissimilar to each other since they then belong

to two different categories. In fact after the discretization, 1 and 6 are considered in a

way to be more similar to each other than 6 and 7. This is an information loss due to

discretization/categorization. However, since 6 and 7 in this example belong to a sparse

region the information loss directly disturbs only 4 records (f6 + f7 = 4). There are only

4 records having the values 6 and 7 for the attribute.

However, if we use 3 (instead of 6) as a cut point and thereby discretize/categorize the

numerical values of Aj into two categories [1, 3] and (3, 11] then 3 and 4 fall in two

categories. The information loss due to the discretization in that case impacts altogether

33 records since f3 + f4 = 33. Therefore, we argue that using a numerical value from a

sparse region as a cut point may reduce the impact of discretization. In this chapter we

present a discretization technique that considers only the values having low frequency

as possible cut points and thereby aims to minimize the impact of discretization.

Our second observation is that during the discretization of a numerical attribute, CAIM

considers the influence of only the class attribute and ignores the influence of the other

categorical attributes. It categorizes a numerical attribute considering the class attribute

as a reference point. We understand that the class attribute of a data set is an especial

attribute since it typically has strong relationships with other attributes and therefore

can be used for the discretization of the numerical attributes.

Nevertheless, we argue that it is possible to have one or more attributes (other than the

class attribute) that also have strong relationship/s with a numerical attribute. Besides,

sometimes a class attribute may not have high relationship with a numerical attribute.

There is no guarantee that all non-class attributes always have high relationship with

the class attribute. Moreover, there are also many data sets that do not have any natural

class attribute. Therefore, we argue that for the discretization of a numerical attribute it
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is a better idea to use all categorical attributes. The influence of a categorical attribute

can be proportionate to the correlation of the attribute with the numerical attribute.

Based on the above two observations we propose a novel discretization algorithm called

Low Frequency Discretizer (LFD). LFD uses only the numerical values, that have low

frequency, as potential cut points. To the best of our knowledge this is a completely

new concept in discretization. This aims to reduce the impact of information loss due

to discretization. This also contributes to a reduction of the computational complexity

since it uses only a subset of all values as the candidate cut points.

LFD also uses all categorical attributes instead of just the class attribute for the dis-

cretization of a numerical attribute. The impact of a categorical attribute is proportionate

to the correlation of the attribute with the numerical attribute being discretized. Unlike

the existing techniques such as EWD (Wong & Chiu, 1987), and EFD (Wong & Chiu,

1987) LFD finds the number of intervals/categories automatically without requiring a

user input on the number of categories.

We evaluate LFD on eight natural data sets (Frank & Asuncion, 2010) by comparing the

discretization quality of LFD with five high quality existing discretization techniques,

namely CAIM (Kurgan & Cios, 2004), PD (Yang & Webb, 2009), FFD (Yang & Webb,

2009), EWD (Wong & Chiu, 1987) and EFD (Wong & Chiu, 1987). The performance of

LFD is also compared with the performance of the discretization approach that we use in

our missing value imputation technique called FIMUS (that is discussed in Chapter 11).

We use three indicators for the evaluation of the discretization quality. The first indi-

cator is the classification accuracy of a decision tree building algorithm (J. R. Quinlan,

1996). We discretize a data set using different techniques and thereby produce differ-

ent discretized data sets. We then build a decision tree from each of the data sets and

test their prediction accuracy on a common testing data set. The second indicator is

our proposed missing value imputation technique called DMI (discussed in Chapter 4)

which requires a discretization of the numerical attributes anyway. We use different

discretization techniques within DMI and each time we evaluate the imputation accu-

racy of DMI. The third indicator is our proposed corrupt data detection technique called

CAIRAD (discussed in Chapter 12), which also requires a discretization technique. We
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again use different discretization techniques within CAIRAD and each time evaluate

the accuracy of CAIRAD.

The imputation accuracy of DMI is evaluated using four existing metrics namelyR2, d2,

RMSE and MAE (Junninen et al., 2004; Willmott, 1982). The corrupt data detection

accuracy of CAIRAD is evaluated using two well known metrics namely Error Recall

(ER) and Error Precision (EP ) (X. Zhu et al., 2004). Experimental results clearly

indicate statistically significant superiority of LFD over all six techniques for all eight

data sets used in this chapter.

The structure of the remainder of the chapter is as follows. Our proposed technique is

presented in Section 13.2. Section 13.3 presents experimental results and Section 13.4

provides a summary of the chapter.

13.2 Our Proposed Disretization Technique: LFD

We propose an algorithm called Low Frequency Discretizer (LFD) for discretizing nu-

merical attributes of a data set. We first discuss the basic concepts of the proposed

technique as follows and then present the main steps of the technique in details.

13.2.1 Basic Concepts

A basic concept (and a major contribution) of LFD is its property of selecting only the

values having low frequencies as the cut points for discretization. As we have explained

in Section 13.1 the selection of low frequency values reduces the impact of the infor-

mation loss caused by discretization. This is a unique property of LFD. To the best of

our knowledge none of the existing techniques including EWD (Wong & Chiu, 1987),

EFD (Wong & Chiu, 1987), FFD (Yang & Webb, 2009), PD (Yang & Webb, 2009) and

CAIM (Kurgan & Cios, 2004) has ever used this concept before. They do not restrict

a value with high frequency to be chosen as a cut point for discretization. Our experi-

mental results presented in Section 13.3 justifies the new approach of LFD since LFD

outperforms the existing techniques statistically significantly.
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Another basic concept of LFD is to use all categorical attributes (instead of just the class

attribute) for the discretization of a numerical attribute as explained in Section 13.1. We

understand that the class attribute is an especial attribute that often has relationship with

all other attributes. However, we argue that it is possible to have one or more non-

class attributes that also have high relationship with a numerical attribute that is being

discretized. Therefore, we argue that the discretization quality should improve if we

consider all categorical attributes including the class attribute. The influence of a cate-

gorical attribute in the discretization is proportionate to the strength of the correlation

with the numerical attribute.

We, in this section, first justify the effectiveness of this property through an empirical

analysis on two natural data sets namely Credit Approval and CMC that are publicly

available in the UCI machine learning repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010). The results

are presented in Figure 13.1. For each numerical attribute Al ∈ An of a data set DF we

first compute the correlation ratio η (Fisher, 1925) with each other categorical attribute

Aj ∈ Ac;∀j, one by one. For each numerical attribute Al ∈ An we then compute the

average correlation ratio with all categorical attributes. The numerical attributes are then

ranked in the descending order of the average correlation ratio. That is, the numerical

attribute with the highest average correlation ratio is ranked at the top.

We then discretize the numerical attributes one by one, starting from the top ranked

attribute and moving towards the bottom sequentially. While discretzing a numerical

attribute we (in this empirical evaluation) first use only 10% of the categirical attributes.

That is, if there are altogether 20 categorical attributes we choose only the 2 categorical

attrbutes that have the higher correlation (with the numerical attribute) than all other

categorical attributes.

Once all numerical attributes are discretized, we consider a discretized numerical at-

tribute as the classification (class) attribute (J. Quinlan, 1986; J. R. Quinlan, 1993, 1996)

and build a decision tree from the data set. We compute the prediction accuracy of the

decision tree using the ten fold cross validation approach. Similarly, we compute the

prediction accuracy for all other discretized numerical attributes one by one. Finally,

we compute the average prediction accuracy for all discretized numerical attributes. For
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(a) Credit Approval data set.

(b) CMC data set.

FIGURE 13.1: An empirical justification of using all categorical attributes.

example, in Figure 13.1a the average prediction accuracy for all discretized numerical

attribute for the Credit Approval data set is approximately 71.0% when we use 10% of

the categorical attributes for the discretization.

The whole process is then repeated using 20%, 30%, ... 100% (instead of 10%) of

the categorical attributes. Finally the average prediction accuracies are plotted in Fig-

ure 13.1. It is clear that the accuracy improves steadily with the increase of the number

of categorical attributes that are taken into consideration during the discretization. This

initial evaluation indicates an empirical justification of our approach of considering all

categorical attributes instead of just the class attribute. The detailed experimental results

presented in Section 13.3 of course provide a more thorough evaluation of the propsoed

technique.
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Algorithm 16: Discretization()
Input : Data set DF having N records, Ac categorical attributes and An numerical attributes;
Output : Data set D′F with all numerical attributes being discretized;

Step 1:
D′F ← DF ;
α← φ /*Initialize average correlation value, α = {α1, α2, · · · , αmn}, where |An| = mn is the number of numerical
attributes*/;

end
Step 2:

foreach attribute Aj ∈ An do
αtj ← 0 /*Initialize total correlation of Aj as zero*/;
foreach attribute Ak ∈ Ac do

Calculate correlation ηjk between Aj and Ak /* η represents the association between a categorical attribute
Ak and a numerical attribute Aj (Fisher, 1925)*/;
αtj = αtj + ηjk/*calculate total correlation of Aj with all categorical attributes*/;

end

αj =
αt
j

mc
/*calculate average correlation of Aj , where |Ac| = mc is the number of categorical attributes*/;

end
Rank the numerical attributes Aj ∈ An in descending order of α /*The attribute Aj with the highest αj is top ranked*/;

end
Step 3:

foreach attribute Aj ∈ An (following the rank in α) do
Build a frequency distribution fj (= {fj1, fj2, · · · fjx}) by computing the frequency fji of each distinct value
aji of Aj in D′F ;
Calculate average frequency distribution favgj of Aj ;
Pj ← φ /*A set of cut-points*/;
Pj ← getCandidateCutPoints(Aj , fj , f

avg
j ) /*Pj (= {Pj1, Pj2, · · · , Pjs}) contains cut-points aji from

Aj where fji ≤ favgj , PLUS two end values */;
Set final Cut-Points Fj ← Pj1 ∪ Pjs;
Set global vote, V = 0;
Set τ ← TRUE /*A boolean variable which checks the termination condition of the while loop*/;
while τ = TRUE do

vj ← φ;
foreach cut-point Pji ∈ Pj\Fj do

Iji = convertCategory(Aj , Pji, Fj) /*Iji (= {I1ji, I2ji, · · · I
y
ji}) is a set of intervals/categories

that are created based on the cut-points Pji and Fj*/;
foreach attribute Ak ∈ Ac do

Calculate attribute-interdependency, Wk
ji, between Iji and Ak using Eq. (13.2);

Calculate uncertainty, Ukji, between Iji and Ak using Eq. (13.3);
end

vji =

∑c
k=1 U

k
ji.W

k
ji∑c

k=1
Uk

ji

/*Calculate weighted vote for the Cut-Point Iji*/;

vj ← vj ∪ vji;
end
Vmaxj ← max(vj) /*find the maximum vote*/;
if Vmaxj ≥ V then

Pmaxj = getCutpoint(vj , Pj , V
max
j ) /*Find the cut-point Pmaxj which has the maximum vote*/;

V ← Vmaxj ;
Fj ← Fj ∪ Pmaxj ; Pj ← Pj − Pmaxj ;

end
else

τ = FALSE;
end

end
Call Discretize(D′F , Aj , Fj) /*Discretize attribute Aj of D′F using the Cut-Points Fj*/;
Ac ← Ac ∪Aj ;

end
end
Step 4:

Return the discretized data set D′F ;
end
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13.2.2 Main Steps

We first present the main steps of LFD as follows and then discuss the steps in details.

Step-1: Copy a full data set DF into D′
F .

Step-2: Rank the numerical attributes of D′
F based on the correlation ratio, η.

Step-3: Discretize all numerical attributes of D′
F .

Step-4: Return the discretized data set D′
F .

Step-1: Copy a full data set DF into D′F .

We first make a copy of a full data set DF having n records and |A| attributes into D′F

as shown in Step 1 of the Algorithm 16. Let, α = (α1, α2, . . . , αmn) be a vector that

contains the average correlation ratio, for each numerical attribute, which is calculated

in Step 2 of the Algorithm 16.

Step-2: Rank the numerical attributes of D′F based on the correlation ratio, η.

In this step we first calculate the correlation ratio ηjk, (Fisher, 1925) between a numeri-

cal attributeAj ∈ An and a categorical attributeAk ∈ Ac; ∀j, k. The average correlation

αj for the jth numerical attribute Aj is then calculated using Equation 13.1.

αj =

∑
k;∀Ak∈Ac

ηjk

mc

(13.1)

The numerical attributes are then ranked in the descending order of the average correla-

tion ratio α in such a way so that the attribute with the highest α value is placed at the

top position and the attribute with the second highest α value is placed at the second top

position, and so on.

The ranking is important for the following reason. In Step 3, the numerical attributes

are discretized one by one. A numerical attribute is discretized considering all cate-

gorical attributes Aj ∈ AC ; ∀j PLUS the previously discretized numerical attribute/s.
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Therefore, due to the inclusion of the previously discretized numerical attributes it is

important to get high quality discretizations at the beginning since they can influence

any subsequent discretizations. Since a numerical attribute is discretized based on the

categories (i.e. values) of other categorical attributes the numerical attribute having

the highest average correlation with the categorical attributes is considered to have the

highest possibility of getting the best discretization quality.

Step-3: Discretize all numerical attributes of D′F .

We discretize the numerical attributes of D′F as shown in the Step 3 of Algorithm 16.

The numerical attributes are discretized one by one. The numerical attribute Aj being

placed at the top of the rank (as explained in Step 2) is first discretized. The attribute

placed in the second position is discretized second and so on. An attribute Aj ∈ An

according to its ranking is picked, and the frequency distribution fj = {fj1, fj2, · · · fjx}

of Aj is computed, where fji is the frequency of a distinct value aji ∈ Aj . Here we

assume that the attribute Aj has x distinct numerical values, and the values are sorted in

ascending order.

Following a basic concept of LFD, only the distinct values aji having frequency fji that

is lower than the average frequency favgj =
∑|Aj |
i=1 fji
|Aj | are considered to be the set of can-

didate cut points Pj (see Step 3 of Algorithm 16). Thus, LFD avoids the distinct values,

having high frequency, as cut points as discussed in Section 13.1 and in Section 13.2.1.

Of course the lowest and highest values from the domain of Aj are included anyway in

the set of candidate cut points irrespective of their frequency.

The lowest and highest distinct values from the domain of Aj are also added in the final

set of cut points Fj . Let, Fj be a vector that contains the final cut-points of Aj . Initially

Fj contains the boundaries of Aj that are represented by the two cut-points, Pj1 and

Pjs, where Pj1 is the minimum value of Aj and Pjs is the maximum value of Aj . The

process of selecting the final cut-points from the candidate cut-points is iterative. We

now discuss the iterative process as follows.

The iterative process has two loops: an outer loop (see the while loop of Step 3 in

Algorithm 16) and an inner loop (see the outer for loop within the while loop of Step 3
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in Algorithm 16). Let us call the outer loop as “Pass” and the inner loop as “Iteration”.

The objective of the Iteration is to calculate a vote for each candidate cut-point, and

the objective of the Pass is to select a candidate cut-point as a final cut-point. We now

discuss the procedure of selecting a candidate cut-point as a final cut-point by using the

Iteration and Pass as follows.

In each Iteration we calculate the vote vji for each candidate cut-points Pji in Pj but

not in Fj . In oder to calculate the vote for a candidate cut-point Pji, a set of temporary

intervals/categories Iji = {I1
ji, I

2
ji, · · · , I

y
ji}) is created using Pji, Fj , and Aj . For ex-

ample, for the first iteration Fj initially contains only two cut-points Pj1 and Pjs. Then

the set of categories Iji considering the cut point Pji is created where Iji contains two

categories Iji = {[Pj1, Pji], (Pji, Pjs]}. The vote for the set of categories Iji is then

calculated using the set of categorical attributes, Ac.

For each categorical attribute Ak ∈ Ac we calculate the attribute-interdependency, W k
ji

(see Eq. 13.2), between Aj and Ak by using the categories of Iji and the categories of

Ak.

A 2D Quanta Matrix (Ching et al., 1995; Kurgan & Cios, 2004) is used for calculating

the W k
ji between Aj and Ak. A sample Quanta Matrix for Aj and Ak is shown in

Table 13.1. Let, y be the number of temporary categories of Aj , and z be the number of

categories of Ak.

TABLE 13.1: A sample 2D Quanta Matrix between the attribute Aj and the attribute
Ak.

Categories Categories of Aj Category
of Ak I1ji · · · Iqji · · · Iyji Total
C1
k f11ji · · · fq1ji · · · fy1ji F1+

: : · · · : · · · : :
Crk f1rji · · · fqrji · · · fyrji Fr+
: : · · · : · · · : :
Czk f1zji · · · fqzji · · · fyzji Fz+

Interval Total F+1 · · · F+q · · · F+y n

In Table 13.1, f qrji is the number of records where the category Cr
k of Ak and Iqji of Aj

co-appears. Fr+ is the total appearances of Cr
k in Ak, F+q is the total appearances of Iqji

in Aj , and n is the number of records in D′F .

Maxq is the maximum co-appearance value among all f qrji ; ∀r i.e. the maximum co-

appearance value for the qth category ofAj in Table 13.1. The attribute-interdependency,
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W k
ji betweenAj andAk for Iji set of categories is calculated as follows (Kurgan & Cios,

2004).

W k
ji =

y∑
q=1

Maxq2

F+q

y
(13.2)

The uncertainty, Uk
ji between Aj and Ak for the set of categories Iji of Aj is also com-

puted. Let, pqrji (=
fqrji
n
) be the joint probability of Cr

k and Iqji. The uncertainty Uk
ji

between Aj and Ak is then computed as follows (Kurgan & Cios, 2004).

Uk
ji =

z∑
r=1

y∑
q=1

pqrji log2
1

pqrji
(13.3)

Similarly, we calculate the attribute-interdependences W l
ji; ∀l and uncertainties U l

ji; ∀l

between Aj and the each of the categorical attributes Al ∈ Ac; ∀l. Finally we calculate

the weighted vote vji in favor of the set of categories Iji as follows.

vji =

mc∑
k=1

Uk
ji.W

k
ji

mc∑
k=1

Uk
ji

(13.4)

Similarly, the weighted votes vjl for all other sets of categories Ijl; ∀l based on all other

candidate cut points Pjl are calculated and stored in a vector vj , and thereby an Iteration

(or the inner loop) is completed.

Using the set of weighted votes vj , we then find the maximum weighted vote (V max
j ) in

each Pass (or the outer loop). If V max
j of a Pass is higher than the maximum weighted

vote (V ) in the previous Passes, then we find the corresponding cut point Pmax
j for
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V max
j . We also then add the candidate cut-point Pmax

j as an element of the set of final

cut-points.

The process of finding the final cut-points is repeated as long as the maximum weighted

vote V max
j of a Pass is higher than the weighted vote of the previous Passes V max

l ;

∀l ≤ j.

Finally using the cut-points in Fj , we discretize the attribute Aj of D′F . After that we

include Aj in the set of categorical attributes Ac (= Ac ∪ Aj) so that Aj can be used in

the discretization of the subsequent numerical attributes.

Step-4: Return the discretized data set D′F .

Finally we return the data set D′F in which all the numerical attributes are discretized.

13.2.3 Complexity Analysis

We now present the complexity of LFD. Let, n be the number of records and m be

the number of attributes. We consider that all non-class attributes have the same do-

main size d, and the domain size of the class attribute is d′. The complexity of LFD is

O(nmd2d′2). Typically, n � d, and n � d′. Moreover, for low dimensional data sets

such as those used in this chapter n � m. Hence, the complexity of LFD can be sim-

plified to O(n). A detailed complexity analysis of LFD is presented in Section 14.6.4

of Chapter14. We also present a summary of the complexities of the discretization

techniques in Table 14.52.

13.3 Experimental Results and Discussion

In this section we implement LFD (as presented in Algorithm 16). We also implement a

modified version of LFD called S-LFD (that is, Single LFD) where a numerical attribute

of a data set is discretized based on the influence of only the natural class attribute of

the data set instead of all categorical attributes. The empirical comparison of LFD
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and S-LFD evaluates the effectiveness of the use of all categorical attributes for the

discretization by LFD.

LFD is also compared with other high quality techniques. Therefore, we implement five

(5) other existing techniques namely CAIM (Kurgan & Cios, 2004), PD (Yang & Webb,

2009), FFD (Yang & Webb, 2009), EWD (Wong & Chiu, 1987), and EFD (Wong &

Chiu, 1987). We compare LFD with these techniques because they have been shown (S. Gar-

cia et al., 2013; Kurgan & Cios, 2004; Yang & Webb, 2009) to perform better than a

number of other techniques including LD (Hsu et al., 2000, 2003), IEM (U. Fayyad &

Irani, 1993), CADD (Ching et al., 1995), OCDD (L. Liu et al., 2004), UCPD (Mehta

et al., 2005), and Chi2 (H. Liu & Setiono, 1997). We also compare the performance

of LFD with the discretization approach that we use in our missing value imputation

technique called FIMUS (that is discussed in Chapter 11).

For discretizing a numerical attribute Aj , some existing algorithms require a user to

provide the number of intervals t. For example, PD uses the relations (Yang & Webb,

2009) t = n
f

and t = f to identify the number of intervals, where f is the desired

number of records (frequency) in each interval, and n is the number of records in a data

set. FFD suggests a fixed frequency f = 30 in each interval (Yang & Webb, 2009). The

number of intervals for EWD and EFD is calculated using t = n
3×d′ (Kurgan & Cios,

2004; Wong & Chiu, 1987), where d′ is the domain size of the natural class attribute.

On the other hand, the number of intervals in FIMUS is calculated as t =
√
|Aj|, where

|Aj| is the domain size of Aj (see Chapter 11). In our implementation of a technique

we use the values of t and f as prescribed by the technique.

13.3.1 Data Set Information

We apply the techniques on eight real data sets, namely Adult, Chess, Yeast, Contracep-

tive Method Choice (CMC), GermanCA, Pima, Credit Approval, and Autompg that are

publicly available in the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010).

A brief description of the data sets is presented in Table 4.8 (Chapter 4). Note that we

use the pure data sets in our experimentation.
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13.3.2 Evaluation Criteria

We evaluate the discretization quality of LFD by comparing it with the existing dis-

cretization techniques by using three evaluation criteria namely Classification accuracy,

Imputation accuracy, and Corrupt data detection accuracy.

For the classification accuracy based evaluation, an original data set is first discretized

by different discretization techniques and various discretized data sets are thus pro-

duced. The discretization quality of a technique is evaluated through the average clas-

sification accuracy (using 10-fold cross validation) of the C4.5 classifier (J. R. Quinlan,

1993, 1996) built from a discretized data set. The best discretization technique can be

identified through the discretized data set that achieves the best classification accuracy.

In our experimentation, we use two types of classification accuracy namely “Natural”

and “Overall”. In the natural type, the classification accuracy for the natural class at-

tribute of a data set is computed. However in the overall type, the classification ac-

curacies are calculated for each discretized attribute separately by considering the dis-

cretized attribute as the class attribute. Each discretized attribute is considered as the

class attribute one by one. The average of all of these classification accuracies is then

considered as the overall classification accuracy of the data set.

For the imputation accuracy evaluation, we use our missing value imputation technique

called DMI (that is discussed in Chapter 4) that uses a discretization technique while

imputing the missing values. We incorporate different discretization algorithms with

DMI one by one replacing DMI’s original discretization technique, and for each dis-

cretization algorithm we compute the imputation accuracy of DMI. In order to compute

the imputation accuracy, several values of a data set are first made missing the ac-

tual values for which are known to us. The missing values are then imputed by DMI

(with different discretization techniques) and the imputed values are compared with the

known values. We use four well known imputation quality metrics namely Root Mean

Squared Error (RMSE) (Junninen et al., 2004), Mean Absolute Error (MAE) (Junninen

et al., 2004), Co-efficient of Determination (R2) (Junninen et al., 2004), and index of

agreement (d2) (Willmott, 1982) (see Section 3.2.3 of Chapter 3).
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For the corrupt data detection (CDD) accuracy based evaluation, we use our corrupt

data detection technique called CAIRAD (that is discussed in Chapter 12) that also

uses a discretization technique. We incorporate different discretization algorithms with

CAIRAD one by one replacing CAIRAD’s original discretization technique, and for

each discretization algorithm we compute the accuracy of CAIRAD. In order to com-

pute the CDD accuracy, several values of a data set are first made corrupt the actual

values for which are known to us. CAIRAD (with different discretization techniques)

is then applied to identify the corrupt data. We use two well known evaluation crite-

ria namely Error Recall (ER) (X. Zhu et al., 2004), and Error Precision (EP) (X. Zhu

et al., 2004) for computing the CDD accuracy (see Section 3.3.3 of Chapter 3). The

discretization technique that causes a high accuracy of CAIRAD is considered to be a

good quality discretization approach.

13.3.3 Presentation of the Experimental Results

13.3.3.1 Classification Accuracies

Table 13.2 presents the average overall classification accuracy of the C4.5 classifier

on eight (8) data sets. The numerical attributes of the data sets are discretized using

eight (8) discretization techniques one by one (see Table 13.2), and thereby we produce

eight discretized data sets for each original data set such as the Adult data set. The

classification accuracy (using the 10 fold cross validation) of the C4.5 classifier is then

computed for each discretized attribute of a data set, where the discretized attribute

is considered to be the class attribute. Finally the average accuracy of all discretized

attributes of a data set is computed as presented in Table 13.2. Row 1 of the table

presents the average classification accuracy for the Adult data set when it is discretized

by LFD, S-LFD, CAIM, FIMUS, PD, FFD, EWD and EFD. The highest classification

accuracy for each row is presented in a bold font.

The average classification accuracy for all discretized attributes of the Adult data set is

88.21% when the data set is discretized using LFD. For all eight data sets we achive the

highest classification accuracy when the data sets are discretized by LFD. We argue that
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a bad quality of discretization can reuslt in a low classification accuracy. For example, if

the numerical attributes are discretized randomly then it may cause a huge information

loss and damage to the inter attribute relationships resulting in a low classification ac-

curacy when the discretized attribute is considered to be the class attribute. Therefore,

on the other hand if the classification accuracy is high then it indicates a high quality of

discretization. The fact that LFD achieves the best classification for all eitght (8) data

sets over all seven (7) other techniques indicates a high quality discretization by LFD.

Since the classification accuracy of LFD is higher than the accuracy of S-LFD we argue

that LFD’s approach of using all categorical attributes (instead of just the class attribute)

while discretizing a numerical attribute helps us to produce a better discretization. Ad-

ditionally, the higher accuracy of S-LFD over CAIM indicates the effectiveness of the

LFD’s (and S-LFD’s) approach of considering only the low frequency values as the cut

points for discretization. Note that S-LFD and CAIM are similar techniques except that

S-LFD uses only the low frequency values as the candidate cut points.

TABLE 13.2: Average overall classification accuracy.
Data set LFD S-LFD CAIM FIMUS PD FFD EWD EFD

Adult 88.21 87.77 87.77 80.97 73.65 67.65 74.13 67.97
Chess 93.87 85.65 75.58 76.17 67.54 70.70 71.33 65.78
Yeast 86.48 79.20 71.06 57.32 46.36 44.03 43.57 34.64
CMC 84.75 83.44 75.27 74.56 75.19 62.26 40.65 21.95
GCA 75.23 69.86 54.53 62.08 58.87 64.11 60.70 20.76
Pima 76.77 76.02 74.91 52.00 46.88 46.03 65.55 29.32
CA 69.53 69.18 67.63 62.64 61.41 64.17 41.60 30.84
Auto 86.89 77.07 84.54 73.47 80.78 61.74 73.46 53.61

Table 13.3 presents the average natural classification accuracy of the C4.5 classifier on

the data sets for the discretization techniques. In this case the classification accuracy is

computed (using the 10 fold cross validation) for only the natural class attribute instead

of for all discretized attributes. Again we find that LFD achieves a higher classification

accuracy than all other discretization techniques for all data sets, indicating a better

quality discretization by LFD. The results again indicate the superiority of LFD over

other techniques. Moreover, for all data sets LFD achieves higher accuracy than S-LFD

indicating the effectiveness of its property on using all categorical attributes instead of

just the class attribute. Similarly, for all data sets S-LFD achieves higher accuracies
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than CAIM indicating the effectiveness of the LFD’s approach of considering only the

low frequency values.

TABLE 13.3: Average natural classification accuracy.
Data set LFD S-LFD CAIM FIMUS PD FFD EWD EFD

Adult 77.49 77.15 77.09 75.97 75.30 65.30 76.65 63.42
Chess 26.35 25.73 25.08 26.06 23.01 18.21 25.83 21.52
Yeast 40.47 39.76 39.48 34.86 37.54 32.63 30.57 32.55
CMC 45.76 45.71 44.61 45.18 44.23 33.15 44.30 38.01
GCA 68.68 68.62 68.46 68.51 68.55 68.54 68.50 68.37
Pima 73.47 73.21 72.96 72.21 70.01 71.41 71.01 72.81
CA 86.11 85.70 85.88 86.03 86.00 86.00 85.92 85.91
Auto 67.24 66.98 66.76 56.67 50.31 51.43 45.15 47.32

While Table 13.2 and Table 13.3 presents higher classification accuracy caused by the

LFD discretization, we next present a tangent to the discussion in Table 13.4 that shows

that the average number of categories/intervals (for all attributes of a data set) produced

by FIMUS, PD, FFD, EWD and EFD are erratic in the sense that it varies between a

high number (such as 1006 categories for Adult by FFD) and a low number (such as 4

categories for CMC by FIMUS). On the other hand the number of categories produced

by LFD, S-LFD and CAIM are low and stable. Low number of categories can also

reduce the computation time for various data mining tasks such as classification and

clustering.

TABLE 13.4: Average number of categories/intervals.
Data set LFD S-LFD CAIM FIMUS PD FFD EWD EFD

Adult 2.00 2.00 2.00 110.00 175.00 1006.00 322.00 6.00
Chess 2.00 3.00 4.67 5.33 175.00 936.00 10.33 55.00
Yeast 9.25 8.88 7.75 23.50 40.00 50.00 24.75 31.00
CMC 2.00 3.00 2.50 4.00 39.00 50.00 3.00 10.00
GCA 2.00 2.00 2.00 17.00 33.00 34.00 17.00 7.00
Pima 2.00 2.00 2.00 8.00 29.00 26.00 15.00 6.00
CA 2.00 2.00 2.00 11.00 27.00 22.00 10.00 7.00
Auto 2.00 3.00 2.00 20.00 21.00 14.00 20.00 10.00

13.3.3.2 Imputation Accuracies

As discussed in Section 13.3.2, we now evaluate the discretization techniques by our

second evaluation criteria where we incorporate the discretization techniques one by

one into a missing value imputation technique called DMI (see Chapter 4) by replacing

DMI’s original discretization. The imputation accuracy of DMI is then used to evaluate
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the discretization quality of the technique incorporated into DMI. We use the imputa-

tion accuracy as an evaluation because discretization techniques are widely used in our

proposed imputation techniques called EDI (see Chapter 5), kDMI (see Chapter 6) and

FIMUS (see Chapter 11).

We first artificially create missing values in a data set. Since values can be missing

in many different ways, we simulate missing values considering four missing patterns,

four missing ratios, and two missing models (see Section 3.2.2 of Chapter 3). The

missing patterns determine the number of missing values in a record. A record may

contain at most one missing value (the simple pattern) or more than one missing values

(the medium or complex pattern). The missing ratios determine the total number of

missing values in a data set in percentage such as 1%, 3% and 10%. The missing

models determine the distribution of missing values over the attributes. For example,

all missing values may come from a single attribute or they can be equally distributed

among all attributes.

Therefore, missing values for a data set can be produced using 32 (4 patterns× 4 rations

× 2 models) missing combinations where one combination produces missing values us-

ing a particular missing pattern, missing ratio and missing model. We run each combi-

nation 10 times and thereby produce 10 data sets with missing values for a combination.

Therefore, for 32 combinations we altogether produce 320 data sets with missing val-

ues. The results presented in Table 13.5 is the based on the 320 data sets with missing

values, for all data sets such as Adult and Chess. For example, the average R2 value of

LFD on Adult data set is 0.765 which is the average of the R2 values of LFD for 320

data sets.

The imputation quality of DMI is evaluated in terms of R2, d2 RMSE and MAE. Ta-

ble 13.5 presents the discretization quality of DFI using eight different discretization

techniques. The discretization technique of FIMUS is originally used by DMI. There-

fore, we present the performances of FIMUS as DMI in Table 13.5. It appears that

discretization techniques have significant influence on the imputation accuracy of DMI.

The imputation accuracy of DMI increases significantly when it uses LFD, S-LFD or

CAIM. It is pleasant to see that LFD achieves better results than all other discretization
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techniques for all data sets. It is also interesting to observe that LFD also outperforms

S-LFD justifying the use of all attributes instead of the class attribute only. Similarly,

S-LFD achieves better results than CAIM clearly indicating the effectiveness of the low

frequency cut points.

Figure 13.2, Figure 13.3 and Figure 13.4 present the average R2 values for different

missing ratios, models and patterns. For example, out of 32 missing combination there

are 8 combinations that use 1% missing ratio. Therefore, the R2 value for 1% missing

ratio presents the average of the 8 R2 values. The figures shows that LFD outperforms

all other techniques for all missing ratios, models and patterns for all data sets. Simi-

larly, LFD also performs better than all other techniques for all missing ratios, models,

and patterns for all data sets in terms of d2, RMSE, and MAE.

TABLE 13.5: Average imputation accuracies on all data sets.
Evaluation Data set Techniques
Criteria LFD S-LFD CAIM PD FFD EWD EFD DMI

R
2

(H
ig

he
ri

s
be

tte
r)

Adult 0.765 0.758 0.755 0.745 0.726 0.727 0.751 0.752
Chess 0.154 0.152 0.148 0.111 0.107 0.104 0.104 0.150
Yeast 0.790 0.781 0.782 0.782 0.782 0.782 0.782 0.782
CMC 0.522 0.513 0.500 0.508 0.508 0.498 0.509 0.514
GermanCA 0.418 0.415 0.410 0.408 0.409 0.404 0.414 0.415
Pima 0.662 0.660 0.649 0.641 0.647 0.645 0.652 0.656
Credit Approval 0.438 0.416 0.417 0.417 0.419 0.414 0.419 0.425
Autompg 0.824 0.817 0.797 0.815 0.815 0.806 0.815 0.818

d
2

(H
ig

he
ri

s
be

tte
r)

Adult 0.932 0.926 0.924 0.915 0.897 0.899 0.921 0.920
Chess 0.512 0.509 0.493 0.448 0.443 0.443 0.441 0.495
Yeast 0.940 0.937 0.937 0.937 0.937 0.937 0.937 0.937
CMC 0.816 0.810 0.800 0.807 0.807 0.799 0.809 0.811
GermanCA 0.765 0.761 0.758 0.758 0.759 0.756 0.761 0.762
Pima 0.890 0.890 0.882 0.883 0.885 0.883 0.887 0.889
Credit Approval 0.767 0.755 0.752 0.752 0.754 0.750 0.755 0.761
Autompg 0.944 0.941 0.933 0.940 0.940 0.937 0.940 0.942

R
M
S
E

(L
ow

er
is

be
tte

r)

Adult 0.115 0.121 0.123 0.131 0.159 0.156 0.126 0.126
Chess 0.305 0.306 0.309 0.317 0.325 0.325 0.323 0.308
Yeast 0.110 0.113 0.113 0.113 0.113 0.113 0.113 0.113
CMC 0.176 0.177 0.180 0.178 0.178 0.180 0.178 0.177
GermanCA 0.264 0.264 0.265 0.266 0.266 0.271 0.265 0.264
Pima 0.144 0.144 0.147 0.148 0.147 0.147 0.146 0.145
Credit Approval 0.117 0.120 0.120 0.120 0.120 0.120 0.121 0.119
Autompg 0.095 0.097 0.103 0.098 0.098 0.101 0.098 0.097

M
A
E

(L
ow

er
is

be
tte

r)

Adult 0.076 0.082 0.083 0.089 0.111 0.109 0.085 0.086
Chess 0.258 0.260 0.262 0.270 0.278 0.276 0.277 0.262
Yeast 0.068 0.069 0.069 0.069 0.069 0.069 0.069 0.069
CMC 0.135 0.137 0.139 0.137 0.137 0.140 0.137 0.136
GermanCA 0.194 0.197 0.198 0.197 0.197 0.202 0.198 0.196
Pima 0.105 0.105 0.108 0.108 0.107 0.107 0.106 0.105
Credit Approval 0.076 0.078 0.079 0.079 0.079 0.079 0.079 0.077
Autompg 0.070 0.072 0.079 0.073 0.073 0.075 0.073 0.072
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(a) Adult data set

(b) Chess data set

(c) Yeast data set

FIGURE 13.2: Aggregated imputation performance of R2 based on Missing Ratios,
Missing Models, and Missing Patterns for the Adult, Chess and Yeast data sets.
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(a) CMC data set

(b) GermanCA data set

(c) Pima data set

FIGURE 13.3: Aggregated imputation performance of R2 based on Missing Ratios,
Missing Models, and Missing Patterns for the CMC, GermanCA and Pima data sets.
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(a) Credit Approval data set

(b) Autompg data set

FIGURE 13.4: Aggregated imputation performance of R2 based on Missing Ratios,
Missing Models, and Missing Patterns for the Credit Approval and Autompg data sets.

In Figure 13.5, we present the percentage of the combinations (out of the total 8 × 32 =

256 combinations for the eight data sets) where a technique performs the best. For ex-

ample, LFD performs the best in 76.56% combinations in terms of R2 (Figure 13.5(a)).

We also compute the statistical significance of LFD over other techniques through a

right-tailed sign test analysis (Mason et al., 1994) for all 32 combinations. Figure 13.6

presents the sign test results for the Adult data set that shows a statistically significant

superiority of LFD over all other techniques for z > 1.96, p < 0.025. LFD achieves a

similar superiority over the other techniques for all other data sets.
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(a) R2 (b) d2

(c) RMSE (d) MAE

FIGURE 13.5: Number of times a technique performs the best (out of 256 cases) on
imputation.

FIGURE 13.6: Statistical significance analysis using the sign test for imputation per-
formance on Adult data set.
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13.3.3.3 Corrupt Data Detection Accuracies

We now use our third evaluation criteria (as discussed in Section 13.3.2) where we incor-

porate the discretization techniques one by one into a corrupt data detection technique

called CAIRAD (see Chapter 12) by replacing CAIRAD’s discretization technique. We

artificially create corrupt/noisy values in the pure data sets shown in Table 4.8. For the

simulation of the noisy values, we use 96 noise combinations based on four noise pat-

terns, four noise ratios, two noise models and three noise ranges. Three noise ranges

used here are 10%, 30% and 50%. A 10% noise range means that 10% of the noisy

values are outside the original domain of the attribute. A detailed discussion on the

noise combinations is available in Chapter 12. Note that, for a single combination we

create 10 data sets with noisy values for each pure data set such as Adult and Chess.

Therefore, altogether we create 960 (96× 10) noisy data sets for each natural/pure data

set.

Table 13.6 presents the average Error Recall (ER) and Error Precision (EP ) values

of CAIRAD when it incorporates different discretization techniques including its own

discretization technique. When CAIRAD incorporates its own discretization technique

(which is the same as the discretization technique used by FIMUS) we call it CAIRAD

in Table 13.6. Note that each value in the table is the average of 960 values. For

example, the average ER value of LFD for the Adult data set is 0.420 which is the

average of the ER values of LFD for the 960 noisy data sets obtained from the Adult

data set.

We again see from the table that a discretization algorithm has a significant influence on

the corrupt data detection accuracy of CAIRAD. The accuracy of CAIRAD increases

significantly when it uses LFD, S-LFD and CAIM. It is also clear that LFD outperforms

other existing techniques on all data sets for both evaluation criteria. The best result of

each row is presented in the bold font. Similar to the imputation accuracy, it is worth

noting that LFD performs better than S-LFD, and S-LFD performs better than CAIM

in all evaluation criteria for all data sets. Therefore, it justifies the use of all attributes

instead of the class attribute only, and the use of the low frequency values only as the

candidate cut points.
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TABLE 13.6: Overall average corrupt data detection accuracies on all data sets.

Evaluation Data set Techniques
Criteria LFD S-LFD CAIM PD FFD EWD EFD CAIRAD

E
R

(H
ig

he
ri

s
be

tte
r)

Adult 0.420 0.381 0.378 0.371 0.355 0.364 0.355 0.375
Chess 0.311 0.272 0.269 0.262 0.246 0.255 0.246 0.266
Yeast 0.460 0.403 0.394 0.406 0.371 0.380 0.371 0.391
CMC 0.318 0.299 0.297 0.308 0.273 0.282 0.273 0.293
GermanCA 0.409 0.352 0.343 0.201 0.197 0.307 0.203 0.339
Pima 0.466 0.447 0.445 0.438 0.421 0.430 0.421 0.441
Credit Approval 0.435 0.378 0.369 0.380 0.345 0.354 0.345 0.365
Autompg 0.488 0.372 0.152 0.097 0.276 0.257 0.185 0.129

E
P

(H
ig

he
ri

s
be

tte
r)

Adult 0.602 0.539 0.537 0.524 0.508 0.522 0.508 0.533
Chess 0.884 0.856 0.854 0.842 0.826 0.840 0.826 0.851
Yeast 0.502 0.462 0.446 0.457 0.417 0.431 0.417 0.442
CMC 0.575 0.548 0.546 0.556 0.518 0.532 0.518 0.543
GermanCA 0.497 0.420 0.403 0.440 0.463 0.406 0.466 0.400
Pima 0.440 0.421 0.419 0.406 0.390 0.404 0.390 0.415
Credit Approval 0.503 0.453 0.436 0.447 0.407 0.421 0.407 0.432
Autompg 0.672 0.396 0.297 0.625 0.534 0.592 0.523 0.558

In Figure 13.7, Figure 13.8 and Figure 13.9 we present average ER values of CAIRAD

for the noise ratios, noise ranges, noise models, and noise patterns. The figures demon-

strate that LFD performs better than all other techniques for all ratios, noise ranges,

noise models, and noise patterns. Similarly, LFD also achieves better average values

than all other techniques in terms of EP .

Figure 13.10 presents the percentage of the combinations (out of the total 768 combi-

nations for the eight data sets) where a technique performs the best. For example, LFD

performs the best in 96.09% combinations in terms of ER (Figure 13.10(a)). Note that

S-LFD is a variant of LFD and only used in the experimentation for the purpose of

some analyses and evaluation, although in Figure 13.10(a) and Figure 13.10(b) S-LFD

competes with LFD.

We now carry out a right-tailed sign test analysis (Mason et al., 1994) for all 96 noise

combinations. The sign test results indicate that LFD achieves significantly better re-

sults than all other techniques for z > 1.96, and p < 0.025 in terms of both evaluation

criteria (ER and EP ) on all data sets. Figure 13.11 presents the results of the sign test

on the Adult data set.
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(a) Adult data set

(b) Chess data set

(c) Yeast data set

FIGURE 13.7: Aggregated corrupt data detection performance of ER based on Noise
Ratios, Noise Outside Range, Noise Models, and Noise Patterns for the Adult, Chess

and Yeast data sets.
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(a) CMC data set

(b) GermanCA data set

(c) Pima data set

FIGURE 13.8: Aggregated corrupt data detection performance of ER based on Noise
Ratios, Noise Outside Range, Noise Models, and Noise Patterns for the CMC, Ger-

manCA and Pima data set.
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(a) Credit Approval data set

(b) Autompg data set

FIGURE 13.9: Aggregated corrupt data detection performance of ER based on Noise
Ratios, Noise Outside Range, Noise Models, and Noise Patterns for the Credit Ap-

proval and autompg data sets.

13.4 Summary

In this chapter we propose a discretization technique called LFD in order to improve

the efficiency and effectiveness of data mining algorithms, and the quality of imputa-

tion and noise detection techniques. LFD also handles some limitations of the existing

techniques. Examples of some limitations include the requirement of various user in-

puts such as the number of categories and the frequency in each category, consideration

of the same range for all categories, and consideration of the number of categories to be

equal to the frequency of a category. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge all of the
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(a) ER (b) EP

FIGURE 13.10: Number of times a technique performs the best (out of 768 cases) on
corrupt data detection.

FIGURE 13.11: Statistical significance analysis using the sign test for corrupt data
detection performance on Adult data set.

existing techniques consider both low frequency and high frequency numerical values

as the candidate cut points. We argue that considering the high frequency values as the

cut points can cause a huge information loss due to the discretization. Therefore, LFD

considers only the low frequency numerical values as the candidate cut points in order

to reduce the information loss caused by the discretization. Additionally LFD does not

require any user input which is a noteworthy advantage of the technique. LFD auto-

matically computes the number of categories, the range of a category and the frequency

of a category. The range and the frequency of a category are also variable over the

categories.
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In this chapter we empirically evaluate the performance of LFD by comparing it with

six (6) techniques on eight (8) publicly available data sets. We use three different types

of evaluation criteria namely the classification accuracy, imputation accuracy and noise

detection accuracy. The classification accuracy based evaluation indicates the effec-

tiveness of LFD in discretizing numerical values in such a way so that the classifiers

obtained from a discretized data set can achieve high accuracy. While the classification

accuracy based evaluation is commonly used, we also introduce the imputation based

and noise detection based evaluation in this chapter. The experimental results indicate a

statistically significant superiority of LFD over the existing techniques for all data sets

and all evaluation criteria. Moreover, LFD outperforms S-LFD suggesting the effec-

tiveness of using all categorical attributes (instead of just the class attribute as it is done

by CAIM) while discretizing a numerical attribute. Additionally, S-LFD outperforms

CAIM suggesting the effectiveness of the use of only the low frequency values as the

cut points. Therefore, the basic ideas of LFD are empirically validated and the complete

LFD algorithm appears to be a huge winner over the existing techniques.

We believe that our proposed missing value imputation (Part II and Part III), noisy value

detection and the discretization (Part IV) techniques advance the state of the art in data

cleansing and preprocessing as the proposed techniques are logically and empirically

shown to be better than the existing techniques. In the next chapter (Chapter 14) we

provide a detail discussion and analysis on our proposed imputation techniques. We

empirically compare them and explore their strengths and weaknesses.



Part V

Discussion And Conclusion



Chapter 14

Discussion

14.1 Introduction

The main objective of the study is to propose an effective data cleansing technique in

order to ensure good quality of data for various analyses including data mining. One

important task of data cleansing is the imputation of missing values. A number of

imputation techniques have been proposed in the literature (Cai et al., 2006; K. Cheng

et al., 2012; Dorri et al., 2012; Farhangfar et al., 2007; Junninen et al., 2004; D. Li et

al., 2004; Liew et al., 2011; Schneider, 2001; S. Zhang et al., 2011; X. Zhu et al., 2011).

However, the existing techniques have various limitations and therefore there is room

for further improvement. Therefore, in this study we propose a number of imputation

techniques where they sequentially improve in quality by addressing the limitations of

the previous techniques.

We have published the following paper during the PhD candidature based on the data quality
analysis part of this chapter.

Rahman, M. G. and Islam, M. Z. (2013). Data Quality Improvement by Imputation of Missing Values.
In Proceedings of the 2013 International Conference on Computer Science and Information Technology,
Yogyakarta, Indonesia, 16 - 18 June, 2013, pp. 82-88, ISBN: 978-979-3812-20-5.
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In this chapter we present an overall discussion and comparison of our proposed impu-

tation techniques. We also investigate the effectiveness of our proposed techniques such

as SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS in producing a clean data set that can be more useful for a

data mining task called classification. We then present the main contributions and limi-

tations of the thesis. The complexity analyses of our proposed techniques are presented

next. We finally comment on the future research directions.

The structure of the rest of chapter is as follows. Section 14.2 presents a comparison

and discussion of the proposed imputation techniques. An analysis of the imputation

quality of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS on different data sets is presented in Section 14.3.

Section 14.4 presents the main contributions of the thesis and Section 14.5 provides

the limitations of the thesis. The complexity analyses of our proposed techniques are

presented and compared with some existing techniques in Section 14.6. Finally, in

Section 14.8 we comment on future research directions.

14.2 A Comparison and Discussion of the Proposed Im-

putation Techniques

In Chapter 4 we propose an imputation technique called DMI for the imputation of nu-

merical and categorical missing values. The main motivation of proposing the technique

is based on our observation that the existing EMI technique is supposed to perform bet-

ter on a data set where the attributes are highly correlated and the records are similar to

each other. However, the correlations of the attributes in a data set are a natural property

of the data set and can not be modified. Nevertheless, we argue that there may be a set of

records (or a horizontal segment of a data set) in which correlations of attributes may be

high. We realize that the identification of such horizontal segments and the application

of EMI on the horizontal segments may result in a high imputation quality.

Therefore, in DMI we use a decision tree algorithm such as C4.5 (J. R. Quinlan, 1993,

1996) in order to find such horizontal segments. We then apply the EMI technique on

each segment in order to impute the numerical missing values. Since EMI is unable
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to impute categorical missing values we use the decision tree to predict the missing

categorical values.

The effectiveness of applying the EMI technique on the horizontal segments is reflected

in our experimental results presented in Chapter 4. Although DMI generally outper-

forms the existing techniques, it suffers from some occasional losses. We therefore

study DMI carefully and discover three limitations as follows.

First, DMI does not consider the records having missing values (i.e. incomplete records)

while building a decision tree in order to find the horizontal segments. Thus the decision

tree is obtained from a relatively lower number of records and can be less effective

especially where there are many records with missing values.

Second, DMI applies the EMI on a horizontal segment (or a leaf of a decision tree)

based on the consideration that the records belonging to a leaf are similar to each other.

However, there are some cases in which the records belonging to a leaf may not be very

similar to each other. For example, the records belonging to a heterogeneous leaf may

not always be similar to each other resulting in a low imputation accuracy by DMI. At

least it is perhaps possible to find a subset of records where the records are more similar

to each other than the similarity of all records in the leaf.

Third, there are some cases (such as all records having the same value for a numerical

attribute and all numerical values of a record are missing) EMI may not provide rea-

sonable results. DMI handles the cases by considering the attribute mean value (that is

calculated based on all records) as the imputed value. The consideration of all records

while calculating the mean value may also cause a low imputation accuracy by DMI.

Therefore, in Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 we propose three techniques that

address the above three limitations of DMI. Note that each of the three techniques only

addresses a limitation instead of addressing all three limitations at a time. We do this in

order to closely examine the impact of the solution to each limitation one by one.

In Chapter 5 we handle the first limitation of DMI and thereby propose an imputation

technique called EDI. In EDI we take the incomplete records into consideration while

building a decision tree and thereby during the imputation. It has two imputation layers
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namely Early-Imputation and Advanced-Imputation. In the Early-Imputation layer we

initially impute the missing values using an existing imputation technique. The main

objective of the layer is to refine the records having missing values and thereby use

them along with the records that do not have any missing values in the second layer of

imputation. In the Advanced-Imputation layer we consider DMI for the final imputa-

tion in order to get better imputation accuracy. The experimental results (as shown in

Table 5.4, Table 5.8, Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8) indicate that EDI performs significantly

better than the other techniques including DMI.

In Chapter 6 we address the second limitation of DMI and thereby propose an imputa-

tion technique called kDMI. We introduce two levels of horizontal portioning in kDMI

in order to get the subset of highly similar records within a leaf and thereby achieve

even higher imputation accuracy. In the first level, we partition the records of a data set

into mutually exclusive horizontal segments by using a decision tree algorithm such as

C4.5 (J. R. Quinlan, 1993, 1996). In the second level, we further partition the records

belonging to a horizontal segment by finding the best k nearest neighbor records of a

record Ri that falls in the horizontal segment and has missing values. The missing val-

ue/s of Ri are then imputed based on the best k nearest neighbor records, instead of all

the records belonging to a horizontal segment. The best k is automatically identified by

using our proposed algorithm (see Algorithm 3 of Chapter 6). The experimental results

as shown in Table 6.1, Table 6.3, Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 indicate that kDMI performs

significantly better than DMI, EMI and IBLLS.

In Chapter 7 we address the third limitation of DMI and thereby propose an imputation

technique called iDMI, where we use an improved imputation approach for handling

the set of records Q (= {R1, R2, · · · , Rn} ⊂ DF ) having all numerical attribute values

missing. In iDMI we impute the numerical missing values of a record Rc ∈ Q based

on the attribute mean value that is calculated by considering the records of a leaf, to

which the record Rc belongs, instead of considering all the records of a data set. The

experimental results (as shown in Table 7.3, Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9) indicate that

iDMI performs better than DMI, EMI and IBLLS.
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In Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 we address the three limitations of DMI one by

one in order to investigate the effectiveness of each solution separately. Therefore, in

Chapter 8 we propose a framework called TULIP incorporating all the modifications at

a time. TULIP is the extended version of DMI.

In TULIP we impute missing values using two layers of imputation and two levels

of horizontal partitioning. We first perform an initial imputation on the records having

missing values by using an existing imputation technique such as EMI. We then partition

the records of a data set into mutually exclusive horizontal partitions. The records

having missing values are then assigned into the horizontal partitions and are imputed

one by one. For a record Ri having missing value/s we find the best k-nearest neighbor

records of Ri from the records of a horizontal partition where Ri falls in. The best k

value is automatically chosen by our proposed algorithm (see Algorithm 3 of Chapter 6).

Our experimental results as shown in Table 8.3, Table 8.4, Figure 8.8 and Figure 8.9

indicate that TULIP performs significantly better than DMI, EMI, SVR and IBLLS.

From Chapter 4 to Chapter 8 constitute Part II of the thesis, where we use a single

decision tree. In Part III of the thesis (made of Chapter 9, Chapter 10 and Chapter 11)

we use techniques beyond a single tree.

In the techniques of Part II a decision tree algorithm such as C4.5 (J. R. Quinlan, 1993,

1996) is used to divide a data set into mutually exclusive horizontal segments. How-

ever, there may have some heterogeneous leaves of a decision tree in which the records

belonging to a heterogeneous leaf may not always be similar each other resulting in a

low imputation accuracy.

Therefore, in Chapter 9 we propose an imputation technique called SiMI that makes use

of a decision forest such as SysFor (Islam & Giggins, 2011) instead of a decision tree

such as C4.5 (J. R. Quinlan, 1993, 1996) in order to find intersections in which each

intersection contains records that are even more similar each other and have high cor-

relations of attributes (see Table 9.1 and Figure 9.2) than the similarity and correlations

that are obtained by a single tree. We apply the EMI on each intersection in order to get

higher imputation accuracy. Our experimental results as shown in Table 9.2, Table 9.5,
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Figure 9.6 and Figure 9.12 indicate that SiMI performs significantly better than DMI,

TULIP, EMI and IBLLS.

SiMI uses a decision forest in order to find the intersections where the records within

an intersection are similar to each other. However, the records of a fuzzy data set do not

have a clear separation and it can be difficult to get a boundary between the intersec-

tions (see Figure 10.2). Therefore, in Chapter 10 we propose an imputation technique

called FEMI that makes use of a fuzzy clustering algorithm such as GFCM (M. Lee &

Pedrycz, 2009) and our proposed fuzzy expectation maximization algorithm (discussed

in Section 10.3 of Chapter 10) for imputing missing values of a data set that has a fuzzy

nature. Our experimental results (as shown in Table 10.5, Table 10.6, Figure 10.12 and

Figure 10.14) indicate that FEMI performs significantly better than the existing tech-

niques EMI and IBLLS.

In the imputation techniques that we propose so far (from Chapter 4 to Chapter 10)

impute missing values based on the existing EMI technique (Junninen et al., 2004;

Schneider, 2001). Therefore, the performance of the proposed techniques depend on

the performance of EMI. If EMI fails to perform better on a data set then the proposed

techniques may also suffer from a low quality of imputation. Moreover, EMI is unable

to impute categorical missing values. If a data set does not have any numerical attributes

then the proposed techniques become a naive approach to impute the categorical miss-

ing values. Therefore, in Chapter 11 we propose an imputation technique called FIMUS

that does not rely on the EMI technique. FIMUS imputes missing values based on the

relationships of attributes, co-appearances of different attributes values and similarities

of attribute values. Our experimental results (as shown in Table 11.7, Table 11.11, Fig-

ure 11.6 and Figure 11.14) indicate that FIMUS performs significantly better than the

existing techniques namely EMI, SVR and IBLLS. FIMUS also performs significantly

better than DMI.
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14.3 An Analysis of the Imputation Quality of SiMI,

FEMI and FIMUS on Different Data sets

14.3.1 An Analysis of the Imputation Quality for Different Types of

Data Sets and Missing Values

In Chapter 9, we present a thorough experimental results of SiMI on nine real life data

sets in terms of R2, d2, RMSE and MAE. The detail experimental results of FEMI

and FIMUS are presented in Chapter 10 and Chapter 11, respectively. We now analyze

the results for different types of data sets and missing values in order to investigate

the properties/characteristics of the techniques to explore whether a particular data set

type or missing value type is more suitable for a technique. The types of data sets and

missing values are categorized as follows.

• Number of records in a data set

• Number of attributes in a data set

• The type of the majority of the attributes in a data set

• Ratio of the missing values in a data set

• Distribution of the missing values (i.e. missing model) in a data set

• Patterns of the missing values in a data set

We divide the data sets into six (6) groups from Group A to Group F. The groups are

defined as follows.

Group A: In this group we consider the data sets having the number of records less than 10000.

Out of the nine data sets (see Table 4.8), the Autompg, Credit Approval, CMC, GermanCA,

Housing, Pima and Yeast data sets fall in this group.

Group B: This group contains the data sets having the number of records 10000 or more.

Therefore, in our analysis the adult and Chess data sets of Table 4.8 fall in this group.
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Group C: We consider the data sets having the number of attributes less than 10 in this group.

Four data sets (namely Autompg, Chess, Pima and Yeast) of Table 4.8 fall in this group.

Group D: This group contains the data sets having the number of attributes 10 or more. Five

data sets (namely Adult, Credit Approval, CMC, GermanCA and Housing) of Table 4.8 fall in

this group.

Group E: In this group we consider the data sets having a higher number numerical attributes

than categorical attributes. Four data sets (namely Autompg, Housing, Pima and Yeast) of

Table 4.8 fall in this group.

Group F: This group contains the data sets having a higher number categorical attributes

than numerical attributes. Five data sets (namely Adult, Chess, Credit Approval, CMC and

GermanCA) of Table 4.8 fall in this group.

We analyze the proposed techniques by comparing its performance over the existing

techniques in terms of the number of wins, losses and draws. We now define them as

follows.

Win: By the term “Win” we mean that the proposed technique performs the best compared

to the existing techniques such as SVR (Smola & Schölkopf, 2004; X. Wang et al., 2006),

EMI (Junninen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001) and IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012).

Loss: This indicates that the proposed technique does not perform better than the existing

techniques, including SVR, EMI and IBLLS.

Draw: This means that the performance of the proposed technique is the same as the perfor-

mance of the existing technique that performs the best.

We now discuss the performance of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS based on the above factors

and groups in the following subsections.

14.3.1.1 An Analysis of the Imputation Quality of SiMI over the Existing Tech-

niques

In this subsection we present an analysis of the imputation quality of SiMI on nine

real data sets (see Table 4.8) that are publicly available in the UCI machine learning

repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010). We compare the numerical imputation perfor-

mance of SiMI over three high quality existing techniques namely SVR (Smola &
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Schölkopf, 2004; X. Wang et al., 2006), EMI (Junninen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001)

and IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012) based on the categories mentioned in Section 14.3.1.

Since EMI and IBLLS are unable to impute categorical missing values, we compare the

categorical imputation performance of our proposed technique with the existing tech-

nique called SVR.

The performance of SiMI over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on the number of

records

We now analyze the results of SiMI in order to explore the influence of the number of

records on the performance of SiMI. In Table 14.1 we present the number of wins, losses

and draws for SiMI over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on the performance in numerical

imputation for Group A and Group B. In the table, we also present the percentage in

wins, losses and draws for SiMI over the existing techniques. The scores are presented

in term of four evaluation criteria. Note that, for each data set there are 32 missing

combinations as discussed in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.5). Since Group A contains

7 data sets, the group has altogether 224 (=7× 32) cases for each evaluation criteria.

Similarly, Group B has 64 (for 2 data sets) cases for each evaluation criteria.

TABLE 14.1: The numerical imputation performance of SiMI over SVR, EMI and
IBLLS based on the number of records.

Evaluation Scores in numbers Scores in percentage (%)

Criteria Group A Group B Group A Group B

Number of data sets = 7 Number of data sets = 2 Number of data sets = 7 Number of data sets = 2

Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

R2 204 20 0 47 17 0 91.07 8.93 0.00 73.44 26.56 0.00

d2 205 19 0 32 32 0 91.52 8.48 0.00 50.00 50.00 0.00

RMSE 216 8 0 52 12 0 96.43 3.57 0.00 81.25 18.75 0.00

MAE 215 9 0 50 14 0 95.98 4.02 0.00 78.13 21.88 0.00

TABLE 14.2: The categorical imputation performance of SiMI over SVR based on the
number of records.

Evaluation Scores in numbers Scores in percentage (%)

Criteria Group A Group B Group A Group B

Number of data sets = 7 Number of data sets = 2 Number of data sets = 7 Number of data sets = 2

Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

RMSE 175 49 0 64 0 0 78.13 21.88 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

MAE 174 50 0 64 0 0 77.68 22.32 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00
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From Table 14.1 we can see that for Group A data sets SiMI wins more than 90% of

cases (see Column 8 of the table) for all evaluation criteria. However, for Group B

data sets SiMI wins more than 70% of cases (see Column 11 of Table 14.1) for most of

the evaluation criteria except d2 in which it wins only the half of the cases. The loss in

terms of d2 is in the Chess data set. Although in Group B SiMI does not perform well for

numerical imputation (especially in d2), the technique achieves a 100% win in the same

group for caterogical imputation as shown in Table 14.2. However, in Group A there are

some occational losses for categorical imputation (see Column 3 of Table 14.2). Note

that out of the four evaluation criteria used in this study only RMSE and MAE can be

used for categorical attributes.

From Table 14.1 and Table 14.2, it appears that for numerical imputation SiMI achieves

a high accuracy for the data sets that fall in Group A (i.e. the number of records in a data

set is less than 10000) and for categorical imputation SiMI achieves a high accuracy for

the data sets that fall in Group B (i.e. the number of records in a data set is 10000 or

more).

The performance of SiMI over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on the number of

attributes

We now further analyze the results of SiMI over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on the

number of attributes. Table 14.3 shows the numerical imputation results of SiMI for

Group C and Group D. From the table, it appears that the effectiveness of SiMI is

similar for both groups. However, SiMI performs better for the data sets having the

number of attribute 10 or more (i.e. Group D) compared to the data sets having the

number of attribute less than 10 (i.e. Group C) in terms of R2, d2 and RMSE. We can

see that in both groups SiMI suffers from occasional losses.

Table 14.4 shows the results of SiMI over SVR for Group C and Group D data sets.

SiMI achieves a 100% win for the data sets of Group D in terms all evaluation criteria.

However, for Group C SiMI suffers a loss of 38.28% and 39.06% of cases in terms of

RMSE and MAE, respectively. Most of losses are in the Autompg and Yeast data

sets. It is clear from Table 14.3 and Table 14.4 that for both numerical and categorical
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imputation SiMI is more effective on the data sets belonging to Group D than the data

sets belonging to Group C.

TABLE 14.3: The numerical imputation performance of SiMI over SVR, EMI and
IBLLS based on the number of attributes.

Evaluation Scores in numbers Scores in percentage (%)

Criteria Group C Group D Group C Group D

Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5 Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5

Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

R2 108 20 0 143 17 0 84.38 15.63 0.00 89.38 10.63 0.00

d2 93 35 0 144 16 0 72.66 27.34 0.00 90.00 10.00 0.00

RMSE 115 13 0 153 7 0 89.84 10.16 0.00 95.63 4.38 0.00

MAE 120 8 0 145 15 0 93.75 6.25 0.00 90.63 9.38 0.00

TABLE 14.4: The categorical imputation performance of SiMI over SVR based on the
number of attributes.

Evaluation Scores in numbers Scores in percentage (%)

Criteria Group C Group D Group C Group D

Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5 Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5

Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

RMSE 79 49 0 160 0 0 61.72 38.28 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

MAE 78 50 0 160 0 0 60.94 39.06 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

The performance of SiMI over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on the type of the

majority of the attributes

We now analyze the results of SiMI over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on the majority

attribute types. Table 14.5 and Table 14.6 present the performance of SiMI over the

existing techniques based on numerical imputation and categorical imputation, respec-

tively. From the tables it appears that for numerical imputation SiMI performs better

for the data sets that have a higher number of numerical attributes than categorical at-

tributes. However, for categorical imputation SiMI performs better on the data sets that

have a higher number of categorical attributes than numerical attributes.

The performance of SiMI over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on missing ratios

Table 14.7 shows the performance of SiMI, SVR, EMI and IBLLS for numerical impu-

tation in terms of different missing ratios. It is clear from the table that SiMI outper-

forms other techniques for all missing ratios based on all evaluation criteria. However,

by carefully analyzing the results we can see that the performance SiMI for a data set
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TABLE 14.5: The numerical imputation performance of SiMI over SVR, EMI and
IBLLS based on the type of the majority of the attributes.

Evaluation Scores in numbers Scores in percentage (%)

Criteria Group E Group F Group E Group F

Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5 Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5

Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

R2 120 8 0 131 29 0 93.75 6.25 0.00 81.88 18.13 0.00

d2 123 5 0 114 46 0 96.09 3.91 0.00 71.25 28.75 0.00

RMSE 122 6 0 146 14 0 95.31 4.69 0.00 91.25 8.75 0.00

MAE 128 0 0 137 23 0 100.00 0.00 0.00 85.63 14.38 0.00

TABLE 14.6: The categorical imputation performance of SiMI over SVR based on the
type of the majority of the attributes.

Evaluation Scores in numbers Scores in percentage (%)

Criteria Group E Group F Group E Group F

Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5 Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5

Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

RMSE 79 49 0 160 0 0 61.72 38.28 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

MAE 78 50 0 160 0 0 60.94 39.06 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

having low missing values is higher than the data set having high missing values. For

example, for d2 the percentage of wins based on 1%, 3%, 5% and 10% missing ratios

are 86.11%, 83.33%, 81.94% and 77.78%, respectively (see Row 6 of Table 14.7).

Similar to numerical imputation, SiMI outperforms SVR in terms of categorical impu-

tation for all missing ratios as shown in Table 14.8. From the table it appears that SiMI

is equally effective for all missing ratios.

TABLE 14.7: The numerical imputation performance of SiMI over SVR, EMI and
IBLLS based on missing ratios.

Evaluation 1% 3% 5% 10%

Criteria Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

Sc
or

es
in

nu
m

be
rs

R2 63 9 0 66 6 0 62 10 0 60 12 0

d2 62 10 0 60 12 0 59 13 0 56 16 0

RMSE 68 4 0 70 2 0 66 6 0 64 8 0

MAE 70 2 0 65 7 0 65 7 0 65 7 0

Sc
or

es
in

pe
rc

en
ta

ge
(%

)

R2 87.50 12.50 0.00 91.67 8.33 0.00 86.11 13.89 0.00 83.33 16.67 0.00

d2 86.11 13.89 0.00 83.33 16.67 0.00 81.94 18.06 0.00 77.78 22.22 0.00

RMSE 94.44 5.56 0.00 97.22 2.78 0.00 91.67 8.33 0.00 88.89 11.11 0.00

MAE 97.22 2.78 0.00 90.28 9.72 0.00 90.28 9.72 0.00 90.28 9.72 0.00

The performance of SiMI over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on missing models
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TABLE 14.8: The categorical imputation performance of SiMI over SVR based on
missing ratios.

Evaluation 1% 3% 5% 10%

Criteria Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

Scores in RMSE 59 13 0 59 13 0 61 11 0 60 12 0

numbers MAE 59 13 0 58 14 0 61 11 0 60 12 0

Scores in RMSE 81.94 18.06 0.00 81.94 18.06 0.00 84.72 15.28 0.00 83.33 16.67 0.00

percentage (%) MAE 81.94 18.06 0.00 80.56 19.44 0.00 84.72 15.28 0.00 83.33 16.67 0.00

We present the performance of SiMI over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on missing

models in Table14.9 and Table 14.10. We use two missing models, namely Overall and

Uniformly Distributed (UD) that are discussed in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.5). From the

tables we can see that the distribution of missing values does not have serious impacts on

the performance of SiMI. SiMI is equally effective on both models for both numerical

and categorical imputation.

TABLE 14.9: The numerical imputation performance of SiMI over SVR, EMI and
IBLLS based on missing models.

Evaluation Overall UD

Criteria Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

Sc
or

es
in

nu
m

be
rs

R2 127 17 0 124 20 0

d2 118 26 0 119 25 0

RMSE 135 9 0 133 11 0

MAE 134 10 0 131 13 0

Sc
or

es
in

pe
rc

en
ta

ge
(%

)

R2 88.19 11.81 0.00 86.11 13.89 0.00

d2 81.94 18.06 0.00 82.64 17.36 0.00

RMSE 93.75 6.25 0.00 92.36 7.64 0.00

MAE 93.06 6.94 0.00 90.97 9.03 0.00

TABLE 14.10: The categorical imputation performance of SiMI over SVR based on
missing models.

Evaluation Overall UD

Criteria Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

Scores in RMSE 122 22 0 117 27 0

numbers MAE 121 23 0 117 27 0

Scores in RMSE 84.72 15.28 0.00 81.25 18.75 0.00

percentage (%) MAE 84.03 15.97 0.00 81.25 18.75 0.00

The performance of SiMI over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on missing patterns
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We now analyze the results of SiMI based on four missing patterns namely Simple,

Medium, Complex and Blended. A detail discussion on the missing patterns is available

in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.5). Table 14.11 presents the number of win, loss and draw of

SiMI over the existing techniques based numerical imputation. It is clear from the table

that SiMI outperforms other techniques for all missing patterns and for all evaluation

criteria. In terms of R2, the percentage of wins for SiMI based on Simple, Medium,

Complex and Blended patterns are 77.78%, 81.94%, 90.28% and 98.61%, respectively

as reported in the 5th row of Table 14.11. The results indicate that the effectiveness of

SiMI is more or less similar for all four patterns.

Table 14.12 presents the performance of SiMI over SVR based on categorical imputa-

tion. From the table, it appears that SiMI wins almost equally for all missing patterns

in terms of categorical imputation.

TABLE 14.11: The numerical imputation performance of SiMI over SVR, EMI and
IBLLS based on missing patterns.

Evaluation Simple Medium Complex Blended

Criteria Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

Sc
or

es
in

nu
m

be
rs

R2 56 16 0 59 13 0 65 7 0 71 1 0

d2 63 9 0 53 19 0 58 14 0 63 9 0

RMSE 64 8 0 68 4 0 64 8 0 72 0 0

MAE 64 8 0 68 4 0 62 10 0 71 1 0

Sc
or

es
in

pe
rc

en
ta

ge
(%

)

R2 77.78 22.22 0.00 81.94 18.06 0.00 90.28 9.72 0.00 98.61 1.39 0.00

d2 87.50 12.50 0.00 73.61 26.39 0.00 80.56 19.44 0.00 87.50 12.50 0.00

RMSE 88.89 11.11 0.00 94.44 5.56 0.00 88.89 11.11 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

MAE 88.89 11.11 0.00 94.44 5.56 0.00 86.11 13.89 0.00 98.61 1.39 0.00

TABLE 14.12: The categorical imputation performance of SiMI over SVR based on
missing patterns.

Evaluation Simple Medium Complex Blended

Criteria Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

Scores in RMSE 60 12 0 60 12 0 59 13 0 60 12 0

numbers MAE 59 13 0 60 12 0 59 13 0 60 12 0

Scores in RMSE 83.33 16.67 0.00 83.33 16.67 0.00 81.94 18.06 0.00 83.33 16.67 0.00

percentage (%) MAE 81.94 18.06 0.00 83.33 16.67 0.00 81.94 18.06 0.00 83.33 16.67 0.00
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14.3.1.2 An Analysis of the Imputation Quality of FEMI over the Existing Tech-

niques

Like SiMI, we now analyze the numerical and categorical imputation performance of

FEMI over three high quality existing techniques namely SVR (Smola & Schölkopf,

2004; X. Wang et al., 2006), EMI (Junninen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001) and IBLLS (K. Cheng

et al., 2012) based on the factors (mentioned in Section 14.3.1) as follows.

The performance of FEMI over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on the number of

records

In Table 14.13 we present the number of wins, losses and draws for FEMI over SVR,

EMI and IBLLS based on the performance in numerical imputation for Group A and

Group B data sets. From the table we can see that for Group A data sets FEMI wins

approximately more than 85% of cases (see Column 8 of the table) for all evaluation

criteria except d2. However, for Group B data sets FEMI wins approximately more than

70% of cases (see Column 11 of Table 14.13) for most of the evaluation criteria except

d2 in which it wins only the 50% of cases. The loss in terms of d2 is in the Chess data

set.

Although in Group B FEMI suffers with a high loss for numerical imputation (especially

in d2), the technique achieves a 100% win in the same group for caterogical imputation

as shown in Table 14.14. However, in Group A there are some occasional losses for cat-

egorical imputation (see column 3 of Table 14.14). From Table 14.13 and Table 14.14,

it appears that for numerical imputation FEMI generally achieves a high accuracy for

the data sets belonging to Group A and for categorical imputation FEMI achieves a high

accuracy for the data sets belonging to Group B.

The performance of FEMI over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on the number of

attributes

In Table 14.15 we present the numerical imputation results of FEMI over the existing

techniques by grouping the data sets based on the number of attributes. Group C con-

tains the data sets having attributes less than 10 and Group D contains the data sets
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TABLE 14.13: The numerical imputation performance of FEMI over SVR, EMI and
IBLLS based on the number of records.

Evaluation Scores in numbers Scores in percentage (%)

Criteria Group A Group B Group A Group B

Number of data sets = 7 Number of data sets = 2 Number of data sets = 7 Number of data sets = 2

Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

R2 193 31 0 50 14 0 86.16 13.84 0.00 78.13 21.88 0.00

d2 172 52 0 32 32 0 76.79 23.21 0.00 50.00 50.00 0.00

RMSE 202 22 0 57 7 0 90.18 9.82 0.00 89.06 10.94 0.00

MAE 201 23 0 56 8 0 89.73 10.27 0.00 87.50 12.50 0.00

TABLE 14.14: The categorical imputation performance of FEMI over SVR based on
the number of records.

Evaluation Scores in numbers Scores in percentage (%)

Criteria Group A Group B Group A Group B

Number of data sets = 7 Number of data sets = 2 Number of data sets = 7 Number of data sets = 2

Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

RMSE 153 71 0 64 0 0 68.30 31.70 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

MAE 163 61 0 64 0 0 72.77 27.23 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

having attributes 10 or more. From the table, it appears that FEMI is almost equally

effective on both groups. However, FEMI performs better for the data sets that fall in

Group D compared to the data sets that fall in Group C in terms of all evaluation criteria

except MAE.

TABLE 14.15: The numerical imputation performance of FEMI over SVR, EMI and
IBLLS based on the number of attributes.

Evaluation Scores in numbers Scores in percentage (%)

Criteria Group C Group D Group C Group D

Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5 Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5

Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

R2 105 23 0 138 22 0 82.03 17.97 0.00 86.25 13.75 0.00

d2 83 45 0 121 39 0 64.84 35.16 0.00 75.63 24.38 0.00

RMSE 110 18 0 149 11 0 85.94 14.06 0.00 93.13 6.88 0.00

MAE 116 12 0 141 19 0 90.63 9.38 0.00 88.13 11.88 0.00

The number of wins, losses and draws for FEMI over SVR based on categorical impu-

tation for Group C and Group D data sets is presented in Table 14.16. FEMI achieves a

100% win for the data sets of Group D in terms of MAE. However, for Group C data

sets FEMI suffers from a huge loss for both criteria. The majority of the losses are in

the Autompg and Yeast data sets. It is clear from Table 14.15 and Table 14.16 that for
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TABLE 14.16: The categorical imputation performance of FEMI over SVR based on
the number of attributes.

Evaluation Scores in numbers Scores in percentage (%)

Criteria Group C Group D Group C Group D

Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5 Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5

Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

RMSE 64 64 0 153 7 0 50.00 50.00 0.00 95.63 4.38 0.00

MAE 67 61 0 160 0 0 52.34 47.66 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

both numerical and categorical imputation FEMI is more effective on Group D data sets

than Group C data sets.

The performance of FEMI over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on the type of the

majority of the attributes

We also analyze the results of FEMI over three existing techniques based on the majority

attribute types. In Table 14.17 and Table 14.18 we present the performance of FEMI by

grouping the data sets into Group E and Group F based on numerical imputation and

categorical imputation, respectively. For numerical imputation, FEMI overall performs

better on both groups. However, for categorical imputation FEMI outperforms SVR on

the data sets that have higher number of categorical attributes than numerical attributes

(see Column 11 of Table 14.18).

TABLE 14.17: The numerical imputation performance of FEMI over SVR, EMI and
IBLLS based on the type of the majority of the attributes.

Evaluation Scores in numbers Scores in percentage (%)

Criteria Group E Group F Group E Group F

Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5 Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5

Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

R2 108 20 0 135 25 0 84.38 15.63 0.00 84.38 15.63 0.00

d2 104 24 0 100 60 0 81.25 18.75 0.00 62.50 37.50 0.00

RMSE 106 22 0 153 7 0 82.81 17.19 0.00 95.63 4.38 0.00

MAE 112 16 0 145 15 0 87.50 12.50 0.00 90.63 9.38 0.00

The performance of FEMI over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on missing ratios

In Table 14.19 we present the number of wins, losses and draws for FEMI over SVR,

EMI and IBLLS for numerical imputation in terms of different missing ratios. It is clear

from the table that FEMI outperforms other techniques for all missing ratios based on
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TABLE 14.18: The categorical imputation performance of FEMI over SVR based on
the type of the majority of the attributes.

Evaluation Scores in numbers Scores in percentage (%)

Criteria Group E Group F Group E Group F

Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5 Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5

Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

RMSE 64 64 0 153 7 0 50.00 50.00 0.00 95.63 4.38 0.00

MAE 67 61 0 160 0 0 52.34 47.66 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

all evaluation criteria. However, compared to the existing technique FEMI is found

to be more effective on the data sets having relatively higher missing values (say 10%

missing ratio) than the data sets having low missing values. For example, for MAE

the percentage of wins for FEMI based on 1%, 3%, 5% and 10% missing ratios are

83.33%, 86.11%, 93.06% and 94.44%, respectively (see the last row of Table 14.19).

The results indicate a gradual decrease of performance of the existing techniques for a

gradual increase of missing values in a data set.

Similar to numerical imputation, FEMI outperforms SVR in terms of categorical impu-

tation for all missing ratios as shown in Table 14.20. From the table it appears that the

effectiveness of FEMI is almost equal for all missing ratios.

TABLE 14.19: The numerical imputation performance of FEMI over SVR, EMI and
IBLLS based on missing ratios.

Evaluation 1% 3% 5% 10%

Criteria Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

Sc
or

es
in

nu
m

be
rs

R2 54 18 0 64 8 0 63 9 0 62 10 0

d2 48 24 0 54 18 0 51 21 0 51 21 0

RMSE 62 10 0 67 5 0 64 8 0 66 6 0

MAE 60 12 0 62 10 0 67 5 0 68 4 0

Sc
or

es
in

pe
rc

en
ta

ge
(%

)

R2 75.00 25.00 0.00 88.89 11.11 0.00 87.50 12.50 0.00 86.11 13.89 0.00

d2 66.67 33.33 0.00 75.00 25.00 0.00 70.83 29.17 0.00 70.83 29.17 0.00

RMSE 86.11 13.89 0.00 93.06 6.94 0.00 88.89 11.11 0.00 91.67 8.33 0.00

MAE 83.33 16.67 0.00 86.11 13.89 0.00 93.06 6.94 0.00 94.44 5.56 0.00

The performance of FEMI over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on missing models

We present the performance of FEMI over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on missing

models (i.e. Overall and UD) in Table14.21 and Table 14.22. It is clear from the tables

that FEMI outperforms other techniques in both distribution of missing values for both
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TABLE 14.20: The categorical imputation performance of FEMI over SVR based on
missing ratios.

Evaluation 1% 3% 5% 10%

Criteria Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

Scores in RMSE 53 19 0 53 19 0 55 17 0 56 16 0

numbers MAE 58 14 0 56 16 0 56 16 0 57 15 0

Scores in RMSE 73.61 26.39 0.00 73.61 26.39 0.00 76.39 23.61 0.00 77.78 22.22 0.00

percentage (%) MAE 80.56 19.44 0.00 77.78 22.22 0.00 77.78 22.22 0.00 79.17 20.83 0.00

numerical and categorical imputation. On the other hand, we can say that the distribu-

tion of missing values does not have serious impacts on the performance of FEMI.

TABLE 14.21: The numerical imputation performance of FEMI over SVR, EMI and
IBLLS based on missing models.

Evaluation Overall UD

Criteria Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

Sc
or

es
in

nu
m

be
rs

R2 120 24 0 123 21 0

d2 103 41 0 101 43 0

RMSE 129 15 0 130 14 0

MAE 130 14 0 127 17 0

Sc
or

es
in

pe
rc

en
ta

ge
(%

)

R2 83.33 16.67 0.00 85.42 14.58 0.00

d2 71.53 28.47 0.00 70.14 29.86 0.00

RMSE 89.58 10.42 0.00 90.28 9.72 0.00

MAE 90.28 9.72 0.00 88.19 11.81 0.00

TABLE 14.22: The categorical imputation performance of FEMI over SVR based on
missing models.

Evaluation Overall UD

Criteria Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

Scores in RMSE 108 36 0 109 35 0

numbers MAE 113 31 0 114 30 0

Scores in RMSE 75.00 25.00 0.00 75.69 24.31 0.00

percentage (%) MAE 78.47 21.53 0.00 79.17 20.83 0.00

The performance of FEMI over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on missing patterns

Using four missing patterns namely Simple, Medium, Complex and Blended we now

analyze the results of FEMI over the existing techniques. In Table 14.23 we present

the number of win, loss and draw of FEMI over SVR, EMI and IBLLS for numerical

imputation. We can see that FEMI achieves a 100% win for the Complex pattern in

terms of R2 and RMSE. While in Simple pattern FEMI outperforms the existing
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techniques in terms of R2, RMSE and MAE, it suffers from a slightly higher loss in

terms of d2. It is clear from the table that the effectiveness of FEMI in Complex and

Blended patterns is higher than the Simple pattern.

In Table 14.24 we present the performance of FEMI over SVR based on categorical

imputation. From the table, it appears that FEMI is almost equally effective for all

missing patterns in terms of categorical imputation.

TABLE 14.23: The numerical imputation performance of FEMI over SVR, EMI and
IBLLS based on missing patterns.

Evaluation Simple Medium Complex Blended

Criteria Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

Sc
or

es
in

nu
m

be
rs

R2 40 32 0 64 8 0 72 0 0 67 5 0

d2 35 37 0 53 19 0 62 10 0 54 18 0

RMSE 47 25 0 70 2 0 72 0 0 70 2 0

MAE 51 21 0 67 5 0 70 2 0 69 3 0

Sc
or

es
in

pe
rc

en
ta

ge
(%

)

R2 55.56 44.44 0.00 88.89 11.11 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 93.06 6.94 0.00

d2 48.61 51.39 0.00 73.61 26.39 0.00 86.11 13.89 0.00 75.00 25.00 0.00

RMSE 65.28 34.72 0.00 97.22 2.78 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 97.22 2.78 0.00

MAE 70.83 29.17 0.00 93.06 6.94 0.00 97.22 2.78 0.00 95.83 4.17 0.00

TABLE 14.24: The categorical imputation performance of FEMI over SVR based on
missing patterns.

Evaluation Simple Medium Complex Blended

Criteria Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

Scores in RMSE 49 23 0 55 17 0 56 16 0 57 15 0

numbers MAE 54 18 0 56 16 0 59 13 0 58 14 0

Scores in RMSE 68.06 31.94 0.00 76.39 23.61 0.00 77.78 22.22 0.00 79.17 20.83 0.00

percentage (%) MAE 75.00 25.00 0.00 77.78 22.22 0.00 81.94 18.06 0.00 80.56 19.44 0.00

14.3.1.3 An Analysis of the Imputation Quality of FIMUS over the Existing Tech-

niques

We now analyze the numerical and categorical imputation performance of FIMUS over

three high quality existing techniques namely SVR (Smola & Schölkopf, 2004; X. Wang

et al., 2006), EMI (Junninen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001) and IBLLS (K. Cheng et al.,

2012) based on the factors (mentioned in Section 14.3.1) as follows.
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The performance of FIMUS over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on the number of

records

We present the number of wins, losses and draws for FIMUS over SVR, EMI and IBLLS

based on the performance in numerical imputation for Group A and Group B data sets in

Table 14.25. From the table it appears that FIMUS achieves a 100% win for the data sets

having the number of records 10000 or more (i.e. Group B) in terms of all evaluation

criteria. Although it wins most of the cases for the low sized data sets (i.e. Group A

data sets), it suffers from occassional losses in some data sets. We again analyze the

losses of FIMUS for the low sized data sets. Most of the losses are in the CMC and

Credit Approval and Autompg data sets. The table shows that FIMUS performs the best

in 219 cases out of 224 cases for Group A data sets and 64 (out of 64) cases for Group

B data sets in terms of RMSE.

TABLE 14.25: The numerical imputation performance of FIMUS over SVR, EMI and
IBLLS based on the number of records.

Evaluation Scores in numbers Scores in percentage (%)

Criteria Group A Group B Group A Group B

Number of data sets = 7 Number of data sets = 2 Number of data sets = 7 Number of data sets = 2

Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

R2 197 27 0 64 0 0 87.95 12.05 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

d2 211 13 0 64 0 0 94.20 5.80 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

RMSE 219 5 0 64 0 0 97.77 2.23 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

MAE 208 16 0 64 0 0 92.86 7.14 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

TABLE 14.26: The categorical imputation performance of FIMUS over SVR based on
the number of records.

Evaluation Scores in numbers Scores in percentage (%)

Criteria Group A Group B Group A Group B

Number of data sets = 7 Number of data sets = 2 Number of data sets = 7 Number of data sets = 2

Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

RMSE 209 15 0 64 0 0 93.30 6.70 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

MAE 209 15 0 64 0 0 93.30 6.70 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

Similar to numerical imputation, FIMUS achieves a 100% win in Group B data set for

caterogical imputation as shown in Table 14.26 and it suffers from occasional losses in

Group A data sets. From Table 14.25 and Table 14.26, it appears that for both numer-

ical and categorical imputation FIMUS generally outperforms other techniques for any

missing combinations on the large sized (i.e. Group B) data sets.
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The performance of FIMUS over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on the number of

attributes

In Table 14.27 we present the numerical imputation results of FIMUS over the existing

techniques by grouping the data sets based on the number of attributes. From the table,

it appears that the performance of FIMUS is similar on both groups. However, FIMUS

comparatively performs better for the data sets that fall in Group C than the data sets

that fall in Group D in terms of all evaluation criteria.

The number of wins, losses and draws for FIMUS over SVR based on categorical impu-

tation for Group C and Group D data sets is presented in Table 14.28. FIMUS achieves

a 100% win for the data sets of Group D in terms of all evaluation criteria. However, for

Group C data sets FIMUS suffers from occasional losses for both criteria. The losses of

FIMUS for both criteria are in the Yeast data set.

TABLE 14.27: The numerical imputation performance of FIMUS over SVR, EMI and
IBLLS based on the number of attributes.

Evaluation Scores in numbers Scores in percentage (%)

Criteria Group C Group D Group C Group D

Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5 Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5

Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

R2 121 7 0 140 20 0 94.53 5.47 0.00 87.50 12.50 0.00

d2 126 2 0 149 11 0 98.44 1.56 0.00 93.13 6.88 0.00

RMSE 126 2 0 157 3 0 98.44 1.56 0.00 98.13 1.88 0.00

MAE 127 1 0 145 15 0 99.22 0.78 0.00 90.63 9.38 0.00

TABLE 14.28: The categorical imputation performance of FIMUS over SVR based on
the number of attributes.

Evaluation Scores in numbers Scores in percentage (%)

Criteria Group C Group D Group C Group D

Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5 Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5

Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

RMSE 113 15 0 160 0 0 88.28 11.72 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

MAE 113 15 0 160 0 0 88.28 11.72 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

The performance of FIMUS over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on the type of the

majority of the attributes

We now analyze the results of FIMUS over the existing techniques based on the majority

of the numerical or categorical attributes in a data set. Table 14.29 presents the FIMUS
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based on numerical imputation. From the table we can see that FIMUS achieves a 100%

win in terms of RMSE for the data sets having higher number of categorical attributes

than numerical attributes (i.e. Group F data sets). The technique also achives a 100%

win for the same group data sets based on categorical imputation (see Table 14.30).

The use of co-appearances of atttributes may a reason of achieving a high accuracy

by FIMUS for the data sets having higher number of categorical attributes than the

numerical attributes. On the other hand, the natural coappearances of attribute values

may be disturbed due to a high number of discretization for the Group C data sets

resulting in a lower performance by FIMUS in the Group C data sets than the Group D

data sets.

TABLE 14.29: The numerical imputation performance of FIMUS over SVR, EMI and
IBLLS based on the type of the majority of the attributes.

Evaluation Scores in numbers Scores in percentage (%)

Criteria Group E Group F Group E Group F

Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5 Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5

Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

R2 118 10 0 143 17 0 92.19 7.81 0.00 89.38 10.63 0.00

d2 122 6 0 153 7 0 95.31 4.69 0.00 95.63 4.38 0.00

RMSE 123 5 0 160 0 0 96.09 3.91 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

MAE 121 7 0 151 9 0 94.53 5.47 0.00 94.38 5.63 0.00

TABLE 14.30: The categorical imputation performance of FIMUS over SVR based on
the type of the majority of the attributes.

Evaluation Scores in numbers Scores in percentage (%)

Criteria Group E Group F Group E Group F

Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5 Number of data sets = 4 Number of data sets = 5

Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

RMSE 113 15 0 160 0 0 88.28 11.72 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

MAE 113 15 0 160 0 0 88.28 11.72 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

The performance of FIMUS over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on missing ratios

In Table 14.31 we present the number of wins, losses and draws for FIMUS over SVR,

EMI and IBLLS for numerical imputation in terms of different missing ratios. It is clear

from the table that FIMUS outperforms other techniques for all missing ratios based on

all evaluation criteria. However, compared to the existing technique FIMUS is found

to be more effective on the data sets having relatively higher missing values (say 5%

and 10% missing ratios) than the data sets having low missing values (say 1% missing
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ratio). FIMUS achieves a 100% win for 5% and 10% missting ratios in terms of d2 and

RMSE. In terms of d2 the percentage of wins for FIMUS based on 1%, 3%, 5% and

10% missing ratios are 86.11%, 95.83%, 100.00% and 100.00%, respectively (see the

6th row of Table 14.31). The results indicate a gradual decrease of performance of the

existing techniques for a gradual increase of missing values in a data set.

Similar to numerical imputation, FIMUS outperforms SVR in terms of categorical im-

putation for all missing ratios as shown in Table 14.32. From the table it appears that

the FIMUS is almost equally effective for all missing ratios.

TABLE 14.31: The numerical imputation performance of FIMUS over SVR, EMI and
IBLLS based on missing ratios.

Evaluation 1% 3% 5% 10%

Criteria Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

Sc
or

es
in

nu
m

be
rs

R2 59 13 0 66 6 0 67 5 0 69 3 0

d2 62 10 0 69 3 0 72 0 0 72 0 0

RMSE 68 4 0 71 1 0 72 0 0 72 0 0

MAE 62 10 0 68 4 0 72 0 0 70 2 0

Sc
or

es
in

pe
rc

en
ta

ge
(%

)

R2 81.94 18.06 0.00 91.67 8.33 0.00 93.06 6.94 0.00 95.83 4.17 0.00

d2 86.11 13.89 0.00 95.83 4.17 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

RMSE 94.44 5.56 0.00 98.61 1.39 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

MAE 86.11 13.89 0.00 94.44 5.56 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 97.22 2.78 0.00

TABLE 14.32: The categorical imputation performance of FIMUS over SVR based on
missing ratios.

Evaluation 1% 3% 5% 10%

Criteria Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

Scores in RMSE 69 3 0 69 3 0 69 3 0 66 6 0

numbers MAE 69 3 0 69 3 0 69 3 0 66 6 0

Scores in RMSE 95.83 4.17 0.00 95.83 4.17 0.00 95.83 4.17 0.00 91.67 8.33 0.00

percentage (%) MAE 95.83 4.17 0.00 95.83 4.17 0.00 95.83 4.17 0.00 91.67 8.33 0.00

The performance of FIMUS over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on missing models

We now analyze the performance of FIMUS over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on two

missing models namely Overall and UD in Table14.33 and Table 14.34. We can see

from the tables that FIMUS outperforms other techniques in both distribution of missing

values for both numerical and categorical imputation. In other word, the performance

of FIMUS is independent from the distribution of missing values on a data set.
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TABLE 14.33: The numerical imputation performance of FIMUS over SVR, EMI and
IBLLS based on missing models.

Evaluation Overall UD

Criteria Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

Sc
or

es
in

nu
m

be
rs

R2 131 13 0 130 14 0

d2 137 7 0 138 6 0

RMSE 141 3 0 142 2 0

MAE 136 8 0 136 8 0

Sc
or

es
in

pe
rc

en
ta

ge
(%

)

R2 90.97 9.03 0.00 90.28 9.72 0.00

d2 95.14 4.86 0.00 95.83 4.17 0.00

RMSE 97.92 2.08 0.00 98.61 1.39 0.00

MAE 94.44 5.56 0.00 94.44 5.56 0.00

TABLE 14.34: The categorical imputation performance of FIMUS over SVR based on
missing models.

Evaluation Overall UD

Criteria Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

Scores in RMSE 136 8 0 137 7 0

numbers MAE 136 8 0 137 7 0

Scores in RMSE 94.44 5.56 0.00 95.14 4.86 0.00

percentage (%) MAE 94.44 5.56 0.00 95.14 4.86 0.00

The performance of FIMUS over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on missing patterns

We now analyze of the results of FIMUS over SVR, EMI and IBLLS based on four

missing patterns namely Simple, Medium, Complex and Blended. In Table 14.35 we

present the number of win, loss and draw of FIMUS over the existing techniques for

numerical imputation. The table indicates that FIMUS achieves a 100% win for the

Blended pattern in terms of RMSE. In general, FIMUS achieves a higer percentage

of wins in Complex and Blended patterns than the Simple and Medium patterns for all

evaluation criteria.

In Table 14.36 we present the performance of FIMUS over SVR based on categorical

imputation. From the table, it appears that FIMUS is almost equally effective for all

missing patterns in terms of categorical imputation.
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TABLE 14.35: The numerical imputation performance of FIMUS over SVR, EMI and
IBLLS based on missing patterns.

Evaluation Simple Medium Complex Blended

Criteria Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

Sc
or

es
in

nu
m

be
rs

R2 56 16 0 59 13 0 65 7 0 71 1 0

d2 63 9 0 53 19 0 58 14 0 63 9 0

RMSE 64 8 0 68 4 0 64 8 0 72 0 0

MAE 64 8 0 68 4 0 62 10 0 71 1 0

Sc
or

es
in

pe
rc

en
ta

ge
(%

)

R2 77.78 22.22 0.00 81.94 18.06 0.00 90.28 9.72 0.00 98.61 1.39 0.00

d2 87.50 12.50 0.00 73.61 26.39 0.00 80.56 19.44 0.00 87.50 12.50 0.00

RMSE 88.89 11.11 0.00 94.44 5.56 0.00 88.89 11.11 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

MAE 88.89 11.11 0.00 94.44 5.56 0.00 86.11 13.89 0.00 98.61 1.39 0.00

TABLE 14.36: The categorical imputation performance of FIMUS over SVR based on
missing patterns.

Evaluation Simple Medium Complex Blended

Criteria Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw Win Loss Draw

Scores in RMSE 60 12 0 60 12 0 59 13 0 60 12 0

numbers MAE 59 13 0 60 12 0 59 13 0 60 12 0

Scores in RMSE 83.33 16.67 0.00 83.33 16.67 0.00 81.94 18.06 0.00 83.33 16.67 0.00

percentage (%) MAE 81.94 18.06 0.00 83.33 16.67 0.00 81.94 18.06 0.00 83.33 16.67 0.00

14.3.1.4 An Analysis of the Imputation Quality among SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS

In this section we analyze the imputation quality of our proposed techniques. We com-

pare the performance of our proposed imputation technique called DMI with our another

imputation technique called SiMI in Chapter 9 and with FIMUS in Chapter 11. The ex-

perimental results of FIMUS (see Section 11.3 of Chapter 11) and SiMI (see Section 9.3

of Chapter 9) indicate that both FIMUS and SiMI perform better than DMI. Moreover,

we can see that SiMI performs better than TULIP (see Section 9.3 of Chapter 9). How-

ever, we do not compare the performances of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS in this study so

far. Therefore, we now analyze the results of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS based on the

factors discussed in Section 14.3.1 as follows.

The performance of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS based on the number of records

In Table 14.37 we present the number (and percentage) of missing combinations, where

FIMUS, SiMI and FEMI achieve the best result for numerical imputation. The scores

are presented by grouping the data sets based on the number of records. In the table
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we use two groups of data sets and four evaluation criteria. It is clear from the table

that FIMUS outperforms SiMI and FEMI for both groups of data sets in terms of all

evaluation criteria. Moreover, FIMUS performs better on Group B data sets than Group

A data sets. We can also see that SiMI performs the second best for both groups of data

sets in terms of all evaluation criteria.

FIMUS also outperforms SiMI and FEMI for categorical imputation in terms of all

evaluation criteria as reported in Table 14.38. From the table we can see that FIMUS

performs the best in 100% in terms of RMSE for the large sized (i.e. Group B) data

sets. It is clear that FIMUS wins over SiMI and FEMI with a bigger margin for the

categorical imputation than numerical imputation. It is an expected result since FIMUS

uses a relatively sophisticated imputation for categorical imputation through the co-

appearance analysis instead of a simple approach like mode imputation.

TABLE 14.37: The numerical imputation performance of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS
based on the number of records.

Evaluation R2 d2 RMSE MAE

Criteria FIMUS SiMI FEMI FIMUS SiMI FEMI FIMUS SiMI FEMI FIMUS SiMI FEMI

Scores in Group A 125 74 25 152 67 5 151 68 5 153 62 9

numbers Group B 48 16 0 49 15 0 45 19 0 45 19 0

Scores in Group A 55.80 33.04 11.16 67.86 29.91 2.23 67.41 30.36 2.23 68.30 27.68 4.02

percentage (%) Group B 75.00 25.00 0.00 76.56 23.44 0.00 70.31 29.69 0.00 70.31 29.69 0.00

TABLE 14.38: The categorical imputation performance of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS
based on the number of records.

Evaluation RMSE MAE

Criteria FIMUS SiMI FEMI FIMUS SiMI FEMI

Scores in Group A 197 18 9 196 19 9

numbers Group B 64 0 0 56 8 0

Scores in Group A 87.95 8.04 4.02 87.50 8.48 4.02

percentage (%) Group B 100.00 0.00 0.00 87.50 12.50 0.00

The performance of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS based on the number of attributes

We further analyze the performances of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS by grouping the data

sets based on the number of attributes. The scores and the percentage of scores based on

numerical imputation are presented in Table 14.39. It is clear from the table that FIMUS

outperforms SiMI and FEMI for both groups of data sets in terms of all evaluation
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criteria. Moreover, FIMUS performs better on Group C data sets than Group D data

sets. We can also see that SiMI performs the second best for both groups of data sets in

terms of all evaluation criteria.

FIMUS also outperforms SiMI and FEMI for categorical imputation in terms of both

evaluation criteria as reported in Table 14.40. From the table we can see that FIMUS

performs the best in 100% in terms of RMSE for the high dimensional (i.e. Group D)

data sets.

TABLE 14.39: The numerical imputation performance of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS
based on the number of attributes.

Evaluation R2 d2 RMSE MAE

Criteria FIMUS SiMI FEMI FIMUS SiMI FEMI FIMUS SiMI FEMI FIMUS SiMI FEMI

Scores in Group C 88 22 18 104 23 1 93 30 5 98 26 4

numbers Group D 85 68 7 97 59 4 103 57 0 100 55 5

Scores in Group C 68.75 17.19 14.06 81.25 17.97 0.78 72.66 23.44 3.91 76.56 20.31 3.13

percentage (%) Group D 53.13 42.50 4.38 60.63 36.88 2.50 64.38 35.63 0.00 62.50 34.38 3.13

TABLE 14.40: The categorical imputation performance of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS
based on the number of attributes.

Evaluation RMSE MAE

Criteria FIMUS SiMI FEMI FIMUS SiMI FEMI

Scores in Group C 101 18 9 100 19 9

numbers Group D 160 0 0 152 8 0

Scores in Group C 78.91 14.06 7.03 78.13 14.84 7.03

percentage (%) Group D 100.00 0.00 0.00 95.00 5.00 0.00

The performance of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS based on the type of the majority of

the attributes.

We again analyze the performances of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS by grouping the data

sets based on the majority attribute types. The scores and the percentage of scores

based on numerical imputation are presented in Table 14.41. It is clear from the table

that FIMUS outperforms SiMI and FEMI for both groups of data sets in terms of all

evaluation criteria. Moreover, FIMUS performs better for the data sets having more

categorical attributes than numerical attributes (i.e. Group F). As usual SiMI performs

the second best for both groups of data sets in terms of all evaluation criteria.
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Table 14.42 presents the scores of FIMUS, SiMI and FEMI for categorical imputation.

FIMUS outperforms SiMI and FEMI in terms of both RMSE and MAE. From the

table we can see that FIMUS performs the best in 100% in terms of RMSE for Group

F data sets.

TABLE 14.41: The numerical imputation performance of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS
based on the type of the majority of the attributes.

Evaluation Dominated R2 d2 RMSE MAE

Criteria by FIMUS SiMI FEMI FIMUS SiMI FEMI FIMUS SiMI FEMI FIMUS SiMI FEMI

Scores in Group E 73 36 19 89 37 2 78 45 5 84 39 5

numbers Group F 100 54 6 112 45 3 118 42 0 114 42 4

Scores in Group E 57.03 28.13 14.84 69.53 28.91 1.56 60.94 35.16 3.91 65.63 30.47 3.91

percentage (%) Group F 62.50 33.75 3.75 70.00 28.13 1.88 73.75 26.25 0.00 71.25 26.25 2.50

TABLE 14.42: The categorical imputation performance of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS
based on the type of the majority of the attributes.

Evaluation Dominated RMSE MAE

Criteria by FIMUS SiMI FEMI FIMUS SiMI FEMI

Scores in Group E 101 18 9 100 19 9

numbers Group F 160 0 0 152 8 0

Scores in Group E 78.91 14.06 7.03 78.13 14.84 7.03

percentage (%) Group F 100.00 0.00 0.00 95.00 5.00 0.00

The performance of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS based on the missing ratios, missing

models and missing patterns.

We now present the scores of numerical imputation by SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS based

on the missing ratios, missing models and missing patterns in Table 14.43. From the

table it appears that FIMUS performs the best among the three techniques for most of

the cases except some occasional cases where SiMI performs the best. The occasional

cases are in MAE for 1% missing ratio, R2 and d2 for the simple missing pattern.

For example, SiMI performs the best in 55.56% of cases in terms of R2 for the simple

missing pattern, whereas FIMUS performs the best in 37.50% of cases.

Table 14.44 presents the scores of FIMUS, SiMI and FEMI for categorical imputation.

From the table it appears that FIMUS outperforms SiMI and FEMI in terms of both

RMSE and MAE for all missing ratios, missing models and missing patterns.
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TABLE 14.43: The numerical imputation performance of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS
based on the missing ratios, missing models and missing patterns.

Evaluation R2 d2 RMSE MAE

Criteria FIMUS SiMI FEMI FIMUS SiMI FEMI FIMUS SiMI FEMI FIMUS SiMI FEMI

Sc
or

es
in

nu
m

be
rs

1% 36 31 5 37 34 1 38 32 2 33 35 4

3% 47 17 8 51 18 3 48 24 0 51 18 3

5% 46 18 8 56 15 1 53 18 1 58 13 1

10% 44 24 4 57 15 0 57 13 2 56 15 1

Overall 89 44 11 101 40 3 97 44 3 96 43 5

UD 84 46 14 100 42 2 99 43 2 102 38 4

Simple 27 40 5 33 38 1 45 26 1 44 27 1

Medium 51 12 9 58 12 2 55 17 0 56 14 2

Complex 54 11 7 63 7 2 53 16 3 54 14 4

Blended 41 27 4 47 25 0 43 28 1 44 26 2

Sc
or

es
in

pe
rc

en
ta

ge
(%

)

1% 50.00 43.06 6.94 51.39 47.22 1.39 52.78 44.44 2.78 45.83 48.61 5.56

3% 65.28 23.61 11.11 70.83 25.00 4.17 66.67 33.33 0.00 70.83 25.00 4.17

5% 63.89 25.00 11.11 77.78 20.83 1.39 73.61 25.00 1.39 80.56 18.06 1.39

10% 61.11 33.33 5.56 79.17 20.83 0.00 79.17 18.06 2.78 77.78 20.83 1.39

Overall 61.81 30.56 7.64 70.14 27.78 2.08 67.36 30.56 2.08 66.67 29.86 3.47

UD 58.33 31.94 9.72 69.44 29.17 1.39 68.75 29.86 1.39 70.83 26.39 2.78

Simple 37.50 55.56 6.94 45.83 52.78 1.39 62.50 36.11 1.39 61.11 37.50 1.39

Medium 70.83 16.67 12.50 80.56 16.67 2.78 76.39 23.61 0.00 77.78 19.44 2.78

Complex 75.00 15.28 9.72 87.50 9.72 2.78 73.61 22.22 4.17 75.00 19.44 5.56

Blended 56.94 37.50 5.56 65.28 34.72 0.00 59.72 38.89 1.39 61.11 36.11 2.78

Overall performance comparison of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS.

We also present the overall performance of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS based on all data

sets in Figure 14.1 and Figure 14.2. It is clear from the figures that FIMUS outperforms

SiMI and FEMI for both numerical and categorical imputation in terms of all evaluation

criteria. For example, in terms of d2 FIMUS performs the best in 69.79% of cases, SiMI

performs the best in 28.47% of cases and FEMI performs the best in 1.74% of cases for

numerical imputation (see Figure 14.1(b)).

Performance comparison of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS by considering the number

of records and attributes of a data set.

So far we discuss the performance of FIMUS, SiMI and FEMI by grouping the data

sets into six (6) groups from Group A to Group F as discussed in Section 14.3.1. For

example, Group A contains the data sets having the number of records less than 10000.

Besides, Group C contains the data sets having the number of attributes less than 10.
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TABLE 14.44: The categorical imputation performance of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS
based on the missing ratios, missing models and missing patterns.

Evaluation RMSE MAE

Criteria FIMUS SiMI FEMI FIMUS SiMI FEMI

Sc
or

es
in

nu
m

be
rs

1% 66 3 3 64 5 3

3% 64 6 2 61 9 2

5% 65 5 2 63 7 2

10% 66 4 2 64 6 2

Overall 128 11 5 125 14 5

UD 133 7 4 127 13 4

Simple 69 3 0 62 10 0

Medium 68 4 0 67 5 0

Complex 59 5 8 58 6 8

Blended 65 6 1 65 6 1

Sc
or

es
in

pe
rc

en
ta

ge
(%

)

1% 91.67 4.17 4.17 88.89 6.94 4.17

3% 88.89 8.33 2.78 84.72 12.50 2.78

5% 90.28 6.94 2.78 87.50 9.72 2.78

10% 91.67 5.56 2.78 88.89 8.33 2.78

Overall 88.89 7.64 3.47 86.81 9.72 3.47

UD 92.36 4.86 2.78 88.19 9.03 2.78

Simple 95.83 4.17 0.00 86.11 13.89 0.00

Medium 94.44 5.56 0.00 93.06 6.94 0.00

Complex 81.94 6.94 11.11 80.56 8.33 11.11

Blended 90.28 8.33 1.39 90.28 8.33 1.39

Now we analyse the performance of FIMUS, SiMI and FEMI by considering the num-

ber of records and attributes of a data set. So we divide the data sets into four (4) groups

as follows.

Group AC: In this group we consider the data sets having the number of records less than

10000 and the number of attributes less than 10 . Out of the nine data sets (see Table 4.8), the

Autompg, Pima and Yeast data sets fall in this group.

Group AD: This group contains the data sets having the number of records less than 10000 and

the number of attributes 10 or more. Therefore, in our analysis the CMC, GermanCA, Credit

Approval and Housing data sets of Table 4.8 fall in this group.

Group BC: We consider the data sets having the number of records 10000 or more and the

number of attributes less than 10 in this group. Only Chess data set of Table 4.8 falls in this

group.

Group BD: This group contains the data sets having the number of records 10000 or more and

the number of attributes 10 or more. Only Adult data set of Table 4.8 falls in this group.
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(a) R2 (b) d2

(c) RMSE (d) MAE

FIGURE 14.1: Percentage of combinations for all data sets, where a method achieves
the best result based on numerical imputation.

We now present the scores of numerical imputation by FIMUS, SiMI and FEMI by

considering the number of records and attributes of a data set in Table 14.45. From the

table it appears that FIMUS performs the best among the three techniques for most of

the cases except some occasional cases where SiMI performs the best. The occasional

cases are in RMSE and MAE for the Group BD. For example, SiMI performs the

best in 59.37% of cases in terms of both RMSE and MAE for the Group BD, whereas

FIMUS performs the best in 40.63% of cases.
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(a) RMSE (b) MAE

FIGURE 14.2: Percentage of combinations for all data sets, where a method achieves
the best result based on categorical imputation.

TABLE 14.45: The numerical imputation performance of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS by
considering the number of records and attributes of a data set.

Evaluation R2 d2 RMSE MAE

Criteria FIMUS SiMI FEMI FIMUS SiMI FEMI FIMUS SiMI FEMI FIMUS SiMI FEMI

Sc
or

es
in

nu
m

be
rs

Group AC 56 22 18 72 23 1 61 30 5 66 26 4

Group AD 69 52 7 80 44 4 90 38 0 87 36 5

Group BC 32 0 0 32 0 0 32 0 0 32 0 0

Group BD 16 16 0 17 15 0 13 19 0 13 19 0

Sc
or

es
in

pe
rc

en
ta

ge
(%

)

Group AC 58.33 22.92 18.75 75.00 23.96 1.04 63.54 31.25 5.21 68.75 27.08 4.17

Group AD 53.91 40.63 5.47 62.50 34.38 3.13 70.31 29.69 0.00 67.97 28.13 3.91

Group BC 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

Group BD 50.00 50.00 0.00 53.13 46.87 0.00 40.63 59.37 0.00 40.63 59.37 0.00

14.3.2 An Analysis of the Imputation Quality based on Prediction

Accuracy

In this section we provide a detailed analysis of the imputation quality based on the pre-

diction accuracy of a decision tree algorithm such as C4.5 (J. R. Quinlan, 1993, 1996).

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed techniques in achieving an imputed

data set that can generate a decision tree with higher prediction accuracy, on a testing

data set, than the prediction accuracy of a tree built from a data set having missing
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values. The experimental results indicate that our proposed techniques perform signif-

icantly better than the existing techniques, namely EMI (Dempster et al., 1977; Junni-

nen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001), IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012), and SVR (Smola &

Schölkopf, 2004; X. Wang et al., 2006) in terms of the prediction accuracy. We first

introduce the evaluation process before we analyze the results in details.

14.3.2.1 Evaluation Process

The evaluation methods such as R2, d2, RMSE and MAE describe how accurately

the imputation of missing values is done by the imputation techniques. However, the

metrics do not guarantee an improvement of the data quality for a data mining task

such as classification. Therefore, the main objective of this section is to evaluate the

effectiveness of the imputation techniques for data mining by applying a C4.5 classi-

fier (J. R. Quinlan, 1996) on the original data set, imputed data set and the data sets

having missing values. We use the prediction accuracy of a classifier to evaluate the

impact of imputation of missing values. An evaluation model is built in order to find

the prediction accuracy (Farhangfar et al., 2008). The overall block diagram of the

evaluation model is shown in Figure 14.3.

We now describe the evaluation process by the C4.5 (J. R. Quinlan, 1993, 1996) clas-

sifier as follows. We use a 10-fold cross validation approach that creates 10 pairs of

testing and training data sets. Each pair has a testing data set and a training data set.

The testing data set contains n
10

records, of the compete data set having n records, that

are chosen randomly and the training data set contains the remaining 9n
10

records. We

then introduce missing values with different missing combinations in the training data

set. We next impute the missing values, of the training data set, by using the imputa-

tion techniques. Let, T (= {T1, T2, · · · , TP}) be the set of P imputation techniques.

Therefore, altogether we have P + 1 number of complete data sets; out of them there

are P imputed data sets and other one is the actual training data set without missing

values. We then apply a classifier, called C4.5 (J. R. Quinlan, 1996), on each complete

data set and thereby build P +1 decision trees. For each tree we calculate its prediction

accuracy by applying it on the testing data set.
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FIGURE 14.3: A model to evaluate the impact of imputation.

The prediction accuracy is a number between the range 0% and 100%. An imputation

technique having higher prediction accuracy, than the prediction accuracy of the Simple

Record Deletion (SRD) tectnique (that just removes the records having missing value/s),

indicates an improvement of data qaulity by the imputation of missing values. An ex-

tensive experimentation is carried out for evaluating our proposed impuation techniques

over some existing imputation techniques.

14.3.2.2 Analysis of the Impact of Imputation based on C4.5 Prediction Accuracy

We compare the performance of our proposed techniques over the performances of four

existing techniques, namely SVR (Smola & Schölkopf, 2004; X. Wang et al., 2006),

EMI (Dempster et al., 1977; Junninen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001), IBLLS (K. Cheng
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et al., 2012) and SRD (Young et al., 2011). The SRD approach deletes the records hav-

ing missing values. For classification purpose we use C4.5 classifier (Islam & Giggins,

2011; J. R. Quinlan, 1996). We apply the techniques on eight real life data sets namely

Adult, Chess, Yeast, CMC, Credit Approval, GermanCA, Pima and Autompg that are

publicly available in UCI machine learning repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010). A

brief description about the data sets is available in Table 4.8 of Chapter 4.

We use four missing patterns namely Simple, Medium, Complex and Blended, two

missing models namely Overall and Uniformly Distributed (UD) and four missing ratios

1%, 3%, 5%, and 10% in order to create missing values (see Section 4.5 of Chapeter 4).

Since we have 32 missing combinations for the 4 missing patterns, 2 missing models

and 4 missing ratios, we create 32 data sets with missing values for each training data

set. Moreover, we have 10 training data sets for each natural data set. Therefore, we

have altogether 320 data sets with missing values for each natural data set.

Analysis of the Impact of Imputation for FEMI over the Existing Techniques

We now analyze the impact of imputation of our proposed technique called FEMI over

the existing techniques. We present the overall prediction accuracy of the C4.5 classifier

for eight data sets in Table 14.46. Note that the overall prediction accuracy for a data

set is the average value of the accuracies for the 320 data sets. The decision trees are

built by using the original training data set (“Original”), the SRD imputed data set, the

SVR imputed data set, the EMI imputed data set, the IBLLS imputed data set and the

FEMI imputed data set (see the process in Figure 14.3). Note that SRD technique just

deletes the records having missing value/s.

We can see from Table 14.46 that for Adult data set the overall accuracy for “Origi-

nal”, SRD, SVR, EMI, IBLLS and FEMI are 81.722%, 79.535%, 79.697%, 79.857%,

79.541% and 80.720%, respectively. We can see that SRD achieves a lower overall

prediction accuracy than any imputation techniques. The results indicate that the pre-

diction accuracy can be decreased due to the deletion of the records having missing

values. On the other hand, the prediction accuracy can be increased by the imputation

of missing values, and therefore we can argue that the data quality can be improved
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through imputation of missing values. This trend can also be seen for the other data sets

(see Table 14.46).

From the table, it also appears that our proposed technique FEMI achieves the highest

overall prediction accuracy among the imputation techniques for the Adult data set (see

the first row of Table 14.46). In other words, for Adult data set the quality of imputation

by FEMI is better than the quality of imputation by the other techniques. We also find a

similar result for all other data sets except the Chess data set.

TABLE 14.46: The overall impact of imputation for FEMI over the existing techniques.

Data set Original(%) SRD(%) SVR(%) EMI(%) IBLLS(%) FEMI(%)

Adult 81.722 79.535 79.697 79.857 79.541 80.720
Chess 42.420 30.692 33.587 31.880 32.391 32.288
Yeast 44.595 37.016 37.624 30.122 29.874 38.627
CMC 52.188 47.927 46.650 46.417 48.042 49.852
GermanCA 68.700 66.400 68.078 68.403 67.203 68.416
Pima 73.597 71.436 71.789 72.253 71.636 72.437
Credit Approval 86.369 84.267 84.767 85.373 84.451 85.608
Autompg 71.482 67.108 67.195 68.316 66.174 69.018

We now present aggregated prediction accuracies of FEMI and the existing techniques

based on missing ratios, missing models, and missing patterns in Figure 14.4 and Fig-

ure 14.5 for all data sets. The figures demonstrate that FEMI generally performs better

(i.e. higher average prediction accuracy) than SRD, SVR, EMI and IBLLS for all miss-

ing ratios, for all missing models, and for all missing patterns.

For a better understanding of the overall experimental results Figure 14.6 presents the

comparison of score among SRD, SVR, EMI, IBLLS and FEMI on all data sets. The

score of a technique is the number of missing combinations for which the technique

performs the best among the five techniques in terms of prediction accuracy. The figure

demonstrates that FEMI performs the best in 57.76% of missing combinations.

Analysis of the Impact of Imputation for SiMI over the Existing Techniques

We now analyze the impact of imputation of our proposed technique called SiMI over

the existing techniques. We present the overall prediction accuracy of the C4.5 classifier

for eight data sets in Table 14.47. We can see from Table 14.47 that for Adult data set

the overall accuracy for “Original”, SRD, SVR, EMI, IBLLS and SiMI are 81.722%,

79.535%, 79.697%, 79.857%, 79.541% and 80.497%, respectively.
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(a) Adult data set

(b) Chess data set

(c) Yeast data set

(d) CMC data set

FIGURE 14.4: The impact of imputation for FEMI over the existing techniques based
on C4.5 prediction accuracy in terms of missing ratios, missing models and missing

patterns on the Adult, Chess, Yeast and CMC data sets.

We can also see from the table that our proposed technique SiMI achieves the highest

overall prediction accuracy among the imputation techniques for the Adult data set (see
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(a) GermanCA data set

(b) Pima data set

(c) Credit Approval data set

(d) Autompg data set

FIGURE 14.5: The impact of imputation for FEMI over the existing techniques based
on C4.5 prediction accuracy in terms of missing ratios, missing models and missing

patterns on the GermanCA, Pima, Credit Approval and Autompg data sets.

the first row of Table 14.47). In other words, for Adult data set the quality of imputation

by SiMI is better than the quality of imputation by the other techniques. SiMI also
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FIGURE 14.6: Score comparison for FEMI over the existing techniques.

performs better over the existing techniques for all other data sets except the Chess data

set.

TABLE 14.47: The overall impact of imputation for SiMI over the existing techniques.

Data set Original(%) SRD(%) SVR(%) EMI(%) IBLLS(%) SiMI(%)

Adult 81.722 79.535 79.697 79.857 79.541 80.497
Chess 42.420 30.692 33.587 31.880 32.391 33.055
Yeast 44.595 37.016 37.624 30.122 29.874 40.383
CMC 52.188 47.927 46.650 46.417 48.042 51.392
GermanCA 68.700 66.400 68.078 68.403 67.203 68.475
Pima 73.597 71.436 71.789 72.253 71.636 72.868
Credit Approval 86.369 84.267 84.767 85.373 84.451 86.099
Autompg 71.482 67.108 67.195 68.316 66.174 70.930

We now present aggregated prediction accuracies of SiMI and the existing techniques

based on missing ratios, missing models, and missing patterns in Figure 14.7 and Fig-

ure 14.8 for all data sets. The figures demonstrate that SiMI performs better (i.e. higher

average prediction accuracy) than SRD, SVR, EMI and IBLLS for all missing ratios,

for all missing models, and for all missing patterns.

Figure 14.9 presents the comparison of score among SRD, SVR, EMI, IBLLS and SiMI

on all data sets. The score of a technique is the number of missing combinations for

which the technique performs the best among the five techniques in terms of prediction
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(a) Adult data set

(b) Chess data set

(c) Yeast data set

(d) CMC data set

FIGURE 14.7: The impact of imputation for SiMI over the existing techniques based
on C4.5 prediction accuracy in terms of missing ratios, missing models and missing

patterns on the Adult, Chess, Yeast and CMC data sets.

accuracy. The figure demonstrates that SiMI performs the best in 81.78% of missing

combinations.
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(a) GermanCA data set

(b) Pima data set

(c) Credit Approval data set

(d) Autompg data set

FIGURE 14.8: The impact of imputation for SiMI over the existing techniques based
on C4.5 prediction accuracy in terms of missing ratios, missing models and missing

patterns on the GermanCA, Pima, Credit Approval and Autompg data sets.

Analysis of the Impact of Imputation for FIMUS over the Existing Techniques

We now analyze the impact of imputation of our proposed technique called FIMUS over
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FIGURE 14.9: Score comparison for SiMI over the existing techniques.

the existing techniques. We present the overall prediction accuracy of the C4.5 classifier

for eight data sets in Table 14.48. We can see from Table 14.48 that for Adult data set

the overall accuracy for “Original”, SRD, SVR, EMI, IBLLS and FIMUS are 81.722%,

79.535%, 79.697%, 79.857%, 79.541% and 80.361%, respectively.

From the table, it appears that our proposed technique FIMUS achieves the highest

overall prediction accuracy among the imputation techniques for the Adult data set (see

the first row of Table 14.48). In other words, for Adult data set the quality of imputation

by FIMUS is better than the quality of imputation by the other techniques. FIMUS also

performs better over the existing techniques for all other data sets including the Chess

data set.

TABLE 14.48: The overall impact of imputation for FIMUS over the existing tech-
niques.

Data set Original(%) SRD(%) SVR(%) EMI(%) IBLLS(%) FIMUS(%)

Adult 81.722 79.535 79.697 79.857 79.541 80.361
Chess 42.420 30.692 33.587 31.880 32.391 34.885
Yeast 44.595 37.016 37.624 30.122 29.874 40.440
CMC 52.188 47.927 46.650 46.417 48.042 51.076
GermanCA 68.700 66.400 68.078 68.403 67.203 68.547
Pima 73.597 71.436 71.789 72.253 71.636 73.226
Credit Approval 86.369 84.267 84.767 85.373 84.451 86.108
Autompg 71.482 67.108 67.195 68.316 66.174 70.665
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We now present aggregated prediction accuracies of FIMUS and the existing techniques

based on missing ratios, missing models, and missing patterns in Figure 14.10 and

Figure 14.11 for all data sets. The figures demonstrate that FIMUS performs better (i.e.

higher average prediction accuracy) than SRD, SVR, EMI and IBLLS for all missing

ratios, for all missing models, and for all missing patterns.

Figure 14.12 presents the comparison of score among SRD, SVR, EMI, IBLLS and

FIMUS on all data sets. The score of a technique is the number of missing combina-

tions for which the technique performs the best among the five techniques in terms of

prediction accuracy. The figure demonstrates that FIMUS performs the best in 85.60%

of missing combinations.

Analysis of the Impact of Imputation Among Our Proposed Techniques FIMUS,

SiMI and FEMI

We now analyze the imputation quality of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS. Table 14.49 shows

the overall classification accuracy of SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS. We can see that FEMI

performs the best among the three techniques in Adult data set, whereas SiMI performs

the best for the CMC and Autompg data sets and FIMUS performs the best in the Chess,

Yeast, GermanCA, Pima and Credit Approval data sets.

TABLE 14.49: The overall impact of imputation among our proposed techniques
FIMUS, SiMI and FEMI.

Data set FIMUS(%) SiMI(%) FEMI(%)

Adult 80.361 80.497 80.720
Chess 34.885 33.055 32.288
Yeast 40.440 40.383 38.627
CMC 51.076 51.392 49.852
GermanCA 68.547 68.475 68.416
Pima 73.226 72.868 72.437
Credit Approval 86.108 86.099 85.608
Autompg 70.665 70.930 69.018

Figure 14.13 presents the comparison of score among SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS on all

data sets. The score of a technique is the number of missing combinations for which the

technique performs the best among the three techniques in terms of prediction accuracy.

The figure demonstrates that FIMUS performs the best in 49.30% of missing combina-

tions. One the other hand, SiMI performs the best in 34.27% of missing combinations

and FEMI performs the best in 16.43% of missing combinations.
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(a) Adult data set

(b) Chess data set

(c) Yeast data set

(d) CMC data set

FIGURE 14.10: The impact of imputation for FIMUS over the existing techniques
based on C4.5 prediction accuracy in terms of missing ratios, missing models and

missing patterns on the Adult, Chess, Yeast and CMC data sets.
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(a) GermanCA data set

(b) Pima data set

(c) Credit Approval data set

(d) Autompg data set

FIGURE 14.11: The impact of imputation for FIMUS over the existing techniques
based on C4.5 prediction accuracy in terms of missing ratios, missing models and

missing patterns on the GermanCA, Pima, Credit Approval and Autompg data sets.

14.4 The Main Contributions of the Thesis

In this study we present a number of data cleansing techniques for missing value impu-

tation, noisy value detection and data discretization that achieve higher quality of im-

putation, noise detection and discretization than a few high quality existing techniques.
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FIGURE 14.12: Score comparison for FIMUS over the existing techniques.

The main approach of the proposed techniques is to find useful horizontal segments and

use statistical properties of a data set in order to achieve good imputation and noise

detection. The main contributions of the thesis are as follows.

Missing Value Imputation

• We propose eight (8) novel imputation techniques called DMI, EDI, kDMI, iDMI,

TULIP, SiMI, FEMI and FIMUS. We make sequential improvement in the pro-

posed techniques in terms of the imputation accuracy.

• TULIP being an improvement of DMI, achieves higher imputation than DMI.

• SiMI uses a better approach for finding horizontal segments with higher similarity

among the records and higher correlation among the attributes. Hence, SiMI

achieves a further improvement than TULIP.

• FEMI is especially tailored for data sets having fuzziness and is shown to achieve

better imputation than a couple of existing techniques. FEMI is computationally

less expensive and can be more suitable than SiMI, DMI, EDI, kDMI and TULIP

if a data set has a fuzzy nature.
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FIGURE 14.13: Score comparison among our proposed techniques FIMUS, SiMI and
FEMI.

• FIMUS handles categorical missing values and is not dependent on any base im-

putation techniques such as EMI. It also achieves higher imputation accuracy than

other proposed (see Figure 14.1 and Figure 14.13) and existing techniques.

• All the techniques can handle both numerical and categorical missing values.

Note that many existing techniques (such as EMI (Dempster et al., 1977; Schnei-

der, 2001), IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012) and GMC (Grzymala-Busse et al.,

2005)) can only handle either categorical or numerical missing values.

• We provide a detailed complexity analysis of the proposed techniques (see Ta-

ble 14.50).

• We use nine real data sets for experimentation. The data sets are available in the

UCI Machine Learning Repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010).

• We evaluate the techniques based on four commonly used evaluation criteria.

• We also evaluate the data quality of the data sets imputed by the proposed tech-

niques.

• We analyze the results using several statistical tests including the sign test.
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• We compare the performance of our techniques over three high quality existing

techniques.

• We provide a comparative analysis of the proposed techniques.

Noisy Value Detection

• We propose a noise detection technique that can identify noisy records and noisy

attributes based on the co-appearance analysis.

• We provide a detailed complexity analysis of the proposed technique (see Ta-

ble 14.51).

• We evaluate the technique based on four evaluation criteria.

• We use four real data sets for experimentation. The data sets are available in the

UCI Machine Learning Repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010).

• We analyze the results using several statistical tests including the sign test.

• We compare the performance of our technique over two high quality existing

techniques. Our empirical analysis indicates better capacity of noise detection by

the proposed technique over a couple of existing techniques.

Data Discretization

• We propose a discretization technique that takes the influence of all categorical at-

tributes and frequency distribution of the values of an attribute into consideration

while discretizing the attribute.

• The proposed technique also aims to minimize the information loss due to dis-

cretization by carefully choosing the boundary values for the categories.

• Our proposed discretization technique does not require any user input.

• We provide a detailed complexity analysis of the proposed technique (see Ta-

ble 14.52).
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• We evaluate the technique based on three evaluation criteria.

• We use eight real data sets for experimentation. The data sets are available in the

UCI Machine Learning Repository (Frank & Asuncion, 2010).

• We analyze the results using the statistical sign test.

• We compare the performance of our technique over five high quality existing

techniques.

14.5 Limitations of the Thesis

The main limitation of the thesis is that most of the proposed techniques are relatively

more complex compared to some existing techniques. For missing value imputation

the complexity of our proposed techniques is O(n2), whereas the complexity of some

existing techniques is O(n). However, there are many existing imputation techniques

that are even more computationally complex than our proposed imputation techniques

(as shown in Table 14.50). The complexity of some existing imputation techniques such

as IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012) and SVR (Smola & Schölkopf, 2004; X. Wang et al.,

2006) is O(n3).

The main focus of the thesis is to ensure high quality data through data cleansing that

includes missing value imputation and noisy value detection and correction. There are

many applications such as medical data analysis where high quality data is crucial. A

better quality data cleansing technique can be useful in such applications even if the

technique is computationally expensive. In such application areas often imputation is

not carried out frequently due to the use of static data. Our techniques may not be

suitable for the applications that require a quick pre-processing perhaps on dynamic data

and do not require a high quality of imputation. However, in such cases our proposed

technique FEMI can be applied since it has a low complexity O(n) as equal to the

complexity of EMI. However, FEMI performs significantly better than EMI as indicated

in Table 10.5, Table 10.6, Figure 10.12 and Figure 10.14.
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14.6 Complexity Analysis of the Techniques

In this section we present a detailed complexity analysis of our proposed techniques and

some existing techniques.

14.6.1 Notations for the Complexity Analysis

We use the following basic notations in order to analyze the complexity of the tech-

niques. We consider a data set DF with n records and m attributes. We also consider

that there are m′ attributes with missing values over the whole data set, n′ records in a

sub data set, nI records with one or more missing values, and nc records (nc = n− nI)

with no missing values. Let, DI ⊂ DF be the sub data set having records with missing

values and DC ⊂ DF be the sub data set having records without missing values. Also

let, d be the domain size of a categorical attribute, l be the minimum number of records

in a leaf, k be the number of clusters in a data set and d′ be the domain size of the class

attribute of a data set.

14.6.2 Complexity Analysis of Imputation Techniques

Complexity Analysis of DMI

In Chapter 4 we present DMI. We now analyze complexity of the DMI algorithm (see

Algorithm 1) as follows.

The complexity for Step 1 of DMI for preparing DI and DC is O(nm). Step 2 of

the DMI algorithm uses the C4.5 algorithm (J. R. Quinlan, 1993, 1996) which has a

complexity O(ncm2) (J. Su & Zhang, 2006), if it is applied on nc records and m at-

tributes. Step 4 uses the EMI algorithm which has the complexity O(nm2 +m3) (see

Table 14.50), if EMI is applied on n records and m attributes. However, in Step 4 EMI

is applied repeatedly on different data segments representing the leaves or logic rules.

In the worst case scenario for the ith tree we can have at most nc
l

leaves where the min-

imum number of records for a leaf is l. If nI ≤ nc
l

then EMI is applied at most nI
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times, else if nI > nc
l

then it is applied at most nc
l

times. Therefore, the maximum num-

ber of times EMI can be applied is nc
l

resulting in the maximum complexity for EMI

to be O(nc
l
(lm2 + m3)). Considering that there are m′ attributes with missing values

resulting in m′ trees (following the for loops of Step 4) the complexity of the step is

O(m
′nc
l

(lm2 + m3)). Complexity of Step 5 for producing a complete data set is also

O(nm).

Generally, l is chosen to be a small number which is significantly smaller than nc.

Therefore, we can ignore l from the complexity analysis. Moreover, we assume that

nI � nc, and nc ≈ n. Therefore the overall complexity for Algorithm 1 can be esti-

mated as O(n2mm′ + nm3m′). For typical data sets (such as those used in the experi-

ments of this study) having n� m the complexity is O(n2). However, for the data sets

having m ≥ n the complexity is O(m3) if m′ � m or O(m4) if m′ ≈ m.

Complexity Analysis of EDI

In Chapter 5 we present EDI which is an extended version of DMI. In EDI we use

two layers of imputations namely Early-Imputation and Advanced-Imputation. In the

Early-Imputation layer we use the EMI which has the complexity O(nm2 + m3) (see

Table 14.50) and in the Advanced-Imputation layer we use the DMI which has the

complexity O(n2mm′ + nm3m′) (see Table 14.50). Since the complexity of EDI is

dominated by the complexity of DMI, the complexity of EDI is the same as the DMI.

Therefore, the complexity of EDI is also O(n2mm′ + nm3m′).

Complexity Analysis of kDMI

Another extension of DMI is kDMI that we present in Chapter 6. The additional cost

of kDMI over DMI is that kDMI finds the best k nearest records of a record Ri having

missing value/s from the leaf where Ri falls in. Let, the size the leaf is n′.

The kDMI automatically finds the best k value based on the algorithm as shown in

Algorithm 3 which makes the complexity is O((n′)3 + (n′)2m). Therefore, the overall

complexity of kDMI is O(n2mm′ + nm3m′ + (n′)3 + (n′)2m).

Complexity Analysis of iDMI
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Another extension of DMI is iDMI that we present in Chapter 7. The basic difference

of iDMI over DMI is that iDMI imputes the record Ri for which all numerical values

are missing based on the attribute mean value of the records belonging to a leaf where

Ri falls in. On the other hand, DMI considers all the records of a data set to impute the

missing values of Ri.

Since the complexity of DMI is dominated by the step 4 of the DMI algorithm (see

Algorithm 1), the complexity of iDMI is also dominated by the same step. Therefore,

the complexity of iDMI is also O(n2mm′ + nm3m′).

Complexity Analysis of TULIP

In Chapter 8 we present TULIP that is an imputation framework in which we com-

bine DMI, EDI and kDMI. Like EDI, TULIP performs an initial imputation using the

EMI technique. The complexity of the initial imputation is then O(nm2 + m3) (see

Table 14.50). Moreover, like kDMI, TULIP finds the best k nearest records of a record

Ri having missing value/s from the leaf where Ri falls in. The complexity of finding

the best k value from a leaf automatically is O((n′)3 + (n′)2m). Therefore, the overall

complexity of TULIP is O(n2mm′ + nm3m′ + (n′)3 + (n′)2m).

Complexity Analysis of SiMI

In Chapter 9 we present SiMI. We now analyze complexity of the SiMI algorithm (see

Algorithm 6) as follows.

Complexity of Step 1 for preparing DI and DC is O(nm). However, the complexity

of similarity calculation (Giggins & Brankovic, 2012) in Step 1 is O(nm2d2 +m3d5),

where we consider that the domain size of each attribute is d.

The overall complexity of Step 2 is O(ncm2k + n2
cmk
l

). Step 3 (see Algorithm 7) finds

the non-empty intersections of the leaves for k trees. However, note that the number

of non-empty intersections (L) can only be at most n in the worst case scenario, and

therefore L (in the algorithm) can be at most equal to n. We consider that each leaf has

the minimum number of records (i.e. l) in order to allow us to consider the worst case
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scenario where the number of leaves is the maximum i.e. n
l
. Therefore, the complexity

of this step is O(n2lk).

Step 4 (see Algorithm 8) can have two extreme situations where initially we can have

n number of intersections, each having 1 record. After merging the records we may

eventually end up in another extreme scenario where we have only two intersections;

one having τ records and the other one having (n − τ) records. Considering both

situations in two iterations of the while loop we find the worst case complexity of the

step is O(n2m+ nm2).

In Step 5 we can have at most n
τ

number of intersections altogether. Therefore, EMI

algorithm may need to be applied at most n
τ

times resulting in the complexity of the

step to be O(n
τ
(τm2 +m3)). Considering τ to be very small the complexity of the Step

is O(nm3). The complexity of Step 6 is O(nm).

Typically, d, k, l and τ values are very small, especially compared to n. Besides, we can

also consider nI to be very small and therefore nc ≈ n. Hence, the overall complexity

of SiMI is O(n2m+ nm3). Moreover, for low dimensional data sets such as those used

in this study the complexity is O(n2).

Complexity Analysis of FEMI

In Chapter 10 we present FEMI. We now analyze complexity of the FEMI algorithm

(see Algorithm 9) as follows.

Complexity of Step 1 for normalizing all numerical attributes is O(nm). In Step 2, the

complexity for preparing DI and DC is O(nm).

In step 3 FEMI uses a fuzzy clustering technique such as GFCM (M. Lee & Pedrycz,

2009) to create clusters with a user defined number of clusters k. The complexity of

Step 3 is dominated by the GFCM algorithm (M. Lee & Pedrycz, 2009) which has a

complexity O(k2ncmd), where we consider that the domain size of each attribute is d.

Step 4 uses the FuzzyEM() procedure which has a complexity O(nnIm2 + nIm
3).

FuzzyEM() is applied repeatedly k times which makes the complexity of this step
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is O(knnIm2 + knIm
3). The complexity for imputing missing values in Step 5 is

O(knnIm). Complexity of Step 6 for denormalizing all numerical attributes isO(nCm).

Therefore, the overall complexity of FEMI is O(nm+ k2ncmd+ knnIm
2 + knIm

3 +

knnIm. However, typically k, and d values are very small, especially compared to n.

Besides, we can also consider nI to be very small and therefore nc ≈ n. Hence, the

overall complexity of FEMI is O(nm2 +m3). Moreover, for low dimensional data sets

such as those used in this study the complexity is O(n).

Complexity Analysis of FIMUS

In Chapter 11 we present FIMUS. We now analyze complexity of the FIMUS algorithm

(see Algorithm 11) as follows.

In Step 1 the complexity for preparing a missing matrix is O(nm). In Step 2 the com-

plexity for generalizing DF is also O(nm).

In step 3 FIMUS prepares the co-appearance matrix, similarity matrix and correlation

matrix. The complexity for preparing the co-appearance matrix, similarity matrix and

correlation matrix are O(nm2d2), O(nm2d2 +m3d5) and O(m2d2), respectively. Thus,

the complexity of Step 3 is O(nm2d2 +m3d5).

The complexity of Step 4 is dominated by the creation of sub data sets and calculation of

similarities of attribute values. The complexity of creating a sub data set isO(nm). Let,

n′ be the size of the sub data set. FIMUS then calculates similarities of attribute values

based on the sub data set. The complexity of calculating similarities from a sub data set

is O(n′m2d2 +m3d5). Moreover, in Step 4 FIMUS uses the CSR() procedure which

has a complexity O(md3). Note that FIMUS repeats the creation of sub data sets and

calculation of similarities of attribute values for nm times. Therefore, the complexity

of Step 4 is O(nm(nm+ n′m2d2 +m3d5 +md3)) ≈ O(n2m2 + nn′m3d2 + nm4d5).

The complexity for calculating RMSE in Step 5 is O(nm). Complexity of Step 6 for

producing a complete data set is also O(nm).
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Therefore, the overall complexity of FIMUS isO(n2m2+nn′m3d2+nm4d5). Typically,

d is small, n′ � n and for low dimensional data sets (such as those used in this study)

n� m. Hence, the complexity of FIMUS for a low dimensional data set is O(n2).

Complexity Analysis of EMI

We now analyze the complexity of an existing imputation technique called EMI (Jun-

ninen et al., 2004; Schneider, 2001). EMI imputes the missing values of a data set

based on the regression model as shown in Equation (4.1). The complexity of EMI is

dominated by the correlation matrix B. In order to obtain B, we need to calculate a

covariance matrix. For m attributes, the number of elements of the covariance matrix

is m2. The complexity of calculating each element of the covariance matrix is O(n).

Therefore, the complexity of calculating the covariance matrix is O(nm2). Moreover,

there is an inverse operation (as discussed in Section 4.3.2 of Chapter 4) of the covari-

ance matrix that requires a complexity O(m3). Therefore, the overall complexity of

EMI is O(nm2 +m3).

Complexity Analysis of IBLLS

We now analyze the complexity of an existing imputation technique called IBLLS (K. Cheng

et al., 2012). IBLLS imputes the missing values of a data set based on the Least Square

Framework (LSF) (Cai et al., 2006). The LSF performs matrix multiplication and in-

verse operations (see Equation (3.10), Equation (3.11) and Equation (3.12)) that make

the complexity of LSF is O(n2m+m3). Besides, IBLLS finds the best k nearest neigh-

bor records of a record having missing value/s based on a heuristic approach (H. Kim

et al., 2005) which makes the complexity is O(n2 + nm). IBLLS repeats the applica-

tion of the LSF and the heuristic approach for nm times. Therefore, the overall time

complexity of IBLLS is O(n3m2 + nm4).

Complexity Analysis of SVR

The complexity of SVR (Smola & Schölkopf, 2004; X. Wang et al., 2006) is dominated

by the complexity of a quadratic programming problem (SVM: http://scikit

-learn.org/stable/modules/svm.html, 2014). The complexity of a quadratic

programming problem solver varies between O(n2m) and O(n3m). Therefore, for

http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/svm.html
http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/svm.html
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the worst case scenario the complexity of SVR is O(n3m) (SVM: http://scikit

-learn.org/stable/modules/svm.html, 2014).

The Comparison of the Complexities of the Imputation Techniques

We present the complexities of our proposed techniques in Table 14.50. In Table 14.50

we also present the complexities of some existing techniques. From the table, we can

see that the complexity of each our proposed technique except FEMI is O(n2) which is

lower than the complexity of IBLLS and SVR. The complexity of both IBLLS and SVR

isO(n3). Besides, the complexity of FEMI isO(n) which is the same as the complexity

of EMI. Although the complexity of EMI is equal or lower than the complexity of our

proposed techniques, the imputation quality of our proposed techniques is better than

the imputation quality of EMI and the other existing techniques.

TABLE 14.50: The complexities of the imputation techniques.

Techniques Complexity

DMI O(n2mm′ + nm3m′)

EDI O(n2mm′ + nm3m′)

kDMI O(n2mm′ + nm3m′ + (n′)3 + (n′)2m)

iDMI O(n2mm′ + nm3m′)

TULIP O(n2mm′ + nm3m′ + (n′)3 + (n′)2m)

SiMI O(n2m+ nm3)

FEMI O(nm2 +m3)

FIMUS O(n2m2 + nn′m3d2 + nm4d5)

EMI O(nm2 +m3)

IBLLS O(n3m2 + nm4)

SVR O(n3m)

Notations:

n=number of records, m=number of attributes

n′=number of records in a sub data set

m′=number of attributes having missing values

d=domain size of an attribute

14.6.3 Complexity Analysis of Noise Detection Techniques

Complexity Analysis of CAIRAD

In Chapter 12 we propose a noise detection technique called CAIRAD. We now analyze

complexity of the CAIRAD algorithm (see Algorithm 13) as follows.

http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/svm.html
http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/svm.html
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Complexity of Step 1 of the CAIRAD algorithm for categorizing a data set is O(nm).

In Step 2, CAIRAD finds the co-appearances of attributes values by using our proposed

procedure called CAMGenerator() (see Algorithm 14) which makes the complexity

of Step 2 is O(nm2d2).

In Step 3, CAIRAD identifies the noisy values of a record by using our proposed pro-

cedure called NV I() which has a complexity O(m2). NV I() is applied n times. Thus,

the complexity of Step 3 is O(nm2). The complexity of Step 4 for creating noisy and

clean data sets is O(nm).

Therefore, the complexity of CAIRAD is O(nm2d2). Typically, n � d. Thus, the

overall complexity of CAIRAD is O(nm). Moreover, for low dimensional data sets

n� m. Hence, the complexity of CAIRAD can be simplified to O(n).

Complexity Analysis of RDCL

We now present the complexity of an existing noise detection technique called RDCL (De-

lany, 2009; Delany et al., 2012). RDCL performs two main tasks namely cross-validation

and classification. The complexity for cross-validation is O(nm). RDCL identifies a

noisy record based on a 1-NN classifier which makes the complexity is O(nm). There-

fore, the overall complexity of RDCL for classifying n records is O(n2m).

Complexity Analysis of EDIR

We now provide the complexity of an existing noise detection technique called EDIR (X. Zhu

et al., 2004). The complexity of EDIR is dominated by the complexity of a deci-

sion tree algorithm such as C4.5 (J. R. Quinlan, 1993, 1996) which has a complexity

O(nm2) (J. Su & Zhang, 2006). EDIR builds decision tree for all attributes. Therefore,

the complexity of EDIR is O(nm3).

The Comparison of the Complexities of the Noise Detection Techniques

We present the complexities of our proposed technique and some existing techniques in

Table 14.51. From the table, we can see that the complexity of our proposed technique

called CAIRAD is O(n) which is lower than the complexity of RDCL and EDIR. The
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complexities of RDCL and EDIR are O(n2m) and O(nm3), respectively. Moreover,

the accuracy of our proposed technique is better than the accuracy of RDCL and EDIR.

TABLE 14.51: The complexities of the noise detection techniques.

Techniques Complexity

CAIRAD O(nm2d2)

RDCL O(n2m)

EDIR O(nm3)

Notations:

n=number of records, m=number of attributes

d=domain size of an attribute

14.6.4 Complexity Analysis of Data Discretization Techniques

Complexity Analysis of LFD

In Chapter 13 we present a discretization technique called LFD. We now analyze com-

plexity of the LFD algorithm (see Algorithm 16) as follows.

Complexity of Step 1 of the LFD algorithm for copying a data set is O(nm). In Step 2,

LFD calculates correlation ratio for each numerical attribute by considering the influ-

ence of the categorical attributes. The calculation of correlation ratio makes the com-

plexity of Step 2 is O(nxyd + x2), where x is the number of numerical attributes, y is

the number of categorical attributes and d is the domain size of a categorical attribute.

In Step 3, LFD calculates CAIM value (Kurgan & Cios, 2004) which has a complexity

O(nd2). While calculating the CAIM value LFD considers the influence of categorical

attributes resulting in the complexity is O(nd2y). We consider that the number of in-

tervals of the target numerical attribute being discretized is d. Thus the complexity of

LFD for discretizing a numerical attribute becomes O(nd3y). Since LFD discretizes all

numerical attributes in Step 3, the complexity of Step 3 is therefore O(nd3xy). Besides,

the complexity of Step 4 for producing a complete data set is also O(nm).

Therefore, the complexity of LFD is O(nm+nd3xy). Typically, n� d. If x ≈ m then

y ≈ 1. Thus, the overall complexity of LFD is O(nm). Moreover, for low dimensional

data sets n� m. Hence, the complexity of LFD can be simplified to O(n).
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Complexity Analysis of PD, FFD, EFD, EWD, CAIM

The complexity of an existing discretization algorithm called CAIM (Kurgan & Cios,

2004) is O(nlog(n)). Similarly, the complexity of some existing discretization algo-

rithms such as PD, FFD, EWD, EFD is also O(nlog(n)) (Yang & Webb, 2009).

The Comparison of the Complexities of the Discretization Techniques

We present the complexities of our proposed discretization technique and some existing

techniques in Table 14.52. From the table, we can see that the complexity of our pro-

posed technique is generally higher compared to the existing techniques. However, for

a large sized (say n ≥ 20000) and low dimensional (say m < 5) data set the complex-

ity of our proposed technique is lower than the complexity of the existing techniques.

The complexity of LFD is O(nm), whereas the complexity of the existing techniques

is O(nlog(n)). The quality of discretization obtained by our proposed technique is also

better than the quality of discretization achieved by the existing techniques.

TABLE 14.52: The complexities of the discretization techniques.

Techniques Complexity

LFD O(nm)

CAIM O(nlog(n))

PD O(nlog(n))

FFD O(nlog(n))

EWD O(nlog(n))

EFD O(nlog(n))

Notations:

n=number of records, m=number of attributes

14.7 Which Technique Should Select and Why

In this section we give an overview about the selection of an appropriate technique

for missing value imputation. We consider only FIMUS, FEMI and SiMI since they

perform better than our other proposed techniques and the existing technique. In Fig-

ure 14.14 we visually present the selection of the appropriate technique. The technique

can be selected based on the data set characteristics such as the existence of class at-

tribute, and the fuzziness of data. From the figure it can be seen that FEMI is suitable
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for imputing missing values of the data sets that have fuzzy nature, and no class at-

tribute. In contrast, SiMI may not be suitable as FEMI and FIMUS for the application

on a data set that does not have the class attribute. For such data sets FIMUS is the most

appropriate one.

Characteristics of data sets Recommendation

Fuzziness in data

FEMI

No fuzziness in data

Missing value imputation SiMI

Class attribute exists

No class attribute FIMUS

FIGURE 14.14: A graphical decision tree shows the selection of an appropriate impu-
tation technique.

For detecting noisy values, we recommend our proposed technique CAIRAD since it

outperforms the existing techniques. Moreover, it requires less computational cost than

the existing techniques. Besides, for data discretization our proposed technique LFD

would be the most suitable since it outperforms the existing techniques, and it does not

require any user-defined parameters. Since we proposed only a single technique, we do

not present any decision trees for noisy value detection and data discretization.

14.8 Further Research Directions

The future directions of the research would be to reduce the complexity of our proposed

imputation techniques, automatically identify the number of clusters for FEMI, find the

user defined threshold λ automatically for CAIRAD.

In future, we plan to reduce the complexity of our proposed imputation techniques by

suitably modifying them. For example, the complexity of FIMUS is dominated by the

calculation of similarities of the values of an attribute. A suitable similarity measure

having a low complexity should result in a low complexity of FIMUS.
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Our proposed imputation technique called FEMI uses a fuzzy clustering algorithm

called GFCM (M. Lee & Pedrycz, 2009) that requires a user defined input k which

is the number of clusters. Based on the empirical analysis we use a default value

k = 20 for our initial experimentation (see Section 10.4 of Chapter 10). Moreover,

in Section 10.3.3 of Chapter 10 we propose a few possible approaches for automati-

cally determining the k value. However, the approaches are not evaluated in this study.

Therefore, we plan to carry out evaluation of the proposed approaches in order to find

the best one. Moreover, we plan to explore other effective approaches that would be

able to identify the k value automatically.

Another future research direction can be making necessary modifications of the pro-

posed techniques (such as FIMUS) to handle big data. There can be many different

approaches for this. One approach can be a careful data sampling before the application

of FIMUS where in a sample data set we can store the records with missing values and

their k-NNs with no missing values. Therefore, we expect a better imputation accu-

racy by FIMUS even if it applies on data sets (such as bioinformatics data sets) having

large number records and attributes since FIMUS uses co-appearances and correlation

of attributes and similarities of records for imputing missing values. Our experimental

results also support our expectation. For examples, the results presented in Table 14.25

shows that for the data sets having a large number of records (i.e. Group B) FIMUS per-

forms the best over the existing techniques (used in this study) in 100% cases in terms

of all evaluation criteria, whereas for the data sets having a low number of records (i.e.

Group A) it achieves a win in 87.95% cases forR2. Similarly, for data sets having a high

number of attributes (i.e. Group D) FIMUS achieves a 100% win (see Table 14.28) over

the existing techniques, whereas for data sets having a low number of attributes (i.e.

Group C) it achieves a win in 88.28% cases in terms of RMSE and MAE.

In our noise detection technique called CAIRAD, we use a user defined threshold called

the co-appearance score threshold λ to determine whether a value in a record should be

considered as noisy or not. Based on the empirical analysis we use a default value

λ = 0.3 for our initial experimentation (see Section 12.3 of Chapter 12). One of our

future research plans for CAIRAD is to explore and incorporate an effective approach

that can automatically determine the λ value.
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A requirement of our proposed discretization technique called LFD is to have at least

one categorical attribute in a data set which is also the requirement of an existing dis-

cretization technique called CAIM (Kurgan & Cios, 2004). A possible approach of

handling a data set having all numerical attributes is to find the attribute Aj that has

the highest correlation with other attributes. The attribute is then discretized using an

existing discretization algorithm such as the one that we propose in FIMUS (see Chap-

ter 11). LFD then can be applied on the data set to discretize other attributes. Finally

the attribute Aj can be discretized again using LFD. However, the effectiveness of the

approach needs to be evaluated. Therefore, our future research plans include the further

improvement of LFD by exploring an effective approach so that it can also work on a

data set that does not have any categorical attributes at all.

14.9 Summary

In this chapter we present a comparative analysis of the imputation techniques that we

propose in this study. In addition, we evaluate the impact of the imputation quality

through applying the C4.5 classifier (J. R. Quinlan, 1993, 1996) on the data sets im-

puted by our proposed techniques and on the data sets having missing values. Our

experimental results indicate that the proposed techniques increase the prediction accu-

racy of the C4.5 classifier. In other words, the quality of data is improved through our

proposed imputation techniques.

In this chapter we also present the main contributes and limitations of the thesis. We

then provide a detailed complexity analysis of the techniques that are presented in this

study. Moreover, we comment on the future research directions. In the next chapter we

present a concluding remark of the study.
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Conclusion

Data cleansing techniques play a vital role in improving data quality for various ap-

plications including medical data analysis, business data analysis, traffic data analysis

and weather data analysis (Benson et al., 2006; Berretta et al., 2012; C. Chen et al.,

2012; H. Chen et al., 2001; R. Cheng et al., 2008; Chiou et al., 2014; Han, 2002; Hens-

ley, 2002; JUDICE, 2007; Kohn et al., 2000; Park et al., 2009; Pyle, 1999; Smith &

Conklin, 2002; Tan et al., 2013). The use of erroneous data in such applications can

cause a severe impact on the stakeholders of the applications (Buhrmester et al., 2011;

Chengalur-Smith et al., 1999; Liebchen, 2010; Loshin, 2001; Redman & Blanton, 1997;

Wand & Wang, 1996).

Hence, it is important to have effective data cleansing techniques for ensuring high

quality of data prior to the analyses. There are many existing cleansing techniques in

the literature. However, the existing techniques have various limitations and hence have

room for further improvement. Therefore, in this study we present a number of data

cleansing techniques that achieve better data cleansing than a number of high quality

recent techniques.

One important task of data cleansing is the imputation of missing value. In this study

we propose a number of imputation techniques that sequentially improve the imputation

accuracy. In Chapter 14 we provide a detailed analysis and discussion based on the basic

433
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concepts, advantages and limitations of our proposed techniques. We also present the

main contributions of this study in Chapter 14 (see Section 14.4).

The basic concept of the techniques is to impute missing values of a data set based on

the records (or a horizontal segment) that are similar to each other and have high corre-

lations among the attributes. Therefore, in this study we find such horizontal segments

where the similarities among the records are high and correlations of attributes are also

high. The horizontal segments are obtained by using various data mining algorithms.

For example, in our proposed technique called DMI (discussed in Chapter 4) we use

a decision tree algorithm to partition a data set into mutually exclusive horizontal seg-

ments. In our another technique called SiMI we consider a decision forest algorithm

that produces the horizontal segments in which the similarities of the records belonging

to each segment are even higher. Moreover, in order to find similar records from such

fuzzy data sets we use a fuzzy clustering algorithm.

We carry out an extensive experimentation on nine publicly available real data sets

in order to empirically evaluate our proposed techniques. We evaluate the proposed

techniques based on four evaluation criteria by comparing our techniques over three

high quality existing techniques. We also evaluate the impact of the imputation quality

through applying a C4.5 classifier (J. R. Quinlan, 1993, 1996) on the data sets imputed

by our proposed techniques (and the existing techniques) and on the data sets having

missing values. Based on the logical and empirical analyses our proposed techniques

are shown to be better than the existing techniques.

Another important task of data cleansing is noisy value detection. In this study we

also present a noise detection technique in order to increase the quality of data. The

basic concept of the proposed technique is that a noisy value generally has a low co-

appearance with other values. Therefore, for the identification of noisy values we use

the co-appearance analysis which has never been considered in the literature for noise

detection to the best of our knowledge. Our experimental results also indicate the effec-

tiveness of the proposed technique. Our techniques performs significantly better than
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two high quality existing techniques. Moreover, the time complexity of our noise detec-

tion technique is O(n) which is lower than the time complexity (O(n2)) of the existing

techniques as shown in Table 14.51.

Moreover, since a discretization technique generally increases the effectiveness of var-

ious data mining algorithms and is used in many imputation and noise detection tech-

niques we also propose a discretization technique that discretizes a numerical attribute

by considering the values having low frequency as the potential cut-points resulting in

a low loss of information due to discretization. The proposed technique also takes the

influence of other attributes into consideration during the discretization. We evaluate

the effectiveness of our technique by comparing its performance over the performance

of five high quality existing techniques. Our experimental results indicate that the pro-

posed technique increase the effectiveness of a data set.

While we achieve better data cleansing and high quality data through our proposed data

cleansing techniques, the time complexity of some of our proposed imputation tech-

niques are higher than some existing techniques. Most of our proposed techniques gen-

erally have the O(n2) complexity while some existing techniques have the O(n) com-

plexity. However, there are many existing imputation techniques that are even more

computationally complex than our proposed imputation techniques (as shown in Ta-

ble 14.50). For example, the complexity of some existing imputation techniques such

as IBLLS (K. Cheng et al., 2012) and SVR (Smola & Schölkopf, 2004; X. Wang et al.,

2006) is O(n3).

The main focus of the study is to achieve better data cleansing using high quality impu-

tation, noise detection and data discretization techniques. There are many applications

such as medical data analysis where high quality data is crucial. In such applications a

better data cleansing technique can be useful even if the technique is computationally

expensive. Due to the use of static data often imputation is not carried out frequently in

such application areas. Our techniques may not be suitable for the applications that do

not require a high quality of imputation and instead require a quick data cleansing per-

haps on dynamic data. However, in such applications our imputation technique FEMI
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can be suggested since it has a low complexityO(n) (which is the same as the complex-

ity of EMI), but the imputation quality of FEMI is higher than the imputation quality

of EMI as indicated in Figure 10.12, Figure 10.14 and Figure 14.6. In Table 3.1, we

presented the limitations of the existing data cleansing techniques. In Table 15.1, we

now present the solutions to overcome those limitations, and thereby fill the research

gaps in the areas of data cleansing. A future research direction is to reduce the time

complexity of the proposed imputation techniques. We present a few possible options

in Chapter 14 (see Section 14.8).
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